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The following two items are a rare pair of Canadian Centennial rifles, a joint effort from Remington Firearms
Company and Ruger Firearms, each rifle having a matching serial number. This joint effort represented the first time
two otherwise competing companies, joined together on a commemorative set.

1201

1200

1200. REMINGTON MODEL 742 WOODSMASTER CANADIAN CENTENNIAL SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #C0738, 308
Win, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
on this fine rifle retain about 99% plus original blue, the left side of the receiver
with “Canadian Centennial Gun” with stylized Maple leaf and 1867-1967, with Maple leaf foliate engraving.
The press-checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate excellent. The buttstock with the hard rubber
Remington 742 gripcap and special inlaid gold and Canadian Centennial medallion in its right side. The gun is unfired since
leaving Remington Arms Company and includes one original magazine. The Remington 742 De-Luxe hangtag still attached
to the triggerguard. Included with the gun is its original box, serial numbered to the gun and Canadian Centennial marked with Remington
chamber cleaning brush. The box itself rates very good with some minor scuffing and a number of spots of tape residue. Included with the
arm is a 1966-dated facsimile of the sale receipt for “1 Set #3 Regular Canadian Centennial Guns” listing^ serial #738. The following arm
is serial numbered identically to this one by the Ruger Firearms Company. (38767-2) {C&R}
(400/600)
1201. RUGER 10/22 CANADIAN CENTENNIAL SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #C738, 22 LR, 18 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 99% plus original blue and anodized finishes. The top of the receiver
is roll-marked “Canadian Centennial Gun” with stylized Maple leaf and 1867-1967, showing
identical open Maple leaf foliate scroll as the left side of the 742. The walnut Monte Carlo
deluxe beavertail stock with early Ruger style swivels rates excellent to as-new. The right
side of the butt features a silver Canadian Centennial medallion inlaid. The gun is new, unfired since leaving Southport. Included with the arm is its original box serial numbered to
the gun and surcharged “Canadian Centennial Model 10/22” in ink with owner’s manual,
Ruger warranty card and a special note on the Canadian Centennial guns. One original
magazine is included and a copy of the original 1966-dated sales receipt, listing serial
number 738 is included. The box shows remnants of some tape residue in rates very good
plus overall. The previous arm from the Remington Arms Company is numbered with this
commemorative. (38767-1) {C&R}
(300/500)
1202. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 4506 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #TCU1407, 45 ACP, 5” barrel with an excellent bore. The stainless
steel surfaces rate very good with scattered light scratches and minor edge wear. The checkered one-piece Xenoy factory grips rate about
excellent. This gun features three dot sights with a semi-ramp front sight, fully adjustable rear sight with protective ears, ambidextrous slide
mounted safety / de-cockers and checkered squared off triggerguard. The pistol includes a single factory magazine. (88740-1) {MODERN}
(350/550)
1203. HIGH STANDARD SUPERMATIC TROPHY SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial
#1876493, 22 LR, 7 1/4” fluted barrel with an excellent bore. This Hamden Connecticut made Model 106 Military series pistol retains about 80-85% original blue
with most of the loss on the barrel which is toning to gray in addition to high
edge wear, scratches and operational wear. The checkered thumb rest walnut
factory grips rate about very good to excellent with a few light handling marks.
The barrel is drilled and tapped for counter weights (not provided) and cuts for a
muzzle brake (not provided). Additional features include an adjustable rear sight
on a bridge, Patridge front sight and a very nice trigger pull. The pistol includes a
single factory magazine, that someone scratched their initials into, with red baseplate
attached. If you are looking for a good shooter this should end your search. (88740-11)
{MODERN}
(350/550)
1204. U.S. FP-45 LIBERATOR PISTOL BY G.M. GUIDE LAMP DIVISION 45 ACP, 4”
barrel with a moderately oxidized bore. The barrel has a smooth grind mark with minor
welding imperfections. The metal surfaces have oxidized to brown with scattered light
pitting and a few handling marks. The cocking knob is in excellent condition with
1204
cavity mold number 35. This three-hole pistol has a crisp crescent F breech mark,
remains fully functional and there is no floorplate present. (86229-N20) {C&R}
[Elliott Riggs Collection]
(350/550)
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1205. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 39-2 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #A162671, 9mm, 4” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue and anodized finishes with a few minor handling marks. The checkered walnut factory grips with silver
medallions rate poor to fair with little wear but the left panel has a 7/8” long shallow chip running through the medallion. The right panel is
cracked its entire length running from the top through the medallion, through the upper screw hole and down toward the rear of the butt.
The original sights have been replaced with a white outline full adjustable Millett rear sight and white lined ramped Millett front sight. The
magazine safety has been deactivated and the gun will fire without a magazine in place. Fortunately, it appears that replacing the missing
ejector depressor plunger spring may resolve the issue but more may be needed. It includes a factory box that is correctly end labeled and
numbered to the gun, a pair of factory magazines, manual and paperwork. This gun has a nice set of high visibility sights and should make
a good shooter after a few problems are corrected. (88740-10) {MODERN}
(350/550)
1206. RUGER OLD MODEL FLAT GATE SINGLE SIX REVOLVER serial #13923, 22 LR, 5 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. This thirdyear production (1955) Single Six retains about 90% plus original blue and anodized finishes with high edge wear, thinning to gray finish
in several areas, handling marks but no visible turn ring. The checkered hard rubber factory grips with black Ruger Phoenix medallion rate
very good to excellent with limited diamond point wear and a few minor handling marks. This early revolver has the type 1 ejector rod and
housing, serrated front sight, plus the thin well curved trigger. This gun includes a factory two-piece factory box correctly end labeled to
the gun and pencil numbered to the gun, shipping sleeve, manual and paperwork. The box rates about very good with light edge wear and
light scattered scuffs. The little revolver has seen some honest use over the years but was well cared for. The transfer bar safety update has
not been performed on this gun. (88821-30) {C&R} [Stuart Floam Collection]
(350/550)
1207. BROWNING ARMS COMPANY MODEL 1911-22A1 100 YEAR LIMITED EDITION SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial
#51EZY03010, 22 LR, 4 1/14” barrel with an excellent bore. This 2011 made pistol is as new in the box and is an 85% scale of the 1911.
It retains about 99% plus matte black finish and the checkered synthetic factory grips rate excellent. The 1911-22A1s sold in 2011 had
several unique accessories to celebrate 100 years but the actual pistols were not marked in regards to the 100th anniversary. They did
include a canvas and leather soft gun case with “1911 [browning deer head] 2011 / 100 YEARS” and John Browning’s signature embossed into the leather. Also included are a pair of factory magazines, fired case, pad lock with a pair of keys, manual, certificate and other
paperwork. A nice reduced size pistol that is lightweight and should make a great plinker or trainer. (86520-714) {MODERN} [Richard
“Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(350/550)
1208. RUGER OLD MODEL BLACKHAWK REVOLVER serial #30-87499, 357 Magnum, 6 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. This 1971
made revolver retains about 96% original blue and anodized finishes with high edge wear, light scratches, slight holster wear on the cylinder
and a turn ring on the cylinder. The smooth walnut factory grips with silver Ruger Phoenix rate very good to excellent with light dents and
dings. Timing and lock up are excellent and the transfer bar safety upgrade has not been performed on this gun. A favorite of single action
enthusiasts that prefer the traditional style mechanism. (86520-160) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(350/550)
1209. SMITH & WESSON MODEL NO. 1 SECOND ISSUE TIP-UP
REVOLVER serial #42661, 22 Short, 3 3/16” octagon barrel with a near
excellent bore with a few light pits and oxidation stains. The metal surfaces
1209
of the cylinder have been cleaned to pewter leaving the patent dates soft.
The barrel has about 30% original blue showing a mottled mix of purple,
brown and blue, stronger in the protected areas. The frame has about 98%
silver plate with edge wear, scratches, a few light dings and other handling marks. The
smooth rosewood square butt grips rate very good plus with light scratches and dents. The grips
are numbered to the gun plus the barrel and cylinder are correctly assembly numbered to it. The gun
still times and locks up correctly and the barrel to frame fit has slight play. (86520-966) {ANTIQUE} [Richard
“Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(350/550)
1210. HIGH STANDARD MODEL G-380 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #6125, 380 ACP, 4 3/4” barrel with an excellent
bore. This New Haven Connecticut made pistol retains about 97% original blue finish exhibiting a tiny scuff mark at
the muzzle and a minor ding on the tops of the front and rear sights.
There is light mottling around the front sight from what appears to be
a touch up re-blue to the area. The checkered black plastic factory
grips rate about excellent with a few light dings at the butt and a pair
of small marks from the mold sprue. The barrel and slide are numbered to the gun and the
pistol includes a single two-tone magazine. (86520-215) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy
Collection]
(350/550)
1210
1211. WINCHESTER MODEL 70 BOLT ACTION RIFLE WITH MAINE STATE POLICE MARKINGS serial #785193, 308 Winchester, 22” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal and wood surfaces of
this 1965 made rifle have later applied camouflage paint with light scattered scratches and scuffs. The one-piece
Monte Carlo stock with cheek rest rates very good to excellent with scattered light dents, scuffs, scratches and
remnants of duct tape around the butt. There is a small patch of unpainted stock on the forend where the “trooper”
mounted a bipod. The Winchester marked recoil pad rates about excellent. The factory iron sights were removed, the
screw holes filled, the bolt is scratch numbered to the gun and there are a pair of Weaver style scope mounts. The
left side of the barrel near the chamber is stamped “MAINE STATE POLICE”. A great find for the law enforcement firearms collector.
(86520-1353) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(350/550)
1212. KRIEGESKORTE “KRICO” AUTOMATISCHE FLINTE SEMI-AUTO SHOT RIFLE serial #46838, 22 LR Shot Only, 20 7/16” barrel
with an excellent bore. The German name translates to “automatic shotgun” and falls into the category of a “garden gun” in the U.S. The
metal surfaces of this 1961 proof
dated shotgun retain about 99%
original blue finish.

1212

The smooth one-piece walnut buttstock rates near excellent with a few light scuffs
and scratches with an excellent condition Krico marked buttplate. The barrel is
equipped with a pair of brass beads and a unique safety mounted on the cocking
knob. Included with the shot rifle is a single Krico marked magazine. This would be a real “hoot” to
use shooting thrown Ritz crackers or you could even use it to keep the vermin out of your garden. (86520-1736)
{C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(350/550)
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1213. SAVAGE / FOX MODEL BSE CUTAWAY DOUBLE EJECTOR GUN serial #RD407, 12 ga, 28” barrels with excellent bores choked
cylinder and cylinder. This cutaway is well done but not factory quality. This gun was probably cutaway by an unknown professional for
training purposes and will still handle that chore nicely. The metal surfaces retain about 80% original blue with most of the loss to the right
barrel showing signs it was cleaned to pewter to remove or minimize oxidation and pitting in addition to a few light handling and operational
marks. The checkered pistolgrip buttstock with factory buttplate rates about very good with light dents, dings and scratches in addition to
small chips around the later added cut outs on the wrist area. The beavertail checkered forend also rates very good with light scuffs, dents
and dings. The gun appears mechanically functional but obviously cannot fire live ammunition due to the cutaway chambers. A great trainer
for hunter safety and other firearms related classes. (86520-4129) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(350/550)
1214. RUGER NRA ENDOWMENT MKII STANDARD SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #NRA-08029, 22 LR, 4 3/4” barrel with an excellent
bore. This pistol is as new in the box and retains about 99% plus original blue. The faux ivory Delrin grips with silver Ruger Phoenix on red
background rate very good with a 3/4” crack at the rear of the medallion on the left panel. The top of the receiver is engraved “NRA” with a
top rocker of “RUGER” flanked by foliate leaves concluding with a bottom banner marked “1916-WILLIAM RUGER / ENDOWMENT-2002”
and Mr. Ruger’s signature runs along the receiver behind the ejection port. This tribute to Bill Ruger includes the original red colored factory
hard case correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun, the same seal on the cover as found on the receiver, fired case, cable lock with
a pair of keys, a pair of magazines with same Ruger Phoenix as grips, Certificate of Authenticity, manual and other paperwork. A fine gun
in unused condition. (88659-85) {MODERN}
(350/550)
1215. SMITH & WESSON I-BOLT BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #IBR3630, 270 Win, 23” “T/C”-marked barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 99% plus original matte blue finish with little signs of visible wear. The checkered black synthetic stock rates excellent
and features a S&W logo gripcap and solid recoil pad. There are no provisions for sights but a factory picatinny rail is mounted to the receiver.
The original factory hard case with outer shipping sleeve are included. About as new-in-box condition as you will likely find of these handy
sporting rifles. S&W has issued a recall affecting this model for possible unintentional discharge when operating the bolt. According to the
consignor, S&W has stopped offering parts for this rifle and was instead replacing them with a similar Thompson Center bolt action rifle.
Because of this the consignor made the decision not to have the rifle sent back and kept it in its original condition, making it a potentially
rare and collectible item. (48428-4) {MODERN}
(350/550)
1216. CUSTOM MAUSER SPORTING RIFLE ON BRUNN G33/40 ACTION serial #8112, 8mm Mauser, 19” barrel with a bright about
excellent bore. The metal surfaces of
this 1942-dated rifle retain about
95% original blue with a few light
scratches and a small area of pinprick pitting
and oxidation staining near the muzzle. The bolt handle remains inthe-white with a few minor scratches and pinprick pitting. The checkered walnut capped
pistolgrip stock rates excellent with a couple minor blemishes. The stock features a left-side
flared cheekpiece, schnabel forend tip, sling swivel studs, a Jaeger adjustable trigger and it wears a
Niedner-style widow’s peak checkered buttplate. This rifle has a Lyman ramped ivory bead front sight and
1216
no rear sight is present. (218476-28) {MODERN}
(350/550)
1217. WINCHESTER MODEL 69 TARGET BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S,L and LR, 25” barrel with a bright near excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 95% original thinning blue with scattered areas of pinprick pitting and light oxidation staining. The smooth
walnut pistolgrip stock rates near
excellent, but sadly someone
has lightly
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incise carved the name “Lyford” on the left side
of the buttstock; it is shallow enough that is wouldn’t
take much sanding to remove it. The stock is fitted with a Winchester embossed checkered
buttplate and sling swivels. This rifle is equipped with a ramped and hooded front and rear aperture target
sights. Included is a single Winchester-69 marked detachable magazine. (218824-3) {C&R} (350/550)
1218. WINCHESTER MODEL 94 LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #1380476, 30 W.C.F., 20” barrel with an excellent
bore. This wartime made Winchester retains about 80% original blue with scattered edge wear, oxidation blemishes, cleaned oxidation and pitting on the barrel and magazine tube and handling marks. The smooth straight grip walnut factory buttstock rates very good
plus with light scattered dents and the checkered flat steel buttplate retains about 95% blue showing scattered oxidation and edge wear. The smooth
walnut forend rates about good to very good with
light dents, dings and scratches. The rifle features a flat barrel band, bead front sight

1218
with hood and flattop rear sight with 3C elevator. The rifle saw some use but
should make a great shooter or upstart collectible. (88831-46) {C&R} (350/550)

1219. VICKERS LTD MK II MARTINI FALLING
BLOCK RIFLE serial #V1582-2, 22 LR, 26 1/2” barrel with
an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 95% original blue that is lightly flaking to
brown and has light handling marks throughout. The block and lever retain some of their original smoky
blue case color, the balance being a mottled gray. The smooth hardwood stock rates near excellent and has some
light handling marks and small dings. The butt is fitted with the original aluminum buttplate. The original post front sight and
adjustable rear sight are intact, a factory rear aperture sight can be mounted to the rear of the receiver as well. A true classic, an
early publication lists these as “Rook And Rabbit” rifles. An excellent example overall. (48784-17) {C&R}
(350/550)

1219
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1220. COLT MODEL 1903 POCKET HAMMERLESS SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #154507, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with an excellent bore.
The metal surfaces of this third type pistol retain 80% original blue with scattered areas flaking to brown and some silvering on the high
edges. The Colt grips rate fair with a large repair to the right panel, some dirt staining, an area of flattening points on the left side and minor
handling marks. A single magazine is included that is marked “CAL .32/COLT”. A solid 1903 that will likely be a great shooter. (208806-36)
{C&R}
(350/550)
1221. RUGER OLD MODEL BLACKHAWK REVOLVER serial #31-06095, .357 Magnum, 4 5/8” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 97% original blue and anodized finishes with scattered light fine oxidation staining, spots of high edge wear, and a light
turn ring along the cylinder. The revolver has a ramp front sight with black blade adjustable rear sight and the transfer bar safety update
has not been performed. The hammer shows moderate oxidation staining on the polished sides and the smooth walnut grips with black
phoenix medallions rate excellent. (108784-1) {MODERN}
(350/550)
1222. BROWNING CHALLENGER II SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #655RR07127, .22 LR, 6 3/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 95% original finish with the barrel remaining a bright blue, the slide and grip frame toning more to a plum brown patina
and the trigger retains near all of its gold plate. The pistol has standard sights and the smooth walnut grips with gold colored Browning
medallions rate excellent. (108807-3) {MODERN}
(350/550)
1223. RUGER MARK I SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #17-52876, .22 LR, 5 1/2” bull barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 95% original blue finish with some loss to scratches, silvering along high edges and near the muzzle with some light operational
wear. The pistol has a Patridge front sight with adjustable rear sight and the checkered black plastic grips silver phoenix medallion rate
excellent. Included are a single 10 round factory magazine and two-piece yellow and black factory box that is in fair condition with multiple
tape repairs and split seams but is complete. A nice Mark I that likely still shoots well. (108806-37) {MODERN}
(350/550)
1224. RUGER MARK II TARGET SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #213-22546, .22 LR, 10” heavy barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 98% original blue with some light scratches, spots of operational wear and fine oxidation staining. The pistol has a
Patridge front sight and black blade adjustable rear sight and the black checkered plastic grips with silver phoenix medallions rate excellent.
Included are a single 10 round factory magazine and Gander Mountain travel case. (108816-16) {MODERN}
(350/550)
1225. WALTHER MODEL V CHAMPION BOLT ACTION RIFLE WITH GERMAN GUN CLUB IDENTIFICATION serial #17246, 22
LR, 25 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 65% fading original blue, the loss is due to even fading to
a pewter and plum patina, the left
side of the barrel showing more

1225
gray ahead of the forend tip. The smooth European
walnut buttstock rates very good as lightly refinished, the checkering no longer present.
The left side of the stock has a small nickel silver plaque screwed to it which reads “Schützen
Gesellschaft Trebsen”, basically a gun club in Trebsen, Germany. The original front sight blade has been
replaced with a tiny gold bead and there is a sporting style v-notch rear. There is a small chip at the toe of
the original Walther buttplate which is now slightly proud around its periphery. A handy and no doubt very accurate little
German single shot 22 from this respected maker. (38809-21) {C&R}
(350/550)
1226. SCARCE SMITH & WESSON NO. 1 1/2 SECOND ISSUE REVOLVER serial #120687, 32 RF Long, 2 5/8” barrel with an about
very good mostly bright bore showing some patches of oxidation and strong rifling. The
metal surfaces of this revolver retain about 89% original nickel finish with spotty flaking
mostly on the left side frame and barrel, areas on the cylinder worn to brown-gray patina,
light scratches and handling marks. This example features an uncommon 2 5/8” barrel
with barrel address on the left side and these markings remain crisp and clear (likely a
2 1/2” barrel, just slightly long, barrel address is on the left side, as is correct for these
factory shorter barrels). The hammer retains some strong case-hardened colors along
with some freckling and smoothing to gray. The smooth rosewood grips remain in near
excellent condition retaining a healthy amount of original varnish with some light flaking
and minor handling marks. The right panel is stamp-numbered to the gun and the left
panel is un-numbered. A few of the screw heads show some minor slot damage, barrel1225
to-frame fit is excellent and the mechanism functions well with solid timing and lockup.
(138674-9) {ANTIQUE}
(350/550)
1227. RUGER OLD MODEL SUPER SINGLE SIX CONVERTIBLE REVOLVER serial #60-51913, 22 LR & 22 Magnum Rimfire, 5 1/2”
barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this 1970 dated revolver and its spare cylinder retain about 98% original blue and anodized finishes with some light edge wear at the muzzle, minor oxidation stains, turn ring and few handling marks. The smooth walnut factory
grips with black Ruger Phoenix rate excellent. The revolver features a Patridge front sight and black blade adjustable rear sight. Included are
the original black box with red Ruger Phoenix that is correctly end labeled and hand numbered to the gun. The spare cylinder is stored in a
factory red felt pull string pouch. The transfer bar safety update has not been performed to this gun. A classic single six, great for hunting,
trapline, training and shooting. The single actions help teach fire discipline and follow through. (88829-49) {MODERN}
(350/550)
1228. GLOCK MODEL 19 GEN 2 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #AYW968US, 9mm, 4” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
about 99% plus original Tenifer finish and the polymer frame rates excellent. The pistol features three dot Trijicon night sights that no longer
glow. The pistol includes a factory “Tupperware” hard case that is correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun, a pair of fifteen round
magazines, magazine loader and a cleaning rod. A very popular pistol with police, sport shooters and defense. (88821-73) {MODERN}
[Stuart Floam Collection]
(350/550)
1229. RUGER OLD MODEL SUPER BEARCAT REVOLVER serial #91-40655, 22 LR, 4” barrel with an excellent bore. This 1972 made gun
with black triggerguard retains about 99% original blue and anodized (ejector rod housing) finishes with a faint turn ring on the cylinder
and few handling marks. The smooth walnut factory grips with gold colored Ruger Phoenix medallions rate excellent. The gun includes a
factory black and red box that is correctly end labeled to the gun but is not numbered. It also includes a manual. The fine condition of this
gun makes a great candidate for the collector. (88821-98) {MODERN} [Stuart Floam Collection]
(350/550)
1230. REMINGTON MODEL 1100 TRAP TB SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #M145488V, 12 ga., 30” ventilated rib barrel with Bradley
ivory front sight, mid bead and an excellent bore choked full. The metal surfaces retain about 97% original blue and anodized finishes with
slight high edge wear, a few handling marks and oxidized pitting on the left side chamber area of the barrel. The checkered fleur-de-lis
walnut Monte Carlo buttstock rates about very good plus with several scattered light scratches and dents. The Remington marked ventilated
rubber butt pad shows light scuffing on the toe and heel but rates very good otherwise. The checkered fleur-de-lis walnut factory forend
rates about very good to excellent with a few light dents. This shotgun is ready for the trap field. (88809-57) {MODERN}
(350/550)
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1231. SAVAGE MODEL 1920 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #7946, 300 Savage, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The original blued
metal surfaces have nicely toned to an overall pale gray-brown blue patina with light muzzle and edge wear and light pitting under the
barrel address and on the rear tang. The
left side of the receiver has two
drilled and tapped holes for
sighting provisions.

1231

The checkered pistolgrip stock with schnabel
forend rate about very good with light handling marks and a thin 7 3/8”
drying crack in the left side of the stock. The rifle is sighted with a gold bead blade on
ramp front sight and a Marble’s Buckhorn sporting rear sight. A good hunting rifle for the person
having an appreciation for vintage arms. (58803-43) {C&R}
(350/550)
1232. REMINGTON NO. 6 ROLLING BLOCK CARBINE serial #S18186, 22 LR, 20” barrel with a good
bore that has visible rifling with areas of minor pitting throughout most of its length. The barrel retains about 75% of its
original blue that is toning to brown and flaking and blending with gray and areas of minor pitting. The frame has a large amount
of restored case color the balance being
a mottled gray. There is a patent date of
“JULY 22, 1902” on the left side of the
frame, no other frame markings
1232
are present. The
walnut stocks rate very good and have light dings and
assorted light handling marks throughout. The buttstock is numbered to
the barrel and has a small crack to the left of the lower tang. The original sights are
intact and included is a simple folding peep sight mounted to the upper tang. An overall
very good example of these classic early production boy’s rifles. (48735-27) {C&R}
(350/550)
1233. WINCHESTER MODEL 12 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #1615159, 12 ga., 30” plain round
barrel choked full that has an excellent bore. The metal surfaces on this 1957 vintage example retain about 95-97% of
the original blue that has some light handling marks, scattered light specks of oxidation. The barrel is toning to brown. The
walnut stocks rate excellent and have a few light to minor dings. The pistolgrip buttstock has the original hard rubber buttplate.
The mechanisms appear to function correctly and this would make a terrific field gun. (48825-82D33945) {C&R}
(350/550)
1234. ARGENTINE MODEL 1891 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY LUDWIG LOEWE serial #B7120, 7.65 Argentine, 29” barrel with a near
excellent bore that shows some minor frosting. The metal surfaces retain 85% arsenal blue with the typical scrubbed crest, oxidation staining
on cleaning rod, bolt and buttplate, a couple tiny dings on barrel and scattered flaking to brown. The hardwood stock rates very good with
a partially faded Argentine cartouche, a 2 1/2” crack on either side of butt, a few dings and scattered handling marks. All serialized parts
are matching to the receiver including the cleaning rod. This rifle includes a bayonet that is numbered to a different rifle and a scabbard
that matches the bayonet. The blade is maker marked by Weyersberg Kirschbaum, the crest is ground, the blade remains mostly bright
with some sparse oxidation staining and the crossguard shows oxidation staining throughout. A very good Argentine 1891 Mauser rifle.
(208803-14) {ANTIQUE}
(350/550)
1235. POLISH KAR 98A BOLT ACTION CARBINE serial #3525, 8mm Mauser, 23” barrel with a fair bore that shows oxidation and pitting
throughout but evident rifling. The metal surfaces retain 70% Spanish arsenal blue with oxidation staining on buttplate and scattered
flaking to brown. The beech stock rates very good with an added varnish, a partially faded Spanish “MP8” flaming bomb cartouche,
a repaired 1 1/4” crack at the rear of handguard, a few further armorer repairs, scattered dings and handling marks. The bolt was
arsenal renumbered to match to the receiver, the safety is mismatched and the other parts appear un-numbered. The right rear of the
receiver is marked “F 90”, the receiver ring markings were scrubbed at some point, there is a faint import marking on the barrel and no
cleaning rod is present. A solid Polish Mauser carbine that no doubt saw its share of use during the Spanish Civil War. (208737-288)
{C&R} [Dr. Louis C. March Jr. Collection]
(350/550)
1236. SMITH & WESSON NO. 1 SECOND ISSUE REVOLVER serial #62669, 22 RF, 3 3/16” barrel with an oxidized bore still showing
some evident rifling throughout. The barrel, cylinder and hammer of this revolver are mostly a dark gray patina
showing evidence of some much older reapplied blue, scattered
light pitting, scratches and light oxidation staining. The barrel
address is clear but the patent dates on the cylinder are mostly
gone. The brass frame retains about 80-85% silver finish with
1236
moderate high edge wear to pale yellow brass, small dings and
verdigris staining. The smooth rosewood grips remain in very
good condition showing some high edge wear, small dings and a couple
flakes of old varnish on the left panel. The right panel is appropriately stamp-numbered to the gun, the barrel and cylinder assembly numbers are no longer legible. The mechanism
is still functional but timing and lockup are poor. (138750-18) {ANTIQUE}
(350/550)
1237. SMITH & WESSON NO. 1 SECOND ISSUE
REVOLVER serial #77121, 22 RF, 3 3/16” barrel with an
oxidized bore still showing some evident rifling throughout. The barrel, cylinder and hammer of this revolver are
a mottled dark gray-brown patina overall with old light
pitting, some oxidation staining and scratches throughout.
The barrel address is still very clear while the cylinder patent dates are
1237
almost gone entirely. The brass frame retains about 90% silver finish with high edge wear
to pale yellow brass, mild tarnishing and small dings. The smooth rosewood grips remain
in very good plus condition showing some small dings, scratches and handling marks. The right panel
is appropriately stamp-numbered to the gun and the barrel and cylinder are matching the frame by assembly number. The mechanism is still functional although the spring tension on the bolt is gone causing
the cylinder to not lock or advance properly. With some manual pressure on the bolt timing and lockup are
very good and barrel-to-frame fit is also excellent. (138750-20) {ANTIQUE}
(350/550)
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1238. SMITH & WESSON NO. 1 SECOND ISSUE REVOLVER serial #80884, 22 RF, 3 3/16” barrel with a mostly bright very good
plus bore showing some light frosting. The barrel, cylinder and hammer of this revolver are a mottled dark gray-brown patina overall with
some old pitting, light oxidation staining and scratches scattered about. The barrel address and three patent dates on the cylinder are still
very clear. The brass frame retains nearly 95% silver finish showing mottled tarnish throughout, a
few areas thinning to pale yellow brass, small dings and handling
marks. The smooth rosewood grips remain in very good condition
showing mostly worn varnish, some tiny chips and small dings. The
1238
right panel is appropriately stamp-numbered to the gun and the
barrel and cylinder are matching the frame by assembly number.
The mechanism is still functional although the spring tension on the
bolt is gone causing the cylinder to not lock properly. With some manual pressure
on the bolt timing and lockup are very good and barrel-to-frame fit is also excellent. (138750-19)
{ANTIQUE}
(350/550)
1239. SMITH & WESSON NO. 1 SECOND ISSUE REVOLVER serial #90159, 22 RF, 3 3/16” barrel with
an about fair bore showing oxidization and some good rifling throughout. The barrel, cylinder and hammer
of this revolver are a dark blue pitting showing evidence of some much older reapplied blue with spots of
light pitting, oxidation staining and small dings. The barrel address is
still mostly visible and the patent dates on the cylinder are very soft.
The brass frame retains about 75% tarnished silver finish with large
areas worn to pale yellow brass, scattered moderate scratches and
some small dings. The smooth rosewood grips remain in about very
1239
good condition showing lightly flaking varnish throughout, small
dings, a tiny chip at the right escutcheon and handling marks. The right
panel is appropriately stamp-numbered to the gun, the barrel assembly number is
no longer legible and the cylinder number appears to be matching the frame. The mechanism is still
functional although the spring tension on the bolt is gone causing the cylinder to not lock properly.
With some manual pressure on the bolt timing is very good, lockup still a little loose and barrel-to-frame fit
shows a little bit of play. (138750-14) {ANTIQUE}
(350/550)
1240. BELGIAN BABY HAMMERLESS DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER WITH EXTRA LONG BARREL serial #7105.12,
25 ACP, 4 3/4” octagon barrel with a bright very good bore showing a little frosting. The metal surfaces of this rather comical-looking
revolver retain about 90% original matte blue with some moderate oxidation staining on the gripstraps, high edge wear, small dings,
freckling and some lighter staining scattered about. Most of the screw heads show some light slot damage and many of the small parts
still retain some lovely fire blue particularly strong on the back of the trigger and its spring. The checkered ebony grips are stamp-numbered
to the gun by assembly number and remain in near excellent condition showing just a few minor handling marks. The revolver is marked
with the usual Belgian proofs and, interestingly, also with Austro-Hungarian proofs on the left side frame. All visibly numbered parts appear
to be matching by assembly number “11” and the mechanism functions with excellent timing and lockup. The revolver features a manual
thumb safety, folding trigger, loading gate and ejector rod. These Belgian revolvers are usually rather mundane but this one truly stands out
as an interesting specimen that would make a great addition to any collection of arms curiosa. (138753-47) {C&R}
(200/400)
1241. ATTRACTIVE HOPKINS & ALLEN ENGRAVED
SPUR HAMMER REVOLVER serial #2439, 32
RF, 3” round barrel with a fair oxidized bore. The metal
surfaces on this neat antique revolver retain about
97-98% original blue on barrel and frame, the cylinder
showing more loss. The arm shows light floral and
geometric engraving on frame flats, sides of barrel and
a bit atop the knuckle with a very endearing, very folky,
little bird on the left side of the frame. Hammer and
trigger exhibit some smoky mottled case-hardened
colors and the checkered hard rubber dog’s head
grips rate very good plus and are scratch-numbered
to the gun. (37421-35) {ANTIQUE}
(150/300)
1242. WINCHESTER MODEL 1885 HIGH WALL
RIFLE serial #71730, 45-70 Govt, 21” shortened
1241
3-groove, likely trapdoor, barrel with a good to near
very good bore which shows scattered oxidation and
light pitting. All of the metal surfaces are a dull gunmetal gray patina with an overall coating of brown oxidation staining and scattered light pitting. The buttstock appears to be an adapted

1242
trapdoor rifle butt which was fitted to the action,
there is no buttplate and the top tang portion of the stock has been sanded flat.
The original Winchester forearm is in place along with its ebony tip, both rate about
good, the buttstock’s fit is less than stellar. There is a silver blade Rocky Mountain
sight and Remington Model 12-style rear sight affixed to the barrel. The lower tang cracked at
some point and shows two brazed repairs, a couple screws may be later replacements, one screw is missing,
however the mechanism seems to function properly. A good project gun for the home gunsmith. (38620-105)
{ANTIQUE}
(150/250)
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1243. MOSSBERG MODEL 352K SEMI-AUTO RIFLE .22 S,L,LR,, 18” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces on this
semi-auto rifle retain about 98-99% original blue, the loss is due to some light surface oxidation atop the barrel, it is light in nature. The
pistolgrip Monte Carlo stock with fold-down vertical forend rates very good plus, the pistolgrip somewhat coarsely checkered by someone
just learning the trade. The right side of the forestock is neatly incise-carved with an oak leaf, acorn and at the rear, stylized scroll with two 22
Long Rifle bullets; the work is actually not terrible. The original Mossberg swivels are in place on the left side of the arm and there is a hard
rubber checkered pistolgrip cap fitted as well. The original open sights are intact and the receiver is factory grooved for scope mounting.
A Mossberg magazine is included which fits snugly and is not precisely correct for this model but seems to function fine. A reliable little 22
that will shoot short high velocity as well as long and long rifle ammunition. (38761-2) {C&R}
(50/100)
1244. UNMARKED EUROPEAN FLINTLOCK MUSKET About 70 cal, 37 1/4” barrel with a lightly oxidized bore. The metal surfaces on
this unmarked musket are a dull gunmetal gray, the barrel showing evidence of having been cleaned. There are remnants of some light
oxidation staining and some pitting in the area around the touchole. The bands are rather lightweight, the lock very spartan with a swan
neck cock, rather martial in appearance over all. The triggerguard and buttplate are somewhat light weight as well and each shows overall
light oxidation. The European walnut stock rates about very good as cleaned many years ago, now devoid of finish but with the remnants
of some minor handling marks. There are two prominent chips above the lock which were rudimentarily reattached and another just above
the sideplate, with a small crack near the nosecap. The wood has shrunken away from the lockplate somewhat, the lock appears to be
original equipment however. The lock does not currently function and the frizzen is somewhat loose. (38735-18) {ANTIQUE} (350/550)
1245. DAISY VL SINGLE SHOT RIFLE serial #A031692, 22 cal. VL, 18” barrel with an about very good bore. The metal surfaces rate about
very good showing some minor flaking or crazing to the factory baked enamel finish, the cocking lever hanging down slightly on the underside of the stock. The plastic stock rates very good as well with some minor dings and handling marks. The original open sights are intact.
See ammunition listed elsewhere in the silent auction. (38735-29) {C&R}
(150/250)
1246. DUCK FOOT PERCUSSION PISTOL BY CLASSIC ARMS serial #1453A, .34 cal. 3” smoothbore barrels with about very good
bores. The barrels, barrel block, trigger and hammer are in-the-white and show scattered light oxidation. The brass frame is a dull goldenrod
patina. The smooth walnut grip rates very good with some minor handling marks and light scratches left and right. The arm does not appear
to have been fired, the hammer spring is slightly weak. (38753-60) {ANTIQUE}
(75/150)
1247. COLT POLICE POSITIVE DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #214591, 32 new police, 4” barrel with a very good bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 92% original blue, the loss due to even fading, muzzle wear with toning on the straps and overall very light surface
oxidation. The checkered walnut grips with silver rampant colt medallions rate very good, they are un-numbered but fit perfectly. The gun
seems to function properly mechanically however the cylinder latch sticks and is difficult to operate. (38753-14) {C&R}
(150/250)
1248. E.I.G. COLT MODEL 1849 POCKET PERCUSSION REVOLVER serial #1158, .31 cal, 4” octagon barrel with an oxidized bore. The
metal surfaces on this Italian made percussion revolver retain about 98 to near 99% blue and color case-hardened finishes. The brass triggerguard and backstrap are a dull goldenrod patina. The one piece European walnut grip rates very good with some light handling marks.
The gun occasionally over-times. (38753-34) {ANTIQUE}
(75/150)
1249. MANHATTAN NAVY MODEL PERCUSSION REVOLVER serial #57116, .36 cal, 6 1/2” octagon barrel with a lightly oxidized bore.
All of the steel surfaces have been cleaned, dressed and now retain about 98% fading later hot commercial blue. The backstrap and triggerguard are a bright goldenrod patina, having been polished and then coated with lacquer, the one flaked spot a dull ochre patina. The
one piece walnut grip rates excellent as refinished and is highly likely a newer replacement. All of the numbers are matching including
the wedge, there are absolutely no remnants of any markings of any kind on the gun other than the serial numbers there are a few minor
scratches around the loading lever latch nearer the muzzle. (38753-24) {ANTIQUE}
(300/500)
1250. H&R TRAPPER MODEL DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #169845, 22 RF, 4” professionally shortened barrel with a bright
very good plus bore which shows only one small pit and a bit of oxidation. The metal surfaces retain about 90% original blue with some
scattered dings and handling marks here and there and a bit of light surface oxidation. The checkered two-piece walnut grips rate about
very good with numerous dings and handling marks. There has been no front sight re-affixed and the arm will need mechanical attention
as occasionally the cylinder rotates rearward after indexing. (38753-19) {MODERN}
(50/150)
1251. NEW ORLEANS ACE SINGLE SHOT PERCUSSION PISTOL BY CLASSIC ARMS serial #1151AK, .44 cal. percussion, 3 1/2”
round barrel with a lightly oxidized bore. Barrel, ramrod, hammer and trigger are all polished bright and exhibit just a bit of light oxidation
here and there. The brass frame is an ochre patina. The one piece walnut grip rates very good with some light flaking of the finish. The arm
seems to function well mechanically however the hammer spring is a bit light. (38753-11) {ANTIQUE}
(75/150)
1252. PERCUSSION PEPPERBOX PISTOL BY CLASSIC ARMS serial #151P, .36 cal, 3 1/8” four barrel cluster with oxidized bores. The
barrel cluster, bar hammer, trigger and triggerguard are all polished bright and show overall light oxidation, more moderate on the barrel
cluster. The frame is an ochre patina. The one piece walnut grip rates very good to near excellent. The arm needs mechanical attention as
the trigger does not return and it must be indexed manually. (38753-26) {ANTIQUE}
(50/150)
1253. HOPKINS & ALLEN ARMS COMPANY SAFETY POLICE DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #4235, 32CF (likely S&W), 4”
ribbed round barrel with a good to near very good bore which shows strong rifling but with oxidation and light pitting. The barrel and cylinder
retain about 80% original blue with fading to a pewter and some scattered minor oxidation. The frame and triggerguard are primarily a plum
brown patina, the frame with numerous small dings and handling marks, a number of the pins are replacements and the arm does not lock
up mechanically. The smooth rosewood grips are later-made and rate very good. An interesting example piece of the “Safety Police” whose
hammer actually moves up out of the line of chamber and firing pin when the trigger is released so as to preclude accidental discharge.
(38753-5) {C&R}
(25/75)
1254. HOPKINS & ALLEN ARMS COMPANY SAFETY POLICE DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #H539, 32 CF (likely S&W), 5”
ribbed round barrel with a fair bore. The metal surfaces retain about 85% original nickel showing light flaking here and there with oxidation
and flaking on the cylinder. Hammer and trigger are a smoky mottled case-hardened patina and the bow of the guard has toned to an
oxidized pewter. The checkered hard rubber H&A grips rate about very good and about good, the left grip with a prominent chip on its
butt edge. The gun functions sluggishly mechanically and the firing pin sticks forward. The hammer spring is included but not installed.
(38753-8) {C&R}
(40/80)
1255. HARDPAN SPUR TRIGGER REVOLVER BY HOOD ARMS COMPANY serial #5912, 32 RF, 2 3/4” round barrel with a fair bore.
The metal surfaces retain about 92% original nickel plate which is toning slightly and has a light coating of grime. There is sparsely scattered
oxidation and light pitting on the face of the cylinder. Hammer and trigger are a dull case-hardened patina. The smooth walnut birdshead
grips rate about very good. The base pin is a replacement and the revolver will need mechanical attention as it only works occasionally.
(38753-35) {ANTIQUE}
(40/80)
1256. ETNA NO. 1 SPUR TRIGGER REVOLVER BY JOHNSON BYE & CO serial #71, .22 RF, 2 1/8” barrel with an oxidized bore. The
metal surfaces retain 95% lightly oxidized and subdued original nickel with some flaking and light oxidation here and there. The hammer
and trigger are a dull gray case-hardened patina. The checkered hard rubber birdshead grips rate very good; revolver slightly under-times.
(38753-43) {ANTIQUE}
(25/50)
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1257. FOREHAND & WADSWORTH SIDE HAMMER POCKET MODEL REVOLVER serial #39066, 22 RF, 2 3/8” octagon barrel with an
oxidized bore. The metal surfaces retain about 75% original nickel, the balance a pewter and lightly oxidized brown patina. The left smooth
walnut grip panel rates about very good with a small chip and light wear, the right panel is an undersize replacement. The base pin shows
some damage and the gun will need mechanical attention. This example features left-side sideplate with the barrel address on the left flat.
(38753-37) {ANTIQUE}
(30/50)
1258. AETNA ARMS COMPANY TIP-UP POCKET MODEL REVOLVER serial #2424, 22 RF, 3 1/8” ribbed octagon barrel with a fair to
perhaps near good bore. The barrel and cylinder are a lightly cleaned dull gunmetal gray patina with remnants of oxidation staining overall.
Hammer shows some remnants of smoky case hardening, the trigger is gray. The brass frame is an overall dull ochre patina with the hinge
screw being a more modern replacement. The smooth rosewood birdshead grips rate very good plus to near excellent as refinished years
ago. The arm will need mechanical attention as the hammer does not hold on-cock. (38753-9) {ANTIQUE}
(75/150)
1259. AMERICAN STANDARD TOOL COMPANY HERO SINGLE SHOT PERCUSSION PISTOL .34 cal, 3” barrel with an oxidized
bore. The barrel is a pewter and dull blue-black later blue patina. Hammer and trigger are a similar dark dull gray-blue. The frame is a
tarnished goldenrod patina and the bag-shaped grips rate about good and are later replacements. The arm is unmarked except for “Hero”
on the left frame radius, it seems to function mechanically however the barrel does not screw all the way on to the frame. (38753-10)
{ANTIQUE}
(75/150)
1260. OK SINGLE SHOT DERINGER BY MARLIN FIREARMS COMPANY serial #3838, 22 RF, 2 3/4” barrel with a fair bore. The iron
surfaces are a dull mottled gray and brown patina, the barrel markings being slightly light. Top of barrel is marked “OK” with the right frame
flat with the JM Marlin New Haven Connecticut marking. The frame is a dull goldenrod patina. The rosewood birdshead
grips rate very good as cleaned, now devoid of finish. The pistol seems to function loosely mechanically. (38753-13)
{ANTIQUE}
(50/150)
1261. STEVENS OLD MODEL POCKET PISTOL serial
#19189, .30 RF, 3 1/2” part octagon part round barrel with a fair1260
poor bore. The iron surfaces are a dull gunmetal gray, the barrel with
light oxidation and some pinprick pitting. The brass frame shows
some trace remnants of silver plate, the balance a dull ochre patina.
The smooth rosewood grips rate good with flaking varnish, light dings and very tiny chips
missing from their front lower edges. Screw slots show some damage but the gun seems
to function well mechanically. (38753-58) {ANTIQUE}
(50/100)
1262. STEVENS OLD MODEL POCKET PISTOL serial #11333, .22 RF, 3 1/2” part octagon part round
barrel with a poor bore. The iron surfaces are a darker gray-blue and plum patina showing an old cleaning and
refinish. The brass frame is a dull goldenrod patina having been over all cleaned, leaving behind machine and tool
marks. The smooth rosewood grips rate fair and are devoid of varnish. Barrel fits loosely, spur of hammer has been broken
off and a number of screws are incorrect replacements. (38753-38) {ANTIQUE}
(30/50)
1263. SAVAGE ARMS MODEL 101 SINGLE SHOT PISTOL serial #44256, 22 LR, 5 1/2” barrel with a very good plus
to excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain perhaps 50% original blue and enamel finishes, the balance an oxidized patina with
some scattered light pitting, the gun clearly having been exposed to or been in a fire. The smooth impressed Savage logo grips
rate fair and poor, the left side grip moderately to heavily scorched, the right side less-so. The gun seems to function mechanically.
(38829-47) {C&R}
(20/50)
1264. LOT OF REVOLVERS Iver Johnson 38 Top Break Double Action revolver serial #G23965, 38 S&W, 3 1/4” ribbed round barrel with a very
good bore. The metal surfaces retain perhaps 60% original nickel with flaking to pewter and oxidized brown. Hammer and trigger show
remnants of case-hardening, the bow of the guard toned to an oxidized gray. Checkered hard rubber owls head grips rate very good. Needs
mechanical attention. RG Double Action Revolver^ serial #353652, 22 short, 2 1/2” barrel with a fair bore. Metal surfaces retain about 90%
blue and enamel finishes with some light oxidation. The checkered plastic grips have warped and are held on with black electrical tape.
Functions loosely mechanically. (38832-2, 6) {C&R} {MODERN}
(25/75)
1265. LOT OF REVOLVERS Iver Johnson 38 Top Break Double Action revolver serial #G15683, 38 S&W, 3 1/4” ribbed round barrel with an
about very good bore. Metal surfaces retain about 50% original nickel, the balance a dull gunmetal gray patina with moderate active oxidation. Hammer and trigger show remnants of case-hardening, also with oxidation as does the triggerguard. The checkered hard rubber
owls head grips rate very good. Functions mechanically. H&R arms Solid Frame Double Action revolver^ serial #3214, 32 CF, 2” octagon
barrel with a poor bore. Gun is an overall dull gunmetal gray and oxidized brown patina, is not mechanically functional and is missing some
parts. Hard rubber eagle grips rate good (R) and poor, left grip with a moderate chip. Iver Johnson Arms and Cycle Works Target Sealed
Eight Double Action revolver^ serial #M88074, 22 RF, 2 1/8” non-professionally shortened barrel with a very good plus bore; there is no
front sight. The metal surfaces retain about 95% original blue with scattered oxidation. The slab walnut grips are replacements and rate fair.
Mechanically functional with no cylinder. (38829-51,52,55) {C&R} {MODERN} {MODERN}
(40/80)
1266. TROCAOLA Y ARANZABAL & CO. DOUBLE ACTION HAND EJECTOR REVOLVER serial #182250, 38 CF (the left side of the
barrel reads “For 38 Special and U.S. Service Cartridge”), 4 1/2” round barrel with a very good bore. The metal surfaces retain about 98%
later hard chrome or bright nickel plate showing flaking along the butt and a bit on the backstrap. The checkered walnut grips rate good
with their checkering worn to flat-top showing minor dings and dents. A couple of screw heads show some damage, the cylinder stop is
a homemade replacement but the gun seems to function loosely mechanically. (38831-11) {C&R}
(40/80)
1267. HOPKINS & ALLEN CO. XL8 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #7585, 32 CF, 2 3/4” octagon barrel with a fair bore. The metal
surfaces retain perhaps 60% original nickel, the balance faded and flaked to a plum and gunmetal gray patina. There are scattered spots
of oxidation and perhaps a minor scattered pinprick pit here or there. This example features a folding spur hammer and is solid frame. The
checkered hard rubber grips rate very good plus to excellent. The gun functions mechanically. (38832-3) {ANTIQUE}
(40/80)
1268. MOSSBERG MODEL 30 BOLT ACTION SINGLE SHOT RIFLE .22 LR, 24” barrel with an about excellent bore. The metal surfaces
are a faded dull gray blue and a plum patina with some sparsely scattered oxidation stains here and there and the oddly scattered minor
handling marks as well. The trigger and bolt retain all their original chrome plate. The smooth hardwood stock rates very good plus with
only minor dings and handling marks from the years. There is a large nut holding the barreled action to the stock, it is more automotive in
nature than firearm. The front sight is intact, the rear receiver sight bridge is missing. (38829-20) {C&R}
(75/150)
1269. ITHACA MODEL 49 LEVER ACTION SINGLE SHOT RIFLE serial #490542038, 22 LR, 17 1/2” barrel with an oxidized bore. Both
steel and aluminum surfaces are overall oxidized and the wood rates fair. There is no front sight and the spur has been broken from the
hammer. This rifle was clearly exposed to a fire at one point. (38829-6) {MODERN}
(25/50)
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1270. H & R MODEL 922 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER
serial #L49089, 22 LR, 2 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces on this nine shot revolver retain
about 98% original blue with overall very sparsely scattered
very light surface oxidation. The bright-polished sides of
the hammer remain brilliant with some color case-hardening along its spine. The checkered brown plastic H & R
grips rate about excellent and are warping slightly from the
years. The gun comes in its original box with gold lid and
black print with original hangtag, wooden cleaning rod and
instruction sheets. The box is appropriately numbered to
the gun on its bottom. The box rates very good overall with
some minor scuffing, a bit of paint on the lid and a couple
small punctures. (38829-48) {C&R}
(150/250)
1271. RICHARDSON INDUSTRIES PHILIPPINE GUERRILLA GUN 12 ga., 23” barrel with an about very good
bore. The metal surfaces on this slam fire shotgun are a
plum and pewter gray patina with minor pitting on the
receiver on its right side. The hardwood stock rates very good and
is marked with the makers name
and address

1270

1271
on its left side, the right side reading “Philippine/Guerrilla Gun/Patent Pending”.
A seldom-seen piece of firearms curiosa. (38809-104) {C&R}
(150/250)
1272. HOPKINS & ALLEN MANUFACTURING CO. MERWIN HULBERT SINGLE SHOT RIFLE .22 RF, 22” barrel with an oxidized bore. The metal surfaces are gray with an
overall coating of light, and in some cases moderate, surface oxidation. The buttstock rates fair as repaired
during the period of use, the forend rates good. Seems mechanically functional. (38829-5) {ANTIQUE} (20/40)
1273. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON THE LEATHERNECK MODEL 150 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #10672,
22 LR, 21 1/4” barrel with a very good plus bore. The barreled action is primarily a plum brown patina with sparsely scattered
light oxidation. The bottom metal shows overall more active orange-brown oxidation which is moderate. The hardwood stock rates very
good with mildew along the toeline and no buttplate present. There is a single original magazine present, a Marbles rear sight installed,
the front sight is missing and the gun seems to function mechanically. (38829-43) {C&R}
(50/100)
1274. MARLIN MODEL 80E BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 LR, 24” barrel with a poor bore. The metal surfaces are a dark gray-brown with
overall light, and some moderate, surface oxidation. The walnut stock rates good with numerous minor handling marks and scratches from
the years. There is no magazine nor bolt present. (38829-44) {MODERN}
(10/30)
1275. SEARS & ROEBUCK RANGER 101.2 BOLT ACTION SHOTGUN 20 ga., 26 1/2” barrel with an oxidized bore. The metal surfaces
are a dark gray brown with overall moderate surface oxidation. The hardwood stock rates good with overall dings, dents, scratches and
grime. There is no buttplate present, no magazine and only a portion of the bolt remains. (38829-45) {MODERN}
(10/30)
1276. COLT MODEL 1908 VEST POCKET SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #284476, 25 ACP, 2 1/4” barrel with an about very good, oxidized
bore. The metal surfaces are an overall oxidized gray and speckled brown patina with perhaps some sparsely scattered pinprick pitting.
There is generous color case-hardening on the trigger with only remnants on the two safeties. There is no magazine nor grips present and
the gun will need mechanical attention. (38829-56) {MODERN}
(40/80)
1277. GLENFIELD MODEL 10 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #27399154, 22 S,L,LR, 21 and 3/4” barrel with an about excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain perhaps 75% original blue with overall lightly scattered sparse surface oxidation. The birch stock rates about very good
with much original varnish but also the expected dings and handling marks from the years, with two more prominent chips or gouges near
the forearm area. Front sight is intact, rear sight is present with no elevator. Mechanically functional. (38829-36) {MODERN}
(40/80)
1278. SEARS ROEBUCK RANGER HAMMERLESS SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #14551, 20 ga., 28” plain barrel choked full
with an oxidized bore. The barrel is a deep dark gray-blue patina with scattered oxidation staining and numerous minor handling marks and
scratches near the muzzle. The frame is primarily a plum-pewter-dark gray patina, also showing some light oxidation staining here and there.
The buttstock rates about very good as refinished many years ago, the metal now quite proud of the wood, with a 1/2” crack at the rear of
the tang. The splinter style forend is in a similar state of condition. Barrel-to-frame fit is moderately loose laterally with only light vertical play.
This model is equipped with a manual tang safety. (38829-23) {MODERN}
(40/80)
1279. NAVY ARMS DAVID PEDERSOLI PERCUSSION DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #4925, 12 ga., 28 1/2” barrels with bright excellent bores. The barrels retain perhaps 70% fading plum brown, the loss due to wear to pewter. The lockplates and hammers show light
open scroll and retain some nice color
case-hardening, as does the long
tang and with

1279
bow of the guard blued. The European walnut stock rates very good
plus to perhaps near excellent with a nicely checkered wrist and only sparse light dings
and handling marks from light use. The gun seems to function well mechanically and the original ramrod is
included. A very good, very usable, quality-made front-stuffer overall that appears to have seen little or no use.
(38827-3) {ANTIQUE}
(400/600)
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1280. UNMARKED BELGIAN SIDE-BY-SIDE PERCUSSION DOUBLE SHOTGUN About 12 ga., 31” Auguste Francotte-made barrels
with oxidized bores. The barrels are an overall dull gray and oxidized brown patina with a few spots of slightly more moderate oxidation.
They show only remnants of damascus pattern and are completely unmarked save for the sunken crown over “AF” touchmark of Auguste
Francotte on the underside of the barrels. The back action locks as well show only very light open foliate engraving they and the balance of
the iron furniture are all a deep brown patina. The European walnut stock with left-side cheekrest rates about very good as lightly cleaned
many years ago. The checkering and some of the edges are somewhat soft, there is a depiction of a carved-in relief wild boar’s snout and
face along the toeline and there is a crack from the triggerplate to the right lock which flexes readily. The locks function and an original
ramrod is included. (37708-12) {ANTIQUE}
(100/200)
1281. BRITISH DOUBLE HAMMERGUN BY COLLEY & CO. serial #39, 12 ga.,
29 1/2” damascus barrels with about good oxidized and pitted bores. The barrels
are an overall soft brown oxidized patina showing only remnants of the damascus
pattern beneath and are engraved on the rib “Extra Fast” and “Best
Damascus”, showing light sprays of engraving on the dolls head
extension and barrel breeches. The frame and lockplates show
overall tight good quality scroll with makers name in riband
at left and right “Colley & Co. London”, with gamebird
and dogs in vignette at rear of the plates. The butt is
restocked in American black walnut, somewhat squarish
through the wrist, it rates about very good with a chip in
the checkered hard rubber buttplate. The splinter style
forend is likely original with an ebony tip insert and is worn
nearly smooth, showing a few minor chips or dings. The
barrels exhibit light lateral and vertical play and are slight1281
ly off-face however the locks seem to function properly
mechanically and are rebounding. The left side hammer
screw is a non-gun replacement. (37708-11) {C&R} (300/500)
1282. STERLING MODEL 302 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #A103900, 22LR, 2 1/4” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
about 99% original blue with some slight edge wear. The synthetic factory grips with Sterling logo rate excellent. The pistol includes a single
magazine. (88445-31) {MODERN}
(100/200)
1283. COLT COBRA DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #57411LW, 38 Special, 2” replacement barrel with an excellent bore. This 1957
made first issue revolver has a later second issue heavy barrel with enclosed ejector rod. It retains about 97% original blue and anodized
finishes with light high edge wear, a few scattered scratches and a turn ring on the cylinder. The fully checkered walnut factory grips with
silver Rampant Colt medallions rate near excellent showing a few lightly compressed diamond points. This D frame still times and locks up
correctly and should make a great concealed carry firearm. (88784-12) {MODERN}
(300/500)
1284. U.S. MODEL 1917 REVOLVER BY COLT serial #198707, 45 ACP / AR, 5 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. This 1919 made revolver
was refurbished at Augusta Arsenal and later customized by an unknown gunsmith. The metal surfaces retain about 99% arsenal grade and
original factory blue finishes with a light turn ring on the cylinder and a few handling marks. The grips are replacement factory checkered
walnut New Service grips with silver Rampant Colt medallions that rate excellent with minor handling wear. There is an “AA” arsenal stamp
on the frame. There are matching rework numbers found on the frame, cylinder, crane, extractor and sideplate. Additionally, the sideplate
was serial numbered to the gun and needs further attention as the trigger binds when the front sideplate screw is fully tightened. The
barrel is a 1917 replacement with original blue that has been fitted with a Micro sight base featuring a serrated Patridge front sight and the
topstrap has a Smith & Wesson black blade micro adjustable rear sight nicely installed. This gun should make a grand shooter with just a
little professional attention. (88784-13) {MODERN}
(300/500)
1285. COLT MODEL 1908 VEST POCKET HAMMERLESS SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #262683, 25 ACP, 2 1/8” barrel with a very lightly
frosted bore. The metal surfaces of this 1920 made pistol retain about 99% professionally reapplied non-factory blue finish. The checkered
hard rubber factory grips with Rampant Colt and straight Colt banner rate excellent. The little pistol includes a factory marked magazine that
was re-blued and a second unmarked magazine. The bore is good enough to make it a good shooter or to continue in its original intended
purpose. (88815-7) {C&R}
(300/500)
1286. HIGH STANDARD MODEL A SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #79265, 22 LR, 4 1/2” heavy barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surface retains about 90% original blue with the grip frame thinning to pewter, high edge wear, handling marks and few minor oxidation
blemishes. The grips are factory checkered thumb rest walnut grips of the Roper design that rate about very good with light scuffing on the
bases and edges of the thumb rest. The pistol features a Patridge front sight and adjustable rear. It includes a single two-tone magazine.
(88821-111) {C&R} [Stuart Floam Collection]
(250/450)
1287. SMITH & WESSON 38 DOUBLE ACTION 4TH MODEL TOP-BREAK REVOLVER serial #496337, 38 S&W, 4” barrel with a near
excellent bore exhibiting traces of oxidation in the corners of the lands and a few more prominent spots. The metal surfaces retain about 99%
original nickel plate and blue finish with scattered light scratches, turn ring on the cylinder and minor freckling on the blued triggerguard.
The case-hardened colors on the hammer and trigger remain robust. The diamond checkered hard rubber factory grips with S&W logo are
numbered to the gun and rate about good with light to moderate diamond point wear on the right panel and minimal wear on the left. The
backstrap is stamped “S660” and the butt is stamped “809” indicating it was possibly issued to multiple agencies or companies at one time
but there is no indication as to which one. (88806-34) {C&R}
(300/500)
1288. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 1905 MILITARY & POLICE HAND EJECTOR REVOLVER serial #912383, 38 Special, 4” barrel
with an excellent bore. This pre-war five-screw fourth change revolver retains about 90% original blue with most of the loss to the backstrap
and holster wear on the topstrap in addition to high edge wear, a turn ring and handling marks. The standard hammer and trigger retain
robust case-hardened colors with minor freckling. The replacement smooth goncalo alves post war factory target grips with extractor cut
out and silver S&W medallions rate very good to excellent with minor flaking and scratches. The gun still times and locks up well and all
appropriate parts are correctly numbered to the gun. It should make a good shooter or up start gun for the collector. (88825-29D33395)
{MODERN}
(300/500)
1289. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 19-3 COMBAT MAGNUM REVOLVER serial #6K13727, 357 Magnum, 2 1/2” pinned barrel with an
excellent bore. The only bluing left on this gun is on the grip frame the remaining surfaces having been lightly buffed and left in-the-white
with scattered light pitting, oxidation stains, scratches, a turn ring on the recessed cylinder and other handling marks. The standard trigger
and hammer have also been cleaned to pewter with pinprick pitting and oxidation stains present. The un-numbered replacement checkered
walnut Magna grips with silver S&W medallions rate excellent with minor handling marks. The Baughman ramp front sight and the micro
adjustable rear sight were cleaned to in-the-white. The rear sight elevation stud and possibly a few other small parts are missing. The gun
still times and locks up correctly. Fix the rear sight, color the front sight and the gun will be ready to continue its duties or it will make a great
project gun. (88825-32D33735) {MODERN}
(150/350)
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1290. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 586 DISTINGUISHED COMBAT MAGNUM REVOLVER serial #AAE2701, 357 Magnum, 4 1/8”
full lug heavy barrel with an excellent bore. This revolver retains about 90% non-factory reapplied blue finish showing only slight rounding
of the edges and screw holes from the metal preparation but even polishing overall. The backstrap and knuckle are toning to brown with
additional high edge wear, holster wear, turn ring on the cylinder and a few handling marks. The smooth combat trigger and standard hammer have also been refinished in blue. The checkered goncalo alves target grips with extractor cut and silver S&W medallions rate good to
very good with scattered light dents, dings, scratches and flaking finish. Timing and lock up are good and it features a red ramp front sight
and black blade micro adjustable rear sight. This gun should make a great shooter as the “L” frames were designed to take heavy use of
full magnum loads due to changing training requirement of police in the 1980s. They still continue to be a good choice if you like shooting
heavy loads. (88825-22D33495) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1291. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 1903 32 HAND EJECTOR REVOLVER serial #211967, 32 S&W Long, 4 1/4” barrel with an excellent
bore. The metal surfaces of this fifth change revolver retain about 80% original blue with thinning finish on the grip frame, scattered moderate areas of cleaned pitting, edge wear, oxidation blemishes, turn ring on the cylinder and handling marks. The standard hammer and
trigger have strong case-hardened colors with moderate operational wear. The incorrect replacement diamond checkered walnut magna
grips with silver S&W medallions are numbered to another gun and rate good with moderate diamond point wear and handling marks. All
appropriate parts are correctly numbered to the gun. The cylinder will not open correctly and the ejector rod, center pin (appears broken)
and other related parts are in need of mechanical attention. (88825-139D33872) {MODERN}
(100/200)
1292. COLT OFFICIAL POLICE REVOLVER serial #871040, 38 Special, 4” barrel with an excellent bore. This 1960 made revolver retains
about 96% non-factory reapplied blue finish with the backstrap starting to thin, high edge wear, light scratches and a light turn ring on
the cylinder. The checkered walnut factory square butt grips with silver Rampant Colt medallions rate about good with light to moderate
diamond point wear, scuffing and chipping to the edges of the toe and heel plus a few other handling marks. During the refinish the toe
and heel of the frame were lightly rounded with an approximately 1/4” radius making it a semi-round butt. The grips were not rounded to
match the frame and accounts for the damage to those areas mentioned. The gun still functions mechanically. Fix the fit of the grips and
you will have a great shooter. (88825-30D33446) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1293. COLT POLICE POSITIVE SPECIAL REVOLVER serial #364185, 38 Special, 4” barrel with an excellent bore. This 1928 made revolver
retains about 85% non-factory reapplied blue finish with the grip frame toning to brown, high edge wear, some pitting visible under the
finish, oxidation stains and handling marks. The un-numbered checkered walnut factory grips with silver Rampant Colt medallions rate good
plus with light diamond point compression and handling marks. The ejector rod head is missing and ejection will be a lot more pleasant if
it is replaced. The gun still times and locks up correctly. (88825-52D33710) {C&R}
(100/200)
1294. COLT POLICE POSITIVE SPECIAL REVOLVER serial #417815, 38 Special, 4” barrel with an excellent bore. This 1933 made revolver
retains about 75% original blue finish with the grip frame toning to brown, high edge wear, cleaned pitting, oxidation stains and handling
marks. The un-numbered checkered walnut factory grips with silver Rampant Colt medallions rate fair to good with moderate to heavy diamond wear, scuffs and other handling marks. The gun still times and locks up correctly and should make a good shooter. (88825-52D33710)
{C&R}
(175/275)
1295. SMITH & WESSON M&P 40 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #MPT5797, 40 S&W, 4 1/4” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain about 99% original black finish and the polymer frame rates excellent. The pistol features Novak style three dot sights, ambidextrous
slide stop and a rail on the dust cover. The pistol includes a factory hard case correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun, spare small
and large interchangeable backstraps (medium is on the gun), a pair of ten-round factory magazines, fired case, cable lock with a pair of
keys, manual and paperwork. A great gun for home defense or shooting. (88826-13S20896) {MODERN}
(300/500)
1296. SMITH & WESSON M&P 40 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #DSU7043, 40 S&W, 4 1/4” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain about 99% original black finish and the polymer frame rates excellent. The pistol features Novak style three dot sights, ambidextrous
slide stop and a rail on the dust cover. The pistol includes a single fourteen-round magazine. A great gun for home defense or shooting.
(88826-13S20896) {MODERN}
(300/500)
1297. SMITH & WESSON M&P 40C COMPACT SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #DSU7043, 40 S&W, 3 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain about 99% original black finish and the polymer frame rates excellent. The pistol features Novak style three dot
sights, ambidextrous slide stop and a mini rail on the dust cover. The pistol includes a single ten-round magazine and an Elite brand inside
the pants nylon holster. A great gun for home defense and concealed carry. (88826-12S21251) {MODERN}
(300/500)
1298. WYOMING ARMS STANDARD MODEL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #A02853, 45 ACP, 5” barrel with an excellent bore. The matte
and lightly polished stainless steel surfaces rate very good to excellent with light scattered scratches and handling marks. The synthetic
factory grips with horizontal striations and Wyoming Arms logo rate excellent. The pistol features an orange filled Millett ramp front sight and
Millett white outline Mark I fixed sight. It includes a single 1911 style stainless steel magazine. The pistol is in need of mechanical attention
as the slide intermittently hangs up when pulled to the rear and ejector spring is missing but the ejector is present. (88825-38D33511)
{MODERN}
(200/300)
1299. RUGER STANDARD MODEL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #13-47968, 22 LR, 4 3/4” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces
of this 1975 made pistol retain about 96% original blue with partial wear on the grip frame, high edge wear and scratches. The checkered
Delrin factory grips with a single silver Ruger Phoenix medallion rate fair with little wear but there is a 1 3/4 x 1/2” piece that was repaired
on the left front panel. The pistol has Patridge style front sight and drift adjustable black blade rear sight. The pistol includes a single factory
magazine. (88825-44D33512) {MODERN}
(125/225)
1300. RUGER STANDARD MODEL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #15-23728, 22 LR, 6” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces
of this 1978 made pistol retain about 90% plus original blue with partial wear on the grip frame, high edge wear, scattered light scratches
and a series of small impact marks and moderately heavy scratches around the safety lever. The checkered Delrin factory grips with a
single silver Ruger Phoenix medallion rate good with light to moderate wear to the diamond points and handling marks. The pistol has
Patridge style front sight and drift adjustable black blade rear sight. The pistol includes a single factory magazine. (88825-7D34063)
{MODERN}
(125/225)
1301. RUGER STANDARD MODEL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #430767, 22 LR, 6” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this
1966 made pistol retain about 90% original blue with the grip frame toning to brown, high edge wear and oxidized pitting on the muzzle
and triggerguard / forestrap juncture. The checkered Delrin factory grips with a single silver Ruger Phoenix medallion rate very good to
excellent with light handling marks. The pistol has Patridge style front sight and drift adjustable black blade rear sight. The pistol includes a
single factory magazine that hangs up on removal but should not be a hard fix. (88825-19D33492) {MODERN}
(150/250)
1302. RUGER MARK II SEMI-AUTO TARGET PISTOL serial #18-86394, 22 LR, 5 1/2” bull barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces
of this 1983 made pistol retain about 90% plus original blue with the backstrap toning to pewter, frontstrap thinning where exposed, high
edge wear and handling marks. The replacement pebble grain rubber Hogue thumb rest wraparound finger groove grips rate excellent.
The factory sights have been removed (not provided) and a B-Square Weaver style optics rail has been installed. The pistol includes a single
factory magazine. This gun is ready to receive your favorite optics. (88825-48D33765) {MODERN}
(200/300)
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1303. RUGER MARK II SEMI-AUTO TARGET PISTOL serial #18-34555, 22 LR, 5 1/2” bull barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces
of this 1982 made pistol retain about 99% original blue with slight oxidation stain at the muzzle and a few handling marks. The checkered
Delrin factory grips with a single silver Ruger Phoenix medallion rate very good to excellent with a small scratch on the left panel. The pistol
has Patridge style front sight and fully adjustable black blade rear sight. The pistol includes a single plastic Ram-Line magazine. A nice gun
for plinking, target or hunting. (88825-42D33390) {MODERN}
(200/300)
1304. WALTHER P-22 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #L211144, 22 LR, 3 3/8” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 99%
original black finish with a few minor spots of edge wear on the slide and the polymer frame rates excellent. The pistol features a windage
adjustable three dot sight, the front sight is replaceable using different heights to regulate elevation, ambidextrous magazine release and
ambidextrous slide mounted safety. The pistol includes a single magazine. (88826-5S21331) {MODERN}
(100/200)
1305. WALTHER P-22 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #L171073, 22 LR, 3 3/8” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 99%
original black finish with minor edge and handling wear on the slide and the polymer frame rates excellent. The pistol features a windage
adjustable three dot rear sight but the front sight is missing but easily replaced, ambidextrous magazine release and ambidextrous slide
mounted safety. The pistol includes a single magazine. (88825-31D33743) {MODERN}
(100/200)
1306. SMITH & WESSON SW40P SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #PBH9887, 40 S&W, 4” ported barrel with an excellent bore. The stainless
steel surfaces rate very good plus with scattered light scratches, mostly on the right side of the slide and the polymer surfaces rate excellent.
The top of the slide is blackened with 99% remaining and sides lightly polished. The pistol features three dot sights with the front only a
Trijicon night sight that no longer glows and an accessory rail on the dust cover. The pistol includes a single magazine. (88825-43D33563)
{MODERN}
(175/275)
1307. SMITH & WESSON SW40VE SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #PDV5267, 40 S&W, 4” barrel with an excellent bore. The stainless steel
surfaces rate excellent as do the polymer surfaces of the frame. The pistol features three dot sights and an accessory rail on the dust cover.
The pistol includes a single magazine. This gun appears to have seen little use. (88825-49D33671) {MODERN}
(200/300)
1308. GLOCK MODEL 27 GEN 3 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #EUH583US, 40 S&W, 3 1/4” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain about 98% Tenifer finish with light edge wear and scratches and the polymer frame rates excellent. The pistol features three dot
night sights from TruDot that no longer glow and the slide stop is an unmarked stainless steel slightly enlarged aftermarket replacement
for more positive slide release. This sub-compact pistol will be great for concealed carry. No magazine is provided. (88826-28S21295)
{MODERN}
(300/500)
1309. GLOCK MODEL 22 GEN 2 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #BCW128US, 40 S&W, 4 3/8” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain about 97% Tenifer finish with scattered high edge wear and handling marks. The polymer frame rates about very good with scattered
light handling wear and a few minor scuffs. The pistol features three dot night sights by Trijicon that no longer glow. A good all-around gun
for defense, sport and shooting. No magazine is included. (88826-26S21293) {MODERN}
(250/450)
1310. RUGER MODEL P85 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #301-17489, 9mm, 4 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
about 97% original blue and anodized finishes with scattered light oxidation blemishes, edge wear and handling marks. The black polymer
factory grips with horizontal grooves and Ruger Phoenix logo rate excellent. The pistol features three dot sights and ambidextrous slide
mounted de-cocker / safeties. The pistol includes a single fifteen round magazine. This pistol has not had the Mark II safety update and
should be returned to Ruger before use. (88825-40D32742) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1311. RUGER LC9 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #32527746, 9mm, 3 1/16” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about
98% original blue with scattered light scratches and high edge wear. The polymer frame rates about excellent with a few light compressed
diamond points in the left grip area. The pistol features three dot Novak style sights, frame mounted thumb safety, loaded chamber indicator
and double action only mechanism. The pistol includes a single factory magazine. (88826-36S21283) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1312. SMITH & WESSON BODYGUARD 380 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #EAS4731, 380 ACP, 2 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 99% original black Melonite finish and the polymer frame rates excellent. The pistol has a number of features
for defensive carry including an integrated Insight Technologies laser sight, manual safety, black serrated ramp front sight, Novak style rear
sight and double action only mechanism. The pistol includes a single magazine. (88826-15S21174) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1313. TAURUS PT-24/7 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #NXH16310, 45 ACP, 4 1/4” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
about 99% original blue finish and the polymer frame rates excellent. The pistol features a picatinny style accessory rail on the dust cover
and three dot sights. The pistol includes a single twelve round factory magazine. (88825-45D33763) {MODERN}
(250/450)
1314. TAURUS PT-92 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #TID80335, 9mm, 5” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 50%
original satin nickel finish with most of the loss to the frame, a mottled mix of gray and nickel, in addition to edge wear, scratches and other
handling marks. The smooth walnut factory grips with silver Taurus medallions rate about good with scattered dents, dings and scratches.
The pistol features three dot drift adjustable sights and ambidextrous frame mounted thumb safeties for condition one or two carry. It includes
a single fifteen round magazine. (88825-36D33703) {MODERN}
(100/200)
1315. TAURUS PT-22 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #AQA1956, 25ACP, 2 3/4” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about
98% original blue and anodized finishes with a few scattered light scratches, limited edge wear and handling marks. The smooth rosewood
factory grips rate very good with light scratches. The pistol features fixed sights, frame mounted thumb safety, spurless hammer and double
action only. It includes a single factory magazine. A nice little pocket pistol for defense. (88825-35D34197) {MODERN}
(150/250)
1316. TAURUS PT-25 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #DVK34402, 25ACP, 2 3/4” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about
99% original blue and anodized finishes with a few scattered light scratches, limited edge wear and handling marks. The pistol is accented
with gold plated controls and grip screws. The magazine release and thumb safety show light gold wear but the rest are excellent. The
smooth rosewood factory grips rate excellent. The pistol features fixed sights, frame mounted thumb safety, spurless hammer and double action only. It does not include a magazine. A nice little pocket or purse pistol with a little panache for defense. (88826-27S21294)
{MODERN}
(150/250)
1317. RUGER P95 DC SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #314-35838, 9mm, 3 7/8” barrel with an excellent bore. The stainless steel surfaces
rate about excellent but the polymer frame rates about very good with a few scattered light dents, dings and scratches. The pistol features three dot sights and ambidextrous slide mounted de-cockers. The pistol includes a single Ramline magazine. (88825-6D33525)
{MODERN}
(200/400)
1318. RUGER SR9C COMPACT SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #336-18202, 9mm, 3 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The stainless steel
surfaces rate near excellent with a few minor handling marks and oxidation stains. The polymer frame also rates excellent. The pistol features
adjustable three dot sights, ambidextrous frame mounted thumb safeties, loaded chamber indicator and trigger with articulated safety lever.
The pistol includes a single factory SR9C magazine. Also included is a H&K45 hard case, H&K manual, medium interchangeable backstrap for
the H&K pistol, cable lock with a pair of keys and assorted paperwork. Obviously, the wrong box was sent with the gun but it is still usable.
This gun has seen little use and would make a great concealed carry or home defense gun. (8826-35S21289) {MODERN} (250/450)
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1319. RUGER MK II SEMI-AUTO TARGET PISTOL serial #215-98389, 22 LR, 5 1/2” bull barrel with an excellent bore. This 1990 made
pistol retains about 90% plus original blue finish with the grip frame thinning to pewter, limited edge wear and scratches. The checkered
Delrin grips with single silver Ruger Phoenix rate about good with no wear on the right panel but the left panel has several areas deformed
from a possible chemical contact. The pistol features an undercut Patridge front sight and black blade rear sight. The pistol includes a factory
box correctly end labeled to the gun but un-numbered (it was later handwritten inside the box), an original factory magazine, unmarked
aftermarket magazine, manual and paperwork. A great gun for training, practice, plinking or hunting. (88816-15) {MODERN} (150/250)
1320. RUGER MK III SEMI-AUTO TARGET PISTOL serial #227-22745, 6 7/8” barrel with an excellent bore. This lovely 2005 made pistol
appears as new in the box. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue finish. The checkered Delrin factory grips with single silver
Ruger Phoenix on a red background medallion rate excellent. The pistol features an undercut Patridge front sight, adjustable black blade
rear sight, frame mounted magazine release, thumb safety, loaded chamber indicator and it is drilled and tapped for optical sight base. The
pistol includes a factory hard case that is correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun, a pair of factory magazines, Weaver style scope
base, a pair of internal lock keys, padlock with a pair of keys, manual and paperwork. A great gun for training, practice, target shooting or
hunting. (88816-11) {MODERN}
(300/500)
1321. RUGER MK II SEMI-AUTO GOVERNMENT TARGET MODEL PISTOL serial #218-77394, 22 LR, 6 7/8” bull barrel with an excellent bore. This 1997 made pistol is fashioned after the model provided to the U.S. Government for training. It retains about 99% original
blue finish with a small oxidation blemish on the right side, limited high edge wear and some scattered light scratches. The checkered
Delrin grips with single silver Ruger Phoenix rate near excellent with a few light handling marks. The pistol features an undercut Patridge
front sight and black blade rear sight. The pistol includes a factory hard case correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun, an original
factory magazine and factory test target numbered to the gun. The chamber was swaged rather than cut to provide better accuracy. This
is a classic bullseye pistol. (88816-14) {MODERN}
(300/500)
1322. RUGER MK III SEMI-AUTO TARGET PISTOL serial #227-97375, 6 7/8” barrel with an excellent bore. This 2008 made pistol appears
as new in the box. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue finish. The checkered Delrin factory grips with single silver Ruger
Phoenix on a red background medallion rate excellent. The pistol features an undercut Patridge front sight, adjustable black blade rear
sight, frame mounted magazine release, thumb safety, loaded chamber indicator and it is drilled and tapped for optical sight base. The pistol
includes a factory hard case that is correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun, a pair of factory magazines, Weaver style scope base, a
pair of internal lock keys, padlock with a pair of keys, fired case, manual and paperwork. A great gun for formal or informal target shooting.
(88816-13) {MODERN}
(300/500)
1323. HIGH STANDARD DURA-MATIC M-101 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #502285, 22 LR, 6 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore.
This pistol retains about 95% non-factory reapplied blue finish with oxidation blemishes mostly on the triggerguard and forward section
of frame. The surfaces show scattered light to moderate pitting under the later finish in addition to other handling marks. The diamond
checkered one-piece synthetic grips with slight finger rests rate about excellent with few minor handling marks. The pistol features a
Patridge front sight and drift adjustable rear sight. It includes a single factory magazine. It should make a good shooter. (88825-12D34009)
{C&R}
(100/200)
1324. THOMPSON CENTER CONTENDER SINGLE SHOT PISTOL serial #347094, 45 Colt / 410 bore, 10” choked heavy barrel with
an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 98% original blue with light edge wear on the muzzle and triggerguard along with scattered light scratches. The smooth walnut factory grip with rubber cushion back rates very good with scattered handling marks. The walnut
factory forend rates good with scattered scuffs, dings and flaking finish. The pistol features a factory Patridge front sight, adjustable rear
sight, hammer mounted safety/selector and screw-in choke for shotshell use. These are great guns for a variety of game or a little fun aerial
practice. (86520-300) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(200/400)
1325. THOMPSON CENTER G2 CONTENDER SINGLE SHOT PISTOL serial #G19087, 223 Remington, 10” heavy barrel with an excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue with few light scratches, limited edge wear and minor oxidation stains. The smooth
rubber factory finger groove grip rates very good to excellent with light handling marks. The replacement Pachmayr rubber forend rates
near excellent with minor handling wear but the forend screw and escutcheon are in need of attention. The pistol features a factory Patridge
front sight, adjustable rear sight, hammer mounted safety/selector and new G2 style mechanism that allows the hammer to be cocked and
de-cocked without resetting the sear. Add a scope and it should be a real tack driver. (86520-232) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy
Collection]
(300/500)
1326. COLT FRONTIER SCOUT DUAL TONE SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #15578Q, 22 LR, 4 3/4” barrel with an excellent bore.
This 1958 made revolver retains about 95% original blue with most of the loss to high edge wear, thinning finish on the barrel and scattered
scratches. The in-the-white frame rates very good to excellent with light handling marks. The grips are smooth hardwood with Rampant
Colt in an oval on the left panel and rate about very good to excellent as re-varnished with a few light chips on the base of the left panel.
Timing and lock up are excellent. The dual tone “Q” suffix guns were only made for two years. (86520-802) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch”
Kennedy Collection]
(300/500)
1327. COLT POLICE POSITIVE REVOLVER serial #164754, 32 Colt New Police (S&W Long), 4” barrel with an excellent bore. This 1920 made
gun retains about 95% original blue with most of the loss to thinning backstrap and cleaned oxidized pitting on one chamber in addition to
scattered light handling marks. The un-numbered checkered hard rubber factory fleur-de-lis grips with stylized “C” around the escutcheons
rate excellent with light handling wear. Timing is slightly off in single action mode but lock up is good. (86520-2002) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch”
Kennedy Collection]
(250/450)
1328. COLT POLICE POSITIVE REVOLVER serial #156506, 32 Colt New Police (S&W Long), 4” barrel with a near excellent bore
exhibiting a few scattered oxidation blemishes and pits. This 1919 made gun retains about 95% original blue with the grip frame
starting to thin, scattered oxidation blemishes and light handling marks. The checkered hard rubber factory fleur-de-lis grips with
stylized “C” around the escutcheons are numbered to the gun and rate fair to good with light handling wear and a shallow 5/8”
long chip missing from the toe of the left panel. Timing is slightly off in single action mode but lock up is good. (86520-2588) {C&R}
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(150/350)
1329. COLT POLICE POSITIVE SPECIAL REVOLVER serial #43265, 38 Special, 4” barrel with a near excellent bore exhibiting scattered
very light oxidized pinprick pits. This 1911 made gun retains about 85% original blue with the grip frame a mix of pewter and purple, thinning
finish on the frame, high edge wear and handling marks. The checkered hard rubber factory grips with “COLT” in an oval are numbered to
another gun and rate very good to excellent with a few light dings. Timing and lock up are good and the sideplate has the early Rampant
Colt on a stylized “C”. (86520-2438) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(250/450)
1330. BERETTA MODEL 950B MINX SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #H00663, 22 Short, 3 3/4” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces of this 1968 proof dated pistol retain about 96% original blue and anodized finishes with scattered light scratches, high edge wear,
oxidation blemishes and minor pinprick pitting. The checkered synthetic factory grips with Berretta logo rate very good to excellent with light
scuffs and dings. This is the earlier model 950 single action semi-auto without the manual thumb safety but still utilizes the tip-up barrel. It
includes a single magazine. (86520-203) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(100/200)
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1331. COLT POLICE POSITIVE REVOLVER serial #161083, 32 Colt New Police (S&W Long), 4” barrel with a near excellent bore exhibiting a few minor pits but there is a bulge about 1/2” from the muzzle. The metal surfaces of this 1920 manufactured revolver retain
about 80% original blue with scattered oxidation blemishes, pitting, edge wear, handling marks and a few light dings. The checkered
hard rubber factory fleur-de-lis grips with stylized “C” around the escutcheons are numbered to the gun and rate about good with
light handling marks and a shallow 1/4” flake missing from the toe of the left panel. Timing and lock up are good. (86520-2074) {C&R}
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(100/200)
1332. COLT POLICE POSITIVE REVOLVER serial #161895, 32 Colt New Police (S&W Long), 4” barrel with a near excellent bore exhibiting a few minor stray oxidation blemishes. The metal surfaces of this 1920 manufactured revolver retain about 70-75% original
blue with moderate edge wear, grip frame worn to pewter, scratches and light oxidation stains. The checkered hard rubber factory
fleur-de-lis grips with stylized “C” around the escutcheons are numbered to the gun and rate about fair with light handling marks and
an approximately 1/4” chip missing from each panel. Timing is off in single action mode but lock up is good. (86520-2503) {C&R}
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(100/200)
1333. COLT COBRA DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #10025LW, 38 Special, 4” barrel with an excellent bore. This 1952 made revolver
retains about 60% original blue and anodized finishes with the grip frame worn to pewter, the bottom of the triggerguard thinned, moderate
edge wear, sides of the barrel and topstrap worn to gunmetal gray plus scattered light handling marks. The checkered Coltwood factory
synthetic grips rate about good with moderate wear to the diamond points plus handling marks. This gun spent some time in a holster but
still functions well and should make a good shooter. (86520-3524) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(250/450)
1334. COLT OFFICERS MODEL TARGET REVOLVER serial #291520, 38 Special, 6” barrel with a frosted bore. The metal surfaces of this
1908 made revolver retain about 85% non-factory reapplied blue finish with the grip frame worn to brown, thinning finish, high edge wear
and handling marks. The diamond checkered walnut factory target grips are assembly numbered to the gun and rate about good as lightly
re-varnished with several dings and chips at the base, moderately worn diamond points and handling marks. The gun features a factory
elevation adjustable Patridge front sight and windage adjustable rear sight. Timing is off in single action mode but lock up remains good.
(86520-423) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(200/400)
1335. COLT MODEL 1908 POCKET HAMMERLESS SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #33844, 380 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a lightly frosted
bore. The metal surfaces of this 1918 made pistol retain about 40% original blue with the slide worn and lightly cleaned to mostly pewter,
grip frame gunmetal gray, scattered pitting and scratches. Some of the loss appears to be from blood protein or chemical contact. The
checkered hard rubber grips with Rampant Colt and “Colt” in a straight banner rate very good to excellent with light diamond point wear.
A two-tone factory marked magazine is included. (86520-2070) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(200/400)
1336. COLT WOODSMAN TARGET MODEL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #61645, 22 LR, 4 1/2” replacement factory straight taper sport
barrel with an excellent bore. Made in 1928 this pistol retains about 70% original blue with moderate to heavy surface wear on the slide
and forward portion the frame, grip frame toned to pewter, silvering at the muzzle and handling marks. The replacement checkered white
synthetic grips by Franzite with silver Franzite medallions rate near excellent with minor diamond point wear and soiling. The pistol features
serrated ramp front sight, replacement fixed rear sight and includes a factory two-tone magazine. It should make a fun little shooter. (865202031) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(150/250)
1337. COLT MODEL 1908 VEST POCKET HAMMERLESS SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #5463, 25 ACP, 2 1/8” barrel with a very lightly
frosted bore. This second-year production (1909) pistol retains about 60% original blue with moderate edge wear, oxidation stains, pitting
and handling marks, heaviest on the slide. There are trace case-hardened colors on trigger but the grip safety and thumb safety have toned
to brown. The checkered hard rubber grips with a Rampant Colt on a stylized “C” rate very good overall with light diamond point wear.
The tiny pistol includes a single Colt marked magazine that has later added blue finish. (86520-4108) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy
Collection]
(175/275)
1338. HIGH STANDARD MODEL G380 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #7383, 380 ACP, 5” barrel with an excellent bore. This gun is currently
disassembled but all parts appear to be present. The metal surfaces retain about 75% original blue with the grip frame toned to pewter,
moderate high edge wear, scattered oxidation and pitting, plus handling marks. The checkered hard rubber factory grips rate about very
good plus with very little wear but a few light scuffs and dings. Also included is a single two-tone magazine. (86520-2003) {C&R} [Richard
“Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(100/200)
1339. REMINGTON NEW MODEL CARTRIDGE CONVERSION REVOLVER serial #14240, 32 RF, 3 1/2” octagon barrel with a lightly
oxidized and pitted bore. The metal surfaces are mostly brown with some strong traces of original blue on the barrel and the iron triggerguard
frame. They also show oxidation stains, pitting, a few dings and scratches. The smooth walnut grips rate about very good as refinished with
light wear, scratches and dents. There are numbers on the back of the grips but they have been written over and are not legible. The cylinder
and cylinder breech cover are numbered “846” and the barrel is correctly numbered to the gun. The gun still functions and remains in very
good condition overall. (86520-990) {ANTIQUE} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(250/350)
1340. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 10-6 MILITARY & POLICE REVOLVER serial #2D45577, 38 Special, 4” pinned heavy barrel with an
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 90% original blue finish with the backstrap toned to brown, high edge wear, turn ring on
the cylinder and scratches. The service trigger and hammer retain bold case-hardened colors with light operational wear. The checkered
walnut factory square butt Magna grips with silver S&W medallions are numbered to the gun and rate very good showing light handling
marks and flaking finish. Timing and lock up are good. These are great guns to learn the art of double action shooting and only need hand
filling grips or a grip adaptor to complete the package. (86520-2424) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(175/375)
1341. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 65-1 MILITARY & POLICE REVOLVER serial #1D35189, 357 Magnum, 4” pinned heavy barrel with
an excellent bore. The polished stainless steel surfaces rate very good to excellent with scattered light scratches, a few small dings on the
frame at the barrel juncture and a turn ring on the recessed cylinder. The service trigger and hammer retain full hard chrome finish. The
smooth replacement #18 Ajax faux ivory square butt grips rate excellent. Timing and lock up remain excellent. A great home defense gun.
(86520-296) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(200/400)
1342. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 12-2 AIRWEIGHT MILITARY & POLICE REVOLVER serial #2D48857, 38 Special, 2” pinned barrel
with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 90% original blue and anodized finishes with most of the loss to the cylinder, now
a mottled mix of blue and pewter, in addition to heavy wear on the topstrap, thinning finish on the frame and a few handling marks. The
service hammer and trigger retain bold case-hardened colors with light operational wear. The un-numbered checkered walnut factory round
butt Magna grips with silver S&W medallions rate very good with handling marks and light wear to the finish. The gun still times and locks
up correctly and would make a great concealed carry gun. (86520-260) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (200/400)
1343. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 10-7 MILITARY & POLICE REVOLVER serial #12D5278, 38 Special, 2” barrel with an excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain about 97% original blue finish with scattered light freckling, scratches and a turn ring on the cylinder. The service
hammer and smooth combat trigger retain robust case-hardened colors with light operational wear and minor freckling. The checkered
walnut factory round butt Magna grips with silver S&W medallions rate very good with light scratches and dents. The gun still functions
mechanically and would make a good personal defense arm. (86520-4074) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection](200/400)
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1344. SMITH & WESSON DOUBLE ACTION TOP-BREAK REVOLVER WITH AMERICAN EXPRESS COMPANY MARKINGS
serial #433005, 38 S&W, 3 1/4” barrel with an excellent bore. This fourth model revolver
retains about 97% original nickel plate and blue finish with scattered light oxidation blemishes
in addition to fine scratches from light cleaning on the barrel, minor pitting on the triggerguard, turn ring on the cylinder and other handling marks. Beautiful rich case-hardened
colors remain on the hammer and trigger with light operational wear. The diamond checkered
factory hard rubber grips with S&W logo rate about excellent with very light handling marks.
The grips and all appropriate parts are correctly numbered to the gun, timing and lockup
1344
are excellent and the barrel to frame fit is as tight as the day it left Springfield. The backstrap
is marked “Am. Ex. Co. 1289”. An excellent condition fourth model with some interesting provenance. (86520-2046) {C&R} [Richard
“Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(200/400)
1345. SMITH & WESSON DOUBLE ACTION HAMMERLESS TOP-BREAK REVOLVER serial #181944, 38 S&W, 3 1/4” barrel with an
excellent bore. This fourth model “New Departure” revolver retains about 85% original blue with the heaviest loss to the barrel and cylinder
in addition to scattered high edge wear, minor oxidation stains, handling marks and a turn ring on the cylinder. The diamond checkered
factory hard rubber grips with S&W logo rate about good with light handling wear but the base of the left grip panel has a 5/8” chip missing.
The grips and all appropriate parts are correctly numbered to the gun, timing and lock up remain excellent and the barrel to frame fit is tight.
(86520-2053) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(200/400)
1346. IVER JOHNSON MODEL 1900 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #B7411, 32 CF, 4 1/2” octagon barrel with a lightly oxidized
and pitted bore. The metal surfaces of this medium-size solid frame revolver retain about 85% original nickel plate and blue finishes with
scattered oxidation blemishes, flaking and worn plating, blued triggerguard wearing to purple and handling marks. The hammer and trigger
are worn to gray with a hint of case-hardened colors on the trigger. The checkered factory extended hard rubber target grips with Iver
Johnson logo around the escutcheons and owl head at the top rate about fair with minimal wear but the top back of the right panel is
missing a 3/4” plus chip. The gun still functions mechanically. (86520-2053) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(40/80)
1347. UNMARKED BELGIAN DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #9224, .30 CF, 2 11/16” octagon barrel with a near excellent bore
exhibiting a few light pits and oxidation stains. The metal surfaces have been very lightly cleaned to pewter with stains from oxidation, pitting, handling marks and traces of original blue on the barrel. The checkered wood grips rate good plus with light diamond point wear and
handling marks. The grips and cylinder are assembly numbered to the gun. The gun features a frame mounted thumb safety, lanyard loop
and still functions. (86520-4495) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(100/200)
1348. V. BERNARDELLI BABY MODEL HAMMERLESS VEST POCKET SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #8612, 22 Short, 2 1/8” barrel
with an excellent bore. This 1961 proof dated pistol retains about 90% plus original blue with most of the loss to lightly cleaned oxidized
pitting on the slide from possible blood protein along with light high edge wear and scratches. The checkered synthetic grips with Bernardelli
logos rate very good to excellent with light handling wear. The pistol features a manual safety, fixed sights and includes a single 22 short
magazine. (86520-3051) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(75/150)
1349. FROMMER LILIPUT SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY F.E.G. serial #418226, 25 ACP, 2 1/16” with a very lightly frosted and bulged bore.
The metal surfaces retain about 95% original blue with some scattered light freckling but most of the loss due to partially cleaned oxidized
pitting at the muzzle end of the slide on the left. The slightly warped checkered hard rubber grips with F.E.G. logo rate fair with a tiny flake
on the right panel and moderate flaking on the left. The pistol includes a single magazine and appears to still function. (86520-3230) {C&R}
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(100/200)
1350. J. STEVENS NO. 40 NEW MODEL POCKET RIFLE serial #14753, 22 LR, 15” part-round part-octagon barrel with a lightly pitted
and oxidized bore. The barrel is brown with the occasional hint of original blue with scattered handling marks. The receiver has about 85%
original nickel with most of the loss to scattered flaking and oxidation blemishes. The hammer and trigger have strong Nitre blue with light
oxidation stains and handling wear. The smooth walnut factory grips are numbered to the gun and rate very good as lightly re-varnished
with scattered light dents. Barrel to frame fit has slight play, the grip is cut for the shoulder stock and the folding ladder rear sight and globe
front are present. (86520-2135) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(100/200)
1351. UNIQUE MODEL E.4 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #519301, 22 Short, 7” barrel with an excellent bore and built in muzzle brake. The
metal surfaces retain about 97% original blue and anodized finishes with high edge wear, thinning finish on the knuckle and scratches. The
one-piece checkered synthetic grips are separated from the gun but provided along with the four screws and rate poor with a substantial
chunk of the left side missing and exhibiting cracking from shrinkage. The rear sight is windage adjustable and the serrated ramp style front
sight adjustable for elevation. Also included is a single magazine. (86520-1006) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (200/400)
1352. DEUTSCHE WERKE ERFURT ORTGIES VEST POCKET SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #113104, 25 ACP, 2 3/4” barrel with an
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 98% original nickel plate with scattered fine scratches, light oxidation stains on the frame
around the grips and limited flaking. The Nitre blue trigger retains bold color on the sides with the face worn to brown. The smooth walnut
factory grips with Ortgies and DWE medallions rate good to very good with light dents, dings and scratches. The pistol includes a single
magazine. (86520-3228) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(150/250)
1353. BERETTA MODEL 950B MINX SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #C81159, 22 Short, 3 3/4” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this 1957 proof dated pistol retain about 99% original blue and anodized finishes with light handling wear. The checkered synthetic
factory grips with Berretta logo rate excellent. This is the earlier model 950 single action semi-auto without the manual thumb safety but still
utilizes the tip-up barrel. It includes a single magazine. (86520-666) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(100/200)
1354. BERETTA MODEL 948 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #052766N, 22 LR, 4 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. This 1955 dated pistol
retains about 50% original blue and anodized finishes with the grip frame worn to pewter and the remaining frame a mix of gray and pewter.
The barrel is brown/purple color with a small area on the bottom near the muzzle showing light tool marks in addition to high edge wear
and handling marks. The checkered synthetic factory grips with Beretta name across the tops rate very good to excellent with light handling
marks and wear. The pistol includes a single unmarked magazine with finger extension floor plate. It should be a fun little gun to shoot.
(86520-842) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(25/50)
1355. HIGH STANDARD MODEL R-108 SENTINEL REVOLVER serial #1991108, 22 LR, 2 3/8” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 98% original blue and anodized finishes with scattered light scratches, turn ring on the cylinder and “HLF 6-30-69”
scratched on the butt / backstrap. The checkered synthetic grips rate excellent. The revolver features a serrated ramp front sight and drift
adjustable rear sight. (86520-2467) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(200/400)
1356. ASTRA MODEL 2000 CUB SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #171010, 22 Short, 2 1/4” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces
of this 1967 proof dated pistol retain about 60% original blue finish with the grip frame worn to gray, moderate high edge wear, scratches,
pitting and minor oxidation blemishes. The checkered synthetic grips with the Astra logo and model name “Cub” rate about excellent. The
pistol includes a single magazine. This is the same gun Colt sold as the Junior in the 1950’s and 1960’s until the GCA ‘68 stopped importation. (86520-3319) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(75/150)
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1357. COLT PRE-WOODSMAN SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #9870, 22 LR, 6 5/8” pencil barrel with a moderately oxidized and pitted bore.
The metal surfaces of this 1919 made gun retain about 50% original blue with moderate to heavy holster wear on the edges and flats,
pitting, scratches and a few oxidation blemishes. The diamond checkered walnut factory grips rate about fair to good with diamond point
compression, dings, scratches and a moderately sanded section on the right panel butt areas probably to repair a heavy ding. The pistol
features the elevation adjustable bead front sight and “U” notch windage adjustable rear sight. No magazine is provided. (86520-2462)
{C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(200/400)
1358. ASTRA CONSTABLE SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #1197701, 22 LR, 3 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. This gun remains in remains
in excellent condition with about 99% original blue with minor edge wear. The checkered synthetic wraparound factory grips rate near excellent with minor handling marks. The pistol has a windage adjustable rear sight, slide mounted decocker/safety and frame mounted slide
stop. It includes a single unmarked magazine. It should make a good trainer for a full-size DA/SA gun with similar features. (86520-2901)
{MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(200/400)
1359. REISING TARGET AUTOMATIC SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #10856, 22LR, 6 3/4” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces
of this New York, N.Y. addressed pistol retain about 50% original blue finish with strong color on the barrel but the slide and most of the
frame is gunmetal gray along with edge wear on the barrel corners, scattered light scratches, a few very light dings and oxidation blemishes.
The checkered brown hard rubber “Bear” grips rate very good to excellent with light handling marks. The button on the rotating takedown
lever is missing but it is still usable with the point of a small non-marring tool. The gun is partially disassembled but all parts are present and
the magazine is included. (86520-2502) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(100/300)
1360. RUGER OLD MODEL BEARCAT REVOLVER serial #37022, 22 LR, 4” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this 1964
made gun retain about 75% original blue and anodized finishes with most of the loss to the barrel and ejector rod housing which are
toning to brown in addition to high edge wear and handling marks. The smooth walnut grips with silver Ruger Phoenix medallions rate
about very good with light scratches and dents, mostly on the butt. The little revolver still functions correctly and should make a great
trail gun, plinker or trainer. The transfer bar safety update has not been performed on this gun. (86520-968) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch”
Kennedy Collection]
(100/200)
1361. HIGH STANDARD MODEL R-108 SENTINEL REVOLVER serial #2054982, 22 LR, 2 3/8” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 96% original blue and anodized finishes with scattered light scratches, turn ring on the cylinder, scratches and oxidation blemishes. The checkered synthetic grips rate excellent. The revolver features a serrated ramp front sight and drift adjustable rear
sight. (86520-449) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(200/400)
1362. LLAMA MODEL XV SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #581809, 22 LR, 3 5/8” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this
1973 proof dated pistol retain about 98% original blue finish that is fading with light high edge wear and scattered scratches. The checkered finger rest factory grips with Llama logo rate about very good to excellent with light scratches and scuffs. The pistol is a miniature
clone of the model 1911A1 with a few changes that include a serrated solid rib, windage adjustable rear sight, external extractor and
others, the rest being basic 1911A1. The pistol includes a single factory magazine. (86520-319) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy
Collection]
(200/400)
1363. REPLICA ARMS COLT MODEL 1862 POLICE PERCUSSION REVOLVER BY UBERTI serial #32994, .36 cal., 4 1/2” barrel
with a moderate to heavy oxidized bore. The metal surfaces retain about 98% original blue and case-hardened colors with scattered light
scratches and freckling. The brass grip frame has tarnished to ochre but rates excellent with light handling wear. The smooth one-piece
walnut factory grips rate very good to excellent with a few light dents and dings. The gun still times and locks up correctly. (86520-3872)
{ANTIQUE} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(25/75)
1364. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 65-3 MILITARY & POLICE REVOLVER serial #30D2637, 357 Magnum, 4” heavy barrel with an
excellent bore. The polished stainless steel surfaces rate about excellent with a few scattered light scratches and a turn ring on the cylinder.
The service trigger and hammer retain full hard chrome finish. The checkered walnut factory Magna grips with silver S&W medallions rate
about excellent with a few light handling marks. Timing and lock up remain excellent. A great home defense or field gun. (86520-118)
{MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(250/450)
1365. COLT FOURTH MODEL THUER DERINGER 22 Short, 2 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The frame of this pre-1968 Deringer
retains 99% nickel plate that has clouded on the backstrap and the barrel has worn to a mix of blue and pewter with about 90% remaining.
The smooth walnut factory grips rate very good to excellent with light handling wear. There is slight play in the barrel to frame fit but the
mechanism remains functional overall. (86520-2062) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(40/80)
1366. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 10-6 MILITARY & POLICE REVOLVER serial #C643841, 38 Special, 4” pinned heavy barrel with
an excellent bore. This mid-1960’s made revolver retains about 95% original blue finish with high edge wear, muzzle of the barrel toned to
pewter, light scratches, minor freckling and a turn ring on the cylinder. The service trigger and hammer retain bold case-hardened colors
with light operational wear. The replacement checkered rubber Pachmayr Presentation grips with open backstrap and finger grooves rate
about excellent. Timing and lock up are excellent. If you want to try your hand at double action revolver shooting, this gun is ready to go as
is. (86520-358) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(200/400)
1367. SMITH & WESSON 32 DOUBLE ACTION TOP-BREAK REVOLVER serial #113493, 32 S&W (Short), 3” barrel with an excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain about 95% original nickel plate and blue finishes with most of the loss to scattered freckling in addition to a
few pinprick pits, scratches and a turn ring on the cylinder. The trigger and hammer retain bold case-hardened colors with light operational
wear and oxidation staining. The diamond checkered hard rubber factory grips with S&W logo rate about excellent. The grips and all appropriate parts are correctly numbered to the gun, barrel to frame fit is tight and it still times and locks up correctly. (86520-656) {ANTIQUE}
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(200/400)
1368. SMITH & WESSON 2ND MODEL SINGLE ACTION TOP-BREAK REVOLVER serial #73437, 38 S&W, 3 1/4” barrel with a moderately oxidized and pitted bore. The metal surfaces retain about 80-85% original nickel plate with scattered oxidation stains on the barrel
and frame plus heavy oxidation on the cylinder in addition to light handling marks and pitting. The hammer retains robust case-hardened
colors with light operational wear and freckling. The diamond checkered factory hard rubber grips with S&W logo are numbered to the gun
and rate about excellent. Timing and lock up are excellent, barrel to frame fit is tight and all appropriate parts are correctly numbered to the
gun. (86520-453) {ANTIQUE} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(250/450)
1369. SMITH & WESSON 2ND MODEL SAFETY HAMMERLESS TOP-BREAK REVOLVER serial #102824, 32 S&W (Short), 3”
barrel with an excellent bore. This gun retains excellent condition with a pair of cleaned oxidation stains on the right side of the barrel
that exhibit a few light pits in addition to scattered handling marks for about 96% remaining original nickel plate and blue finishes. The
hammer has beautiful full case-hardened colors and the triggerguard retains its deep blue original finish. The diamond checkered factory
hard rubber grips are numbered to the gun and rate about excellent. Timing and lock up are excellent, barrel to frame fit is tight and all
appropriate parts are correctly numbered to the gun. Overall, a nice condition New Departure revolver. (86520-2097) {C&R} [Richard
“Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(250/450)
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1370. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 22/32 HEAVY TARGET HAND EJECTOR REVOLVER serial #163709, 22 LR, 6” barrel with a lightly
frosted bore. This regular production revolver based on the Bekeart pattern retains about 15-20% original blue with the strongest colors in
the protected areas, the rest a mottled mix of blue, brown and pewter in addition to light handling wear, scattered light surface pitting and a
turn ring on the cylinder. The case-hardened colors on the hammer and trigger are soft but visible with light operational wear. The diamond
checkered walnut extension target grips with gold S&W medallions rate about good with light diamond point compression, handling marks,
a small chip missing on the top front of the left panel and a series of small half-moon dings on the butts of both panels. The pencil number
on the back of the grip is hard to read but the last three digits appear to be “709” and the butt of the right panel has the number “1589”
stamped on it as used on the “Bekeart” models. The gun features a Paine bead front sight, adjustable rear sight, it still functions and all the
appropriate parts are correctly numbered to the gun. This old gun probably spent some time on a trapper’s belt “running his line” or perhaps
a guide filling the larder in some remote hunting camp. (86520-2603) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(200/400)
1371. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 10-6 MILITARY & POLICE REVOLVER serial #D460587, 38 Special, 4” pinned heavy barrel with
an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 95% original blue finish with light to moderate high edge and holster wear, a few light
handling marks and a turn ring on the cylinder. The service hammer and trigger retain robust case-hardened colors with light operational
wear. The checkered walnut factory square butt Magna grips with silver S&W medallions rate about good to very good with light scratches,
scuffs and dents. The gun still times and locks up correctly and would make a great personal defense arm. (86520-2428) {MODERN}
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(200/400)
1372. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 66 COMBAT MAGNUM REVOLVER serial #2K56082, 357 Magnum, 4” pinned heavy barrel with
an excellent bore. The stainless steel surfaces rate about very good with scattered stains from lightly cleaned oxidation plus several oxidized
areas of pitting on the topstrap near the barrel and on the triggerguard in addition to light scratches and a turn ring on the recessed cylinder. The service trigger and hammer retain full hard chrome finish with minor handling wear. The replacement checkered rubber Pachmayr
Presentation grips rate about very good with little wear but light scuffing on the base of the left panel. The revolver features a white outline
micro adjustable rear sight, stainless steel Baughman ramp front sight and it still times and locks up correctly. The Combat Magnums have
always been great all-around revolvers. (86520-3980) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(300/500)
1373. COLT ARMY SPECIAL REVOLVER serial #320930, 41 Colt, 6” barrel with a lightly pitted bore. This 1910 made revolver retains about
70% fading blue with the grip frame worn to pewter, moderate edge wear, lightly cleaned oxidized pitting, handling marks and the usual
turn ring on the cylinder. The hammer is mostly gray with the trigger still showing some Nitre blue in the protected areas. The grips are
replacement faux stag marked #28 and believed to be by Jay Scott. They rate near excellent but have started to yellow from age. Timing
and lock up are good. (86520-662) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(200/400)
1374. U.S. MODEL 1917 REVOLVER BY COLT serial #177977, 45 ACP / AR, 5 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this
1919 made revolver are gray with about 5% arsenal grade reapplied blue on the barrel and a few protected areas. The metal shows fairly
even pinprick pitting with a few light oxidation stains and handling marks. The smooth unmarked walnut factory grips rate about good as
lightly refinished with dents, scratches and dings present. The frame, cylinder, crane and ejector show a matching rework number and the
cylinder is a replacement of earlier manufacture as the chambers have tapered shoulders in lieu of the later squared shoulder that provided
correct headspace without the use of the clip. Timing is slightly off in single action mode but lock up is good, the extractor star is loose and
tends to turn during ejection and needs attention, the lanyard loop is still present and the markings remain strong including Maj. Gilbert H.
Stewart’s inspection mark. A salty old war horse that has seen some use over the years. (86520-3948) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy
Collection]
(200/400)
1375. COLT POLICE POSITIVE REVOLVER serial #138388, 38 Colt New Police (S&W), 2” shortened barrel with a near excellent bore
exhibiting a hint of frosting. The shortening of the barrel is non-factory. This 1922 made revolver retains about 50% original blue finish that
has generally worn to gray / pewter over many of the surfaces along with high edge wear, handling marks and light pinprick pitting. The
checkered fleur-de-lis square butt hard rubber factory grips with stylized “C” around the escutcheon rate excellent but are numbered to
another gun. The gun still functions and the deep Nitre blue remaining on the trigger and hammer indicate they are replacements. (865203846) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(100/200)
1376. COLT POCKET POSITIVE REVOLVER serial #90687, 32 Colt New Police (S&W Long), 3 1/2” barrel with a lightly pitted bore. The
metal surfaces of this 1920 made gun retain about 75% original blue with the grip frame and triggerguard toned to brown, high edge wear,
scattered oxidation blemishes, the occasional pitting and a turn ring on the cylinder. The checkered hard rubber factory grips with “Colt” in
an oval rate good to very good with most of the wear on the right panel at the base. Both grips are numbered to the gun and the gun still
functions mechanically. (86520-454) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(200/400)
1377. COLT POCKET POSITIVE REVOLVER serial #123423, 32 Colt New Police (S&W Long), 2 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces of this 1926 made revolver retain about 85% original blue with the grip frame toned to brown / pewter, moderate edge wear and
a turn ring on the cylinder. The checkered hard rubber factory grips with “Colt” in an oval are numbered to the gun and rate near excellent
with a few light handling marks. The gun still functions correctly. (86520-3947) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (200/400)
1378. COLT POCKET POSITIVE REVOLVER serial #154086, 32 Colt New Police (S&W Long), 2 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces of this 1935 made revolver retain about 85% original blue with the grip frame thinning to gray / pewter, moderate edge wear, series
of light dings on the sideplate, scattered light oxidation blemishes and a turn ring on the cylinder. The checkered hard rubber factory grips
with “Colt” in an oval are numbered to the gun and rate near excellent with a few light handling marks and soiling. The gun still functions
mechanically. (86520-1315) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(200/400)
1379. THOMPSON CENTER CONTENDER SINGLE SHOT PISTOL serial #170680, 357 Maximum, 10” heavy barrel with an excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain about 97% original blue with scattered light oxidation stains on the frame and a few handling marks. The smooth
walnut finger groove factory pistolgrip rates very good with light dents and scuffs. The replacement checkered rubber Pachmayr forend
rates very good with light handling marks. The pistol features a factory Patridge front sight, adjustable rear sight and later top of hammer
mounted safety / selector. The 357 Maximum was a favorite with the Silhouette shooters and makes a decent deer size game cartridge.
(86520-3021) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(200/400)
1380. WESTERN ARMS CORPORATION SHOULDER STOCKED COLT MODEL 1860 ARMY PERCUSSION REVOLVER
BY UBERTI serial #109429, .44 cal., 8” barrel with an excellent bore. The antique finish on the metal surfaces rate very good with
some light scratches on the top of the barrel, light casting pits and few handling marks. The brass triggerguard and hardware on the
detachable buttstock rates excellent. The smooth one-piece walnut factory grip rates excellent and the wood on the buttstock rates
about very good with several strong scratches on the right side. This should be a fun shooter. (86520-702) {ANTIQUE} [Richard
“Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(200/400)
1381. ARMI SAN MARCO MODEL 1858 REMINGTON BUFFALO PERCUSSION REVOLVER serial #B74308, .44 cal., 12” octagon
barrel with an excellent bore. The barrel, loading lever and cylinder retain about 99% plus original blue. The brass grip frame, triggerguard
strap and the frame rate excellent. The smooth hardwood factory grips rate excellent and are numbered to the gun. The revolver features
a ramp front sight and adjustable rear sight. The gun appears unfired and should be a fun shooter. (86520-2010) {ANTIQUE} [Richard
“Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(100/200)
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1382. ROLLIN WHITE ARMS COMPANY POCKET REVOLVER serial #588, 22 RF, 3” octagonal barrel with a lightly oxidized and pitted
bore. The ferrous metal surfaces of the barrel and cylinder are brown with light to moderate oxidation blemishes, scattered light pitting and
handling marks in the form of dings and scratches. The brass frame retains about 97% original silver plate with high edge wear, handling
marks, minor bubbling by the front of the window and moderate to heavy tarnish. The smooth factory rosewood grips are numbered “58”
and rate about very good with light handling wear. The hammer still cocks but the cylinder stop no longer functions and the hand and cater
pin are missing. (86519-559) {ANTIQUE} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(50/150)
1383. SMITH & WESSON 2ND MODEL DOUBLE ACTION TOP-BREAK REVOLVER serial #12273, 32 S&W (Short), 3” barrel with
a lightly oxidized and pitted bore. The revolver retains about 99% original nickel plate and blue finish with some light scratches around the
sideplate screw and other handling marks. The triggerguard has full blue finish and there are robust case-hardened colors on the trigger
and hammer. The diamond checkered hard rubber grips rate excellent. The gun still times and locks up correctly, barrel to frame fit is tight,
and all appropriate parts and the grips are numbered to the gun. A nice example of a 2nd model top-break. (86520-1427) {ANTIQUE}
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(200/400)
1384. WALTHER P-38 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #218578, 9mm, 5” barrel with an excellent bore. This importer marked post-war pistol
retains about 97% original Parkerized and anodized finishes with scattered high edge wear, thinning finish on the frontstrap and handling
marks. The checkered finger rest synthetic factory grips rate about good with scattered light to moderate diamond point compression,
scratches and dings. The slide and barrel are numbered to the gun, the slide is date stamped “7/63” and it includes a single magazine.
(86520-4480) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(250/450)
1385. LLAMA MICROMAX 380 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #07-04-D9429-99, 380 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with an excellent bore. The later
added hard chrome finish rates excellent with about 99% remaining. There are few light handling marks and signs of a light repair to the front
sight that left the “dot” slightly distorted before the new finish was added. The finger rest checkered synthetic factory sights with Llama logo
rate excellent. This pistol features three dot sights, black blade on the rear and hard chrome on the front, plus a spur hammer and it includes
single blue magazine with hard chrome finished floorplate. (86520-348) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (100/200)
1386. BERNARDELLI VEST POCKET MODEL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #38640, 25 ACP, 2 1/16” barrel with very light oxidation toward
the muzzle. The metal surfaces of this 1951 dated pistol retain about 80% original blue with the grip frame toned to brown, cleaned heavily
pitted oxidation on the right-side rear of the slide and frame, in addition to handling marks. The checkered synthetic factory grips with Vincent
Bernardelli logo rate about good overall with a small chip on the rear of the left panel and scattered light scratches. The pistol will not cock
but the slide still functions. It includes a single magazine. (86520-2910) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(20/50)
1387. COLT POLICE POSITIVE SPECIAL REVOLVER serial #81335, 38 Special, 4” barrel with a lightly pitted bore. The metal surfaces of
this 1913 made revolver are mostly gray with strong color still present in the protected areas and the sideplate. Light scattered oxidation
stains, pitting, scratches and evidence of light cleaning are also present. The plain smooth walnut grips are not numbered or marked but
appear to be factory and were available from Colt. They rate about very good with light handling wear, scratches and a few dings. The gun
still functions correctly. (86520-3892) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(100/200)
1388. SMITH & WESSON U.S. NAVY CONTRACT VICTORY MODEL REVOLVER serial #V184535, 38 Special, 4” barrel with an
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 75% original Parkerized finish with the side of the frame and sideplate toned to pewter /
brown. The entire grip frame, with the exception of the butt; trigger, triggerguard and bottom of the forward section of frame have later
applied black glossy paint with light chips and handling marks. The service hammer has bold case-hardened colors. The smooth walnut
factory grips are numbered to another gun and have later poorly applied varnish that is starting to craze along with light handling wear
visible under the finish. The topstrap is marked “U.S. NAVY”, the lanyard loop is missing, all appropriate parts are numbered to the gun and
the mechanism still times and locks up correctly. If you are looking for a shooter, this is it. (86520-3154) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch”
Kennedy Collection]
(200/400)
1389. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 10-8 MILITARY & POLICE REVOLVER serial #5D92718, 38 Special, 4” pinned heavy barrel with an
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 90% plus original blue with most of the loss to the backstrap toning to brown and wear on
the sideplate in addition to scattered light scratches, high edge wear and a turn ring on the cylinder. The service trigger and hammer retain
bold case-hardened colors with minor operational wear. The replacement checkered rubber Pachmayr Professional Presentation grips with
finger grooves and open backstrap rate about excellent with the left panel toning to green. This gun should make a great shooter. (865201983) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(175/375)
1390. COLT DETECTIVE SPECIAL REVOLVER serial #866475, 38 Special, 2” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this 1965
made revolver retain about 85% original blue with the backstrap toned to brown, high edge wear, oxidation stains, pitting and handling
marks. The checkered walnut factory grips with silver Colt medallions rate about good with light to moderate diamond point wear and
light handling marks. Timing and lock up are good. It will make a good shooter or defensive gun. (86520-4059) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch”
Kennedy Collection]
(250/450)
1391. COLT MODEL 1901 NEW ARMY REVOLVER serial #185086, 38 Long Colt, scarce 3” barrel with an oxidized and pitted bore. The
metal surfaces of this 1902 made revolver are a blend of smoky gray and brown with a few oxidation stains, fine surface pitting and handling
marks. The Nitre blue on the triggers sides have faded to purple with stronger blue on the hammer. The checkered hard rubber factory
grips with a Rampant Colt and the word Colt in a circle are assembly numbered to the gun and rate about good with moderate to heavy
wear of the diamond points and a few handling marks. The timing and lock up are in need of attention but the mechanism still works. There
is rework number on the cylinder. (86520-1339) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(100/200)
1392. HIGH STANDARD MODEL A SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #96882, 22 LR, 6 3/4” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain about 80% original blue with the grip frame thinning to pewter, the right section of slide and forward frame worn to smoky brown,
along with lightly cleaned oxidation blemishes and pitting. The grips are replacement checkered white synthetic grips by Franzite that rate
very good with light soiling and handling marks. The pistol features a serrated Patridge front sight, factory adjustable rear sight and includes
a single magazine. (86520-3851) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(150/350)
1393. SMITH & WESSON 2ND MODEL LADYSMITH REVOLVER serial #8277, 22 Long, 2 1/4” barrel with an excellent bore. This revolver
has been vigorously buffed to a high sheen with later non-factory nickel plate applied having about 99% remaining. The replacement factory
diamond checkered hard rubber grips are numbered to a different gun and rate about good with very little wear but a chip missing from
the top front of the left panel. Timing and lock up need attention, the barrel is numbered to the frame but the extractor is numbered to a
different gun and no numbers remain visible on the cylinder. (86520-413) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(200/400)
1394. STEVENS OLD MODEL POCKET PISTOL serial #8907, 22 RF, 3 3/8” half round half octagon barrel with an oxidized and pitted bore.
This pistol is incomplete with the hammer, sideplate and other parts missing. The barrel has toned to brown with oxidation stains, pitting and
handling marks. The brass frame is ochre with silver plate present around the knuckle and right side of the frame and it exhibits scattered
tarnish and scratches. The grips have been amateurishly checkered but both sides are incomplete and of different patterns. In addition to
the aforementioned missing parts the barrel latch head is broken off, the barrel pivot pin is an ad-hoc replacement and the frame is cracked
on the right side above the latch. (86520-529) {ANTIQUE} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(5/15)
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1395. STEVENS DIAMOND NO. 43 SECOND ISSUE TIP-UP PISTOL serial #20446, 22 RF, 6” part octagon part round barrel with a
lightly frosted bore. The metal surfaces retain about 30% blue finish on the barrel, the rest having toned to purple-brown. The frame retains
about 99% nickel plate with scattered light scratches, dings and limited edge wear. The smooth walnut factory grips rate about very good
as lightly re-varnished with light dents and scratches. The grips and barrel are numbered to the frame, the gun remains fully operational and
the barrel to frame fit has slight play. The gun features a globe front sight with fine bead and elevation adjustable peep rear sight. This gun
has an iron frame, no bushing on the frame mounted firing pin and “J. STEVENS A.&T. CO.” barrel address with no patent dates. (865204091) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(150/350)
1396. HOPKINS & ALLEN MOUNTAIN EAGLE REVOLVER WITH G.W. TURNER & ROSS RETAILER MARKINGS serial #9663,
32 RF, 2 11/16” octagon barrel with a lightly oxidized and pitted bore. The metal surfaces show evidence of cleaning with about 90% original nickel plate exhibiting scattered oxidation blemishes, pitting and scratches. The hammer and spur trigger retain strong case-hardened
colors with light to moderate operational wear and light freckling. The checkered factory hard rubber grips with cloverleaf design around
the escutcheon and scalloped edges rate about excellent. The grips and barrel are numbered to the gun and it still functions mechanically.
The topstrap is marked “G.W.T.&R. on one side and “MOUNTAIN EAGLE” on the other. (86520-3864) {ANTIQUE} [Richard “Stretch”
Kennedy Collection]
(100/200)
1397. SMITH & WESSON 5TH MODEL DOUBLE ACTION TOP-BREAK REVOLVER serial #289052, 32 S&W (Short), 3” barrel with an
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 90% original nickel plate and blue finishes with scattered light oxidation blemishes, limited
pitting, bubbling finish, slight clouding, turn ring on the cylinder and scratches. The triggerguard is mostly oxidized pitting with the trigger
and hammer retaining robust case-hardened colors. The diamond checkered factory hard rubber grips with S&W logo rate excellent. The
grips and all appropriate parts are correctly numbered to the gun. Barrel to frame fit is tight plus timing and lock up are good. (86520-3091)
{C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(200/400)
1398. SMITH & WESSON 4TH MODEL DOUBLE ACTION TOP-BREAK REVOLVER serial #69947, 32 S&W (Short), 3 1/2” barrel with
a frosted bore. The metal surfaces retain about 85% original nickel plate and blue finishes with scattered areas of oxidation, a few pits, dings
on the butt and scratches. The hammer and trigger retain strong case-hardened colors with light operational wear and the triggerguard is
toning to gray. The diamond checkered hard rubber factory grips with S&W logo rate poor with light wear but the left panel is broken at the
base and the piece is not provided. All appropriate parts are correctly numbered to the gun but the numbers on the grips are not legible.
The gun does not function and is partially disassembled but all parts appear to be present. (86520-1442) {ANTIQUE} [Richard “Stretch”
Kennedy Collection]
(25/75)
1399. SMITH & WESSON NO. 1 1/2 FIRST ISSUE TIP-UP REVOLVER serial #18406, 32 RF, 3 1/2” octagon barrel with a bright near
excellent bright bore exhibiting some light pitting. The metal surfaces of this revolver retain about 30% original factory blue finish with
the barrel, cylinder and grip frame mostly toned to brown, scattered oxidation blemishes, pitting and scratches. The hammer has strong
case-hardened colors with light operational wear. The smooth rosewood grips rate very good with flaking finish, scratches and dings. The
grips are numbered to the gun, the barrel and cylinder are assembly numbered to the frame, barrel to frame fit is loose but the gun still
functions. (86520-1439) {ANTIQUE} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(300/500)
1400. COLT DETECTIVE SPECIAL REVOLVER serial #674372, 38 Special, 2” tapered barrel with an excellent bore. This 1956 made revolver
retains about 85% original blue with the grip frame toned to pewter-brown in addition to scattered oxidation stains, pitting, high edge
wear, scratches and a light turn ring on the cylinder. The checkered walnut factory grips with silver Colt medallions rate about good with
moderately worn diamond points, light stains and a few handling marks. The gun still times and locks up correctly and should make a good
shooter or carry gun. (86520-4057) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(250/450)
1401. CUSTOM COLT NEW SERVICE REVOLVER serial #135585, 45 Colt, 3 1/2” cut down factory barrel with an excellent bore. The barrel
has been cut back, triggerguard modified and a non-factory re-applied finish added to the gun. The metal surfaces retain about 90% fading
blue finish with the grip frame toned to brown, gray around front sight where it was re-soldered, a few pits, high edge wear and handling
marks. The checkered hard rubber factory grips with “COLT” in an oval are numbered to another gun and rate about fair with light wear
but there is a crack running from the escutcheon to the front of the left grip. Timing and lock are excellent, the lanyard loop is present and
some of the markings are soft from the metal preparation. The first quarter of the front of the triggerguard has been narrowed slightly to
allow quicker finger access, a modification made famous and favored by Bill Jordon. This gun should make a good shooter. (86520-340)
{MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(300/500)
1402. SMITH & WESSON 1ST MODEL SAFETY HAMMERLESS TOP-BREAK REVOLVER serial #8893, 32 S&W (Short), 3” barrel
with a partially pitted bore. This “New Departure” revolver retains about 90% original nickel plate and blue finishes with scattered light to
moderate oxidation blemishes, pitting, bubbling and scratches. The triggerguard is toning to brown with fading case-hardened colors on the
trigger. The diamond checkered hard rubber grips with S&W logo are numbered to the gun and rate good to very good with light handling
wear. The cylinder and barrel are numbered to the gun, barrel to frame fit is tight, plus it still times and locks up correctly. (86520-655)
{ANTIQUE} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(300/500)
1403. COLT MODEL 1896 NEW ARMY REVOLVER serial #78979, 38 Long Colt, 6” oxidized and pitted bore. The metal surfaces of this
1897 made gun are primarily toned to brown with perhaps 10% original blue remaining in the protected areas. There is also scattered
oxidation blemishes, oxidized pitting and handling marks. The back section of the hammer below the spur and upper sides of the trigger
have remarkably strong Nitre blue with the balance gray. The checkered hard rubber factory grips with a Rampant Colt and “Colt” in a circle
rate about very good plus with light handling wear and are assembly numbered to the gun. The gun still times and locks up well and the
Rampant Colt in a circle on the frame remains strong with the top worn from handling and oxidation. Overall, a well-used civilian New Army
revolver. (86520-4085) {ANTIQUE} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(100/200)
1404. FRENCH MODEL 1935-A SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY S.A.C.M. serial #E4085A, 32 French Long (7.65x20mm Long), 4 5/16” barrel
with a lightly frosted bore. The metal surfaces are gray with a few remnants of original blue in the protected areas in addition to a few
scattered light oxidation blemishes. The checkered hard rubber factory grips rate good to very good with light wear to the diamond points
and handling marks. The pistol’s serial number range makes it post German occupation and towards the end of the war. It includes a single magazine marked “35-A” on the base but it is light. The gun appears to still function and a good start up gun for the martial collector.
(86520-1322) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(75/150)
1405. FRIEDRICH LANGENHAN “SELBSTLADER” SEMI-AUTO PISTOL WITH IMPERIAL GERMAN ARMY MARKINGS serial
#19781, 32 ACP, 4 1/8” barrel with an excellent bore exhibiting traces of frosting at the breech end. The metal surfaces are gray with fading
blue color in the protected areas in addition to signs of limited lightly cleaned oxidized pitting, a few oxidation blemishes and handling marks.
The smooth ad-hoc wooden replacement grips rate about excellent with light handling marks. Aside from the “[crown] / N” proof marks
there is an Imperial Army acceptance mark on the left frame. The pistol includes a single magazine. (86520-3881) {MODERN} [Richard
“Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(200/400)
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1406. DERINGER SECOND MODEL POCKET REVOLVER serial #1754, 22 RF, 3” round barrel with fluted rib exhibiting a lightly oxidized
and pitted bore. The barrel and cylinder are brown with scattered stains from oxidation, pitting and evidence of light cleaning. The frame
retains about 97% nickel plate with limited high edge wear, scratches and other handling marks. The smooth rosewood factory grips have
light handling marks and rate about excellent. The grips have no visible number but the cylinder and barrel assembly are numbered to the
gun. Barrel to frame fit is loose, the gun still times and locks up correctly but the mainspring has been removed (provided) and the sear
engagement is in need of attention. (86520-1568) {ANTIQUE} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(75/150)
1407. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 422 FIELD SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #TBB9368, 22 LR, 6” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 97% original blue and anodized finishes with scattered edge wear and light scratches. The checkered black synthetic
factory grips with S&W logo rate about very good plus with light handling marks. This pistol features a Baughman ramp front sight and drift
adjustable black blade rear sight. A magazine is included. (86520-3049) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(200/400)
1408. J.C. HIGGINS MODEL 85 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY M.A.P. serial #535961, 22 LR, 4 3/8” barrel with an excellent bore. This gun
was also known as the J.C. Higgins model 590.850. The metal surfaces retain about 97% original blue with thinning finish on the forestrap,
high edge wear and handling marks. The checkered thumb rest factory synthetic wraparound grips rate excellent. The pistol features a
windage adjustable rear sight, elevation adjustable front sight and includes a single magazine. (86520-2192) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch”
Kennedy Collection]
(100/200)
1409. HOPKINS & ALLEN X.L. DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #6467, 32 S&W (short), 2 1/4” octagon barrel with a lightly oxidized
and pitted bore. The metal surfaces retain about 97% original nickel plate with scattered light oxidation, a few areas of surface pitting and
handling marks. The hammer has strong case-hardened colors with light operational wear. The checkered hard rubber grips with “H&A” in
a circle rate excellent. Timing and lockup are in need of attention. (86520-4066) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (75/150)
1410. GERMAN FOLDING TRIGGER VEST POCKET HAMMERLESS REVOLVER serial #1, 5.5mm RF, 2 1/8” octagon barrel with a
lightly oxidized and pitted bore. The metal surfaces retain about 90% plus original blue with high edge wear, oxidation blemishes, operational
wear and handling marks. The checkered hard rubber grips with lion’s head in a circle rate about good with moderate wear. The pistol
features a folding trigger, manual safety and hammerless design. The revolver times and locks up but the firing mechanism is in need of
repair. (86520-972) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(50/150)
1411. T.A.C. CORZO MODEL HAND EJECTOR REVOLVER serial #277731, 5.5mm Velo Dog (aka 22 Velo Dog), 4 7/16” barrel with
an excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this “eight shooter” retain about 85% original blue with the grip frame and sideplate toning to
a mix of pewter and brown, along with high edge wear, handling marks and a turn ring on the cylinder. The service style hammer and
trigger retain strong case-hardened colors with moderate operational wear. The diamond checkered walnut factory grips rate excellent
with minor handling marks. The grips, cylinder, crane and barrel are assembly numbered to the gun. The gun still times and locks up
correctly. This should be a fun little gun to shoot if you can find some of the Fiocchi ammo. (86520-2001) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch”
Kennedy Collection]
(150/250)
1412. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 4506 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #TDN5003, 38 Special, 2” barrel with an excellent bore. The satin
stainless steel surfaces rate about very good with light edge wear, scratches and other handling wear. The rubber pebble grain replacement
Hogue grips rate fair to good with moderate to heavy wear. This pistol has been lightly modified by removing the original factory sights (not
provided) and replacing it with a JPoint miniature red dot sight. The sight has clear optics and is still fully functional but a battery is needed.
The sight cover and a single factory magazine are provided. (86520-161) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (250/450)
1413. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 12-2 AIRWEIGHT MILITARY & POLICE REVOLVER serial #D417010, 45 ACP, 5” barrel with
an excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this early 1970’s revolver retain about 80-85% original blue and anodized finishes with limited
high edge wear, handling marks and most of the loss to the cylinder toned to gray with freckling and pinprick pitting. The service trigger
and hammer still retain strong to bold case-hardened colors with light operational wear and freckling. The checkered walnut factory
Magna grips with silver S&W medallions are numbered to the gun and rate about very good with light dents and dings. The gun still
times and locks up correctly and should make a great carry gun for those who prefer a six-shot revolver. (86520-219) {MODERN}
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(200/400)
1414. HIGH STANDARD MODEL R-101 SENTINEL REVOLVER serial #722164, 22 LR, 2 3/8” barrel with an excellent bore. This gun
is factory equipped with a spurless hammer that is serrated on the top to allow single action cocking. The metal surfaces retain about
95% original nickel plate with scattered light scratches, scuffs and edge wear. The one-piece diamond checkered white synthetic factory
grip rates about very good with light wear and slight soiling. The gun still functions correctly. (86520-713) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch”
Kennedy Collection]
(100/200)
1415. HIGH STANDARD MODEL R-103 SENTINEL REVOLVER serial #1192033, 22 LR, 4” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 97% original blue and anodized finishes with scattered light scratches, edge wear and the anodizing toning to purple.
The one-piece diamond checkered brown synthetic factory grip rates excellent. The gun still functions, times and locks up correctly. It should
make a good field gun. (86520-2034) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(100/200)
1416. RUGER STANDARD MODEL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #15-17064, 22 LR, 4 3/4” barrel with an excellent bore. This late 1970’s
made pistol retains about 96% original blue with edge wear, thinning backstrap at the heel, scattered oxidation blemishes and pitting. The
checkered black factory Delrin grips with single silver Ruger Phoenix medallion rate about excellent with light handling wear. The pistol
includes a single magazine. (86520-1272) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(125/225)
1417. COLT PRE-WOODSMAN TARGET SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #10568, 22 LR, 6 5/8” replacement factory medium barrel with
an excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this 1919 made pistol retain about 30% original blue with heavy edge wear, frame and slide
are predominately a gray-pewter along with scratches, oxidation blemishes and pitting. The diamond checkered walnut factory grips
rate about good with moderate diamond point wear and handling marks. The pistol features an elevation adjustable bead front sight
and windage adjustable rear sight. The pistol includes a single two-tone factory magazine. (86520-2109) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch”
Kennedy Collection]
(150/250)
1418. COLT PRE-WOODSMAN TARGET SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #16337, 22 LR, 6 5/8” replacement factory medium barrel with an
excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this 1920 made pistol retain about 40% original blue toning to gray-pewter with very strong edge wear,
scratches, a few oxidation blemishes and limited pinprick pitting. The checkered walnut factory later style replacement grips rate about very
good with light handling marks. The pistol features an elevation adjustable bead front sight and windage adjustable rear sight. The pistol
includes a single two-tone factory magazine. (86520-2116) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(150/250)
1419. SMITH & WESSON THIRD MODEL .32 HAND EJECTOR REVOLVER serial #324963, 32 S&W Long, 4 1/4” barrel with an excellent bore. This little I frame five-screw revolver retains about 80% original blue that is toning to brown on the frame in addition to oxidation
stains, a few minor pinprick pits, handling marks and a turn ring on the cylinder. The service trigger and hammer have bold case-hardened
colors with very light operational wear and freckling. The diamond checkered hard rubber grips with S&W logo are numbered to the gun
and rate very good to excellent with a light scuff on the butt of the right panel. The gun still times and locks up correctly and all appropriate
parts are correctly numbered to the gun. If you want a nice little shooter this should fill the bill. (86520-3342) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch”
Kennedy Collection]
(150/250)
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1420. SMITH & WESSON 2ND MODEL SAFETY HAMMERLESS TOP-BREAK REVOLVER serial #166857, 32 S&W (Short), 3 1/2”
barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces of the revolver retain about 70% original blue with the grip frame toned to brown, high edge
wear, scratches, oxidation stains and limited pitting. The trigger still has strong case-hardened colors with operational wear. The diamond
checkered hard rubber grips with S&W logo are numbered to the gun and rate very good to excellent. Timing and lock up need attention,
all appropriate parts are correctly numbered to the gun, there is a small pin missing on the triggerguard by the trigger that does not seem
to affect function and barrel to frame fit is loose. (86520-3159) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(150/250)
1421. SMITH & WESSON 2ND MODEL DOUBLE ACTION TOP-BREAK REVOLVER serial #12099, 38 S&W, 3 1/4” barrel with a few
scattered shallow pits in the bore. The revolver retains about 95% original nickel and blue finish with scattered light oxidation blemishes,
triggerguard toned to pewter, bubbling and limited pitting. The trigger and hammer retain strong case-hardened colors with light freckling
and operational wear. The diamond checkered hard rubber grips with S&W logo rate about very good with light handling wear. The grips
and all appropriate parts are numbered to the gun, it still functions mechanically and the barrel to frame fit is tight. (86520-2140) {ANTIQUE}
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(300/500)
1422. PARA ORDNANCE INC. GOVERNMENT MODEL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #UG1105, 45 ACP, 5” Colt commercial barrel
with an excellent bore. When Para Ordnance first started up in the 1980’s only frames were available. Pistols were assembled from Para
frame assemblies that were mated with commercial or surplus parts giving the owner a “high cap” government model. This pistol has
a Remington Rand slide, WWII G.I. style hammer and grip safety with the remaining parts commercial. The pistol retains about 97%
original Parkerized and matte anodized finishes with most of the loss to edge wear on the slide in addition to the Parkerizing thinning
and scattered handling marks. The checkered synthetic factory grips with Para Ordnance logo rate excellent. The pistol is equipped with
high visibility three dot Trijicon Tritium night sights that no longer glow. It includes a single Para magazine. (86520-2038) {MODERN}
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(300/500)
1423. COLT NEW LINE REVOLVER serial #29340, 22 LR, 2 1/4” slab sided factory barrel that is lightly oxidized and pitted. The metal surfaces
of this second model New Line retain about 95% original nickel plate with most of the loss to oxidation and pitting on the cylinder in addition
to scratches and dings. The unmarked smooth mother-of-pearl grips rate excellent. The revolver no longer times but still seems to lock up
and the center pin head is broken off and the remaining shaft will need some persuasion to be removed. (86520-3954) {ANTIQUE} [Richard
“Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(50/100)
1424. SMITH & WESSON NO. 1 THIRD ISSUE TIP-UP REVOLVER serial #105060, 22 Short, 3 3/16” barrel with a bright bore exhibiting
one section with pitting. The metal surfaces retain about 95% original nickel plate with scattered oxidation stains, minor pinprick pitting and
scratches. The hammer has bold case-hardened colors with moderate operational wear. The professionally made smooth non-factory motherof-pearl grips rate excellent with an ingenious frontier modification. The top backstrap portions of the grip frame have a series of four raised
wedges of metal, cut with a chisel style tool, that correspond with a narrow groove cut into the grip panels that help hold the grips rigidly in
place. The gun has tight barrel to frame fit and it still times and locks up correctly. All appropriate parts are correctly assembly numbered to
the grips. A nice third issue with some lovely grips. (86520-1440) {ANTIQUE} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(300/500)
1425. SMITH & WESSON NO. 1 1/2 SECOND ISSUE TIP-UP REVOLVER serial #37502, 32 RF, 3 1/2” barrel with an oxidized and pitted
bore. The metal surfaces retain about 80% original nickel plate with the sideplate toned to brown, scattered oxidation stains, pinprick pitting
and scratches. The smooth rosewood factory grips rate about very good with light flaking and handling marks. The grips are numbered to
the gun, the barrel and cylinder are assembly numbered to the frame, barrel to frame fit is tight and the gun still times and locks up correctly.
(86520-3921) {ANTIQUE} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(300/500)
1426. SAVAGE MODEL 101 SINGLE SHOT PISTOL serial #30078, 22 LR, 5 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The ferrous metal surfaces
are a blend of gray, brown and pewter with scattered oxidation blemishes, pinprick pitting and scratches. The anodized frame and grip frame
retain about 95% finish with the grip frame starting to thin, portions of the sides of the grip frame by the knuckle and above the trigger strap
purposely cleaned to aluminum to give a two-tone contrast and scattered light scratches. The smooth wood factory grips with impressed
Savage “Indian Head” rate about good with light wear and handling marks but the finish is starting to craze. (86520-3311) {MODERN}
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(20/40)
1427. MANHATTAN BAR HAMMER PERCUSSION PEPPERBOX PISTOL serial #503, .28 cal., 3” five-barrel cluster with oxidized and
pitted bores. The metal surfaces have toned to brown with scattered oxidation and pitting. The smooth hardwood grips rate about fair with
scattered light dents, chips around the right escutcheon and other handling marks. There is small sliver of metal missing on the frame near
the hammer where the sideplate meets the frame. The triggerguard is missing and the barrel screw is an ad-hoc replacement. The gun no
longer times but the mechanism still functions. (86520-1229) {ANTIQUE} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(100/200)
1428. REMINGTON-ELLIOT RING TRIGGER PEPPERBOX PISTOL serial #4248, 32 RF, 3 3/8” four-barrel cluster with light to moderately
oxidized and pitted bores. The metal surfaces have been lightly cleaned to pewter with scattered stains from oxidation, pitting and scratches.
The smooth hard rubber factory grips rate about good with scattered light dents, dings and scratches. The mechanism still functions but
the firing pin no longer rotates. (86520-671) {ANTIQUE} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(250/450)
1429. ROLLIN WHITE ARMS CO. POCKET REVOLVER serial #2737, 22 RF, 3” octagon barrel with an oxidized and pitted bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 90% later reapplied non-factory nickel plate with most of the loss to oxidation on the cylinder along with limited bubbling and scratches. The smooth rosewood factory grips are assembly numbered to the gun and rate about very good with light handling
wear and very minor chipping along the edges. The revolver still times but lock up is in need of attention. The top of the barrel is marked
“Made for Smith & Wesson. By Rollin White. Arms Co. Lowell Mass.” with the “Made for” very thin from the metal preparation. (86520-995)
{ANTIQUE} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(100/200)
1430. SMITH & WESSON NO. 1 1/2 SECOND ISSUE TIP-UP REVOLVER serial #119608, 32 RF, 3 1/2” barrel with a lightly oxidized
and pitted bore. The metal surfaces retain about 40% original blue that has toned to brown and purple along with light oxidation stains,
pitting and scratches from light cleaning and handling. The smooth rosewood factory grips are numbered to the gun and rate about good
with most of the loss to flaking or worn finish. The barrel and cylinder are correctly assembly numbered to the gun, barrel to frame fit is tight
and it still times and locks up correctly. (86520-4025) {ANTIQUE} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(200/400)
1431. SMITH & WESSON 5TH MODEL SAFETY HAMMERLESS TOP-BREAK REVOLVER serial #234458, 38 S&W, 3 1/4” barrel with
a near excellent bore exhibiting a tiny lone patch of surface pitting near the muzzle. The metal surfaces of this New Departure retain about
90% original blue with thinning grip frame, edge wear, scattered oxidation stains and pitting. The trigger retains bold case-hardened colors
with light operational wear. The diamond checkered hard rubber grips rate about fair with very little handling wear but the left panels has a
check running from the escutcheon to the top and a repaired chip at the base. Barrel to frame fit is tight, timing and lock up are excellent
and all appropriate parts are correctly numbered to the gun. (86520-3050) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(200/400)
1432. SMITH & WESSON 2ND MODEL SAFETY HAMMERLESS TOP-BREAK REVOLVER serial #99384, 38 S&W, 3 1/4” barrel with
scattered light oxidation stains and pitting in the bore. The metal surfaces of this New Departure retain about 40% original blue with many
areas toned to either pewter or brown along with lightly cleaned oxidized pitting, oxidation stains and scratches. The trigger is starting to
fade to gray with some case-hardened colors exhibiting light operational wear and freckling. The diamond checkered hard rubber grips rate
about good with light to moderate handling wear and diamond compression. Barrel to frame fit is tight, all appropriate parts are correctly
numbered to the gun and the mechanism does not function. (86520-790) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(100/200)
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1433. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 61-1 ESCORT SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #B10974, 22 LR, 2 1/8” barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 97% original blue and anodized finishes with light edge wear and scratches. The checkered synthetic grips rate
about very good with scattered light scratches. The pistol features a drift adjustable rear sight, cocking indicator and manual safety. The
pistol includes a single factory magazine. This should make a nice little carry gun if you prefer or need the low recoil of the rimfire round.
(86520-2971) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(150/250)
1434. CUSTOM U.S. MODEL 1917 REVOLVER BY
SMITH & WESSON serial #23413, 45 ACP / AR, 3
5/8” barrel with a very lightly frosted bore. The grip frame
has been converted into a round butt configuration, the
1434
triggerguard modified and the barrel shortened. The
metal surfaces retain about 90% plus non-factory reapplied blue with most of the loss on the grip frame along with
high edge wear, scratches, turn ring and other handling marks.
The hammer is mainly gray with traces of case-hardened colors. The diamond
checkered walnut factory Magna grips rate about very good as modified into round
butt configuration and refinished. The round butt modification to the backstrap is
adequate but not the most skillfully performed. The front of the triggerguard has
been cut away similar to the well know “Fitz Specials” from Colt, the barrel shortened,
plus front sight remounted and converted into a smooth faced ramped. The numbers on
the grips are obliterated, all appropriate parts have correct matching numbers and the gun still
functions correctly. (86520-241) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (300/500)
1435. COLT NEW POLICE REVOLVER serial #45422, 32 New Police (S&W Long), 4” barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces of this 1906 produced revolver retain about 85% original blue with thinning finish on the grip frame and
barrel, high edge wear, scattered oxidation blemishes and pitting. The checkered hard rubber factory grips rate about
excellent with minor handling marks and they are numbered to the gun. The gun is currently disassembled and the cylinder
latch is in need of professional attention. All parts appear to be included and should make a nice little gun after the repair.
(86520-3849) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(150/250)
1436. COLT POLICE POSITIVE REVOLVER serial #16758, 38 Colt New Police (S&W), 4” barrel with a lightly oxidized and pitted bore. All
metal surfaces of this 1907 made revolver have been cleaned to gunmetal gray with a few areas of oxidation staining, fairly even surface
pitting and light handling marks. The checkered “Coltwood” synthetic factory replacement grips are not correct for this model but rate about
very good with light handling wear. The trigger, hammer, crane latch screw and crane latch are later replacements with finish still visible. The
gun still times and locks up correctly, the cylinder latch still functions but is weak and the Rampant Colt encircled by “COLT NEW POLICE”
on the frame is faint with portions missing from the cleaning. (86520-1238) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection](50/150)
1437. CUSTOM U.S. MODEL 1917 REVOLVER BY SMITH & WESSON serial #137048, 44 Special, 6 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore.
An unknown gunsmith has professionally converted this Model 1917 to 44 Special using acquired factory parts. The metal surfaces retain
about 10-20% original finish with most of the surfaces a mottled mix of smoky and lighter colored gray in addition to a turn ring on the cylinder
and a few handling marks. The service hammer and trigger are worn to pewter. The diamond checkered walnut factory replacement grips
with silver S&W medallions are numbered to another gun and rate about good with light to moderate diamond point wear, heaviest on the
right panel and handling marks. The barrel is numbered 27284, the cylinder and extractor are numbered 28335 but the crane is numbered
to the gun. The gun still times and locks up correctly, the front sight is a pinned Patridge style and the rear is the original fixed. This gun
would be great for the enthusiast who wants a 44 Special to shoot or kick around with, without the worry of hurting the value of a high end
2nd model hand ejector. (86520-2545) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(300/500)
1438. RUGER OLD MODEL SINGLE SIX FLAT LATCH REVOLVER serial #11628, 22 LR, 5 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces of this 1955 made revolver retain about 30% original blue and anodized finishes with most of the surfaces toned to smoky gray
or brown, most of the remaining color strongest on the grip frame and protected areas, in addition to light handling marks. The checkered
butaprene-rubber factory grips with black Ruger Phoenix rate good to very good with light handling wear and the medallions missing some
of their color. This old flat latch still functions mechanically. (86520-2444) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(100/200)
1439. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 19-3 COMBAT MAGNUM REVOLVER serial #K989665, 357 Magnum, 4” pinned heavy barrel
with an excellent bore. This 1970 made revolver retains about 85% plus original blue with the backstrap toning to gray, light to moderate
edge wear, turn ring on the recessed cylinder and scattered light scratches. The service trigger and hammer retain strong case-hardened
colors with moderate operational wear and trigger fading to gray. The checkered rubber Pachmayr Presentation grips rate good with light
to moderate wear and handling marks. This gun features a factory black blade micro adjustable rear sight, Baughman ramp front sight and
the stock pin is missing but should be an easy fix. The gun has seen some honest use but still times and locks up correctly and should make
a great shooter. (86520-345) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(200/400)
1440. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 10-5 MILITARY & POLICE REVOLVER WITH METROPOLITAN POLICE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA MARKINGS serial #D323193, 38 Special, 2” pinned factory replacement barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this
1969-70 made revolver retain about 95% original blue finish with high edge wear, turn ring on the cylinder and handling marks. The service
trigger and hammer retain bold case-hardened colors with light operational wear. The un-numbered checkered walnut factory Magna round
butt grips with silver S&W medallions rate about very good with light handling wear. The backstrap is stamped “MPDC” and the barrel is a
later factory “Airweight” replacement. There are no factory rework marks and most likely it was an armorer or gunsmith repair. A nice find
for the police collector and it should be a great shooter. (86520-2575) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(200/400)
1441. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 10-5 MILITARY & POLICE REVOLVER serial #D867549, 38 Special, 2” pinned barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this 1975-76 made revolver retain about 85-90% original blue finish with some of the surfaces toning to
brown or thinning, high edge wear, turn ring on the cylinder and handling marks. The service trigger and hammer have been cleaned leaving
a combination of bright in-the-white metal and dark staining plus remnants of original case-hardened colors on the side of the hammer.
The checkered walnut factory Magna round butt grips with silver S&W medallions are numbered to the gun and rate about very good to
excellent with light handling wear. The gun still times and locks up correctly and should make a great carry gun. (86520-457) {MODERN}
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(200/400)
1442. RUGER MODEL 10/22 SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #250-26615, 22 LR, 18 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The stainless steel
surfaces rate excellent and the non-ferrous surfaces retain about 99% anodized finish with few light handling marks. The checkered pistolgrip black synthetic factory stock with checkered buttplate rates near excellent exhibiting a few scattered minor scratches and scuffs. The
rifle features factory gold bead front sight and fold down adjustable rear sight. The gun includes a single factory magazine. (86520-532)
{MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(150/250)
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1443. RUGER MODEL 10/22 SEMI-AUTO INTERNATIONAL CARBINE serial #241-86009, 22 LR, 18 1/2” barrel with an excellent
bore. The metal surfaces of this 1995 made rifle retain about 99% original blue and anodized finishes with a few light scratches. The
checkered factory birch pistolgrip Mannlicher stock rates near excellent with a few light handling marks. The factory soft rubber recoil
pad with Ruger Phoenix rates excellent. This gun includes the factory iron sights, sling swivels and has a Bushnell Sportview 3-9X32mm
variable scope with clear optics and duplex reticle. The gun includes a single factory magazine. (86520-1060) {MODERN} [Richard
“Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(150/250)
1444. THOMPSON / CENTER CHEROKEE PERCUSSION RIFLE WITH “SENECA” UPGRADES serial #2208, .32 cal., 24” octagon
barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 98% original blue finish and case-hardened colors with a few scattered light
oxidation blemishes and handling marks. The smooth straight grip stock with cheekpiece rates near excellent with a few light handling
marks. The brass buttplate, triggerguard and wedge escutcheons rate excellent. The rifle features a black bead front sight, black blade
adjustable rear sight, double set triggers with dual acting lock and includes a wood ramrod with brass furniture. These make great guns for
small game, youngsters and women who want a lighter gun. (86520-1689) {ANTIQUE} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection](300/500)
1445. THOMPSON / CENTER RENEGADE FLINTLOCK RIFLE serial #36183, .54 cal., 26” octagon barrel with an excellent bore. This
rifle retains about 98% original blue finish and case-hardened colors with a few light handling marks and small patch of oxidized pitting
about half way up the barrel. The smooth straight grip stock rates near very good with scattered light scratches, scuffs and paint rub. The
blue finished buttplate rates very good with light scratches. The rifle features a black blade front sight, black blade adjustable rear sight,
double set triggers with dual acting lock and includes a wood ramrod with blue finished furniture. A good all-around gun for the “rock lock”
enthusiast. (86520-1689) {ANTIQUE} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(200/400)
1446. WINCHESTER MODEL 94AE LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #5316675, 30-30 W.C.F., 20” barrel with an excellent bore. This
“Angle Eject” carbine retains about 90% plus original blue with most of the loss to handling wear on the top and bottom of the receiver,
light scratches and minor freckling. The smooth walnut buttstock rates excellent as does the factory synthetic buttplate. The smooth walnut
forend rates very good with very light scuffs on the right side. The rifle is equipped with quick detachable sling swivel studs, rebounding
hammer, silver bead front sight and step adjustable rear sight. The angle eject feature allows easier scope mounting. A nice “thutty-thutty”
for next fall’s deer hunt. (86520-933) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(200/400)
1447. RUGER 10/22 SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #118-41442, 22 LR, 18 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
about 97% blue and anodized finishes with light handling marks and oxidation blemishes on the barrel. The smooth pistolgrip walnut
Ramline replacement stock with folding metal buttstock and checkered synthetic pistolgrip rates about very good with light dents, dings
and scratches, mostly on the wood. The rifle features a ventilated synthetic upper handguard, removable flash suppressor and Weaver
D4 4x20mm scope with clear optics and regular crosshair. No magazine is included. (86520-1150) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch”
Kennedy Collection]
(150/250)
1448. REMINGTON MODEL 600 BOLT ACTION CARBINE serial #29688, 308 Winchester, 18 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The
original ventilated rib and sights have been removed (not provided), holes plugged, filed flush and cold blued. The metal surfaces retain
about 80% original blue with most of the loss to the top of the barrel toned to smoky gray from the cold blue refinish. The checkered
pistolgrip stock rates about very good plus with scattered light dents and dings. The later added Pachmayr recoil pad provides a 14
1/8” length of pull and rates very good plus with light wear, the sides of the pad spacers slightly proud of the wood. The rifle includes
quick detachable sling swivel studs, Weaver style scope base and a pair of 1” scope rings. (86520-2671) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch”
Kennedy Collection]
(150/250)
1449. SAVAGE MODEL 24P OVER / UNDER COMBINATION GUN serial #C564351, 22 LR / 20 ga., 22” barrels with excellent bores, the
shotgun barrel choked cylinder. This handy woods-gun retains about 98% original blue and anodized finishes with scattered light scratches
on the rear of the barrel. The Monte Carlo style buttstock with skip-line checkered pistolgrip rates about excellent with a few light handling
marks and the factory buttplate rates excellent. The skip-line checkered forend also rates about excellent with a few scattered light handling
marks. This combo gun features a hammer with barrel selector, fold-down adjustable rear sight and extractors. It is pretty hard to find a
more versatile gun for small game hunting, scouting, trapline and other woods loafing uses. (86520-944) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch”
Kennedy Collection]
(300/500)
1450. FRENCH MODEL 45 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY M.A.S. serial #F7554, 22 LR, 24” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces
of this importer marked rifle retain about 98% original Parkerized finish with a few very small oxidation blemishes, scuffs and other handling
marks. The smooth beechwood pistolgrip buttstock rates excellent as does the original “MAS” marked steel buttplate. The rifle features
a fully adjustable military rear sight with peep, blade front sight, front sight protector/shade, sling swivels and Mauser safety. It includes a
single Model 45 marked magazine and the bolt is numbered to the gun. This should be a fun shooter and very desirable addition to the
martial collection. (86520-1659) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(300/500)
1451. REMINGTON MODEL 870 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #V833605V, 12 ga., 18” barrel with an excellent bore choked cylinder. This Model 870 “Riot Gun” retains about 95% original blue and anodized finishes with light scattered oxidation blemishes on the
receiver, scratches and operational wear from loading on the front of the trigger group. The black synthetic factory buttstock with factory
recoil pad rates excellent. The forend is a Laser Products Corporation “Surefire” forend with built in 6P flashlight and it rates excellent.
The flashlight still functions but you will have to provide a pair of DL123A Lithium batteries. In addition to the flashlight this “scattergun”
features a magazine tube extension, MMC adjustable receiver sight with protective sides, MMC blade front sight with protective ears
and a six-round Tac Star Industries “Side Saddle”. A great home defense gun to “repel boarders”. (86520-1096) {MODERN} [Richard
“Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(300/500)
1452. COLT POLICE POSITIVE REVOLVER WITH NEW BEDFORD MASSACHUSETTS POLICE MARKINGS serial #98491, 38
S&W, 2” later added Bankers Special barrel with an excellent bore. This 1918 made gun was non-factory refinished and re-barreled with
a Bankers Special barrel that still retains the original finish. The metal surfaces retain about 80% re-applied and original (barrel only) blue
finish with the grip frame toned to brown, high edge wear, light tool marks on the left front triggerguard and handling marks. The markings
on the frame are very soft from the metal preparation but the barrel markings are crisp and the color varies between the barrel and frame.
The grips are replacement checkered synthetic square butt’s by Franzite with silver Franzite medallions that rate very good exhibiting light
handling wear. The butt is stamped “N.B.P.D. No. 10” (The Book of Colt Firearms by R.L. Wilson) and the little gun still functions. (865202623) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(100/200)
1453. NAVY ARMS MODEL 1863 ZOUAVE PERCUSSION RIFLE BY ZOLI serial #10691, .58 cal., 26” barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 98% original blue finish with a few scattered scratches and other minor handling marks. The color case-hardened
lock and hammer rate excellent with bold colors remaining. The brass buttplate, patch box, triggerguard and thimbles all rate near excellent
with light tarnish. The straight grip checkered stock rates very good to excellent with scattered light handling marks. The gun features a
step and drift adjustable rear sight, Patridge style blade front sight and includes a wood ramrod with brass furniture. This gun should be a
great woods gun. (86520-1698) {ANTIQUE} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(100/200)
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1454. MOSSBERG MODEL 695 BOLT ACTION “SLUG” GUN serial #M141518, 12 ga., 22” fully rifled and ported barrel with an excellent
bore displaying remnants of very stubborn plastic fouling. The metal surfaces retain about 97% original Parkerized finish with a few light
scuffs on the barrel. The black synthetic pistolgrip stock with textured surfaces on the pistolgrip and forend rates about very good with light
scattered scuffs and scratches. The stock includes a factory recoil pad that remains in excellent condition. The shotgun features a rear Williams
“V” notch “Guide Sight”, bead front sight and an Adco red dot sight that is fully functional and has clear optics. The shotgun includes lens
covers for the red dot sight and a magazine. This isn’t the prettiest gun around but should be a great deer slayer for the hunter in shotgun
only territory. (86520-754) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(150/250)
1455. BSA SPORTSMAN FIVE BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #K12931, 22 LR, 25” barrel with an excellent bore and later threaded muzzle.
The metal surfaces retain about 20-30% original blue with most of the remaining finish on the receiver the rest has toned to mostly brown
and smoky gray also exhibiting oxidation blemishes, scratches and minor dings. The smooth hardwood stock rates about good with scattered light dents, dings, scratches and worn finish. There is no buttplate on this rifle but the butt is serrated and appears factory. The rifle is
equipped with a globe front sight with circle insert, Parker Hale PH16 receiver sight and a sling swivel on the buttstock. “BSA” is pressed
stamped into the left side of the buttstock and remains strong. The rifle includes a single unmarked magazine. (86520-1058) {MODERN}
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(50/100)
1456. WINCHESTER MODEL 370 SINGLE SHOT BREAK OPEN SHOTGUN serial #309010, 20 ga., 28” barrel with an excellent bore
choked full. This shotgun retains about 95% original blue and anodized finishes with high edge wear, thinning finish around the receiver from
carrying, oxidation blemishes and handling marks. The smooth hardwood buttstock and forend rates about excellent as refinished with a few
minor handling marks but the sling swivel studs are missing from both. The factory buttplate rate excellent with light stains from re-staining
the stock. A great gun for the beginner or scouting. (86520-1667) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(50/150)
1457. REMINGTON MODEL 742 WOODSMASTER SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #6908800, 30-06 Springfield, 22” barrel with an excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain about 97% original blue and anodized finishes with limited high edge wear, scratches and a few oxidation
blemishes. The impressed skip-line fleur-de-lis checkered buttstock with factory buttplate rates about very good with light scattered dents,
dings and scratches. The forend has the same checkering pattern and rates about excellent with light handling wear. The rifle sports sling
swivels, factory iron sights and a Weaver K4 scope in Weaver see-through mounts featuring post and crosshair reticle with clear optics. A
classic deer-rifle. (86520-835) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(200/400)
1458. ROMANIAN MODEL 1969 BOLT ACTION TRAINING RIFLE serial #L-0189, 22 LR, 23 1/4” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 98% original blue with limited edge wear and handling marks. The smooth pistolgrip hardwood factory stock rates about
very good with a few dings and scuffs. The steel buttplate with cleaning kit storage compartment rates excellent. It features a three-leaf drift
adjustable rear sight, elevation adjustable front sight, sling swivels and the bolt is numbered to the gun. It includes a single magazine and the
cleaning kit which exhibits some oxidation staining. (86520-578) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(75/150)
1459. MARLIN MODEL 1895 LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #23085812, 45-70 Govt., 22” microgroove barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 96% original blue finish with light handling marks, a few oxidation blemishes and thinning to pewter finish on
several areas of the barrel from storage. The smooth straight grip walnut buttstock rates good to very good with scattered light dents, dings
and scuffs. The factory hard rubber buttplate rates near excellent with very light handling marks. The smooth walnut forend rates good with
wear to the finish, scratches and scuffs. The rifle features a gold bead front sight, fold down step adjustable factory rear sight and sling swivel
studs. The Marlin “bullseye” is missing from the stock but should be an easy fix. A great gun for large game. (86520-3013) {MODERN}
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(250/450)
1460. THOMPSON CENTER ARMS CONTENDER SINGLE SHOT PISTOL serial #139757, 7-30 Waters, 10 3/4” barrel with an excellent
bore plus a factory compensator. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue with a few light handling marks. The rubber cushioned
backstrap wooden factory pistolgrip rates good plus with scattered light dents and dings. The smooth walnut forend rates about good plus
with dents, dings and scuffs. The factory front sight is intact but the rear sight has been removed and 1” scope rings installed. This gun
features the older style screw type hammer nose selector and cross bolt safety. It should be a nice long-range whitetail gun or silhouette
pistol. (86520-264) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(250/450)
1461. REMINGTON MODEL 722(A) BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #112463, 222 Remington, 26” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces of this 1950 made rifle retain about 90% original blue with scattered light oxidation blemishes and freckling, areas of the receiver starting to tone to brown from handling and a few light handling marks. The smooth factory walnut pistolgrip stock rates excellent
as lightly refinished. The factory buttplate rates excellent but is now slightly proud of the wood. The rear sight is missing and the silver
bead front sight is present but shows a slight ding to the bead itself. The rifle features a Weaver K-10 scope with fine crosshairs, clear
optics and scattered freckling. The muzzle has coarse later added interrupted threads. The mild mannered “Triple Deuce” was a favorite
of varmint hunters and target shooters for many years with impressive accuracy records. (86520-3657) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch”
Kennedy Collection]
(200/400)
1462. SAVAGE MODEL 24 OVER/UNDER COMBINATION GUN serial #G158052, 223 Remington / 12 ga., 24” barrels with excellent
bores, the shotgun barrel is equipped removable chokes. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue with several light scratches on
the left side of the receiver. The checkered black Rynite factory buttstock rates excellent overall with minor handling wear. The unmarked
black recoil pad appears original exhibiting light scuffing and was fitted proud to the stock. The checkered black Rynite forend rates excellent. The gun features a set of sling swivel studs, cross bolt safety, bead front sight, step adjustable rear sight and hammer mounted barrel
selector. The gun includes a single factory screw in modified choke tube. This gun has many hunting possibilities. (86520-820) {MODERN}
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(300/500)
1463. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON MODEL 165 “LEATHERNECK” SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #3903, 22 LR, 23” barrel with an
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 96% original blue with scattered light scratches, scuffs, thinning finish on the receiver and
few minor oxidation blemishes. The pistolgrip walnut factory stock rates about good to very good with light dents, dings and scratches.
The H&R marked factory hard rubber buttplate rates very good with light handling wear. The rifle features a post style front sight, Redfield
Model 79 receiver sight, sling swivels and includes a single magazine. The magazine catch is in need of attention. (86520-1756) {C&R}
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(100/200)
1464. REMINGTON MODEL 11 SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #347271, 12 ga., 18 1/4” plain barrel with an excellent bore exhibiting streaks
of plastic fouling. This Model 11 started life as a sporting shotgun with a full choke barrel and was cut down and refinished into a riot gun
configuration. The metal surfaces retain about 99% later applied Parkerized finish with a few minor handling marks. The checkered walnut
factory pistolgrip buttstock rates about very good to excellent as lightly refinished with a few minor handling marks. The checkered walnut
factory forend also rates near excellent as lightly refinished with a few light chips at the forend / receiver juncture. A later added Remington
marked hard rubber buttplate is present and rates about excellent although the fit leaves portions of the wood or buttplate proud of the
each other in certain areas. The barrel is numbered to the gun and it appears to still function correctly. (86520-550) {MODERN} [Richard
“Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(200/400)
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1465. REMINGTON MODEL 1902 NO. 9 SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN serial #120745, 12 ga. 30” plain barrel with an excellent bore choked
modified. The metal surfaces of the barrel on this “side cocker” break action shotgun retain about 98% non-factory reapplied blue finish with
light muzzle wear and other handling marks. The frame retains about 50% original case-hardened colors that are mostly worn to pewter
from carrying along with light oxidation blemishes and few pits. The smooth semi-pistolgrip walnut buttstock rates about excellent as lightly
refinished exhibiting a few light handling marks. The smooth walnut factory forend rates about the same as refinished. The Remington marked
hard rubber buttplate rates excellent. The barrel to frame fit is tight, the barrel is numbered to the frame and the mechanism appears fully
functional. (86520-2735) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(100/200)
1466. WINCHESTER MODEL 12 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #324619, 16 ga., 26” barrel with an excellent bore choked modified
but gauges closer to improved cylinder. The metal surfaces retain about 80% original blue that is thinning to smoky gray and brown on
the barrel along with high edge wear, freckling, scratches and other handling wear. The buttstock rates very good to excellent as lightly
refinished and shortened with some old handling marks still visible. The grooved walnut factory forend rates about very good with a tiny
check visible on the right-side center. There is a later added Remington ventilated rubber recoil pad added to the gun that is slightly proud
to the wood at the toe setting the length of pull at 13 1/2”. The gun still works mechanically and should make a nice field gun. (86520-1518)
{C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(100/200)
1467. SIMPSON SUHL OVER / UNDER EJECTOR GUN serial #190118, 12 ga., 28” barrels with excellent bores choked full and extra
full. This double trigger gun is in need of repair. The metal surfaces of the barrels and triggerguard retain about 80% original blue with the
sides of the barrel starting to thin to gray, high edge wear, scratches and other handling marks. The frame has about 40-50% case-hardened colors, toning mostly to pewter with handling wear. The buttstock has a checkered pistolgrip and rates about good to very good with
scattered light scratches and scuffs. The checkered forend also rates about good to very good with light handling marks. The replacement
hard rubber buttplate has the remnants of the word “BROWNING” visible and generally fits poorly with several areas of the stock proud
of the plate. The safety is need of attention as it does not release and the sear fails to hold one or both of the hammers binding the safety.
(86520-1642) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(300/500)
1468. REMINGTON MODEL 30 EXPRESS BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #16254, 30-06 Springfield, 24” barrel with an excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain about 80-85% original blue finish with triggerguard and magazine baseplate lightly cleaned to pewter-gray, the
receiver toned to purple-brown and scattered light handling marks. The checkered pistolgrip walnut stock features a later added Pachmayr
O.S.E. recoil pad giving a length of pull of 14 1/4”. The stock and forend rate good to very good with light dents, dings and scuffs. The recoil
pad rates about good showing light handling wear but the white spacer is starting to chip away in the toe areas. The rifle includes a Weaver
K2.5X20mm scope with clear optics and fine crosshair. (86520-2757) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(300/500)
1469. REMINGTON MODEL 700BDL DM VARMINT BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #D6269290, 308 Winchester, 26” heavy barrel with
an excellent bore. This detachable box magazine rifle is purported to be from the Maine State Police but there are no markings on the rifle
indicating this. The metal surfaces have been covered with spray paint in a woodland camouflage pattern that would be very desirable in the
great north woods of Maine. The paint exhibits scattered scratches and scuffs from handling and would rate about 90% plus. The textured
synthetic pistolgrip stock has been given the same paint treatment and rates about good with a section of camouflage paint missing from
the buttstock section where they used tape to attach a cheekpiece or something similar to the stock. The rifle features a set of Weaver
style scope mounts and sling swivel studs. The rifle includes a single magazine. (86520-1352) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy
Collection]
(300/500)
1470. COLT “357” DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #8846, 357 Magnum, 4” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this
1955 made gun retains about 80% original blue with moderate edge wear, backstrap and bottom of triggerguard toned to brown, scattered
light scratches and freckling. The sides of the in-the-white target hammer and standard trigger have been lightly engine turned with light
staining from oxidation. The checkered walnut factory grips with silver Colt medallions rate fair to good with moderate to heavy diamond
point wear on the left panel and a very good rating on the right panel with light handling marks. The revolver features an Accro black blade
adjustable rear sight and ramp front sight. The firing pin is missing and will need attention. It should make a good shooter once the firing
pin issue is addressed. (86520-2141) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(300/500)
1471. REMINGTON MODEL 870 MAGNUM SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #W680634M, 12 ga., 18” plain barrel with an excellent
bore choked cylinder. The metal surfaces retain about 90% plus original Parkerized and blue finishes (magazine extension) with scattered
light edge wear, scratches, scuffs and thinning finish around the muzzle areas. The buttstock has been replaced with an unmarked black
textured synthetic pistolgrip stock with built-in sling loop that rates very good to excellent with light handling marks. The forend is a replacement by Laser Products with built-in flashlight that still works utilizing a momentary switch on the right side of the stock but is in need
of batteries. The forend rates about good to very good with scattered light scratches, scuffs and handling wear. Other features on this gun
include a magazine extension, magazine extension clamp with sling swivel and bead front sight. (86520-612) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch”
Kennedy Collection]
(200/400)

1472

1472. THOMPSON CENTER ENCORE CARBINE serial #73162, 500 S&W Magnum, 16 1/8” TC Custom Shop ported heavy barrel with an
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue. The original smooth walnut factory forend is present and rates excellent.
The original buttstock has been replaced with a metal and synthetic pistolgrip folding stock by Choate Tool & Machine which remains in
excellent condition. The carbine is equipped with a fully operational Millett Redot SP1 red dot sight with clear optics. The compact dimensions, cartridge and folding stock give all new meaning to the term compact “thumpa” and should prove interesting to fire. The perfect
gun for hiking areas of the country where the fauna sometimes take umbrage with humans strolling through their territory. (86520-786)
{MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(350/550)
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1473. COLT POLICE POSITIVE REVOLVER serial #109660, 32 Colt New Police (S&W Long), 4” barrel with an excellent bore. This 1913 made
gun retains about 95% original blue with edge wear, muzzle toning to pewter, scratches, series of shallow dings on the butt and a turn ring
on the cylinder. The hammer has beautiful Nitre blue colors but the trigger is subdued from handling. The un-numbered checkered walnut
factory replacement grips with silver Rampant Colt medallion are incorrect for the time period of manufacture and rate about good with a
small chip missing from the toe of the right panel and the wood proud of the metal. The gun still times and locks up correctly and should
make a good shooter. (86520-191) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(200/400)
1474. ROGUE RIFLE CO. CHIPMUNK BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #2387, 22 Magnum Rimfire, 16 1/4” heavy barrel with an excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue. The smooth factory walnut stock rates about very good to excellent with scattered
light dents and scuffs. The serrated hard rubber factory buttplate rates excellent. This rifle features a Marbles #8 white bead front sight
and factory peep rear sight. This would make a nice trainer or hunting gun for your son or daughter. (86520-1052) {MODERN} [Richard
“Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(100/200)
1475. KEL-TEC SUB-9 SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #01519, 9mm, 16” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about
98% original blue and anodized finishes with scattered light handling wear. The synthetic buttstock and forend rate near excellent with
a few light handling marks. This carbine uses S&W model 59 magazines, folds in half for compact storage, is lightweight, has a peep
rear sight and adjustable post front sight. The rifle includes a single ten-round magazine. (86520-1105) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch”
Kennedy Collection]
(200/400)
1476. KEL-TEC SUB-2000 SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #12469, 9mm, 16” barrel with an excellent bore. There are several tool marks
running down the length of the barrel that forms a visible thin line. The metal surfaces retain about 98% original blue finish with scattered
light handling wear. The synthetic buttstock, receiver and forend rate near excellent with a few light handling marks. This carbine uses Glock
magazines, folds in half for compact storage, is lightweight, has a peep rear sight and adjustable high visibility blade front sight. The rifle
includes a single ten-round Glock magazine. (86520-798) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(200/400)
1477. THOMPSON CENTER CONTENDER CARBINE serial #406460, 22 Hornet, 21” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain about 98% original blue with a small oxidation blemish on the barrel and few minor handling marks. The black factory Rynite buttstock
with factory recoil pad rates excellent with minor handling marks. The black Rynite factory forend rates very good to excellent with light
handling marks. The carbine features sling swivel studs, factory Patridge front sight and factory fully adjustable rear sight. This is one of the
later Contenders with hammer mounted selector / safety. It includes a factory scope mount, a Simmons 1-4X20mm variable scope with
duplex crosshairs, clear optics and a scratch on the right side. The left front scope ring screw is broken. A great walking rifle for small game
and varmint. (86520-1139) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(200/400)
1478. RUGER 10/22 SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #230-96907, 22 LR, 18 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
about 97% original blue and anodized finishes with light handling marks and a few oxidation blemishes on the barrel. The smooth
pistolgrip walnut Ramline replacement stock with folding metal buttstock and checkered synthetic pistolgrip rates near excellent with
a light dent on the forend plus a few other minor handling marks, mostly on the wood. The rifle features a brass bead front sight and
folding factory rear sight and a pair of sling swivel studs. A single magazine is included. (86520-3061) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch”
Kennedy Collection]
(150/250)
1479. CUSTOM REMINGTON MODEL 870 SLIDE ACTION RIOT SHOTGUN serial #W781789M, 12 ga., 18” barrel with an excellent
bore choked cylinder. The metal surfaces have been hard chrome finished with about 97% remaining exhibiting scattered light operational
and handling marks. The bolt has the original in-the-white finish and the trigger group shows moderate wear and scratches to the black
anodizing. The replacement Choate Tool Corp. black synthetic pistolgrip buttstock rates excellent and includes a Choate rubber recoil
pad. The forend is by an unknown maker but rates excellent and is constructed of black synthetic material featuring a Picatinny rail on
each side and the bottom. There is a sling swivel on the butt, bottom of the pistolgrip and a sling swivel stud on the magazine cap. Also
included is a TacStar Side Saddle ammunition carrier with the serial number of the shotgun engraved on the Side Saddle to eliminate the
necessity to remove it to read the number. This should make a great home defense gun. (86520-1079) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch”
Kennedy Collection]
(200/400)
1480. WINCHESTER MODEL 37 “STEELBILT” SINGLE SHOT BREAK OPEN SHOTGUN 16 ga., 28” barrel with an excellent bore
choked full. The metal surfaces retain about 95% original blue finish with the chamber area of the barrel thinning to brown from carrying
along with scattered light oxidation stains, scratches and other handling wear. The smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock rates about very good
as does the factory hard rubber buttplate exhibiting scattered light dents, dings and scratches. The smooth walnut factory forend rates about
the same. The action remains crisp with tight barrel to frame fit. (86520-1740) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (150/250)
1481. WINCHESTER MODEL 94 LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #2163958, 32 Winchester Special, 20” barrel with an excellent bore.
The metal surfaces of this 1955 made rifle retain about 65% original blue finish with areas of oxidation and pitting cleaned to pewter on
the receiver, barrel and magazine tube in addition to light scratches and edge wear. The smooth straightgrip walnut factory buttstock rates
very good with several long deep scratches and a small chip at the toe. The checkered steel buttplate rates about good with light diamond
point wear but only about 40% remaining blue finish the rest toned to brown and pewter. The smooth walnut forend rates very good plus
with light handling wear. The rear factory sight is missing filled with a dovetail blank but it features a Williams FP-94 receiver sight and white
bead replacement front sight. (86520-37) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(250/450)
1482. SAVAGE MODEL 24B OVER/UNDER COMBINATION GUN 22 LR/.410 Bore, 24” barrels with excellent bores, the shotgun
barrel is choked full. The Savage date code indicates a 1962 manufacture. The metal surfaces retain about 97% original blue and color
case-hardened finishes with most of the loss due to the breach section of the rimfire barrel toning to brown. There are a few scattered light
oxidation blemishes, other handling marks and the case-hardened colors remain robust. The smooth pistolgrip walnut buttstock rates near
excellent with a few light handling marks. The serrated factory hard rubber buttplate rates very good to excellent with a few light handling
marks. The smooth walnut factory forend rates excellent. This particular version of the ever-handy Model 24s features a receiver mounted
selector switch, slide adjustable rear sight and ramp front sight. A great gun for woods loafing or the trapline. (86520-566) {C&R} [Richard
“Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(300/500)
1483. SAVAGE MODEL 219 BREAK OPEN SINGLE SHOT RIFLE serial #469, 30-30, 26” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain about 95% original blue finish with light edge wear, scratches and oxidation blemishes. The smooth pistolgrip buttstock rates about
good with scattered moderate flaking finish, scratches, dents and few small chips along the butt. The serrated factory hard rubber buttplate
rates about very good with a few minor dings. The smooth walnut factory forend rates about good to very good with light scratches and
other handling marks. The rifle is equipped with a brass bead front sight, step adjustable rear sight, non-selective ejector and tang mounted
automatic sliding safety. Barrel to frame fit remains tight. (86520-3500) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(100/200)
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1484. MOSSBERG TARGO NO. 42TR BOLT ACTION SMOOTHBORE RIFLE 22 LR Shot & Ball ammunition, 20” smoothbore barrel with
an excellent bore and 4” rifle adaptor with an excellent bore. This transitional rifle is stamped with the “R” added after the “42T” like the earlier
models but has the slotted stock screw and magazine plate of the later models. The metal surfaces are toning mostly to brown in addition
to scratches and oxidation blemishes. The screw off rifled adaptor retains about 97% original deep blue finish with scratches and a few light
oxidation stains. The hardwood pistolgrip stock rates fair with scattered light handling wear, worn finish and a 2 1/2” crack in the wrist. The
rifle features a fully adjustable rear sight, post front sight, the front sight hood is not present and a single magazine. The bolt stop is in need
of attention as it often fails to retain the bolt during cycling. (86520-1702) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(150/250)
1485. F. DUMOULIN & CO. “THE INTERCHANGEABLE” DOUBLE HAMMERGUN serial #2190, 12 ga., 24” damascus barrels with
light to moderately pitted bores choked cylinder and improved cylinder. The metal surfaces have toned to pewter with scattered brown
overtones, oxidation blemishes and scratches. The checkered pistolgrip walnut buttstock has been moderately refinished with visible but
mostly smooth checkering, handling marks still visible and minor flaking. The refinished checkered walnut factory forend rates the same as
the buttstock. The serrated steel buttplate is worn to pewter and rates good with moderate wear and handling marks. Both the buttstock
and forend received heavy doses of later applied varnish when the gun was still fully assembled allowing some of it to run onto the sides
of the barrel and frame. Both rebounding hammers still function but the left firing pin is missing. (86520-1693) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch”
Kennedy Collection]
(100/200)
1486. CUSTOM WINCHESTER MODEL 43 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #42227A, 22 Hornet, 18” shortened barrel with an excellent
bore. The metal surfaces of this “poor man’s Model 70” retain about 97% original blue finish with a few light handling marks. The smooth
pistolgrip replacement Fajen Monte Carlo Mannlicher stock with cheekpiece rates about very good with light handling wear, a series of
moderate scratches around the butt from a poorly executed attempt to fit the buttplate and poorly fit steel nosecap on the forend. The Fajen
hard rubber buttplate rates good with moderate scratches on the sides from the aforementioned fitting attempt. There is no front sight or
dovetail cut for the front sight, a set of Weaver 1” scope rings on a split scope mount are installed, the rear sight is not present and the slot
is filled with a slot blank plus there is a pair of sling swivel studs. The rifle includes a single magazine. (86520-1925) {MODERN} [Richard
“Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(200/400)
1487. REMINGTON MODEL 12 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #500140, 22 LR, 23 3/4” Numrich Arms octagon replacement barrel with
an excellent bore. This 1919 made rifle retains about 95% original and later applied blue finish. The barrel appears to be original finish
but the remaining parts appear refinished and show light edge wear and few handling marks. The smooth semi-pistolgrip buttstock is
numbered to another gun but the steel crescent shaped buttplate is numbered to the stock and both rate excellent. The grooved forend
also rates excellent. The front sight has been lightly filed down, probably to regulate it and the gun also features a sliding step adjustable
rear sight and a “M.A. & M. Co.” folding tang sight. The mechanism is in need of attention as it does not always fully function. The “RW”
is still present above the serial number but there are no visible markings on the side of the receiver. (86520-1398) {C&R} [Richard
“Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(200/400)
1488. MARLIN MODEL 336 CS LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #07047178, 30-30 Win., 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 98% original blue with a few sparse tiny scratches on the barrel and loading gate. The checkered pistolgrip walnut stock and
forend rate very good with light handling marks and scratches. The buttstock has been fitted with an oversized Decelerator buttpad and
spacer providing a 13 7/8” length of pull. Rifle is sighted with a standard hooded front sight, adjustable sporting rear sight and a Bushnell
Sportsman 3-9x32 mm scope with duplex reticle and clear optics has been installed with Buckmasters two-piece high post rings and bases.
(58779-5) {MODERN}
(300/500)
1489. GLENFIELD MODEL 20 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #27416632, 22 S,L,LR, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 98% original blue with light edge wear and a couple tiny light scratches. The pistolgrip hardwood stock rates about very good with
light scuffs and marks. Rifle is equipped with standard sights, sling swivels, a single detachable magazine and a Glenfield 4x15 mm scope
with crosshair reticle is mounted on the grooved receiver, the adjustment covers are missing. (58821-129) {C&R}
(25/75)
1490. HENRY GOLDEN BOY LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #GB406066, 22 S,L,LR, 20” octagon barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
barrel, lever, hammer, trigger and bolt retain 99% plus original blue. The action, barrel band and buttplate retain all of their polished brass
finish. The plain straight grip walnut stock and forend rate excellent. The rifle is sighted with a gold bead front sight and sporting rear sight.
The original factory cardboard box and manual are included. (58816-1) {MODERN}
(300/500)
1491. MARLIN MODEL 60 DLX SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #60DLX147, 22 LR, 19” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 98% original blue with light edge wear along the grooved receiver. The left side of receiver has 50th anniversary gold engraving.
The checkered hardwood Monte Carlo stock rates excellent. Rifle is equipped with a hooded front sight and sporting style rear sight.
(58816-10) {MODERN}
(100/200)
1492. RUGER 10/22 SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #128-46296, 22 LR, 18 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 98% original blue with light silvering along the edges of the receiver, a few specks of fine oxidation staining and a little more modest
oxidation on the front sight blade. The plain pistolgrip hardwood stock rates excellent with a couple minor blemishes in a rich reddish-brown
finish. Included with the rifle is a solid scope base with rings and (2) factory magazines. (58803-31) {MODERN}
(150/250)
1493. CZ MODEL 452 ULTRA LUX BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #A867158, 22 LR, 28” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 99% original blue, the trigger retains all its bright gold plate. The checkered pistolgrip beechwood stock with raised cheekpiece rates
excellent with a tiny nick along the left top edge of the buttstock. Rifle is sighted with a hooded ramp front sight and a tangent rear sight.
Include is an original factory box, manual, test target, multi-language instruction CD and two detachable factory magazines. An excellent
long barrel target rifle. (58816-3) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1494. MOSSBERG TROPHY HUNTER BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #BA388912, 243 Win., 20” free-floating barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original matte blue with a few light rub marks on top of the barrel. The checkered pistolgrip hardwood
stock rates excellent with a couple light blemishes. Mounted on receiver is a Redfield Accu-Ranger 3-9x42 mm scope with range finding
reticle and clear optics in two-piece rings and bases. A single detachable magazine is included. (58803-30) {MODERN}
(300/500)
1495. MOSSBERG MODEL 500A SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #L154864, 12 ga., 24” Slugster barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue with scattered light scratches and light slide contact wear on the magazine tube and slide arm.
The checkered pistolgrip hardwood stock rates very good with light handling marks and a hole in the bottom of the grip from swivel stud
installation. The left side of the rear sight is missing. (58825-116D33838) {MODERN}
(75/150)
1496. MAVERICK MODEL 88 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #MV41035V, 12 ga., 28” ventilated rib Accu-Choke barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98-99% original blue and the black synthetic pistolgrip buttstock and grooved forearm rate excellent.
Shotgun is equipped with dual bead sight and includes a modified choke tube. (58825-126D33845) {MODERN}
(100/200)
1497. GLENFIELD MODEL 30A LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #71219695, 30-30 Win., 20” barrel with a very good bright bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 90% original blue flaking to brown with light edge and muzzle wear, scattered fine oxidation, tiny scratches
and a patch of pitting on the barrel and magazine tube. The top of the receiver has been drilled and tapped exposing the bolt. The press
checkered pistolgrip hardwood buttstock and forend rate very good with handling marks and a small chip in the grip. (58825-66D33284)
{MODERN}
(275/375)
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1498. MOSSBERG MODEL 500A SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #K350572, 12 ga., 18 1/2” plain barrel choked cylinder with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 95% original blue with light muzzle and edge wear, scratches and contact wear on the
magazine tube. The plain pistolgrip hardwood buttstock and grooved forearm rate very good with light handling marks. The barrel has
been fitted with a factory heat shield showing scattered fine oxidation and light dents at the left rear edge most likely from installation.
(58825-77D33639) {MODERN}
(100/200)
1499. SAVAGE MODEL 65M BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #A110934, 24 Win Mag. 20” barrel with a very good bright bore. The metal
surfaces retain 95% evenly thinning original blue with scattered fine oxidation staining and light wear along the edges. The checkered walnut pistolgrip Monte Carlo stock rates very good with light dents and handling marks. There is no magazine present. (58825-64D33960)
{MODERN}
(75/150)
1500. MOSSBERG MODEL 500 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #L69343, 12” ga., 24” Slugster barrel with a very good bright bore.
The barrel and magazine retain 95-98% original blue with loss due to sparse light scratches, rub marks and contact wear on the magazine
tube. The scroll engraved alloy receiver retains 98% original black anodized finish with scattered tiny nicks and scratches. The checkered
hardwood pistolgrip buttstock rates very good with light handling marks, edge wear and has a brown stained finish while the checkered
short forearm rates about very good with a darker reddish-brown finish showing modest flaking and a few handling marks most likely from
a different firearm. (58825-107D34081) {MODERN}
(75/150)
1501. REMINGTON MODEL 11-48 SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #5102735, 12 ga., 28” plain barrel with a very good bright bore marked
modified now choked improved cylinder. The metal surfaces retain about 70% original blue flaking to brown with scattered fine oxidation
staining, the majority of loss on the receiver. The checkered pistolgrip buttstock and forearm rate very good with light handling marks.
(58825-130D33784) {C&R}
(150/250)
1502. WINCHESTER MODEL 290 SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #B1604928, 22 L,LR, 20 1/2” barrel with a very good bright bore. The
barrel and magazine tube retain about 95% original blue evenly thinning to brown with scattered fine oxidation staining and light edge wear
with more active oxidation on the magazine tube cap. The grooved alloy receiver retains 98% black anodized finish with bright edge wear,
some tiny light nicks and scratches. (58825-122D33826) {MODERN}
(150/250)
1503. RUGER MODEL 10/22 SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #115-20853, 22 LR, 18 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 98% original blue with scattered fine oxidation and light edge wear, the installed scope base shows a little more edge wear
and small chip where the front edge was ground down. The plain pistolgrip stock rates about very good with light handling marks, spots of
flaking finish and a small chip in the front edge of the grip. A single factory magazine is included. (58825-62D33641) {MODERN}(150/250)
1504. REMINGTON MODEL 742 SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #172866, 308 Win., 19” barrel with a very good bright bore. The metal
surfaces retain 90-92% original blue, loss due to edge wear, scattered fine scratches and patches of pitting and oxidation. The checkered
pistolgrip buttstock rates very good with light handling marks and a flat spot at the toe from fitting the added Pachmayr White Line recoil
pad. The oversized pad provides a 13 1/8” length of pull. The plain forearm rates about very good with light handling marks and spots of
flaking in an added gloss finish. The front sight looks to be a brass replacement with flaking blue finish with dents along the left edge from
installation and is slightly right of center. A single factory magazine is included. (58825-65D32992) {MODERN}
(175/275)
1505. MOSSBERG MODEL 340BA BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
about 98% original blue with some scattered very fine oxidation staining, light edge wear and tiny nicks. The plain Monte Carlo stock with
raised cheekpiece rates very good plus with light handling marks. The front and rear sights have been removed, there are two holes where
a receiver sight was once installed and the detachable magazine is missing. (58825-63X12090) {C&R}
(75/150)
1506. RUGER 10/22 SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #127-83416, 22 LR, 18 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
98% original blue with scattered fine oxidation. The plain pistolgrip hardwood stock rates very good plus with light dents and handling
marks. The detachable magazine is no longer present. (58825-70D33956) {MODERN}
(150/250)
1507. MOSSBERG MODEL 835 ULTI-MAG SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #UM61878, 12 ga., 24” ventilated rib Accu-Mag barrel
with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% Realtree camo finish, the slide arms retain about 85% original blue with light
edge wear and scattered fine oxidation staining. The matching synthetic pistolgrip stock rates very good with an area of moderate scuffing
at the rear left side of the stock that has cut deep in the surface and some lighter tiny scuffs on the right side of the stock. Included is an
extra full turkey choke tube. (58825-110D33147) {MODERN}
(150/250)
1508. MOSSBERG MODEL 500A SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #J838757, 12 ga., 28” plain barrel with a bright excellent bore choked
modified. The barrel and magazine tube retain 95% original blue with sparsely scattered fine oxidation and forearm contact wear on the tube.
The alloy receiver retains 98% original black finish with light edge wear and tiny light nicks. The checkered hardwood pistolgrip buttstock
and forearm rate very good with light handling marks and spots of staining. (58825-114D33824) {MODERN}
(100/200)
1509. REMINGTON MODEL 760 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #324181, 30-06, 22” barrel with a very good bright bore. The metal surfaces retain about 85% evenly thinning original blue with scattered fine scratches, light edge and contact wear, the magazine tube is toning
to purple. The plain pistolgrip buttstock rates good with light handling and large patches of flaking added varnish that may have come in
contact with some sort of contaminant. The rear sight blade has been removed and a Weaver solid scope base has been installed. Included
is a single detachable factory magazine. (58825-85D32994) {C&R}
(175/275)
1510. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON TOPPER JR MODEL 480 SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN 410 bore, 28” plain barrel with a
very good bore choked full. The barrel retains about 85% evenly thinning original blue toning to brown with scattered fine oxidation, light
muzzle wear and rub marks on the underside of the barrel. The frame has toned to a mellow blue brown with light wear along the edges
that have become rounded along the bottom. The plain hardwood pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate very good with light handling marks.
The buttstock has become somewhat loose with age. (58826-18S21246) {C&R}
(25/75)
1511. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON MODEL 980 ULTRA SLUG SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial # HR81144, 12 ga., 24”
plain barrel with a bright rifled bore. The metal surfaces retain 95-98% original blue with scattered fine oxidation and a tiny scratch on
rear left side of the barrel. The checkered laminated hardwood buttstock and forearm rate near excellent with light handling marks.
Mounted to the top rear of the barrel is a Weaver style solid scope base that has been dressed at the rear edge. (58825-117D33847)
{MODERN}
(100/200)
1512. MOSSBERG MODEL 500A SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #L649269, 12 ga., 24” Slugster barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue with a couple tiny nicks, specks of fine oxidation and light contact wear on the slide
arm. The checkered hardwood pistolgrip buttstock and forearm rate excellent with a couple light handling marks. (58826-20S21169)
{MODERN}
(100/200)
1513. MOSSBERG MODEL 500A SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #L701109, 12 ga., 28” ventilated rib Accu-Choke barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 95% original blue with scattered fine oxidation, a couple spots of moderate oxidation in the
middle of barrel above the magazine mounting ring and a couple scattered light scratches. The checkered hardwood pistolgrip buttstock
and forearm rate very good with light handling marks. (58825-1025D33842) {MODERN}
(100/200)
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1514. HI-POINT MODEL 4095 SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #H29386, 17 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 99% original blue while with black polymer skeletonized stock rates excellent with factory caution stickers still on top of stock. Carbine
includes a worn factory cardboard box, (1) factory magazine, sling and papers. (58821-118) {MODERN} [Stuart Floam Collection](175/275)
1515. RUGER 10/22 INTERNATIONAL SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #35963231, 22 LR, 18 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
stainless steel surfaces rate excellent remaining bright. The checkered pistolgrip full length Mannlicher style birch stock rates excellent with
clean crisp checkering. A single factory magazine is included. (58821-121) {MODERN} [Stuart Floam Collection]
(200/400)
1516. REMINGTON MODEL 597 MAGNUM SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #B2910053M, 22 Win. Mag., 20” free-floating barrel with a
bright excellent bore. The barrel retains 99% original satin blue finish with equal original matte black finish on the alloy receiver. The smooth
dark gray synthetic pistolgrip stock rates excellent. The rear sight has been removed and mounted on the grooved receiver is a Bushnell
Elite 3200 4-12x40 mm scope with duplex reticle and clear optics in two-piece rings. A single factory magazine is included. (58821-135)
{MODERN} [Stuart Floam Collection]
(200/400)
1517. RUGER 10/22 SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #254-66066, 18 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The exposed metal surfaces
retain 98-99% original blue with a couple very thin scratches and light silvering along the edges of the receiver. The ATI Fiberforce black
synthetic stock rates excellent. A single factory magazine is included. (58825-89D34110) {MODERN}
(150/250)
1518. STEVENS MODEL 755 SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #554815, 12 ga., 30” single bead barrel with a bright excellent bore choked
improved modified. The metal surfaces retain about 95% evenly thinning original blue with some scattered fine oxidation staining and light
rub marks. The receiver is decorated with engraved scroll and dog and game bird scenes. The checkered pistolgrip buttstock and forearm
rate about very good with light handling marks, a small chip at the front of the forearm, a small thin hairline crack in the stock behind the
triggerguard and a 3 1/2” thin crack in the bottom of the forearm from the checkering to the rear edge. The forearm does not seat properly
against the receiver. (58825-86D33368) {C&R}
(150/250)
1519. STOEGER CONDOR I OVER/UNDER SHOTGUN serial #98050-03, 12 ga., 28” ventilated rib multi choke barrels with bright excellent bores. The metal surfaces retain about 98% original blue with sparsely scattered fine oxidation staining, light edge wear and a couple
minor light rub marks on the rib where a secondary sight may have been mounted. The checkered walnut buttstock and forearm rate about
very good with handling marks and an oversized recoil pad and spacer still in need of proper fitting providing a 13 3/8” length of pull. The
included choke tubes are modified and improved cylinder. (58825-111D33843) {MODERN}
(175/275)
1520. WINCHESTER MODEL 04 BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S,L,EL, 21” round barrel with a very good bright bore. The metal surfaces have
faded to a pale brown and gray patina with scattered staining, oxidation and some moderate pitting. The plain straight grip stock rates
good with an abundance of handling marks, flaking finish and chipping at the toe and Schnabel forend. The buttplate is cracked at the toe.
(58825-123D33825) {C&R}
(100/200)
1521. WINCHESTER MODEL 1906 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #148297, 22 S,L,LR, 20” round barrel with a dark bore showing moderate
oxidation and pitting with light rifling still visible. The metal surfaces retain about 90% added gray parkerized finish with scattered oxidation,
pinprick pitting, light scratches and patches of flaking along the front right side of the barrel. The plain straight grip gumwood buttstock
and forearm rate good to very good with dents, chips and handling marks. The checkered hard rubber buttplate shows wear but remains
intact. (58825-80D34117) {C&R}
(100/200)
1522. WINCHESTER MODEL 1894 SADDLE RING CARBINE serial #779397, 30 WCF, 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The barrel
and magazine retain 95-98% of an older reapplied blue with sparse fine staining, scratches and a couple tiny “bite” marks where the rear
site was installed. The action retains about 40% similar added blue flaking to gray and brown with scattered fine oxidation staining spots of
ring wear on the left side of the receiver. The plain straight grip walnut buttstock and forend rate good overall as cleaned leaving the wood
moderately shy of the metal more so on the buttstock along with an abundance of handling marks, dents and flaking in an added varnish
finish. The sights and saddle ring remain intact. (588825-68D33103) {C&R}
(300/500)
1523. SEARS RANGER MODEL 105-20 BOLT ACTION SHOTGUN 16 ga., 26” shortened barrel with a dark bore. The metal surfaces
have toned to brown with scattered oxidation, spots of pinprick pitting and some spots filled in with lead on the front and rear of the receiver
providing a rudimentary sight picture. The plain pistolgrip stock rates good with light handling marks and an oversized ventilated rubber
recoil pad. The bolt is no longer present. (58819-5) {MODERN}
(5/15)
1524. STEVENS MODEL 22-410 COMBINATION GUN 22 RF / 410 bore, 24” barrels with bright excellent bores, shotgun barrel choked
full. The metal surfaces retain 80% original blue toning to brown with scattered fine oxidation and edge wear. The checkered pistolgrip
brown Tenite stock rates good with lite handling marks, stains and numerous scratches. The front sight bead is missing. (58825-90D34079)
{C&R}
(150/250)
1525. REMINGTON SPORTSMAN SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #431825, 12 ga., 30” plain barrel with a very good bright bore marked
full choke now measuring improved modified. The metal surfaces retain about 95% evenly thinning original blue with light edge wear, sparse
fine oxidation and spots of light carry wear. The checkered pistolgrip buttstock and forearm rate very good with light handling marks and a
couple thin cracks at the rear edge of the forearm. (58825-99D33165) {C&R}
(200/400)
1526. STEVENS MODEL 320 SECURITY SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #146378C, 12 ga., 18 1/2” cylinder bore barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 97-98% original matte black finish with scattered light oxidation staining on the barrel and magazine
tube. The grooved black synthetic pistolgrip buttstock and forearm rate excellent. Shotgun is sighted with a green Hi-Vis front sight and
adjustable ghost ring rear sight. (58826-16S21172) {MODERN}
(100/175)
1527. MOSSBERG MODEL 500CT SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #G466134, 20 ga., 28” plain barrel with a very good bright bore
choked modified. The metal surfaces retain 85% original blue, loss due to light edge wear and scattered moderate surface oxidation. The plain
pistolgrip hardwood buttstock and grooved forearm rate very good with light handling marks. (58826-24S21321) {MODERN} (75/150)
1528. MOSSBERG MODEL 500ATP6 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #H081694, 12 ga., 18 1/2” cylinder bore barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95-97% original blue, loss due to light edge and contact wear and sparse light scratches. The plain
pistolgrip hardwood stock rates very good with light wear along the edges and handling marks. The shotgun is equipped with rifle sights
and a rear sling swivel has been installed in the buttstock. (58794-22) {MODERN}
(100/200)
1529. REMINGTON MODEL 742 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #7172435, 6 mm Rem., 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 97-98% original blue, loss due to light edge and muzzle wear and a sparse speck of fine oxidation. The checkered pistolgrip
buttstock and forearm rate very good with a shallow surface scratch in the left side of the buttstock along with light handling marks. The
rear sight has been removed and mounted is a Tasco 3-12x40 mm scope with duplex reticle and clear optics on a Weaver solid scope base
with rings. Two detachable factory magazines are included. (58799-27) {MODERN}
(275/375)
1530. RUGER MODEL 10/22 SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #119-39218, 22 LR, 18 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 98% original blue with very light edge and muzzle wear and a speck or two of fine oxidation. The plain pistolgrip hardwood
stock rates very good plus with light handling marks, more so on the wrist. A solid Weaver style base is installed and a single factory magazine is included. (58825-119D34105) {MODERN}
(150/250)
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1531. MOSSBERG MODEL 500B SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN 16 ga., 28” plain barrel with a bright excellent bore marked modified now
measuring improved cylinder. The barrel and magazine retain about 60% original blue toning to brown with scattered fine oxidation, light
muzzle wear and contact wear on the magazine tube. The receiver retains about 95% original blue with light edge wear, scratches and a
previous owners social security number scratched onto the right side of the receiver. (58763-5) {MODERN}
(75/150)
1532. GLENFIELD MODEL 60 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #18308598, 22 LR, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain about 95% original blue with scattered light oxidation and edge wear. The plain pistolgrip hardwood stock rates very good with light
handling marks. (58752-44) {MODERN}
(50/100)
1533. THOMPSON CENTER NEW ENGLANDER PERCUSSION MUZZLELOADING RIFLE serial #110540, 50 cal., 26” round barrel
with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98-99% original blue with a speck of oxidation in front of the breech. The lock retains
strong original case colors with scattered fine oxidation staining. The plain walnut stock rates near excellent with a couple light handling
marks and a spot of flaking varnish at the left side wedge escutcheon. Equipped with standard sights and what appears to be the correct
original ramrod is present. (58740-33) {ANTIQUE}
(150/250)
1534. CZ MODEL 455 TRAINER BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #C124123, 22 LR, 25” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 99% blue and the bolt body remains bright. The checkered pistolgrip beechwood Lux stock with schnabel forend rate excellent. Rifle
is sighted with a hooded front sight and tangent rear sight. The rifle is in as-new condition and includes the original factory cardboard box,
single detachable magazine and manual. (58763-7) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1535. WINCHESTER MODEL 69A BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 25” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about
80% original blue evenly thinning to brown with light muzzle wear, scattered very fine oxidation and a couple thin scratches. The plain
pistolgrip walnut stock rates about very good with an abundance of handling marks. The checkered hard rubber buttplate shows modest
wear but remains intact. Rifle is sighted with a hooded ramp front sight, Winchester Model 80A rear aperture sight and there is no magazine
present. (58825-61D34083) {C&R}
(175/275)
1536. REMINGTON MODEL 11-48 SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #5529102, 12 ga., 28” single bead plain barrel with a bright excellent
bore marked modified now choked improved cylinder. The metal surfaces retain about 85% original blue evenly thinning to brown with loss
due to edge and muzzle wear, scattered fine oxidation staining and some light dings and scratches. The checkered pistolgrip buttstock and
forearm rate about very good with scattered handling marks, spots of flaking finish and patches of peeling finish lifting from contact with
some type of contaminant. (58825-113D33813) {C&R}
(150/250)
1537. MOSSBERG MODEL 173 BOLT ACTION SHOTGUN .410 bore, 24” single bead plain barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 90% original blue with some tiny light scratches and scattered surface oxidation more prevalent on the underside of the
barrel. The plain pistolgrip hardwood stock rates about very good with light scratches and handling marks and is fitted with an undersized
grooved buttplate and the small plastic safety pin is missing in the wrist. (58825-94D33127) {MODERN}
(50/100)
1538. MARLIN MODEL 60 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #08328035, 22 LR, 22” barrel with a very good bright bore. The metal surfaces retain about 95% original blue with scattered fine oxidation and small patches of more modest oxidation here and there. The plain pistolgrip
hardwood stock rates good to about very good with light handling marks and a small crack in the left side next to the trigger. Mounted on
the grooved receiver is a Tasco 4x15 mm scope with crosshair reticle and cloudy optics, the ring screws show light slot wear and surface
oxidation. (58826-11S21243) {MODERN}
(50/100)
1539. COLT FOURTH MODEL DERINGER CASED SET serial #s 15354N & 15355N, 22 Short, 2 1/2” barrel with excellent bores. The
metal surfaces on both guns retain about 99% original nickel plate with light handling marks and clouding. The faux ivory grips on both
guns rate about excellent. They are showcased in a chest style presentation case with padded leather insert on the cover printed with old
time mariner images. The interior is French fit with red fabric lining that rates very good. The inside of the cover has red satin fabric with a
circled Rampant Colt. Also included is a single bore brush. (58837-1,2) {MODERN}
(300/500)
1540. NEW HAVEN MODEL 600AT COUNTRY SQUIRE SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #H750981, 12 ga., 28” single bead plain
barrel with a very good bright bore choked modified. The barrel and magazine tube retain about 90% original blue with loss due to scattered
fine oxidation, a few spots of more moderate oxidation on the barrel and forearm contact wear on the slide arm and magazine tube. The
alloy receiver retains about 98% original black finish with scattered tiny scratches with etched dog and game bird scenes. The checkered
hardwood pistolgrip buttstock and forearm rate very good plus with a few light handling marks and grip edge wear, the forearm is a bit
darker then the stock. (58826-32S21167) {MODERN}
(100/200)
1541. REMINGTON MODEL 788 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #A6005698, 308 Win., 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 95% original blue evenly thinning to brown with scattered light oxidation and some light rub marks on the top of the
receiver from scope base removal. The plain pistolgrip Monte Carlo stock rates about very good with an abundance of dents, handling
marks and has been fitted with a Philip Olt ventilated rubber recoil pad and double spacer providing a 14 1/2” length of pull. The front and
rear sights have been removed and the detachable magazine is missing. (58825-71D33472) {MODERN}
(175/275)
1542. HOPKINS & ALLEN TAKEDOWN SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #J1248, 12 ga., 26” plain barrel with an oxidized bore. The
metal surfaces have toned to an overall brown patina with scattered surface oxidation and only faint traces of original nickel on the frame.
The plain round knob pistolgrip hardwood buttstock and forend rate good with numerous handling marks, chips, 3 1/2” crack from the lower
left tang through the pistolgrip and remnants of an old light cleaning leaving the wood shy of the buttplate. The factory starburst hard rubber
buttplate shows a large chip and wear but remains intact. The front sight bead is no longer present. (58826-25S21177) {C&R} (25/75)
1543. MOSSBERG MODEL 500C SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #J678037, 20 ga., 24” ventilated rib Accu-Choke barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue with a few sparsely scattered specks of light oxidation. The checkered hardwood
pistolgrip stock and forearm rate excellent. The included choke tube measures full. (58826-14S21173) {MODERN}
(100/200)
1544. J.C. HIGGINS MODEL 43 BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces on this Sears
& Roebuck Marlin Model 81 variant retain about 95% original blue, the loss due to scattered light oxidation and a few spots of light pitting.
The plain blond hardwood pistolgrip stock rates about very good with light handling marks and patches of flaking original finish with perhaps
70% remaining. (58826-10S21176) {C&R}
(50/100)
1545. MOSSBERG MODEL 500A SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #K034210, 12 ga., 28” ventilated rib Accu-Choke barrel with a very
good bright bore. The metal surfaces have been spray painted in a homemade gray, black and brown camo pattern which is flaking on the
alloy receiver revealing about 30% original black finish. The checkered hardwood buttstock and forearm rate about very good with a similar
paint scheme lightly flaking along the edges and gripping points revealing the original wood finish underneath. The included choke tube is
an Accu-Steel Full BB #1 & 2. (58825-73) {MODERN}
(75/150)
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1546. JAPANESE TYPE 99 ARISAKA BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY NAGOYA serial #52317, 7.7 Arisaka, 25” barrel with a very good bore
that shows scattered frosting. The metal surfaces of this 7th series rifle show an original blue finish that is fading to brown and some light
oxidation. The Asian hardwood stock rates very good as lightly refinished with some added varnish, a couple scratches on the right side, a 1
1/2” crack on the right side of wrist, a tiny patch repair behind the cleaning rod button and scattered handling marks. The Chrysanthemum
is fully intact, the bolt is mismatched but the bayonet lug is matching. This rifle exhibits a mix of features such as a later middle band and a
stock with grasping grooves. A solid Nagoya T99 Arisaka. (208787-3) {C&R}
(200/400)
1547. CZECH VZ52 SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #C9742, 7.62x45, 20 1/2” barrel with a very good plus bore that shows a few small spots
of pitting near muzzle. The metal surfaces of this SHE 57 coded carbine retain 97% importer applied black enamel with some painted over
pitting and a few small spots of light flaking. The hardwood stock rates very good having been arsenal refinished with a couple repaired
cracks running the length of the handguard, a couple dings and a few handling marks. There are importer markings on the barrel and the
right side of the receiver. A chamber ring for the 7.62x39 cartridge and an SKS style canvas sling are included. A very good example of these
interesting Cold War carbines. (208789-6) {C&R}
(300/500)
1548. SWEDISH M96/38 BOLT ACTION CARBINE BY CARL GUSTAFS serial #69267, 6.5x55, 23” barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces of this 1900 dated carbine retain 95% arsenal blue with some dings on buttplate, light silvering and fading on the exposed
edges. The hardwood stock rates very good as lightly cleaned with an added oil finish, faint Swedish crown proofs, scattered dings and
handling marks. All serialized parts are matching, there is no cleaning rod present, the stock disc shows a “1” for bore condition and there
is a KBI import marking on the barrel. A very fine arsenal converted Swedish carbine. (208787-1) {C&R}
(300/500)
1549. BRITISH NO. 4 MK1* BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY SAVAGE serial #91C1785, 303 British, 25” barrel with a very good bore that shows
scattered frosting but strong rifling. The metal surfaces of this 1944 production rifle retain 90% arsenal blue and enamel with some silvering
on the front, scattered fading and thinning. The hardwood stock rates very good with an added oil finish, few armorer reinforcements on the
handguard, scattered dings and handling marks. The bolt was armorer renumbered to match to the band and the magazine is of Savage
manufacture but it is mismatched. The rear sight is the earlier flip up type, there is a Century import marking on the barrel and a reproduction
Indian sling is included. A very good Savage No. 4 Enfield rifle. (208787-2) {C&R}
(300/500)
1550. JAPANESE TYPE 99 ARISAKA BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY NAGOYA serial #63083, 7.7 Arisaka, 25” barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces of this 6th series rifle are turning to a dull brown patina with strong traces of original blue and oxidation throughout
the buttplate. The Asian hardwood stock rates very good with a strong Japanese inspection stamp, a couple small cracks, some chipping
around the cleaning rod button, scattered dings and handling marks. The Chrysanthemum is fully intact and all serialized parts are matching
to the receiver. The rifle correctly exhibits mixed features, a couple screws exhibit moderate slot damage and a correct short cleaning rod
is included. A very good example of a transitional Type 99 rifle. (208831-35) {C&R}
(200/400)
1551. YUGOSLAVIAN M59 SKS SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #001366, 7.62x39, 20” barrel with a very good plus bore that shows a couple
spots of minor oxidation. The metal surfaces retain 98% arsenal blue finish. The hardwood stock rates very good plus with a small light
chip near magazine well and some handling marks. This rife appears to be an M59/66 that had its grenade launcher removed as there is a
switch on the gas tube. There is a PW Arms import marking on the right side of the receiver and a black Redhead hardcase is included. A
fine Yugo SKS that will likely be a fun plinker. (208816-7) {MODERN}
(300/500)
1552. BSA NO. 12 MARTINI FALLING BLOCK RIFLE serial #47697, 22 LR, 29” barrel with a very good plus bore that shows some minor
frosting in the grooves. The metal surfaces retain 60% original blue with scattered freckling, oxidation blemishes and fading to brown. The
walnut stock and checkered forend rate very good with an added varnish, a couple small chips behind the frame, a few dings and handling
marks. The rear and front sight slots are empty, the stock has been notched for a rear peep sight where it meets the frame and a Parker Hale
PH-7A is present but it is missing its aperture. A solid BSA Martini that will likely be a great shooter. (208739-2) {MODERN} (300/500)
1553. JAPANESE TYPE 99 ARISAKA BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY TOKYO JUKI KOGYO serial #33625, 7.7 Arisaka, 25” barrel with a
very good plus bore that shows some minor frosting. The metal surfaces of this 37th series rifle retain 30% original blue with some light
oxidation along the barreled action. The Asian hardwood stock rates very good having been sanded at some point with a couple abrasions,
a 7 1/2” crack on handguard, scattered dings and handling marks. The Chrysanthemum has been defaced, the front band is unnumbered
and all bolt parts are matching. A dustcover that is numbered to a different gun is included that shows scattered oxidation. Also included
is an original monopod and a short cleaning rod. A few screws show slot damage and are protruding outward. A solid example of an early
TJK Type 99 Arisaka rifle. (208783-5) {C&R}
(350/550)
1554. JAPANESE TYPE 99 ARISAKA “LAST DITCH” BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY NAGOYA serial #8145, 7.7 Arisaka, 25” barrel with a
very good plus bore. The metal surfaces of this 8th series rifle show oxidation throughout, scattered flaking to brown and traces of original
blue. The Asian hardwood stock rates very good plus with a strong Japanese inspection stamp, a few dings and handling marks. The
Chrysanthemum is ground all serialized parts are matching and the front part of the rear sight base appears to be missing. (208829-37)
{C&R}
(100/200)
1555. ITALIAN M38 CARCANO BOLT ACTION CARBINE BY TERNI serial #M1166, 6.5 Carcano, 20” barrel with a very good plus
bore that shows some minor frosting. The metal surfaces 95% arsenal blue with some light silvering at muzzle and scattered fading to
gray. The beech stock rates excellent as refinished with an added varnish and a few light handling marks. The barrel is dated 1940, there
is a “MADE IN ITALY” stamp on the barrel and there are no visible stock markings due to refinishing. A very good Carcano carbine.
(208789-8) {C&R}
(200/300)
1556. ITALIAN M38 CARCANO CAVALRY CARBINE BY FNA BRESCIA serial #XH1279, 6.5 Carcano, 17” barrel with a very good bore
that shows scattered frosting. The metal surfaces of this 1940 dated carbine retain 50% arsenal blue with the barreled action turning a
silvery gray patina, a couple small spots of light pitting and a few dings on the magazine body. The beech stock rates very good with a set
of initials carved on the right side of butt, a tight 2 1/2” crack on both sides of the wrist, a few chips, dings and handling marks. The stock is
mismatched, the carbine has an adjustable rear sight and its serial number is electropenciled on the left front of receiver. There is a Century
Arms import marking on the barrel. A solid Carcano cavalry carbine. (208789-11) {C&R}
(200/300)
1557. AUSTRIAN M95/30 BOLT ACTION CARBINE BY STEYR serial #388O, 8x56, 19” barrel with a very good bore that shows some
light frosting. The metal surfaces retain 93% arsenal blue with a few areas flaking to brown. The hardwood stock rates excellent as-refinished
with an added varnish, a spurious “(Eagle)/WaA623” Waffenamt, a tiny chip behind the triggerguard and a few handling marks. The stock
and bolt are renumbered matching, the barrel is original matching but the remaining parts appear unnumbered. The left side of the receiver
is marked with a spurious “(Eagle)/(Swastika)” Waffenamt, the right side with three spurious “(Eagle)/WaA623” Waffenamts and there
is an “S” marking on the barrel denoting rechambering to 8x56. A very good example of these interwar converted Mannlicher carbines.
(208789-18) {C&R}
(200/300)
1558. BRITISH NO. 4 MK1 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY BSA SHIRLEY serial #F38095, 303 British, 25” barrel with a very good plus bore
that shows some minor frosting. The metal surfaces of this 1944 dated and M47/C coded rifle show a flaking Suncorite finish that is turning
to a brown patina with a few areas of freckling. The hardwood stock rates very good with an added oil finish, a small crack on right side of
wrist, scattered dings and handling marks. The serial numbers are mismatched and the left front sight protector is a bit bent. A solid example
of a British No. 4 Enfield rifle. (208829-26) {C&R}
(200/400)
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1559. BRITISH MKIII BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY BSA serial #K78048, 303 British, 25” 1935 dated barrel with a very good bore that shows
some scattered light frosting. The metal surfaces of this 1918 dated rifle retain 80% arsenal blue with a couple spots of moderate pitting on
barrel and rear sight, some light oxidation on triggerguard, freckling throughout the nosecap and scattered flaking to brown. The hardwood
stock rates very good with a strong “FR” marking on the right side of butt, a large chip on the heel, a couple cracks on the right side of
butt, a couple armorer reinforcements on the rear handguard, scattered dings and handling marks. The rear sight was armorer renumbered
to match, the bolt and barrel are matching to the receiver and the other parts appear unnumbered. The rifle has a magazine cutoff, the
rear band is separate from the rifle it is missing its front handguard and nosecap screw. Included are an Enfield canvas sling, two 5 round
stripper clips, a spare firing pin, magazine follower, front sight tool, a couple spare springs, a couple small screws and a couple other parts.
The right side of the receiver is marked “ENGLAND” and the rear of the barrel bears British proofs. A very good Great War Enfield rifle.
(208803-11) {C&R}
(300/500)
1560. GERMAN K98K BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY MAUSER BORSIGWALDE serial #9784p, 8mm Mauser, 24” barrel with a poor oxidized
and pitted bore. The metal surfaces of this 243 coded and 1939 dated rifle are an overall brown patina with pitting throughout the buttplate,
some dings on the bands and overall oxidation. The laminated stock rates very good with faint Waffenamts on the right side, a couple small
cracks, scattered dings and handling marks. The bandkeeper is an incorrect replacement and the front band is on backwards. There is no
cleaning rod present, the barrel is matching, the stock was renumbered to match on the left side likely by the Soviets, the remaining parts
are mismatched with the bolt being a straight handled type. A good restoration candidate overall. (208783-12) {C&R}
(200/400)
1561. JAPANESE TYPE 38 ARISAKA BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY KOKURA serial #16094, 6.5 Arisaka, 31” barrel with a very good plus
bore that shows minor frosting. The metal surfaces of this 23rd series rifle retain 97% original blue with some minor dings on floorplate,
some light fading to gray and a few small spots of light oxidation. The Asian hardwood stock rates very good with an added varnish, a
couple chips around floorplate a few dings and scattered handling marks. The bolt parts are mismatched, the floorplate is matching to the
receiver, the rear sight and cleaning rod appear to be correct. The Chrysanthemum is ground and a mismatched dust cover is present.
The bolt requires extra force to operate and may require mechanical attention. A fine Kokura produced T38 Arisaka rifle. (208806-20)
{C&R}
(200/400)
1562. GERMAN K98K BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY WAFFENWERK BRUNN I serial #6161at, 8mm Mauser, 24” barrel with a very good
bore that shows some oxidation near muzzle and a few scattered light pits but strong rifling. The metal surfaces of this dot coded and
1944 dated rifle retain 60% original blue with a patch on front of barrel being a silver pewter due to use of a heat torch, scattered oxidation
staining, oxidation with heavier oxidation on the stock disc and buttplate. The laminated stock rates very good as lightly refinished with three
faint Waffenamts on the right side of butt, the beginnings of a chip in bolt cut, a few dings and scattered handling marks. The front band is
matching, the other parts are mismatched and the buttplate is the earlier flat style. There is no front sight, cleaning rod, rear sight slider or
small front triggerguard screw present. A good restoration candidate. (208829-19) {C&R}
(200/400)
1563. ITALIAN M38 CARCANO CAVALRY CARBINE BY FNA BRESCIA serial #YC141, 6.5 Carcano, 17 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces of this 1942 dated carbine retain 80% arsenal blue with scattered flaking to brown and oxidation. The beech stock
rates very good with amateurishly added fish scale like checkering on both sides of the wrist, a small crack on handguard and scattered
handling marks. The bayonet is a bit loose when retracted and the stock appears to be unnumbered. A good example of a World War Two
era Carcano carbine. (208735-26) {C&R}
(150/250)
1564. ITALIAN M41 CARCANO BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY ARMAGUERRA serial #QU8726, 6.5 Carcano, 27” barrel with a dark oxidized
bore. The metal surfaces retain 85% arsenal blue with scattered freckling and flaking to brown. The beech stock rates very good with a
few dings and scattered handling marks. The stock is numbered matching to the barrel, the bolt was turned down with part of its knob
removed and a few tool marks. There is no handguard or cleaning rod present but a tan leather sling is included. An interesting Carcano
rifle. (208735-25) {MODERN}
(100/200)
1565. GERMAN GEW 98 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY MAUSER OBERNDORF serial #3403q, 8mm Mauser, 29” barrel with a poor pitted
and oxidized bore. The metal surfaces of this 1916 dated rifle are an overall dull brown patina with several patches of oxidation on barrel,
some dings on floorplate, further oxidation and oxidation staining. The beech stock rates good with scattered cracks, dings and handling
marks. The parts are mismatched and there is a Turkish number “3050” on the rear of the receiver. There is a Navy Arms import marking on
the right rear of receiver and their caliber marking on the right rear of barrel. A salty Gew 98 that surely saw its share of use by the Turks.
(208783-11) {C&R}
(250/450)
1566. JAPANESE TYPE 38 ARISAKA BOLT ACTION TRAINING RIFLE serial #187, 6.5 Arisaka Blank, 31” smoothbore barrel with a dark
bore that shows scattered oxidation. The metal surfaces are mostly a cleaned silvery pewter with scattered oxidation. The Asian hardwood
stock rates fair with an added varnish, a crisp school marking on the right side of butt, a repaired break in wrist, a few other cracks, chips,
dings and handling marks. The front triggerguard screw is a later replacement, the rear sight assembly and handguard are loose and the
magazine follower will sometimes stick. Please note this rifle was never made to chamber live ammunition and no thought should be given
to the firing or loading of this arm. An interesting piece of military history. (208802-4) {C&R}
(50/100)
1567. JAPANESE TYPE 38 ARISAKA BOLT ACTION TRAINING RIFLE 6.5 Arisaka Blank, 31” smoothbore barrel with a dark oxidized
bore. The metal surfaces are a dull brown patina with overall oxidation. The Asian hardwood stock rates fair with a crack running from the
upper tang to the left side of floorplate that flexes, a few other cracks, a chipped area behind upper tang and scattered handling marks.
There is no rear sight present and please note this rifle was never made to chamber live ammunition, no thought should be given to firing
or loading of this arm. A good Arisaka training rifle to hang over the mantle. (208783-3) {C&R}
(50/100)
1568. ARGENTINE MODEL 1891 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY DWM serial #T4677, 7.65 Argentine, 29” barrel with a very good bore that
shows scattered frosting but strong rifling. The metal surfaces retain 90% arsenal blue with the typical ground crest, a patch of pitting on the
right side of barrel, a few spots of oxidation on barrel, scattered fading and flaking to brown. The walnut stock rates very good with a few
dings and handling marks. All serialized parts are matching including the cleaning rod. A very good example of a late production Argentine
1891 Mauser. (208831-40) {C&R}
(300/400)
1569. JAPANESE TYPE 99 ARISAKA BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY TOYO KOGYO serial #57078, 7.7 Arisaka, 25” barrel with a very good
bore that shows some scattered light oxidation. The metal surfaces of this 33rd series rifle are mostly a dull brown patina with some oxidation
and scattered oxidation staining. The Asian hardwood stock rates very good with a strong Japanese inspection stamp, a few abrasions,
scattered dings and handling marks. The Chrysanthemum is fully intact, there is no safety or firing pin present, the bolt is separated from
the rifle, its parts are mismatched and the front band is unnumbered. A good restoration candidate. (208832-5) {C&R}
(100/200)
1570. FRENCH M1890 BERTHIER BOLT ACTION CARBINE BY CHATELLERAULT serial #A35968, 8mm Lebel, 18” barrel that shows
a bulge near muzzle and scattered frosting. The metal surfaces are an overall dull brown patina with scattered oxidation. The cutdown hardwood stock rates very good as-cleaned with the rear sling hardware missing, a tight 3/4” behind the bolt cutout, a few dings and handling
marks. The stock appears unnumbered, all metal parts are matching and the barrel is dated 1891. The carbine does not appear to have
been subject to any post-WW1 updates as there is no balle “N” marking, the stock retains its clearing rod cutout and an original clearing
rod that appears unnumbered is present. A worthy restoration candidate for the French arms enthusiast. (208772-1) {ANTIQUE}(100/200)
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1571. WINCHESTER MODEL 1906 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #811148, 22 S,L,LR, 20” round barrel with a good bore that shows
a large patch of pitting 1/3 of the way down from muzzle and a few smaller scattered pits. The metal surfaces retain 99% of a reapplied
blue finish with some minor freckling on right rear of the receiver. The walnut stock and grooved forend rate very good with scattered
dings and handling marks. The rifle is equipped with factory sights and the barrel is marked “22 SHORT-LONG/OR LONG RIFLE”.
(208693-10) {C&R}
(300/500)
1572. ARGENTINE MODEL 1891 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY LUDWIG LOEWE serial #M7596, 7.65 Argentine, 29” barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 97% arsenal blue with the typical ground crest and some light flaking to brown on the exposed
edges. The walnut stock rates excellent with a couple minor dings and a few handling marks. All serialized parts are matching including
the cleaning rod. The rifle retains its Argentine rear sight but the rear of the receiver has an added Lyman peep sight and the front sight is
a hooded replacement. A fine Argentine Mauser that will likely shoot well. (208755-1) {ANTIQUE}
(300/400)
1573. BRITISH NO. 4 MK 1* BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY SAVAGE (SPORTERIZED) serial #52C9406, 303 British, 25” barrel with a very
good bore that shows some scattered frosting. The metal surfaces retain 90% arsenal black enamel with scattered flaking. The cutdown
hardwood stock rates very good with an added varnish, a partially faded “FR” marking, an “FM” carving on the left side, scattered dings
and handling marks. The bolt is matching to the wrist and there are no front sight protectors present. The magazine is a dull brown patina
and the receiver screw is missing. A solid sporterized Enfield overall. (208831-29) {MODERN}
(150/250)
1574. JAPANESE TYPE 99 ARISAKA BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY NAGOYA serial #54330, 7.7 Arisaka, 25” barrel with a very good bore
that shows scattered oxidation. The metal surfaces of this 7th series rifle are an overall dull gray patina with scattered oxidation. The Asian
hardwood stock rates good with a crisp Japanese inspection stamp, a chip behind the lower tang, another 1” chip forming adjacent to it,
a couple cracks, scattered dings and handing marks. The firing pin and safety are missing, the bolt is separate from the rifle, the Chrysanthemum ground and all other parts are matching to the receiver. The rifle correctly exhibits mixed features including a short cleaning rod. A
good restoration candidate for the Arisaka enthusiast seeking a transitional rifle. (208783-9) {C&R}
(75/150)
1575. BRITISH NO. 4 MK 1 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY BSA SHIRLEY (SPORTERIZED) serial #L39307, 25” barrel with a very good
bore that shows some light pitting in the grooves. The metal surfaces retain 85% arsenal blue with scattered thinning, fading and silvering.
The cutdown stock rates very good plus as-cleaned with a small chip in front of magazine well and scattered handling marks. The bolt and
magazine are matching, the left side of the receiver is marked “FTR” indicating factory rebuild and the front of the barrel is marked with
British proofs. The rear sight is marked “MK3” there are no front sight protectors present and the front sling hardware is an aftermarket
replacement. A good restoration candidate for the military enthusiast. (208831-28) {MODERN}
(150/250)
1576. CZECH K98K BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY BRNO serial #3228j, 8mm Mauser, 24” barrel with a very good bore that shows a few
light pits and some frosting but strong rifling. The metal surfaces of this post war rifle retain 60% arsenal blue with overall fading to
brown, some pitting on the receiver near woodline, further pitting on rear band, oxidation on floorplate and some oxidation staining.
The laminated stock rates very good with an added oil finish, an indiscernible carved word on the left side, a 1 1/2” crack behind upper
tang, the beginnings of a couple lamination separations in front of floorplate, scattered dings and handling marks. The receiver markings
were scrubbed as is typical, the bolt handle is matching, the stock is numbered “1365” on the right side and the other parts appear
un-numbered. No cleaning rod is present and a reproduction sling is included that shows scattered staining. A solid example of a postwar Czech K98k rifle. (208831-38) {C&R}
(250/450)
1577. NORINCO 213 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #38003174, 9mm, 5” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this Tokarev style
pistol retain 99% original blue. The finger rest black plastic grips rate near excellent with some minor handling marks. There is a KSI import
marking on the slide and a single magazine is included that is numbered to the gun. A fine commercial Tokarev pistol. (208825-27D33504)
{MODERN}
(200/300)
1578. EGYPTIAN HELWAN SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #1050634, 9mm, 4 3/4” barrel with a very good plus bore that shows a couple small
pits. The metal surfaces retain 98% arsenal blue finish. The grooved black plastic grips rate very good plus with some scattered handling
marks. The slide is matching to the frame and there is an Interarms import marking on the frame. No magazine is included with this pistol.
An excellent example of this Egyptian Beretta clones. (208825-26D33288) {MODERN}
(200/300)
1579. JAPANESE TYPE 99 ARISAKA BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY KOKURA serial #4727, 7.7 Arisaka, 25” barrel with a good bore that
shows scattered frosting. The metal surfaces of this 25th series rifle show an original blue finish that is drifting to brown patina with a
few areas of oxidation. The Asian hardwood stock rates fair as-sanded with several repaired cracks in the wrist, scattered dings and
handling marks. The Chrysanthemum is fully intact, the extractor is unnumbered but all other parts are matching to the receiver. The rifle
is a “transitional” model with both mid and late war features and a few screws exhibit slot damage. A good restoration candidate overall.
(208783-9) {C&R}
(100/200)
1580. REMINGTON M07/15 BERTHIER BOLT ACTION RIFLE (SPORTERIZED) 8mm Lebel, 31” barrel with a bright near excellent
bore that has a couple tiny pits. The metal surfaces retain 90% original blue with thinning to gray and freckling along the floorplate, oxidation
on buttplate, some light flaking to brown along the barrel and a cleaned area where the bayonet lug assembly once was. The cutdown
walnut stock rates very good with an added varnish, some amateurishly added checkering around wrist, some damage around stock bolt,
scattered flaking, dings and handling marks. A good restoration candidate. (208755-3) {MODERN}
(100/200)
1581. ITALIAN M41 CARCANO BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY TERNI serial #AV8170, 6.5 Carcano, 27” barrel with a very good bore that shows
some scattered frosting but strong rifling. The metal surfaces retain 93% arsenal blue with scattered flaking to brown and some silvering on
the exposed edges. The beech stock rates very good with an added varnish, a strong “MADE IN ITALY” stamp, a strong Terni cartouche,
scattered dings and handling marks. The stock is numbered matching to the barrel and interestingly there is no Terni “FAT” marking on the
barrel. A very good World War Two Carcano rifle. (208831-41) {C&R}
(200/400)
1582. BRITISH NO. 4 MK1 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY MALTBY serial #18245, 303 British, 25” barrel with a good plus bore that
shows scattered oxidation but strong rifling. The metal surfaces retain 85% arsenal enamel and blue finishes with scattered thinning,
flaking and fading. The beech stock rates very good with a strong “FR” marking, scattered dings and handling marks. The parts are
mismatched with some being of Savage manufacture and a canvas USGI style sling is included. A solid entry-level No. 4 Enfield rifle.
(208831-34) {C&R}
(200/400)
1583. SPANISH DESTROYER BOLT ACTION CARBINE serial #37408, 9mm Largo, 23” barrel with a very good plus bore that shows some
minor frosting. The metal surfaces retain 95% arsenal blue with some light oxidation on magazine well, scattered light silvering and flaking
to brown. The hardwood stock rates very good plus with a few dings and scattered handling marks. The underside of the bolt handle is
numbered “162”, a single magazine and a military leather sling are both included. There are Century import markings on both the right side
of receiver and barrel. A fine example of these interesting Spanish carbines. (208789-4) {C&R}
(300/500)
1584. ITALIAN M41 CARCANO BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY TERNI serial #I5469, 6.5 Carcano, 27” barrel with a bright near excellent bore
that shows some minor frosting near muzzle. The metal surfaces of this “FAT/41” marked rifle retain 95% arsenal blue with a couple spots
of freckling and scattered light flaking to brown. The beech stock rates very good as lightly cleaned with an added oil finish, the outline of
a cartouche on the left side, an armorer repair behind upper tang, a small chip on the left side, scattered dings and handling marks. The
stock is numbered matching to the barrel and this is a fine example of a World War Two Italian rifle. (208789-5) {C&R}
(200/400)
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1585. COLT MODEL 1903 POCKET HAMMERLESS SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #246572, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a very good bore
that shows scattered frosting and light pitting in the grooves. The metal surfaces of this type III pistol retain 50% original blue with overall
flaking to brown and some scattered light oxidation blemishes. The checkered hard rubber Colt grips rate very good with a 1/3” crack above
the right screw panel and a few handling marks. A single magazine is included that is marked “CAL .32/COLT”. A solid 1903 that will likely
be a great shooter. (208831-6) {C&R}
(200/400)
1586. JAPANESE TYPE 99 ARISAKA BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY TOYO KOGYO serial #843965, 7.7 Arisaka, 25” barrel with a good bore
that shows a couple pits and scattered oxidation. The metal surfaces of this 31st series rifle are an overall dull gray patina with a couple
spots of light pitting and scattered oxidation. The Asian hardwood stock rates very good with a strong Japanese inspection stamp, the words
“Jim-John/Lydon 1946” carved in the right rear of butt, scattered dings and handling marks. The bayonet lug is un-numbered as-is typical for
Toyo Kogyo rifles, all bolt parts are matching and the rifle includes a cleaning rod, matching dustcover and monopod. The Chrysanthemum
is ground, the rear sling hardware, top buttplate screw, the rear band screw and one of the front band screws are all missing. A good Type
99 that undoubtedly saw its share of use in the Pacific theater of operations. (208831-26) {C&R}
(200/400)
1587. PORTUGUESE 1904/39 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY DWM serial #6402, 8mm Mauser, 24” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces are an overall dull gray patina with a tiny spot of light pitting on the triggerguard and scattered oxidation staining. The hardwood
stock rates about very good with an added varnish, a faded cartouche, a couple small cracks, scattered dings and handling marks. All visible serialized parts are matching, there is a Century import marking on the barrel and a leather sling is included. A solid example of these
interesting Portuguese rifles. (208789-13) {C&R}
(300/400)
1588. BRITISH NO. 4 MK 1 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY SAVAGE (SPORTERIZED) serial #1C1688, 303 British, 25” barrel with an
excellent bore. The barrel retains 80% of a dull blue finish with some tool marks at front, scattered silvering, fading and freckling. The 1942
dated receiver and triggerguard show a fading arsenal parkerized finish with some silvering around the edges. The cutdown walnut stock
rates very good with a partially faded “FR” marking on the right side, a small chip on right side of wrist, a couple abrasions and scattered
handling marks. The bolt is the earlier style with the round cocking piece, it is matching to the rear band and the rifle is the earlier “No
star” type that has a lever for bolt takedown. The forend is loose, the magazine is an aftermarket 5 round type, the front sight is a globed
replacement and the rear is a Redfield peep. A solid sporterized Enfield rifle. (208825-128D34044) {MODERN}
(150/250)
1589. TURKISH MODEL 1938 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY ANKARA ARSENAL serial #138632, 8mm Mauser, 29” barrel with a very
good bore that shows scattered oxidation but strong rifling. The bands are a dull gray patina with light oxidation staining and the bolt
handle shows heavier oxidation staining. The other parts retain 93% arsenal blue with some light oxidation on floorplate and triggerguard,
scattered silvering and fading on the exposed edges. The hardwood stock rates very good with a long scratch on right side between
the bands, a couple small cracks, scattered dings and handling marks. The bolt is mismatched, the other visible parts are matching,
the receiver is marked “K. Kale” and it is date 1943. There is a Century Arms import marking on the right side of barrel. A solid Turkish
Mauser rifle. (208813-2) {C&R}
(125/250)
1590. CHILEAN 1912-61 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY STEYR serial #C5564, 7.62 NATO, 23” barrel with a very good plus bore that shows a
patch of pitting near muzzle. The barreled action is a dull gray patina with some oxidation staining. The bands, floorplate and triggerguard
retain 80% arsenal blue with a couple dings on triggerguard, silvering on the exposed edges and scattered flaking to brown. The hardwood
stock rates very good with an added oil finish, a crisp Chilean acceptance stamp, a couple abrasions on underside, overall dings and handling
marks. The bolt and floorplate are mismatched but all other visible parts appear to match. There is a Century Arms import marking on the
barrel, no cleaning rod is present, no front sight screw is present and a couple screws exhibit slot damage. A solid Chilean 1912 short rifle
updated for the 7.62 NATO round. (208825-132D34043) {C&R}
(200/400)
1591. U.S. MODEL 1903A3 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY REMINGTON serial #4111935, 30-06, 24” 2-44 dated 4-groove Smith Corona
barrel with a very good bore that shows some light oxidation spots. The barreled action retains 75% arsenal parkerized and blued finishes
with some oxidation on the receiver and rear sight and overall fading. The buttplate has scattered oxidation patches, while the floorplate
and triggerguard show oxidation throughout. The walnut stock rates very good with an added oil finish, a strong “FJA” marking, a faint
ordnance wheel, a partially faded circled “P”, scattered dings and handling marks. The front band, stock and magazine cutoff are all of
Remington manufacture. There is no bolt assembly present and an original Boyt M1907 sling is included. A good restoration candidate.
(208829-10) {C&R}
(300/500)
1592. W.W. GREENER MARTINI SHARPSHOOTER’S CLUB FALLING BLOCK RIFLE serial #09928, 310 Cadet, 23” barrel with an
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 70% original blue with a tiny spot of light pitting on barrel and scattered fading to gray. The lever
is toning to a gray patina with some light oxidation stain spots and traces of the original case colors. The walnut stock rates near excellent
as-refinished with an added varnish and a few scattered handling marks. The rifle is sighted with a BSA folding peep sight that is mounted
behind the receiver and a ramped blade front sight. A very good Greener Martini rifle overall. (208784-18) {C&R}
(200/400)
1593. MOSSBERG 44US BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #124296, 22 LR, 26” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95%
original blue with some light fading and silvering on the exposed edges. The hardwood stock rates excellent as-refinished with an added
varnish and a few handling marks. The rifle is U.S. property marked, it is equipped with a Mossberg peep rear sight and a factory front blade
sight. A very fine example of these World War Two rimfire training rifles. (208809-88) {C&R}
(200/400)
1594. ITALIAN M41 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY TERNI serial #AM2949, 6.5 Carcano, 27” barrel with a very good bore that shows some
light pitting. The metal surfaces of this “FAT/42” coded rifle retain 80% arsenal blue with scattered fading, freckling and oxidation. The beech
stock rates good with a large spliced repair at toe, a 1/2” crack behind upper tang, scattered dings and handling marks. The stock appears
unnumbered, there is no buttplate present and the buttplate screws are non-gun replacements. There is a Century Arms import marking
on the right side of the barrel. (208829-38) {C&R}
(100/200)
1595. PERUVIAN M1935 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY FN serial #20372, 7mm Mauser, 23” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 50% of a reapplied blue finish with overall flaking to brown. The hardwood stock rates excellent with a few light handling marks. The
safety operates in a reverse fashion to other Mauser style rifles, the bolt is numbered matching to the receiver and the other parts appear
un-numbered. A military style black leather sling is included and there is a Century Arms import marking on the barrel. A solid example of
these interwar Peruvian Mauser rifles. (208789-1) {C&R}
(200/400)
1596. YUGOSLAVIAN M59/66A1 SKS SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #F-179418, 7.62x39, 21” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 90% arsenal blue with fading to gray along the topcover, scattered silvering along the exposed edges and a few oxidation staining
spots. The elm stock rates very good with scattered dings and handling marks. The rear sight and stock recess have an electropenciled
number that match one another and the other parts are matching to the receiver. There is a Samco import marking on the barrel. A fine
Yugo SKS rifle. (208816-9) {C&R}
(300/400)
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1597. GERMAN K98K BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY MAUSER OBERNDORF (SPORTERIZED) serial #8157k, 8mm Mauser, 24” barrel
with a bright near excellent bore that shows the beginnings of some light frosting. The metal surfaces of this byf 43 coded rifle are a dull
gray patina with oxidation staining throughout. The pistolgrip replacement stock rates very good with an added varnish, a tight hairline crack
across the wrist, a few dings and handling marks. The bolt is mismatched but the other parts appear to be matching. A good restoration
candidate or project gun. (208831-42) {MODERN}
(150/250)
1598. SAUER 38 (H) SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #469968, 32 ACP, 3 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this third
variation army pistol retain 85% original blue with the breach of the barrel being polished bright, some light freckling on the high edges,
scattered silvering and fading to gray. The replacement Franzite grips have a loose fit and rate very good plus with some light handling
marks. The right rear of the slide and frame are marked with commercial “(Eagle)/N” proofs and the front left of the triggerguard is marked
with an army “(Eagle)/37” Waffenamt. The slide is numbered matching on the inside to the frame and the trigger does not appear to be
functioning properly. A good project 38H Sauer pistol. (208050-576) {MODERN}
(200/300)
1599. DUTCH M95 BOLT ACTION CARBINE BY HEMBRUG serial #2570F, 6.5 Dutch, 18” barrel with a very good bore that shows some
frosting in the grooves. The metal surfaces of this 1906 dated retain 95% arsenal refurbished blue with the area around front sight being
a gray patina, oxidation staining on buttplate and bolt, scattered light freckling and light flaking to brown. The hardwood stock rates very
good plus with a strong 1913 dated Hembrug cartouche, a few dings and handling marks. The barrel and bolt stop are matching but the
other parts appear to be mismatched. The carbine lacks a handguard, it has bottom mounted sling swivels and a front band with bayonet
mount. A fine arsenal reconditioned Dutch Mannlicher carbine. (208789-7) {C&R}
(200/400)
1600. FRENCH MODEL 1892 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER BY ST. ETIENNE serial #H55866, 8mm French Ordnance, 4 1/2” barrel with
a very good bore that shows light pitting. The metal surfaces retain 85% arsenal blue with a couple deep pits on left side above grip panel,
further moderate pitting around left grip, a few spots of freckling, some silvering on the exposed edges and scattered flaking to brown. The
cylinder release, hammer and trigger are a silver pewter patina with scattered oxidation staining and traces of straw. The checkered walnut
grips rate good with an older added oil finish, overall worn points, a few small dings and handling marks. The barrel is dated 1914 which
corresponds with the revolver’s serial number and the lanyard assembly is present. A very good example of a Great War French revolver.
(208831-24) {C&R}
(200/400)
1601. JAPANESE TYPE 38 ARISAKA BOLT ACTION BY TOKYO ARSENAL serial #1525473, 6.5 Arisaka, 31” barrel with a very good
bore that shows scattered frosting. The metal surfaces of this early no-series rifle are mostly a dull brown patina with generous traces of
arsenal blue on the receiver, a patch of tool marks at the left rear of barrel and scattered oxidation. The Asian hardwood stock rates fair
with an unrepaired duffle cut under the rear band, a 3 1/2” crack on the left side of the wrist, a couple smaller cracks, scattered dings and
handling marks. The Chrysanthemum is fully intact and the parts are mismatched. No cleaning rod is present but an original dustcover is
included. A well-used T38 that was undoubtedly brought back from the Pacific Theater of Operations. (208783-1) {C&R}
(150/250)
1602. AUSTRO HUNGARIAN M95 BOLT ACTION CARBINE serial #6035T, 8x50 Mannlicher, 19” barrel with a very good bore that
shows a few pits and scattered frosting but strong rifling. The metal surfaces of this Budapest made carbine show a reapplied blue finish
that is drifting to a gray patina with a spot of pitting on right rear of barrel, further light pitting on magazine and bands. The hardwood stock
rates about very good as-refinished with the wrist having been made thinner, a 2” crack on handguard, a few dings and handling marks.
The barrel is matching, the other parts appear unnumbered, the barrel is marked “Wn (Eagle) 17” and there do not appear to be any “S”
markings on the barrel for the 8x56 R cartridge. There is no recoil bolt present in the wrist. A good restoration candidate. (208789-12)
{MODERN}
(100/200)
1603. JAPANESE TYPE 99 ARISAKA BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY TOYO KOGYO serial #1807, 7.7 Arisaka, 25” barrel with a very good bore
that shows light oxidation. The metal surfaces of this 31st series rifle are an overall dull brown patina with scattered oxidation. The Asian
hardwood stock rates very good with a strong Japanese cartouche, scattered dings and handling marks. The Chrysanthemum is ground,
the extractor is un-numbered, the firing pin is mismatched but the other parts are matching to the receiver. A replacement short cleaning
rod is included with this rifle. A solid early Toyo Kogyo Type 99 rifle. (208783-7) {C&R}
(100/200)
1604. FEG PJK-9HP SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #B99071, 9mm, 4 3/4” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this High-Power
clone retain 75% original blue with the straps turning to a brown patina and further scattered flaking to brown. The checkered black plastic
grips rate very good with a few dings and handling marks. All serialized parts are matching and a single magazine is included that has an
electropenciled number on the left side of its body. (208825-33D33728) {MODERN}
(200/300)
1605. IMEZ PM/IJ70-18A SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #ACP9708, 380 ACP, 3 5/8” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces of
this Makarov style pistol retain 98% original blue with some fading and slivering along the high edges. The thumbrest grips rate very good
plus with some scattered handling marks. There is a Century Arms import marking on the right side of the slide and a single 8-round
magazine is included. The pistol is equipped with adjustable sights, no firing pin or firing pin spring are present. (208658-134D33602)
{MODERN}
(100/200)
1606. NORINCO SKS SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #9003154, 7.62x39, 16” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 90%
arsenal quality blue with a patch of heavy pitting on the left side of barrel, a couple spots of moderate pitting on triggerguard, some freckling
on muzzle brake, scattered silvering and fading to brown. The black synthetic folding stock rates very good plus with some handling marks
and dirt staining. The bolt and triggerguard are matching to the receiver and the topcover is an aftermarket replacement that appears to be
made for a scope mount. There is no magazine, bayonet and cleaning rod present. (208825-103D33952) {MODERN}
(150/250)
1607. BRAZILIAN 08/34 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #10622, 7mm Mauser, 23” barrel with a good plus bore that shows scattered frosting
and light pitting but evident rifling. The metal surfaces of this Brazilian manufactured rifle retain 40% arsenal blue with overall fading to gray,
scattered oxidation, freckling and oxidation staining. The hardwood stock rates good with the remnants of a blue shield decal on the right
side of butt, a black rack number “127” on the left side of butt, a 1 3/4” crack on rear of handguard, scattered dings and handling marks.
Both the bolt and stock are numbered matching and there is no cleaning rod present. A solid example of these interesting Brazilian Mauser
rifles. (208829-15) {C&R}
(300/400)
1608. ARGENTINE MODEL 1891 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY DWM (SPORTERIZED) serial #W0332, 7.65 Argentine, 22” shortened
barrel with a good bore that shows oxidation throughout but evident rifling. The metal surfaces retain 80% arsenal blue with the typical
ground crest, a few spots of freckling and scattered flaking to brown. The cutdown hardwood stock rates very good as-refinished with an
added varnish, a 1/2” tight crack behind upper tang, some dirt staining, scattered dings and handling marks. The barrel and magazine are
matching to the receiver but the other parts are mismatched. The front sight is an aftermarket blade type and the rear sight is an original
Argentine military sight. The safety plunger screw is a non-gun replacement. A solid sporterized Argentine Mauser rifle. (208803-33)
{MODERN}
(150/250)
1609. CHILEAN 1895 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY LUDWIG LOEWE (SPORTERIZED) serial #D1738, 7mm Mauser, 28” barrel with a
very good plus bore that shows some scattered frosting. The metal surfaces retain 90% arsenal blue with an area of gray where a rear sight
assembly once was and scattered flaking to brown. The cutdown walnut stock rates very good with a crisp Chilean cartouche, scattered
dings and handling marks. The bolt handle has been turned down and the stock appropriately modified for this change. There are no iron
sights present and the rifle is equipped with a Tasco Woodland 4x32 power scope that has clear optics and a duplex crosshair reticle. A
fine sporterized Chilean Mauser rifle. (208825-74D33257) {ANTIQUE}
(200/300)
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1610. ITALIAN 1891 CARCANO BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY TORRE ANNUNZIATA serial #UI4511, 6.5 Carcano, 30” barrel with a very
good bore that shows scattered frosting. The metal surfaces are mostly a dull gray patina with scattered oxidation. The hardwood stock
rates very good with an armory dark oil finish, a crisp 1919 dated refurbishment marking, the beginnings of some chipping on the left side
of butt, scattered dings and handling marks. The barrel is dated 1895, the stock is numbered matching to the barrel, the bolt is the bent
type and it is stuck to the rear and will require mechanical attention to fix. An interesting Carcano that surely saw its share of use in the
Great War. (208783-10) {ANTIQUE}
(100/200)
1611. CZ-75BD SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #0552Z, 9mm, 4 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 90-93% of a later
applied armory grade black enamel finish with scattered flaking. The checkered black plastic CZ grips rate very good with scattered dings
and handling marks. All serialized parts are matching and there is a Century Arms import marking on the right side of the frame. A single
magazine and an AIM Surplus shipping box correctly end-labeled to the pistol are included. A solid CZ-75 BD that will likely be a fun
shooter. (208816-19) {MODERN}
(300/500)
1612. CZ-75 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #L4788, 9mm, 4 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% of a later applied
armory grade black enamel finish with a large spot of flaking on the backstrap and some scattered light flaking. The checkered black plastic
CZ grips rate very good plus with a tiny light chip on the bottom of the left panel and a few handling marks. All serialized parts are matching
and the pistol is dated 1992. This pistol has some “B” model features such as a ring hammer, and a serrated triggerguard but the “B” model
came out in 1998 and there is no “B” marking. There is a Century Arms import marking on the left side of the frame, the triggerguard retains
its importer hang-tag, a single magazine and brown soft case are included with this pistol. An interesting CZ-75 pistol overall. (208816-18)
{MODERN}
(300/500)
1613. CZ-75BD SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #0602Z, 9mm, 4 1/2” barrel with a very good bore that shows some light oxidation spots. The
metal surfaces retain 93% of a later applied armory black enamel finish with scattered flaking. The checkered plastic factory grips rate very
good with some dings and handling marks. All serialized parts are matching and there is a Century import mark on the right side of the
frame. The pistol is fitted with a lanyard ring, a single magazine and an AIM surplus shipping box that is end-labeled to the gun are included
with this pistol. A fine CZ-75 that will likely be great for shooting or home defense. (208816-20) {MODERN}
(300/500)
1614. SOVIET M44 MOSIN NAGANT BOLT ACTION CARBINE BY IZHEVSK serial #GR1771/M41097, 7.62x54 Russian, 20” barrel
with a very good bore that shows scattered frosting. The metal surfaces of this 1944 dated carbine retain 98% arsenal refurbished blue.
The wartime stock rates very good with an armorer repair on the left side of wrist, some light flaking shellac, handling marks and minor
dings. The parts are electropenciled matching with the floorplate being lined out, there is a TGI import mark on the barrel. The rifle retains
its importer hang tag and a Soviet style sling is included. A fine example of these interesting Mosin Nagants. (206520-480) {C&R} [Richard
“Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(200/300)
1615. BRITISH MKIII* SMLE BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY RSAF ENFIELD serial #6438, 303 British, 25” BSA barrel with a fair bore that
shows frosting throughout but evident rifling. The metal surfaces of this 1916 dated rifle retain 93% of an arsenal refurbished Suncorite
finish with some light pitting on rear band, some light fading and flaking on the exposed edges. The hardwood stock rates very good with
a filled stock disc slot, a couple armorer repairs, some small chips, a couple light abrasions, scattered dings and handling marks. All serialized parts are matching, the left side of the receiver is marked with an “FTR 1953” rebuild marking and there are British sold-out of service
markings underneath handguard on barrel. There is no stacking hook present on the nosecap. A solid arsenal reconditioned Great War
Enfield. (206520-3433) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(200/400)
1616. STEYR M95/30 BOLT ACTION CARBINE serial #2901R, 8x56 R, 20” barrel with an about very good bore that shows scattered frosting
and light pitting but strong rifling. The metal surfaces retain 97% arsenal refurbished blue with light freckling on magazine, some silvering on
the exposed edges and a few light dings. The hardwood stock rates about very good with an added varnish, a couple abrasions, scattered
dings and handling marks. The floorplate is mismatched but the other visible parts are matching with the stock being renumbered. There
is a Century Arms import marking on the barrel. A solid example of these interesting Mannlicher carbines. (206520-3470) {C&R} [Richard
“Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(200/300)
1617. BRAZILIAN 1908 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY DWM serial #B4776, 7mm Mauser, 29 1/2” barrel with a fair bore showing oxidation and
pitting throughout but visible rifling. The metal surfaces are mostly a dull gray patina with the barrel retaining generous amounts of arsenal
blue, some light pitting on receiver near woodline and a few light dings. The hardwood stock rates very good as-refinished with an added
varnish, a tight 1/2” crack at heel, scattered dings and handling marks. The bolt stop and triggerguard are matching but the remaining parts
appear mismatched. There is no cleaning rod or rear bandkeeper present and there is a small import marking on the barrel. (206520-3472)
{C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(200/300)
1618. YUGOSLAVIAN M48 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #B4512, 8mm Mauser, 23” barrel with a bright near excellent bore that shows
perhaps a hint of frosting. The metal surfaces retain 98% arsenal blue with some light fading and dings on the exposed edges. The elm stock
rates excellent with a couple dings and some scattered handling marks. All serialized parts are matching and the floorplate is the stamped
type. A leather K98k style sling and a Mitchell’s Mauser manual are both included with this rifle. There is a Mitchell Mauser’s import marking
on the barrel. A fine Yugo Mauser rifle. (206520-849) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(200/400)
1619. IVER JOHNSON 22 SUPERSHOT SEALED EIGHT TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #L34809, 22 LR, 6” barrel with a good bore
showing some frosting throughout. The metal surfaces of this large frame second model retain about 90% original blue showing some
scratches at the muzzle, freckling and more moderate wear to silver along the cylinder and triggerguard. The top latch, hammer and trigger
still retain strong case-hardened colors with some toning to silver. The one piece checkered walnut target grip remains in near excellent
condition showing some light scratches, dings and handling marks. The fluted cylinder on this revolver is mismatched and from a later third
model so the timing is rather poor and will require some attention. The transfer bar is also missing and barrel-to-frame fit shows just a hint
of movement. (138728-2) {C&R}
(75/125)
1620. IVER JOHNSON MODEL 55A TARGET DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #H43106, 22 RF, 4 1/2” barrel with a bright near
excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this revolver retain about 97% original blue showing a few light scratches, minor high edge wear along
the cylinder and handling marks. The trigger and hammer retain most of their original case-hardened colors with some light operational
wear. The checkered brown plastic owl head grips with left-side thumb rest remain in near excellent condition showing a few light scratches
and handling marks. This model features a loading gate and the gun seems to function well with solid timing and lockup. No doubt it has
seen very little use and would probably be a fun plinker. (138728-3) {MODERN}
(125/200)
1621. NEPPERHAN FIREARMS CO. POCKET PERCUSSION REVOLVER serial #4200, .31 cal, 4 1/4” octagon barrel with a fair-good
bore showing some moderate oxidation and strong rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this revolver have been cleaned throughout
and are mostly bright with some areas of gray patina, scattered dings and areas of old cleaned pitting. The barrel address is quite faint but
still visible and the brass triggerguard is a nice ocher patina. A number of the screws appear to be older replacements and the backstrap
has been repaired where it meets the frame. The smooth walnut grips are un-numbered rather crude replacements but remain in very good
condition showing a few small chips, handling marks and the left panel fits a little loose. One nipple is missing and the mechanism seems
to function well with usually good timing and lockup although the hand does not advance the cylinder every now and then. (138735-8)
{ANTIQUE}
(200/300)
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1622. SMITH & WESSON MODEL NO. 1 1/2 FIRST ISSUE REVOLVER serial #19863, 32 RF, 4” octagon barrel with a fair bore showing
moderate pitting, strong rifling and bright areas throughout. The metal surfaces of this revolver retain about 90% reapplied bright blue with
a few areas thinning, lightly cleaned blued-over pitting throughout and a spot of moderate scratches on the frontstrap. The hammer is a
freckled gray patina and the trigger is toning to plum. Despite the refinishing the barrel address is still quite crisp and the last patent date
is 1865. The smooth rosewood grips remain in about very good condition showing some flaking varnish, a thin 1 1/2” crack on the right
panel, some further light dings and handling marks. The right panel is stamp-numbered to the gun and the frame, barrel and cylinder are
all matching by assembly number. Barrel-to-frame fit is loose, the mainspring tension screw and hand are missing and the cylinder stop
spring is weak causing the stop not to engage properly. This revolver could use a little work but is a solid “example” piece with a scarcer
4” barrel. (138730-1) {ANTIQUE}
(300/500)
1623. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON DEFENDER NO. 25 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #13554, 38 S&W, 4” barrel with a
very good bore showing a little light frosting and a couple tiny pinprick pits. The metal surfaces of this revolver retain about 80% original blue
with some high edge wear, scattered scratches, gripstrap toning to gray, freckling and some small patches of light pitting and oxidation at
the muzzle and front sight. The hammer retains some strong case-hardened colors on its rear surface with the sides mostly bright showing
some freckling. The black checkered plastic H&R logo grip remains in near excellent condition showing some light scratches and handling
marks. All of the serialized parts appear to be matching, barrel-to-frame fit shows just a little play and the mechanism functions well with
good timing and lockup just a bit loose. The rear sight blade is missing but its adjustment screws are present. (138736-6) {C&R}(100/200)
1624. J. P. SAUER & SON MODEL 1913 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #222090, 32 ACP, 3” barrel with a bright near excellent bore showing
just a hint of light frosting. The metal surfaces of this late-production pistol retain about 70% original blue with moderate high edge wear,
gripstraps mostly worn to gray patina, some spots of fine pinprick pitting at the high edges and handling marks. The rear sight / cocking
knob retainer still retains some pale fire blue. The black checkered synthetic grips remain in near excellent condition showing just a few light
handling marks. This pistol is equipped only with the combination thumb safety and slide hold open with no hold open in the triggerguard
or trigger safety. One original magazine with S&S logo on the floorplate is included and the pistol seems to function well mechanically.
(138740-12) {C&R}
(300/400)
1625. BELGIAN MARIETTE PATENT DOUBLE ACTION PERCUSSION PEPPERBOX PISTOL .36 cal, 4” four-barrel cluster with lightly
oxidized bores. The metal surfaces of this interesting pepperbox are mostly a mottled dark gray and gunmetal patina with old light pitting
and small dings scattered throughout. The sideplate and grip screw heads show heavy slot damage and three of the nipples are broken.
The frame is embellished with foliate scrollwork that has mostly been obscured by old pitting. The smooth ebony grips remain in very good
condition showing a few small cracks around the escutcheons and light handling marks. The mechanism still functions quite well. (138569-1)
{ANTIQUE} [Calhoun L.H. Howard Collection]
(300/400)
1626. STEYR MODEL 1912 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #9669m, 9mm Steyr, 5” barrel with a good bore showing oxidation and strong
rifling throughout. The slide of this 1916-made pistol retains about 95% reapplied blue with softened markings and remnants of old pitting
still visible after the metal preparation. The frame retains about 75% original blue thinning evenly throughout with gripstraps worn to gray
patina, light oxidation staining and spots of light pitting throughout. A couple of the small parts still retain some faint straw color and the
trigger, hammer and safety are mostly bright showing some moderate freckling and toning to gray patina. The checkered walnut grips are a
little loose fitting but remain in very good condition showing a few small areas of compressed points, dings and handling marks. The pistol
is marked on the right side with 1916 Austrian acceptance stamp and the sights have been replaced with more modern adjustable rear
notch and large front blade target sights. The gun seems to function well mechanically and would probably be a good shooter. (138784-14)
{MODERN}
(300/500)
1627. GERMAN P.08 LUGER PISTOL BY DWM serial #9847d, 9mm, 4” barrel with an oxidized bore showing evident rifling throughout.
The metal surfaces of this 1915-dated pistol retain about 50% arsenal-quality blue with the balance mostly toned to gray-brown patina and
showing oxidation staining, heavy pitting predominantly on the right side, large dings and dents on the toggle train and sideplate. Most
of the markings are still quite visible. The checkered walnut grips remain in fair condition showing significant smoothing, a number of glue
repairs on the right panel, dings and handling marks. The left panel is un-numbered and the right is stamp-numbered to the gun. The pistol
is equipped with an un-grooved un-numbered firing pin and there is an old repair to the safety tab internal mechanism. Almost all of the
parts are numbered to separate guns, the receiver having been re-numbered at least once and still not matching to the frame. The trigger
mechanism is functional but the toggle fails to go into battery when cycled. One after-market Mexican-made magazine is included. A good
parts gun or restoration project for the ambitious individual. (138831-12) {C&R}
(300/500)
1628. BRITISH NO. 2 MK I** DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER BY RSAF ENFIELD serial #ZE1959, 38-200 (38 S&W), 5” barrel with a
bright near excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this 1944-made pistol retain about 70% arsenal Suncorite finish with the remainder flaked
to gray patina, light scratches and high edge wear. Some of the screws show some light slot damage and the black grooved Bakelite grips
remain in very good condition showing a couple lightly chipped grooves, scuffs and small dings. The revolver functions well with solid timing
and lockup and barrel-to-frame fit is excellent. The lanyard ring is missing, the barrel and cylinder are matching the frame and there are British
export proofs on the left side of the barrel. A very good example of these classic British World War Two revolvers. (138825-50D33649)
{C&R}
(300/400)
1629. COLT NEW ARMY DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #218553, 38 Long Colt, 6” barrel with a good bore showing light oxidation
and strong rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this commercial 1903-made revolver retain perhaps 40% original thinning blue with the
remainder worn to smooth gray patina showing some light freckling, very fine pinprick pitting at the high edges and small dings. The small
parts still retain some strong fire blue and all of the markings are very clear including the Rampant Colt. The black checkered hard rubber
grips are scratch-numbered to the gun by assembly number and remain in very good plus condition showing some light smoothing, small
dings and handling marks. The cylinder and extractor show factory rework numbers and all other parts appear to be matching by assembly
number. The gun still functions well with good timing and lockup just a little loose. (138825-34D33434) {C&R}
(250/350)
1630. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 1903 32 HAND EJECTOR REVOLVER serial #21768, 32 S&W Long, 3 1/4” barrel with a bright near
excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this first change revolver retain about 90% original blue with some high edge wear, a few spots flaking
to brown-gray patina, light oxidation staining and freckling. The trigger and hammer retain bold case-hardened colors and all of the markings
are crisp and clear. The black checkered hard rubber grips remain in near excellent condition showing some light handling marks, slight
warping at the base of the left panel and still visible patent date on the left panel. The right panel is appropriately stamp-numbered to the
gun, the crane and frame are matching by assembly number and the cylinder is matching the frame by serial number. Mechanical function
is excellent making for a very nice example of a rather early 1903. (138794-4) {C&R}
(300/500)
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1631. RUSSIAN M1895 NAGANT REVOLVER BY TULA serial #14507, 32 CF, 4 1/2” barrel with an about good bore showing oxidation
and strong rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this 1928-dated revolver retain about 65% original blue with moderate high edge wear
and areas toning to gray patina, light oxidation staining, moderate freckling and a few spots of fine pinprick pitting. All of the small parts still
retain a healthy amount of lovely fire blue and the markings are crisp. The checkered walnut grips remain in about good overall condition
showing smoothing overall but more significant on the right panel, light staining, small chips and handling marks. The sideplate and cylinder
are matching the frame and most of the parts appear to be appropriately marked with the Tula hammer. The cylinder has been rather roughly
reamed out and re-chambered. Chamber testing strangely enough has found 8mm French Ordnance to be a nearly perfect fit although this
cannot be guaranteed and a competent gunsmith should examine this revolver further before any thought is given to firing ammunition through
it. The mechanism still functions well with solid timing and lockup and the lanyard ring is intact. There are no import marks on this revolver, it
has not been through Soviet refurbishment and it would be a good candidate for a new cylinder. (138753-45) {MODERN}
(150/250)
1632. U.S. MODEL 1903 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER BY COLT serial #8935, 38 Long Colt, 6” barrel with a bright near excellent bore.
The metal surfaces of this revolver retain about 45% original blue thinning throughout and mostly toning to gray patina with significant
holster wear, some small spots of light oxidation staining, freckling and a couple moderate dings. All of the markings are still clear including
“R.A.C.” and “L.E.B.” inspector markings on the left side frame. The trigger retains some pale fire blue while the color on the back of the
hammer remains particularly strong. The smooth walnut grips remain in fair-good condition with more wear overall on the left panel showing
moderate dings, old tiny chips and handling marks. The right panel is pencil-numbered but not matching and the left is un-numbered. The
Army-assigned number is “208935”, the cylinder latch and crane are matching the frame, the cylinder and extractor are both numbered
“413”. The lanyard ring is intact and the mechanism is still functional with good timing although lockup is quite loose. A good example that
no doubt saw a lot of service. (138753-15) {C&R}
(200/300)
1633. NEPPERHAN FIREARMS CO. POCKET PERCUSSION REVOLVER serial #3659, .31 cal, 4 1/4” octagon barrel with an about
good bore showing oxidation and strong rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this revolver are mostly gunmetal gray patina showing
remnants of some older reapplied blue, patches of light pitting, oxidation staining and small dings throughout. The brass triggerguard still
retains some tarnished silver finish and the barrel address is clearly visible. The smooth walnut grips are un-numbered and fit a little shy of
the frame but remain in about good overall condition with two notches cut into the left panel, some small dings and handling marks. The
right edge of the hammer nose has been slightly ground off at an angle long ago. All of the serialized parts are matching including the
wedge and the mechanism functions very well with excellent timing and lockup. (138783-46) {ANTIQUE}
(175/275)
1634. WESSON & HARRINGTON NO. 2 POCKET REVOLVER serial #7524, 22 RF, 2 3/4” barrel with a fair bore showing oxidation and
good rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this revolver retain about 90% original nickel finish with areas flaking to dark gray patina mostly
on the left side frame and along the cylinder, spots of tiny pinprick pitting, light staining and scratches. The barrel address is crisp and clear
and the hammer retains some faint remnants of case-hardened colors mostly toned to smoky gray patina. The smooth rosewood grips are
stamp-numbered to the gun and remain in near excellent condition retaining a healthy amount of original varnish and showing some high
edge wear, a few small dings and handling marks. The barrel and cylinder are matching the frame and the mechanism is functional with
good lockup although timing is a little off. (138827-5) {ANTIQUE}
(250/350)
1635. ALLEN & WHEELOCK 22 SIDEHAMMER RIMFIRE REVOLVER serial #82, 22 RF, 3” octagon barrel with a mostly bright very
good bore showing some light frosting and light oxidation at the breech. The metal surfaces of this square butt revolver are mostly a light
gray-brown patina with some strong streaks of original bright blue on the left side frame and rear of the barrel along with some heavy
tool marks on the barrel near the base pin, scattered spots of light oxidation staining and pinprick pitting. The barrel markings have softened a little but are still mostly clear. The smooth walnut grips are stamp-numbered to the gun and remain in very good plus condition
showing mostly worn finish, a couple small old chips, dings and handling marks. The barrel and cylinder are numbered to the gun and the
base pin is a nicely-made more modern replacement still in-the-white. The mechanism is functional with timing just a bit off. (138810-1)
{ANTIQUE}
(200/300)
1636. SHARPS & HANKINS BREECH-LOADING PEPPERBOX PISTOL serial #I49, 32 RF, 3 1/2” four-barrel cluster with oxidized
bores. The metal surfaces of this Model 3 pistol are mostly a dark brown oxidized patina with old pitting scattered throughout, oxidation
staining and small dings. The Philadelphia address in the top flute is soft but visible and the Sharps patent on the right frame is very clear.
The un-numbered smooth walnut grips remain in fair-good condition showing an old smoothed over chip at the toe, some scattered small
dings and scratches. The barrel latch and mechanism are functional although the hammer nose does not rotate every now and then and
the barrel is matching the frame. (138750-13) {ANTIQUE}
(300/500)
1637. UNMARKED BELGIAN DOUBLE ACTION PINFIRE REVOLVER serial #4584, 9mm Pinfire, 6” barrel with a very good bore showing
some light oxidation and strong rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this revolver retain about 70% old nickel finish with spots flaking to
gray patina throughout, fine pinprick pitting, light staining and clouding of the finish. The un-numbered checkered walnut grips fit the frame
very well and remain in about very good condition with a few chipped points, dings and handling marks. There is a small crack in the top
left edge of the frame next to the hammer nose, a small chip and crack in the ejector rod housing but the rod is present, the lanyard ring is
missing and the mechanism functions very well in single and double action with solid timing and lockup. (138827-6) {ANTIQUE}(175/275)
1638. REMINGTON MODEL 95 DOUBLE DERINGER serial #L94578, 41 RF, 3” barrel with bright very good plus bores showing a few
small spots of light oxidation. The metal surfaces of this deringer are mostly a smooth dark gray patina showing evidence of older reapplied blue with some spots of light pinprick pitting, high edge wear and scratches throughout. The black checkered hard rubber grips are
un-numbered and remain in very good plus condition with some areas of smoothed out points, small dings and handling marks. The barrel
rib is marked “REMINGTON ARMS CO. ILION N.Y.” in large font and the barrel is numbered 633. There is a small crack in the hinge on
the left side, the sliding extractor is intact and the mechanism functions well mechanically. (138778-10) {C&R}
(250/350)
1639. MANHATTAN POCKET MODEL PERCUSSION REVOLVER serial #2491, .31 cal, 4” octagon barrel with an oxidized bore showing
some evident rifling. The metal surfaces of this second series revolver are mostly a mix of lighter gray and gray-brown patina with old light
pitting throughout, small dings and spots of light oxidation staining. The barrel address and patent date on the bottom of the frame are still
very clear, the cylinder scene has softened significantly with large areas still visible and the frame is embellished with factory standard foliate
scrollwork and punch-dot shading that has softened but is mostly visible. The smooth walnut grips appear to be un-numbered and remain
in very good condition as lightly cleaned with an older added coat of varnish, an old glue repair on the inside of the left panel, small dings
and handling marks. Most of the screw heads show some light slot damage and the auxiliary cylinder stops have been bizarrely ground
away for some reason. The mechanism will require some mechanical attention as the hammer hangs up on the rear edge of the frame preventing it from retracting. With a little manual pressure and assistance the mechanism will function with generally good timing and lockup
and all visible serialized parts are matching including the wedge. There are very faint remains of a presentation on the backstrap; the name
is no longer legible but “Co. A” is visible after the name. A salty revolver that may have been a soldier’s trusty companion. (138783-56)
{ANTIQUE}
(350/550)
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1640. PHOENIX ARMS CO. SEMI-AUTO POCKET PISTOL serial #502, 25 ACP, 2 1/8” barrel with a very good bore showing small spots
of very light oxidation and strong rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this early 1900s Belgian-made pistol retain perhaps 60% original
matte blue toning to smooth dark gray patina throughout with high edge wear, gripstraps worn to gray, some moderate freckling and oxidation staining mostly on the right side, scratches and handling marks. The left side of the recoil spring housing is marked “-PHEONIX- /
LOWELL.MASS.U.S.A. / -PATENT-”. The black checkered hard rubber grips with pistol cartridge logo remain in near excellent condition
showing some light scuffs and handling marks. The frame and recoil spring housing are matching but the breechblock is numbered 369.
One unmarked magazine is included and the pistol seems to function well mechanically. A very good example of these rather hard-to-find
pocket guns. (138794-7) {C&R}
(300/400)
1641. COLT MODEL 1903 POCKET HAMMERLESS SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #620, 32 ACP, 4” barrel with a fair-good bore showing
moderate oxidation and some strong rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this 1903-made pistol retain about 90% reapplied blue with
scattered spots of moderate oxidation staining and light pitting, scratches and handling marks. The metal surfaces have been heavily polished and the markings are just barely visible. The off-white checkered plastic Franzite grips are a little loose and do not fit the frame well
showing some light staining and handling marks. The right side safety screw is missing but the pistol seems to function well mechanically
and includes one un-marked similarly refinished magazine. This first year production pistol would make a fair “example” piece. (138831-5)
{MODERN}
(150/250)
1642. BERETTA MODEL 1934 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #E59393, 380 ACP, 3 1/2” barrel with a bright near excellent bore showing just
a hint of light frosting. The metal surfaces of this post-war pistol retain about 96% mix of original and professionally reapplied blue showing
some light high edge and operational wear, a few scratches and a spot of light oxidation staining on the right corner of the frame. The frame
retains the original blue while the slide has been professionally refinished with some remnants of very fine pinprick pitting scattered about,
overall toning to plum patina and the markings still crisp. The black checkered plastic grips remain in near excellent condition showing just
a few light handling marks. The slide and barrel are matching the frame and two original magazines are included. This pistol will probably
be a fine shooter or carry piece. (138778-12) {C&R}
(200/300)
1643. COLT MODEL 1903 POCKET HAMMERLESS SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #474918, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a bright near
excellent bore showing just a hint of light frosting. The metal surfaces of this pistol retain about 98% non-factory reapplied nickel finish
with a few tiny flakes here and there, scratches, overall clouding of the finish and remnants of old pitting underneath the finish. All of the
markings are still clear including the Rampant Colt. The pistol wears a set of more modern faux mother-of-pearl grips that remain in near
excellent condition with a few handling marks. One magazine is included, the gun seems to function well mechanically and may prove to
be a good shooter. (138825-162D33116) {MODERN}
(100/200)
1644. SAVAGE MODEL 99-G TAKEDOWN LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #314438, 30-30, 22” barrel with a mostly bright very good bore
showing a few small spots of light oxidation. The metal surfaces of the barrel retain about 70% original blue with some spots of heavy pitting
on either side of the barrel, moderate scratches, freckling and light oxidation staining. The frame retains about 30% original bright blue mostly
in the more protected areas and the sides of the frame cleaned to gunmetal with dark spots of pitting throughout, oxidation staining and
freckling. The bolt shows some moderate freckling and the lever retains some faint case-hardened colors with oxidation staining and spots
of light pitting throughout. The checkered walnut schnabel forend remains in about very good condition retaining a healthy amount of old
varnish with some high edge wear, small dings, some older moderate chips in the checkering and handling marks. The smooth pistolgrip
walnut buttstock appears to be a later factory replacement equipped with a grooved aluminum buttplate. The buttstock remains in very good
plus condition with an added coat of varnish, some small scattered dings and handling marks. The rifle is sighted with a silver bead front
sight and tang-mounted Lyman peep sight that shows an old repair at the tang attachment. The rifle seems to function well mechanically
and will probably still be a fine shooter. (138803-5) {C&R}
(300/500)
1645. SAINT-ETIENNE FOLDING TRIGGER DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #9, 32 CF, 2 1/4” barrel with an oxidized bore showing
evident rifling throughout. This gun is Belgian-proofed and marked “Etienne / Paris” on the topstrap, probably a Belgian-made piece destined for sale in France. The metal surfaces retain about 88% original nickel finish with small spots of flaking throughout, scattered oxidation
staining, scratches and overall clouding. A few of the small parts still retain some faint fire blue. The checkered walnut grips are numbered
to the gun and remain in about good overall condition showing some lightly chipped points, staining and handling marks. All of the visible
numbered parts are matching and the mechanism functions well in single and double action with good timing and lockup a little loose.
(138753-41) {C&R}
(40/80)
1646. UNMARKED BELGIAN DOUBLE ACTION PINFIRE REVOLVER serial #17, 7mm Pinfire, 5 3/4” barrel with an about good bore
showing some moderate oxidation and strong rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this revolver retain about 95% old nickel finish mostly
clouded throughout with a few spots of minor flaking, high edge wear and light staining. The metal surfaces are embellished with rather nice
foliate scrollwork and punch-dot shading and the cylinder features simple but attractive woodland scenes. The un-numbered checkered
ebony grips remain in about very good condition with a 1/2” crack at the base of the right panel extending into the interior of the grip,
some light dings, smoothing of the points and handling marks. The gun seems to function well mechanically with good timing, lockup just
a little loose and features a wide folding trigger, ejector rod and loading gate. Overall a rather attractive little pinfire revolver. (138753-17)
{ANTIQUE}
(150/250)
1647. UNMARKED BELGIAN DOUBLE ACTION PINFIRE REVOLVER serial #5, 7mm Pinfire, 3 1/4” barrel with a heavily oxidized bore.
The metal surfaces of this revolver are a mix of light gray patina and moderate oxidation staining with some small areas of fine pinprick pitting
and handling marks. The metal surfaces are embellished with very nice foliate scrollwork and geometric patterns. The black hard rubber grips
feature fancy foliate molding and remain in very good plus condition showing some discoloration, light staining and small dings. The gun
seems to function well mechanically with good timing and lockup just a little loose. Overall a fairly attractive little revolver that will probably
clean up nicely. (138753-49) {ANTIQUE}
(75/150)
1648. UNMARKED BELGIAN DOUBLE ACTION TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #44, 44 CF, 6” ribbed round barrel with an oxidized
bore showing evident rifling. The metal surfaces of this revolver retain about 88% original blue with some high edge wear, a few spots of
moderate oxidation staining, light pitting and small dings. The trigger, hammer, barrel latch and lanyard retain some clouded nickel finish with
moderate flaking and oxidation staining. The smooth walnut grips remain in about very good condition showing some dings, small chips,
scratches, handling marks and fit a little loosely to the frame. The extractor mechanism works well but barrel-to-frame fit is quite loose and
timing and lockup will require mechanical attention. (138753-16) {C&R}
(100/250)
1649. UNMARKED BRITISH PINFIRE DOUBLE ACTION PEPPERBOX PISTOL serial #39915, 7mm Pinfire, 1 3/4” six barrel cluster
with oxidized bores. The metal surfaces of this endearing little pepperbox are mostly silvery gunmetal with scattered spots of cleaned old
pitting, light oxidation staining throughout and freckling. The markings have softened a little but are still visible, the right side of the frame
is marked only “LONDON”, the left with the serial number and the barrel flutes are each stamped with a British black powder proof. The
checkered walnut grips remain in very good plus condition showing worn checkering, small dings and handling marks. There is a vacant
threaded hole at the butt where a lanyard ring or tool may have been and the mechanism functions very well with excellent timing and lockup.
This gun features a double action only mechanism, folding trigger and loading gate. Overall still a rather attractive pepperbox. (138753-53)
{ANTIQUE}
(100/200)
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1650. COLT MODEL 1903 POCKET HAMMERLESS SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #348236, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a lightly oxidized
bore showing strong rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this 1920-made pistol retain perhaps 60% original blue mostly remaining
on the frame with the slide toned to gray patina with light pitting and oxidation staining scattered throughout. All of the markings are still
quite sharp including the Rampant Colt on the slide. The white checkered plastic aftermarket grips remain in very good condition showing
some moderate staining and light handling marks. The slide is numbered to the frame but the rear sight has been lost and no magazine is
included; the mechanism seems to function well mechanically. (138750-2) {MODERN}
(300/500)
1651. SMITH & WESSON 38 SAFETY FOURTH MODEL DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #199353, 38 S&W, 3 1/4” barrel with a
mostly bright very good bore showing a few scattered pinprick pits, light oxidation and strong rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this
revolver retain about 85% original blue high edge wear, gripstraps toning to gray, light freckling and moderate scratches on the sideplate.
Most of the screws show some slot head damage, there is a moderate turn line on the cylinder and all of the markings remain quite crisp.
The trigger retains some faint case-hardened color mostly toned to smooth gray with light freckling. The black checkered hard rubber grips
remain in very good plus condition showing some light smoothing, a few small scuffs and some red paint on the left panel. The right panel
is appropriately stamp-numbered to the gun and the left is un-numbered. All of the visibly serialized parts are matching, barrel-to-frame fit is
solid and timing and lockup are very good. This revolver has seen some honest use but will probably be a fine shooter. (138825-16D34057)
{C&R}
(200/300)
1652. SMITH & WESSON 38 SAFETY FOURTH MODEL DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #128442, 38 S&W, 3 1/4” barrel with a
mostly bright very good bore showing a few spots of light pitting, oxidation and strong rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this revolver
retain about 75% mix of original and older reapplied blue, the frame retains the original blue while the barrel and cylinder show reapplied
blue toning to dark gray throughout with some spots of lightly cleaned old pitting, high edge wear, scratches and light oxidation staining
throughout. Some of the screw heads show some light slot damage, most of the markings are still clear and the trigger is a mottled gray
patina. The black checkered hard rubber grips remain in about good overall condition showing significant smoothing throughout. The right
panel is scratch-numbered to the gun and the left is un-numbered. This example appears to have a third model barrel but it is numbered
to the frame along with the remaining numbered parts. Barrel-to-frame fit is very good and the mechanism functions well with solid timing
and lockup. (138825-13D33903) {C&R}
(100/200)
1653. SMITH & WESSON 38 DOUBLE ACTION FOURTH MODEL REVOLVER serial #451811, 38 S&W, 4” barrel with a good bore
showing moderate oxidation and strong rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this revolver retain about 50% original blue mostly in the
more protected areas with the balance flaking to a dark gray-brown patina along with high edge wear, light oxidation staining, small dings
and a few pinprick pits. The screw heads show some light slot damage and the markings are still quite visible. The trigger and hammer
retain some strong case-hardened colors with overall toning to dark gray patina showing some light staining. The black checkered hard
rubber grips remain in very good plus condition showing a couple light scuffs, minor smoothing and handling marks. The right panel is
stamp-numbered to the gun, the left is un-numbered and all visibly numbered parts are matching. Barrel-to-frame fit shows some moderate
play and the mechanism is functional but timing is a little off and lockup rather loose. (138825-17D34060) {C&R}
(100/200)
1654. MANURHIN MODEL PP SEMI-AUTO PISTOL WITH AUSTRIAN MARKINGS serial #326683, 32 ACP, 3 7/8” barrel with a mostly
bright very good bore showing some moderate frosting. The metal surfaces of this French-made Walther-licensed pistol retain about 95%
original blue with some light high edge wear, gripstraps starting to tone to gray, small scratches and handling marks. The brown checkered
plastic grips remain in near excellent condition showing a few scattered scuffs and handling marks although the panels fit a little loosely.
The slide is electro-penciled matching the frame and there is a small Century import stamp on the right side frame. The frontstrap is also
marked with Austrian Ministry of Justice stamp “JW 596” and the pistol includes one magazine with brown plastic finger rest extension. A
very nice example that ought to make for a fine shooter. (138829-54) {MODERN}
(300/500)
1655. FRENCH UNIQUE MODEL K “MIKROS” SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #621363, 25 ACP, 2 1/4” barrel with bright near excellent
bore showing a hint of light frosting. The metal surfaces of this pistol retain about 94% original blue and anodized finished with some light
high edge wear, some spots of light oxidation staining and pinprick pitting scattered throughout. The stippled black plastic grips with
“Mikros” trademark remain in near excellent condition showing a few light handling marks. This little French pistol includes its original red
faux snakeskin pattern box, two magazines (one still wrapped in wax paper), original manual, proof certificate and Firearms International
Corporation warranty card. The box’s lid has broken off and retains an old tape repair along with minor scuffs and staining. (138831-10}
{MODERN}
(250/350)
1656. HIGH STANDARD SENTINEL MKIII DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #H30773, 357 Magnum, 4” barrel with a bright near
excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this Dan Wesson-made revolver retain about 90% original blue with some moderate spots of oxidation
staining and light pitting scattered about, some dings near the muzzle, high edge wear and scratches. The checkered walnut grips with
silver High Standard medallions remain in very good condition showing some high edge wear, light flaking of the varnish, scratches and
worn checkering. The revolver features an adjustable rear sight and functions well with solid timing and lockup. A very good example that
will probably be a fine shooter. (138825-14D33596) {MODERN}
(250/350)
1657. SMITH & WESSON 38 SAFETY FOURTH MODEL DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #160354, 38 S&W, 3 1/4” barrel with
a mostly bright good bore showing a few spots of light pitting, oxidation and strong rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this revolver
retain about 60-65% original nickel finish flaking throughout to brown-gray patina with further light bubbling, scratches, pinprick pitting and
handling marks. The barrel latch and triggerguard retain strong streaks of original blue flaking to dark gray patina with light pinprick pitting
and the trigger is mostly a brown-gray patina still retaining some remnants of case-hardened colors. The black checkered hard rubber grips
remain in about very good condition, the most notable issue being a thin 1/2” chip at the top edge of the right panel along with some further
small scuffs and handling marks. The right panel is appropriately stamp-numbered to the gun and the left is un-numbered. The mechanism
functions very well with solid timing and lockup and the extractor is very sluggish but probably just needs a good cleaning. (138776-7)
{C&R}
(150/250)
1658. IVER JOHNSON SECOND MODEL SAFETY AUTOMATIC HAMMER REVOLVER serial #T58861, 38 S&W, 3 1/4” barrel with
a mostly bright very good bore showing a few small spots of light oxidation and strong rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this black
powder model retain about 98-99% original nickel finish with a few spots of bubbling here and there, a couple tiny flakes on the backstrap,
light scratches and handling marks. The triggerguard retains 92% original blue showing a few areas of oxidation staining and the trigger
and hammer retain some case-hardened colors mostly worn on the trigger but quite bold on the sides of the hammer. The black checkered
hard rubber grips are un-numbered but remain in near excellent condition showing some light staining and handling marks. Barrel-to-frame
fit is solid and timing is good but lockup is a little loose and the trigger return spring is broken. No doubt this mechanical issue befell the
revolver quite early in its existence as it appears to have seen very little use. A nice looking example overall that is worthy of some tinkering.
(138794-10) {C&R}
(100/200)
1659. TANFOGLIO MODEL GT380 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #T55504, 380 ACP, 3 7/8” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces of this Excam-imported pistol retain about 97% original blue with some light high edge wear, small dings, scratches and the frame
mostly toned to a nice plum. The trigger and heel magazine release retain nearly all of their bright chrome finish. The smooth walnut grips
remain in very good condition showing mostly worn finish, some small dings and handling marks. Included is one magazine with black
plastic finger rest extension. (138825-24D33330) {MODERN}
(100/200)
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1660. IVER JOHNSON MODEL X300 PONY SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #IJ006502, 380 ACP, 3” barrel with a bright near excellent
bore. The metal surfaces of this pistol retain nearly 99% original blue showing a few minor handling marks, some spots of light oxidation
staining at the breech and muzzle of the barrel and some smaller parts toning to a nice plum color. The checkered walnut grips remain in
excellent condition with crisp checkering throughout. This pistol includes its original factory box correctly end-labeled and numbered to
the gun along with factory manual and one magazine. The box shows some scuffs and a few torn stickers but is in overall very good plus
condition. A nice example overall that has seen very little use. (138794-16) {MODERN}
(300/400)
1661. BELGIAN “SCHOFIELD” DOUBLE ACTION TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #32, 32 S&W, 3 1/2” barrel with a fair bore showing
oxidation and good rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this revolver retain about 70% original nickel finish with some flaking to gray
and gray-brown patina most predominantly on the right side along with scattered scratches, light staining and handling marks. The trigger
and hammer retain some faint case-hardened colors mostly toned to smooth gray with light staining. A number of the screws show some
slot damage and the barrel rib is stamped “SCHOFIELD 32 .S&W. CTGE”. The black checkered hard rubber grips remain in very good plus
condition showing some small dings and handling marks. The mechanism functions well with solid timing and lockup but the trigger return
spring is broken and needs to be reset manually, the cylinder retainer plate screw is also missing and the extractor does not snap back
down when the action is opened. (138809-135) {ANTIQUE}
(50/100)
1662. SAVAGE MODEL 1907 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #200386, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a bright very good plus bore showing a
little frosting scattered throughout. The metal surfaces of this pistol retain about 96% original matte blue with some light high edge wear, a
small spot of oxidation on the left side slide and scattered light freckling throughout. The trigger retains some bold case-hardened colors
while the magazine release is mostly a smooth light gray patina. The black checkered hard rubber grips with “SAVAGE / QUALITY” and
Indian head logo remain in near excellent condition showing some light staining on the left panel, minor handling marks and the word
“TRADEMARK” still crisp in the logo headband. This is a rather late Model 1907 with the thin slide serrations but still retaining the short
grooved cocking piece. This pistol includes a mismatched 380 magazine in fair condition showing moderate pitting, oxidation staining and
an extra drilled hole through the body. This 1907 is a very fine example that has seen very little use. (138737-168) {C&R} [Dr. Louis C.
March Jr. Collection]
(300/500)
1663. SAVAGE MODEL 1907 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #213124, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a mostly bright very good bore showing
some light frosting scattered about. The metal surfaces of this pistol retain about 98% original matte blue showing some light high edge
wear, a few dings on either side at the rear edges of the breechblock and some scattered freckles. The trigger retains some thin case-hardened colors toning to silvery gray patina while the magazine release has mostly worn to silver. The black checkered hard rubber grips with
“SAVAGE / QUALITY” and Indian head logo remain in very good plus to near excellent condition showing some light staining, a few minor
handling marks and the “TRADEMARK” in the logo headband a little soft around the edges but clearly visible. This is a late Model 1907
with the thin slide serrations and spur-style cocking piece. The cocking piece has to be pulled back slightly to engage the safety and the
pistol includes one original magazine showing some moderate oxidation staining. A very fine example overall of a late-production 1907.
(138737-169) {C&R} [Dr. Louis C. March Jr. Collection]
(300/500)
1664. STAR MODEL A SEMI-AUTO PISTOL WITH AIR FORCE MARKINGS serial #289972, 9mm Largo, 5” barrel with a good bore
showing light oxidation and strong rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this pistol retain about 90% arsenal blue with areas thinning
throughout, high edge wear, a couple spots of light pinprick pitting, small dings and handling marks. The trigger is mostly bright, the extractor
is a light gray patina and the hammer retains bold case-hardened colors with minor thinning and toning to gray patina. The checkered
walnut grips remain in fair-good condition with a thin 3/4” sliver missing from the front edge of the right panel, a few scattered thin drying
cracks, dings and significant smoothing overall. There is a small Century import mark on the right side of the frame, the frame and slide are
stamped with Spanish Air Force crests and all of the visibly numbered parts are matching. One magazine numbered to the gun is included.
A very good example overall for the military collector. (138737-455) {C&R} [Dr. Louis C. March Jr. Collection]
(300/400)
1665. HIGH STANDARD SENTINEL MKIV DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #S58222, 22 Magnum, 3” barrel with a bright near
excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this revolver retain about 90% original blue with areas where contaminant has removed the finish
scattered about particularly on the left side barrel, a spot on the cylinder and some smaller spots on the high edges, small spots of tiny
pinprick pitting, high edge wear and handling marks. The trigger and sides of the hammer are mostly bright showing some toning to gray
patina and fine pinprick pitting. The smooth hardwood grips remain in near excellent condition showing some flaking of the varnish at the
high edges, a moderate ding on the left butt, small scratches and handling marks. Timing and lockup are excellent. This revolver will probably
be a fine shooter. (138740-7) {MODERN}
(300/400)
1666. MANURHIN P1 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #229986, 9mm, 5” barrel with a bright very good plus bore showing some light frosting.
The metal surfaces of this French-made P1 retain about 95% arsenal blue and anodized finishes with light high edge wear, anodizing thinning to a bluish hue, some small dings and freckling. The checkered black plastic grips remain in very good plus condition showing some
scattered light scuffs, scratches and handling marks. There is a German police rosette marking on the left side triggerguard and crossed
cannon stamp and Concord Arms import mark on the right side slide. The barrel and slide are matching the frame and the pistol includes
one P1-marked magazine. A very nice example for the military collector. (138737-196) {MODERN}
(300/400)
1667. FEG MODEL GKK-45C SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #AA007483, 45 ACP, 4 1/8” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
of this Hungarian-made pistol retain about 92% original blue with some flaking of the black anodized finish on the mainspring housing, light
high edge wear, oxidation staining on the frontstrap and scattered freckling. The checkered hardwood grips have been painted black and
show some moderate flaking throughout, minor dings and handling marks. There is a KBI import stamp on the right side slide, the slide and
barrel are matching the frame and the pistol features a slide-mounted de-cocker. One magazine is included and the gun seems to function
well mechanically. (138825-37D33521) {MODERN}
(200/300)
1668. COLT MODEL 1908 VEST POCKET HAMMERLESS SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #108686, 25 ACP, 2” barrel with an oxidized
bore still showing evident rifling. The metal surfaces of this 1914-made pistol retain about 30% nickel finish the balance toned to gray-brown
patina with old light pitting and minor oxidation staining throughout. The black checkered hard rubber grips remain in poor condition with
a large about 1” chip out of the left panel, small chip on the right, significant smoothing, dings and handling marks. The markings are still
clearly visible, the slide is matching the frame and one un-marked nickel-plated magazine is included. The mechanism could use a good
cleaning but seems to function normally. (138831-9) {C&R}
(100/200)
1669. JOHNSON & BYE DEFENDER SPUR TRIGGER REVOLVER serial #639, 32 RF, 2 1/2” octagon barrel with a mostly bright very
good bore showing some light frosting. The metal surfaces of this revolver retain about 88% original nickel finish with scattered areas
flaking and blending to light gray patina on the right side frame and gripstraps, high edge wear, some light oxidation staining and minor bubbling. The hammer retains some nice remnants of case-hardened colors with overall toning to dark gray patina. The black hard
rubber grips with molded eagle relief remain in near excellent condition showing a few minor handling marks, a couple tiny dings at the
edges and minor discoloration. Only the grip frame is numbered on this revolver and the only marking is “DEFENDER” on the topstrap.
The mechanism still functions very well with excellent timing and lockup. Still an attractive example with a particularly nice set of grips.
(138832-1) {ANTIQUE}
(100/200)
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1670. MAUSER MODEL 1914 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL WITH POLICE MARKINGS serial #210915, 32 ACP, 3 1/2” barrel with a bright
near excellent bore showing a little light frosting. The metal surfaces of this pistol retain about 85% original matte blue with high edge wear,
sideplate lightly cleaned to gray patina, some spots of light oxidation staining and pinprick pitting scattered about. The trigger and takedown
latch retain some nice fire blue particularly strong on the takedown latch showing overall toning to light gray patina. The checkered walnut
grip remains in good to about very good condition showing worn finish, checkering worn smooth, a tiny crack at the bottom of the right
side, some small dings and handling marks. The slide is matching the frame and the right side of the frame is stamped with Hamburg police
property number “P.B. Hbg.2282”. One original magazine is included and the gun seems to function well mechanically. A nice example for
the police or military collector. (138737-472) {C&R} [Dr. Louis C. March Jr. Collection]
(300/500)
1671. HIGH STANDARD MODEL R-101 SENTINEL DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #766395, 22 LR, 2 3/8” barrel with a bright
very good plus bore showing a little light frosting. The metal surfaces of this revolver retain about 90% original anodized turquoise and nickel
finishes showing some flaking at the high edges, scratches, small dings, crazing along the barrel and an about 1” x 1/2” spot on the left
side of the frame of amateurishly executed checkering. The white faux ivory synthetic grip remains in about very good condition showing a
number of thin cracks and handling marks scattered throughout. The revolver still functions very well with excellent timing and lockup and
may prove to be a good shooter. (138728-1) {C&R}
(250/450)
1672. HIGH STANDARD MODEL R-103 SENTINEL DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #1220973, 22 LR, 2 3/8” barrel with a mostly
bright very good plus bore showing a little frosting. The metal surfaces of this revolver retain about 92% original anodized turquoise and
nickel finishes showing some light flaking at the high edges, scratches, small dings and some burn markings in the cylinder flutes. The white
faux ivory synthetic grip remains in about good condition with a thin 1 1/2” crack through the bottom screw, a 1 1/4” hairline crack at the
top, some further smaller hairline cracks and handling marks. The R-103 series features a simplified cylinder ratchet, spring-loaded ejector
rod and is a harder-to-find model variant in High Standard’s colorful “Dura-Tone” series of revolvers. This example still functions very well
with excellent timing and lockup. (138740-8) {C&R}
(350/550)
1673. PIETTA 1861 NAVY SHERRIFF MODEL PERCUSSION REVOLVER serial #20873, .36 cal, 5 1/2” round barrel with a mostly
bright very good bore showing some light oxidation in the grooves. The metal surfaces of this Cabela’s-branded pistol retain about 98%
original blue on the barrel and cylinder showing a few light scratches, small dings on the wedge and handling marks. The loading lever,
frame, hammer and trigger retain nearly all of their bold case-hardened colors showing just some light handling marks, light scratches and
a few very tiny dings. The brass triggerguard and backstrap are mostly bright with some scattered light staining and handling marks. The
smooth walnut grips remain in excellent condition showing just a few tiny scattered dings. The mechanism functions very well with excellent
timing and lockup. This revolver has evidently seen very little use and would probably be a great shooter for the “cap and ball” enthusiast.
(138779-21) {ANTIQUE}
(150/250)
1674. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON “THE AMERICAN” DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #315, 44 CF, 6” octagon barrel with a
good plus bore showing light oxidation and strong rifling throughout. This is “American” revolver has a number of desirable features including its
44 chambering and longer barrel. The metal surfaces retain about 94% original nickel finish showing a few small spots of flaking to brown-gray
patina, light staining and overall clouding of the finish. The base pin shows some dings and overall smoothing of its knurling and the hammer
retains some faint case-hardened colors mostly toned to a dark gray patina. The black checkered hard rubber grips are scratch-numbered to
the gun and remain in near excellent condition showing a few light dings and handling marks. The mechanism still functions well with good
timing and lockup a little loose overall. A nice example of a harder-to-find H&R revolver. (138753-4) {C&R}
(75/150)
1675. U.S. MODEL 1917 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER BY COLT serial #208826, 45 ACP, 5 1/2” barrel with a bright near excellent
bore. The metal surfaces of this revolver show remnants of hastily reapplied blue mostly toning to a mottled mix of gray-brown and dark
gray patina with small dings, scratches and handling marks scattered about. The markings have softened from the metal preparation but
they are all still clearly visible. The un-numbered smooth walnut grips remain in about good condition showing a number of small chips,
moderate dings, a thin crack at the base of the left panel and a shallow vacant medallion-shaped cutout at the top of the right panel. The
lanyard loop is intact, the assigned Army number is “59484”, the crane is matching the frame by Colt’s^ serial #. The frame, crane, barrel
and cylinder all matching by additional re-work assembly number “7522”. The mechanism functions a little sluggishly and could probably
use a good cleaning but timing and lockup are still good. A rather salty but solid example that has seen its fair share of service. (138750-12)
{C&R}
(350/550)
1676. U.S. MODEL 1901 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER BY COLT serial #172701, 38 Long Colt, 6” barrel with a mostly bright very good
bore showing some light oxidation and strong rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this revolver retain about 92% older professionally
reapplied nickel finish with some flaking to brown oxidized patina on the backstrap, some light high edge wear, spots of minor bubbling
and clouding. The markings have softened a little from metal preparation but are still mostly visible. The smooth walnut grips are correct
but mismatched with crisp “R.A.C.” stamps at the butt and remain in very good plus condition showing overall finish wear, small dings and
handling marks. The crane, frame and cylinder latch are all matching and the cylinder is numbered “521”. The mechanism is still functional
with good timing but lockup is rather loose overall. (138753-23) {MODERN}
(100/200)
1677. COLT POLICE POSITIVE DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #160566, 32-20, 2 1/8” shortened barrel with an oxidized bore showing
evident rifling. The metal surfaces of this revolver retain about 96% reapplied blue with the frontstrap toning to gray patina, light scratches,
handling marks and old light pitting underneath the newer finish. The Rampant Colt is still visible although the barrel markings have obviously
been cut short from the shortening and re-attached front sight. The black checkered hard rubber grips are scratch-numbered to the gun
and remain in about very good condition showing light smoothing overall, minor discoloration, a small chip at the base of the right panel and
scattered handling marks. The mechanism still functions well with good timing and lockup. Included with this revolver are an extra set of W.
Murad white plastic target-style thumb rest grips with floral motif that show some light staining and handling marks and an Alessi brown leather
inside-the-waistband holster in near excellent condition showing some light scuffs scattered about. (138750-4) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1678. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 36 CHIEFS SPECIAL DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #697413, 38 Special, 1 7/8” barrel with
a bright near excellent bore showing some light frosting. The metal surfaces of this revolver retain perhaps 50% original nickel finish, the
balance mostly bare metal polished bright with moderate clouding of the nickel, spots of light staining, small dings and remnants of cleaned
light pitting. The standard trigger and hammer retain some strong case-hardened colors toning to dark gray patina throughout. The checkered
walnut grips with S&W medallions remain in good overall condition showing mostly worn finish, some moderate chips around the checkering
borders, small dings and handling marks. The right panel is stamp-numbered to the gun and the left is un-numbered. The mechanism still
functions well with solid timing and lockup and this gun will probably still be a good shooter. (138750-5) {MODERN}
(300/500)
1679. MOSSBERG BROWNIE PEPPERBOX PISTOL serial #2258, 22 RF, 2 1/2” four barrel cluster with oxidized bores. The metal surfaces
of this pistol retain about 25-30% original blue streaks throughout with the balance toned to gunmetal gray patina showing some moderate
freckling, oxidation staining and fine pinprick pitting throughout. The grooved hardwood grips remain in about very good condition showing
some small dings, areas of compressed grooves and handling marks throughout. All of the markings are clear, the visible serialized parts
are matching and the ejector rod is missing. The mechanism seems to function well mechanically. Still a solid example of these interesting
pepperbox pistols. (138753-25) {C&R}
(200/300)
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1680. BELGIAN “BRITISH” BULLDOG DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER 38 CF, 2 3/8” barrel with an oxidized bore still showing some good
rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this revolver retain about 85% original nickel finish with areas flaked to oxidized gray-brown patina,
light staining and overall clouding of the finish. The top strap is marked “BRITISH / BULLDOG”, no doubt intended to deceive the unwary
buyer in an attempt to capitalize on the popular Bulldog trademark of the day. The checkered walnut grips remain in very good condition
showing some mild smoothing overall, light staining and handling marks. The mechanism functions very well with solid timing and lockup
although the trigger return spring is broken and needs to be reset manually. (138753-48) {ANTIQUE}
(150/250)
1681. BELGIAN BULLDOG DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #8791, .320 CF, 1 7/8” barrel with a lightly oxidized bore showing faint
rifling. The metal surfaces of this revolver retain about 90% original nickel finish showing light staining, small flakes to gray patina and overall
clouding of the finish. The hammer retains some streaks of nice fire blue while the trigger and ejector rod assembly have mostly toned to
dark gray patina. The topstrap is stamped “BELGIAN BULLDOG”. The checkered walnut grips remain in very good condition retaining
a healthy amount of varnish and showing a few scuffs, small dings and handling marks throughout. This little revolver is equipped with a
lanyard ring and the mechanism will require some attention as single action is not functional and the double action hammer fly spring is
lost causing the sear to not catch the hammer. When pointed down the mechanism functions very well with excellent timing and lockup.
(138753-54) {C&R}
(150/250)
1682. RANGER SPUR TRIGGER REVOLVER serial #1373, 22 RF Long, 2 1/2” barrel with an oxidized bore. The metal surfaces of this revolver
show remnants of older reapplied blue mostly toning to mottled dark gray patina with spots of moderate oxidation staining and freckling
throughout. The grips have been painted with a heavy white paint showing scattered light flaking and small dings. The base pin may be a
later replacement and it stubbornly refuses to move, the hammer cocks crisply at half and full cock but the mechanism will require some
attention as the hand is either missing or broken and the cylinder does not advance. (138753-29) {ANTIQUE}
(40/80)
1683. SMITH & WESSON 32-20 HAND EJECTOR SECOND MODEL 1902 REVOLVER serial #9206, 32-20, 5” barrel with a fair bore
showing oxidation and visible rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this revolver retain about 75% dull clouding nickel finish with moderate
high edge wear, spots flaking to brown patina and overall discoloration and toning to a greenish hue. The markings are quite soft overall
and the trigger and hammer have toned to dark gray patina. The black checkered hard rubber grips remain in fair condition with significant
smoothing and discoloration. The right panel is scratch-numbered to the gun and the left is un-numbered. The barrel and cylinder are
matching the frame by serial number and the crane is matching by assembly number. The mechanism is still functional with generally good
timing but lockup a little loose. (138753-20) {C&R}
(150/250)
1684. STEVENS OFFHAND TARGET NO. 35 PISTOL serial #45916, 22 RF, 6” barrel with an oxidized bore showing evident rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this pistol have toned mostly to gunmetal gray patina throughout retaining a few streaks of original blue here
and there and showing scattered light pitting and oxidation staining throughout. The markings are still clear on the barrel and the trigger
and hammer retain some strong remnants of fire blue. The smooth walnut grips are pencil-numbered to the gun and remain in very good
condition showing some moderate scratches, small dings, handling marks and retaining some streaks of varnish. The barrel is numbered to
the frame, the extractor is present and functional and the mechanism also functions crisply. The pistol is sighted with its original elevation
adjustable rear u-notch and globe front post. (138753-6) {C&R}
(150/250)
1685. BELGIAN “THE GEM” DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #20, 22 RF, 1 5/8” barrel with an oxidized bore showing evident rifling
throughout. The metal surfaces of this revolver are mostly toning to a mottled blue-gray patina with a few light scratches, spots of oxidation
staining and handling marks. The black checkered hard rubber grips remain in very good plus condition showing some light staining and a
few minor handling marks. The topstrap is stamped “THE GEM” and the revolver features a folding trigger. The mechanism is still functional
in single and double action but lockup is rather loose. (138753-22) {C&R}
(40/80)
1686. LOT OF TWO KOLB BABY HAMMERLESS REVOLVERS serial #343 and #459, 22 RF, both with 1 1/2” barrels with oxidized bores.
The first revolver retains about 90% nickel finish with a few areas flaking to gray patina, light staining and handling marks. The base pin
shows moderate dings and tool marks and the hammer screw head retains some faint fire blue. The black checkered hard rubber “K” grips
remain in very good condition showing some scattered scuffs and handling marks. The second revolver is a mottled blue-gray patina with
light oxidation staining throughout. This revolver wears a set of mother-of-pearl grips in very good plus condition showing a few tiny chips
and handling marks. Both revolvers will require mechanical attention as the mechanisms are not functional. (138753-40, 56) {C&R}(50/100)
1687. CASED PAIR OF COLT FOURTH MODEL DERINGER PISTOLS serial #24054D and #24055D, 22 RF Short, 2 1/2” barrels with
mostly bright very good plus bores showing a hint of light frosting. The barrels on both pistols have toned to a dark brown patina with a few
spots of minor flaking and light scratches here and there. The frames are a pale silvery-yellow showing a few tiny spots of light staining and
handling marks. The smooth hardwood grips remain in excellent condition on both examples retaining nearly all of their finish with just a
few minor handling marks. Both function well mechanically and include their original red faux leather case with fitted red velvet interior. The
case shows a couple minor scuffs on the exterior, some fraying on the green felt bottom and the Rampant Colt on the lid is faint. The interior
shows some spots of very light staining and minor scuffs. An excellent cased set for the Colt enthusiast. (138802-15, 16)
(250/350)
1688. BRITISH LEE-METFORD MKI* BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY RSAF ENFIELD serial #8048L, 303 British, 30” barrel with a bright near
excellent bore showing a hint of very fine oxidation in the grooves. The metal surfaces of this 1890-dated rifle have been covered with a
dark green paint long ago now flaking throughout to brown-gray patina along with spots of oxidation staining and heavier oxidation and
pitting at the wood line. The walnut forend and pistolgrip buttstock remain in about fair condition and are rather heavily worn throughout
with a number of old chips, numerous hairline cracks around the socket and butt, smaller cracks throughout, dings and handling marks.
There is a painted rack number on the right side of the butt, vacant disc cutout, the short handguard is not present, no cleaning rod
is present and a couple screws appear to be missing at the front band. There is an added sling swivel at the middle band, the bolt is
mismatched, the dust cover has broken off and is not present but the barrel and receiver appear to be matching, the volley sights and
magazine cutoff are intact and one original magazine is included. A very salty but functional example of these early British Lee rifles.
(138831-43) {ANTIQUE}
(300/500)
1689. COLT 22 AUTOMATIC TARGET PRE-WOODSMAN SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #24058, 22 LR, 6 1/2” barrel with a mostly bright
bore unfortunately showing a prominent bulge about 1 1/2” from the muzzle. The metal surfaces of this 1921-made pistol retain about 50%
original blue, the balance toned to gunmetal gray patina with spots of cleaned light pitting scattered throughout, light oxidation staining,
small dings and handling marks. All of the markings are clear although the Rampant Colt has softened a little. The checkered walnut grips
remain in fair-good condition with the right panel missing a thin 4” sliver the entire length of the front edge, some further smoothing, dings
and handling marks. The original adjustable sights are intact and the pistol includes a correct two-tone magazine with brass follower marked
“CAL .22 / COLT” on the floorplate. The magazine shows some heavy operational wear and areas of light pinprick pitting but remains in
otherwise very good plus condition. Also included is an unmarked brown leather flap holster and belt in good overall condition. The bottom
of the holster has opened up and shows some cracking, scuffs and light staining throughout. The belt is in similar condition with the initials
“GPG” stamped into it. (138750-1) {C&R}
(300/500)
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1690. WEBLEY & SCOTT MARK III DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #21626, 38 S&W, 4” barrel with a bright near excellent bore
showing a few tiny spots of oxidation. The metal surfaces of this revolver retain perhaps 60% original bright blue flaking to brown and gray
patina throughout with some scratches along the barrel and cylinder, some small dings on the triggerguard and light scattered oxidation
staining. The hammer, cylinder retainer and trigger are still mostly bright showing some light freckling and staining and many of the screw
heads retain vibrant fire blue. The black checkered hard rubber grips are pencil-numbered but the numbers are difficult to decipher and
do not appear to be matching. The grips remain in fair overall condition with a 1” chip at the toe of the left panel, overall smoothing, scuffs
and moderate staining. All of the visible serialized parts are matching, barrel-to-frame fit is excellent and mechanism could probably use a
good cleaning as the latch and trigger reset are a little sluggish. Timing and lockup are otherwise very solid. An attractive example of these
harder-to-find Webley revolvers. (136520-196) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(300/500)
1691. WINCHESTER MODEL 1910 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #15185, 401 SL, 20” barrel with a good bore showing some light oxidation
and strong rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this rifle retains about 85% reapplied parkerized finish with moderate old pitting along
the barrel, light oxidation staining and scratches. The upper frame is a purplish hue with numerous scratches throughout, light oxidation
staining and evidence of heavy cleaning. The smooth pistolgrip walnut stock and forend remain in fair-good condition as refinished
showing a number of older repaired cracks including one the entire length at the base of the forend, a few cracks at either end of the
forend, 1” and 2” cracks either side of the upper tang, some further smaller thin cracks, dings, scratches and handling marks scattered
about. This rifle is sighted with Lyman rear receiver aperture, Marble’s semi-buckhorn leaf sight and flip-up front globe with post. The
original buttplate is intact, no magazine is present and the mechanism seems to function normally. (136520-888) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch”
Kennedy Collection]
(200/300)
1692. SAVAGE MODEL 111 BOLT ACTION PACKAGE RIFLE serial #H124241, 7mm Rem Mag, 24” barrel with a bright, excellent bore.
The metal surfaces rate as-new with no signs of visible wear. The checkered black synthetic stock rates like-new as well. Mounted to the
receiver is a factory mounted 3-9X40 riflescope. The scope features a duplex reticle and has excellent optics. Included are three factory
detachable magazines. An excellent to as-new condition example overall. (48803-1) {MODERN}
(350/550)
1693. REMINGTON MODEL 760C SLIDE ACTION CARBINE serial #B7038068, 30-06, 18 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 97-98% original blue with some light wear and other handling marks throughout. The checkered walnut stocks rate
near excellent and have some light dings and other marks, there is some light scuffing near the butt. A set of sling swivel studs are installed.
The original sights remain intact and there is a Redfield base with a set of 1” rings mounted to the receiver. A single detachable magazine
is included. An excellent Gamemaster carbine overall with a barrel date of 1978. (48740-29) {MODERN}
(350/550)
1694. RUGER PC4 SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #480-14658, 40 S&W, 16 1/4” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
about 98-99% original matte blue with light handling marks and light edge wear throughout. The black composite stock and handguard
rate excellent. The original sights and a set of factory 1” scope rings are included. A single detachable factory magazine is also included.
An excellent example overall of these popular carbines. (48821-119) {MODERN} [Stuart Floam Collection]
(350/550)
1695. WINCHESTER MODEL 74 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #388586A, 22 LR, 22” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
about 99% original blue that is lightly toning to brown with light handling marks throughout. The walnut stock rates excellent and has a few
light dings and scratches. The original sights remain intact and the action appears to operate correctly. An excellent 1955 vintage example
overall. (48726-14) {C&R} [Dr. Louis C. March Jr. Collection]
(300/500)
1696. NORINCO MAK-90 SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #20055, 7.62x39, 16 1/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
on this “(oval)386” factory marked carbine have no original finish and have been scrubbed of any blue. The metal has an overall mottled
gray appearance and is mixing with areas of light surface oxidation and fine pitting throughout. The hardwood handguards and thumbhole
buttstock have been painted brown and have some light flaking and other minor handling marks. The buttstock has the factory vented
recoil pad. Included is a single detachable ten round magazine. Carbine was imported by I.D.E. in McLean, VA and mechanically seems to
function well. A good project for cerakoting or restoration. (48825-67D33640) {MODERN}
(300/500)
1697. REMINGTON MODEL SPR 310 OVER UNDER SHOTGUN BY BAIKAL serial #072745831R, 12 ga., 26 1/2” Rem-choke barrels
with excellent bores. The barrels retain about 99% original blue with just a few light handling marks noted. The frame has a bright nickel
finish with no signs of visible wear. The checkered hardwood stocks rate excellent, the buttstock has the factory vented recoil pad. Included
are two chokes: full and modified and a tan zippered canvas soft case. An excellent example of these sturdy working man’s guns. (48811-1)
{MODERN}
(300/500)
1698. CUSTOM BSA BOLT ACTION SPORTING RIFLE serial #12735, 25-06, 23 1/2” unmarked barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 99% original blue with just a few light handling marks along the edges. The custom Herter’s checkered walnut Monte
Carlo stock rates near excellent and has some light to minor dings and other minor scuffs, abrasions and light handling marks. The receiver
is not maker marked but does bear the “(crown) / BNP” proof on the left side. The stock features a capped forend tip and grip cap and has
a hard rubber buttplate. There are no sights but mounted to the receiver is a set of Burris two-piece bases with 1” rings. A classic looking
sporting rifle in a great long range medium game cartridge, that is in near excellent overall condition. (48740-26) {MODERN} (300/500)
1699. CHURCHILL ROYAL BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #190023, 10 ga., 29 1/2” barrels with excellent bores. The barrels
retain about 99% plus original blue while the frame has nearly all of its original case colors. The checkered hardwood beavertail forearm and
pistolgrip buttstock rate excellent and have a few light handling marks. The buttstock has the original solid rubber recoil pad. The lock-up
is tight and the lever comes to rest to the right of center. The original box with manual is included. An excellent example overall. (48765-3)
{MODERN}
(300/500)
1700. ETHAN ALLEN PERCUSSION DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #2057, 10 Bore, 31” laminate twist steel barrels with dark, oxidized bores;
the under rib is becoming detached at the muzzle. The metal surfaces are overall a mottled gray with areas of light oxidation and staining
present. The barrels retain much of their damascus “twist” pattern, the locks and stock furniture have factory foliate engraving. The checkered walnut stock rates good and has several cracks and large chips along with the usual dings and handling marks. The locks appear to
function correctly, the nipples are malformed. Included is a period ramrod, that is likely the original. An about very good example overall that
would make a fine addition above the mantel. (48620-4) {ANTIQUE}
(300/500)
1701. LANE AND READ PERCUSSION DOUBLE SHOTGUN 10 Bore, 33” damascus twist barrels with dark, oxidized bores. The metal
surfaces are overall a rich mottled brown. There are areas of light surface oxidation and fine pitting throughout along with some light handling
and tool marks. The locks and stock furniture have foliate pattern factory engraving. Some of the screws have minor slot damage and the left
nipple is slightly malformed. The checkered walnut stock rates good and has a few minor cracks along with the usual assortment of dings
and other handling marks. The top of the wrist has a small silver monogram oval and there is a small hole tapped along the comb line just
ahead of the buttplate tang. The locks appear to function correctly and included is a period ramrod that is likely the original. A very good
example overall that would make a fine addition to the mantel. (48607-4) {ANTIQUE}
(300/500)
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1702. RUGER AMERICAN PREDATOR BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #695-72019, 6.5 Creedmoor, 22” threaded barrel with muzzlebrake
and an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original matte and polished blue finish with just a few very light handling marks
noted. The moss green composite stock rates excellent. There are no provisions for sights, however and factory picatinny rail is mounted to the
receiver. The original box is included which has the manual, lock and the threaded muzzle cover. No magazine is included, but a replacement
should be easy to locate. A near-new-in-box example that is ready for your choice of fine optics. (48732-3) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1703. SAVAGE MODEL 110-FM BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #F426420, 308 Win 20” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain about 95-97% original blue that has some light handling wear and a few areas of very light surface oxidation. The black fiberglass
composite stock rates excellent and has a few small handling marks as well. There are no provisions for sights however a set of Weaver
bases have been mounted to the receiver. An about excellent example of these Sierra Ultra Light rifles. (48726-19) {MODERN}(200/400)
1704. SAVAGE MODEL 24S COMBINATION GUN 22 LR over 410 Bore, 24” barrels with excellent bores. The barrels retain about 95%
original blue with light handling marks and some light surface oxidation and areas of mild pitting throughout. The frame retains a small
amount of the original case color, the balance being mottled pewter gray. The remaining metal surfaces have about 90% original finish, the
triggerguard has some minor flaking along the edges. The smooth walnut stocks rate near excellent and have some light dings and other
handling marks present. The original sights remain intact and this model features the barrel selector button on the right side of the frame.
An overall near excellent example of these classic combination sporting arms. (48728-4) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1705. SAVAGE MODEL 19-M N.R.A. BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #60227, 22 LR, 28” heavy barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 95% original blue that is mixing with brown and areas of scattered light surface oxidation throughout. The bolt
is a mottled gray and the steel buttplate has some minor pitting. The walnut military style stock rates very good and has several light
dings and other abrasions and small handling marks. There is a small crack at the butt on the right side that is the result of a knot. Rifle
is equipped with a globe style front sight and a Lyman adjustable rear aperture sight. The barrel is tapped for an additional target block
mount, but one is not present. A single detachable magazine is included. An overall very good example of these classic target rifles.
(48726-12) {C&R}
(250/350)
1706. STEVENS MODEL 416 BOLT ACTION RIFLE U.S. PROPERTY-MARKED serial #204758, 22 LR, 26” barrel with an excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain about 90% original blue that is flaking to brown and faded toward the muzzle. The left side of the receiver is
marked “U.S. PROPERTY”. The walnut stock rates very good and has added finish over light dings and other marks. The original front sight
and rear aperture sight have been removed and mounted is a Weaver B6 riflescope with a crosshair reticle and about very good optics.
A single detachable magazine and a leather military sling are included. A very good example overall of these U.S. Military training rifles.
(48246-58) {C&R}
(200/400)
1707. DANISH MODEL 89 KRAG BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #15931, 8x58R, 22” barrel with a fair, pitted bore. The barrel retains about
90% of its original blue with some loss at the muzzle and light handling marks throughout, there are some minor tool marks in several places. The remaining metal surfaces are overall a mottled gray, the receiver is dated “1891”. The barrel collar is marked “R.F. SEDGLEY.INC. /
PHILA. PA. USA”, Sedgley likely imported and performed some the customization. The walnut stock has been shortened and “sporterized”
and features a checkered forearm and has a brass disc with the Sedgley “S” on the right side of the butt. The stock rates very good and has
small repair on the right side just ahead of the magazine box and light dings and handling marks throughout. The original rear sight remains,
a front sight has been installed by Sedgley at the muzzle. The numbered parts are all matching and included is a sporting leather sling. A fine
example of these antique Krag rifles that was customized and offered for sale by a prominent importer and custom rifle builder. (48729-1)
{ANTIQUE}
(300/500)
1708. ITHACA FLUES FIELD GRADE BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #359466, 16 ga., 28” barrels choked full with near excellent,
lightly frosted bores, there are some light dings along the outer edges of the muzzles and along the rib. The barrels are overall a mottled
gray mixing with areas of brown patina and some light surface oxidation. The frame and remaining metal surfaces are more mottled gray
with some light brown patina blending through, a few of the screws have light slot damage. The checkered walnut stocks rate about very
good and show evidence of cleaning with finish added. The splinter style forend has a 2” sliver missing on the right side at the top, the
pistolgrip buttstock has some light dings and other handling marks along with several cracks, including a few long with-the-grain cracks on
the right side that are likely the result of the wood drying. The hard rubber grip cap and buttplate are intact, the buttplate is faded and has
a chip near the toe on the left side. The gun locks-up tight and the mechanisms appear to function correctly. Overall an about very good
field grade that should make a good upland double. (48567-3) {C&R}
(300/500)
1709. BELGIAN PERCUSSION DOUBLE SHOTGUN 12 Bore, 31 3/4” barrels choked full with dark, oxidized and pitted bores. The metal
surfaces are an overall mottled gray with areas of brown blending throughout. There are a few areas of light surface oxidation and fine pitting
as well. The brass furniture has a rich ochre patina. The checkered walnut stock rates about very good and has several small dings and
other light handling marks, as well as a few small chips, the largest being on the right side at the rear of the barrel just ahead of the locks.
The wood appears to have been lightly cleaned with finish added, the metal remains proud of the wood. The back-action locks appear to
function correctly and included is a period ramrod that is likely the original. A very good example overall that would make a fine addition to
the mantel. (48620-12) {ANTIQUE}
(200/400)
1710. BERETTA MODEL 1200 FIELD SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #T01723E, 12 ga., 28” ventilated rib barrel that is choked modified
and has an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 98-99% original blue finish with a few light handling marks throughout. The
checkered walnut stocks rate excellent and have a few light dings and other light handling marks as well. An excellent field gun for everyday
shooting. (48825-98D33953) {MODERN}
(250/350)
1711. AMERICAN GUN CO KNICKERBOCKER SIDEPLATE DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #197962, 16 ga., 29 1/2” barrel choked improved cylinder and full with near excellent lightly frosted bores. The barrels retain about 90% original blue that is flaking to brown and has
areas with light handling marks. The frame retains about 40-50% of the original case colors the balance toning to a mottled gray/brown with
areas of light surface oxidation and pinprick pitting which is heaviest on the left side. The checkered walnut stocks rate about very good
and have light scratches and other handling marks along with minor chipping and a few hairline cracks scattered about. The buttstock has
some moderate flaking to the varnish and has the original hard rubber grip cap and buttplate. A European style front sling mount has been
added under the rib in front of the forend. The action locks-up tight and mechanisms appear to function correctly. A very good example of
the early 1900’s trade brand shotguns. (48643-2) {C&R}
(200/300)
1712. REMINGTON MODEL 1894 GRADE A BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #104575, 12 ga., 28” damascus steel barrels with
about very good bores that have some areas of minor pitting. The barrels retain much of their original damascus twist patterning and are
toning to a mottled gray, the bead is missing and has been replaced with the body of a screw. The frame and remaining metal surfaces
are mottled gray as well with light staining, there is a small amount of original case color still visible in the protected areas. The checkered
walnut stocks rate about very good and have a few tiny cracks scattered about along with the usual assortment of light handling marks.
The pistolgrip buttstock retains its original hard rubber buttplate. The lock-up is tight however the top lever does not rebound correctly, the
safety does not move and the triggers will not reset, ergo mechanical attention is needed from a qualified gunsmith. A very good example
overall. (48620-77) {ANTIQUE}
(200/400)
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1713. RUGER AMERICAN RIMFIRE BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #834-14458, 22 LR, 22” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 99% plus original blue with no visible signs of wear. The black synthetic stock rates as-new as well. The original
sights remain intact, the front sight is a factory Williams green fiber optic, and the receiver is grooved for rings. The original box is included
and contains a manual, clear rotary magazine, lock and raised comb adapter for use with optics. An as-new-in-box condition example.
(48763-4) {MODERN}
(200/300)
1714. ITHACA MODEL 37 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #263100, 12 ga., 30” plain barrel choked modified with an excellent bore.
The metal surfaces are toning to brown with areas of gray blending through. The grooved walnut forearm and checkered walnut pistolgrip
buttstock rate excellent and have a few light handling marks. The buttstock is fitted with a factory vented recoil pad. A very good condition
1949 vintage example overall that should make a decent field gun. (48726-24) {C&R}
(100/200)
1715. BRNO ZP-49 SIDELOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #32248 60, 12 ga., 28 1/4” barrels choked full with excellent bores. The metal
surfaces retain about 90% original blue with light fading along the sides of the barrels and some light handling marks throughout. The
checkered walnut splinter forearm and pistolgrip buttstock rate very good and have some light dings, flattening to the points and other
handling marks along with some moderate to heavy flaking to the original finish. The buttstock also has a portion missing at the toe, the
chip affects the buttplate as well which has some additional loss. The stock features a capped pistolgrip and a left sided cheek rest and
shotgun is equipped with swivels. A very good example overall with some minor cosmetic issues, that still functions correctly and would
make a terrific field gun. (48726-17) {MODERN}
(200/300)
1716. REMINGTON MODEL 1100 DGRS SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #R065826, 12 ga., 22” rifle sight barrel choked improved
cylinder with an excellent bore. The barrel retains about 90% original gloss blue that is flaking to brown and mixing with areas of fine
surface oxidation and pinprick pitting. The remaining metal surfaces retain about 95% original matte finish with some light handling wear
throughout. Shotgun is equipped with the factory black synthetic stocks which rate excellent. A near excellent example overall. (48726-20)
{MODERN}
(200/300)
1717. BARKER ARMS DOUBLE HAMMERGUN serial #8641, 410 bore., 26 1/8” laminated steel barrels choked about modified with very
good bores that have areas of light pitting. The metal surfaces are an overall mottled brown with some areas of light oxidation and staining
throughout. The barrels still show some of the damascus twist patterns. The checkered hardwood stocks rate about very good. The splinter
style forearm has a few light ships along the edges and has several minor dings and handling marks. The pistolgrip buttstock has a small
repair by the upper tang and a small chip at the toe along with various light handling marks and chipping along the edges. The stock has
a 13 1/2” length of pull to the forward trigger. The back action locks appear to function correctly, the left hammer sits slightly more forward
than the right. The top lever comes to rest at center and there appears to be a small amount of lateral play in the action. An interesting
Belgian made side hammer shotgun that likely began its life as a boy’s hunting arm. (48582-52) {C&R}
(100/200)
1718. LEFEVER NITRO SPECIAL BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #236087, 12 ga., 30” barrels choked improved modified and
full with near excellent, lightly frosted bores. The metal surfaces are an overall mottled gray with areas of light surface oxidation and pitting
throughout. There are also a few light handling and tool marks present. The checkered walnut splinter forend rates near excellent and has
a few light dings and other light handling marks. The pistolgrip buttstock has several repairs and cracks through the wrist area, along the
upper tang and at the butt. The butt is fitted with a simple hard rubber buttplate. The action appears to function correctly and the lockup is
tight. Despite its cosmetics and other issues this classic double may still prove to be a decent shooter. (48620-86) {C&R}
(100/200)
1719. CUSTOM MAUSER 98 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #S1789, 7x57, 21 1/2” barrel with a very good to near excellent bore that is lightly
frosted. The metal surfaces are a mottled gray with a few areas of light pitting and some other light handling and tool marks. The Fajen walnut
sporting stock rates excellent and has a few light handling marks and small dings. The front sight is intact, the rear sight has been removed
and mounted to the receiver is a Bushnell 4X32 Sportview riflescope. The scope features a duplex reticle and has very good optics. A very
good sporting rifle in a great caliber. (48718-26) {MODERN}
(150/250)
1720. ITHACA CRASS FIELD GRADE BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #44206, 12 ga., 28” barrels choked modified and full with
near excellent, lightly frosted bores. The metal surfaces are an overall mottled gray with areas of light oxidation and staining and light pitting
throughout. There is a small amount of original case color still visible in the protected areas. The tops of the barrels are marked “->LONG
RANGE GUN<-” on the right tube and has the Western Arms Branch address on the left tube. The smooth walnut stock show evidence of
light cleaning with finish added. The stocks rate about very good , the splinter forend has a large abrasion along the right side, the pistolgrip
buttstock has a few small cracks and has been fitted with a Pachmayr vented recoil pad. The action appears to function correctly and locksup tight. (48620-59) {MODERN}
(150/250)
1721. GEHA MODEL 98 MAUSER BOLT ACTION SHOTGUN serial #690, 12 ga., 27” barrel choked full with an excellent bore and a
single bead sight. The metal surfaces retain about 90% of a commercially applied blue finish that is mixing with areas of light to minor
surface oxidation and some light pitting. The modified military hardwood stock rates about very good and has a repair which runs the
length of the butt from the wrist to the buttplate. Additionally the stock has some added finish and light dings and handling marks
throughout. A LimbSaver rubber recoil pad has been added at the butt and the buttstock has the “Geha” medallions on either side.
(48718-28) {MODERN}
(75/150)
1722. G. BELLAMY DOUBLE HAMMERGUN serial #59470, 12 ga., 30” laminated steel barrels have a few small dings and dents and are
choked improved modified and modified with fair, dark and pitted bores. The metal surfaces are a rich mottled brown with areas of light
surface oxidation and pitting throughout. The frame has some light factory scroll foliate engraved patterns, the sideplates do not currently sit
flush. The checkered hardwood stocks rated about good and have added finish with several cracks and chips to the forend and pistolgrip
style buttstock. The stock has a 2” sliver missing from under the left side of the frame and has what appears to be the original hard rubber
buttplate. The rear triggerguard screw is missing. The barrels sit loose to the frame with some lateral and vertical play, the top lever is loose
as well. The locks appear to function correctly. A good wall-hanger in about good overall condition. (48699-5) {C&R}
(75/150)
1723. SAXTON DOUBLE HAMMERGUN 12 ga., 32” laminated steel barrels choked improved cylinder and modified with fair bores that are
pitted and oxidized. The metal surfaces are mostly a mottled brown and gray and have areas of light to moderate oxidation and some light
pitting. The checkered steel buttplate bears most of the oxidation and has foam residue. The checkered walnut stocks rate good and have
added finish over light to moderate dings and other handling marks. The splinter forend has a 3” sliver missing on the left side and has been
sanded and reshaped. The locks appear to function correctly. The barrels have a slight amount of lateral play and the top lever coms to rest
just left of center. What appears to be a well-made Belgian “wall-hanger” shotgun in fair-good overall condition. (48600-3) {C&R}(100/200)
1724. W.M. PARKHURST DOUBLE HAMMERGUN serial #1678, 12 ga., 30” laminated steel barrels that are numbered to the frame and
choked improved cylinder with fair, pitted bores. The metal surfaces are an overall mottled gray and brown with areas of light oxidation
and some light pitting. The checkered steel buttplate has more moderate to heavy oxidation with remnants of foam. The checkered walnut
stocks rate good and have added finish over small dings and cracks, a few of which have brass pin repairs. The splinter style forearm has
some minor chipping along its edges. The back action locks appear to function correctly, the barrels have a small amount of lateral play and
the top lever comes to rest left of center. An overall good condition Belgian made double shotgun that would make a decent wall-hanger.
(48600-5) {C&R}
(100/200)
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1725. BERSA 383 DA SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #86204, 380 ACP, 3 5/8” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about
95% original blue that is mixing with areas of light surface oxidation, staining and have some light pitting present. The stippled hardwood
grips rate excellent. Features include a double action trigger with de-cock safety and a magazine release and slide release on the left side
of the frame. Included are a single detachable magazine with finger groove base and a Bianchi suede leather inside the pants holster. A
near excellent example overall. Please note that this model features a magazine disconnect safety and will not accept the current Thunder
or similar 380 caliber magazines. (48772-4) {MODERN}
(75/150)
1726. RUGER 10/22 SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #113-80608, 22 LR, 18 1/2” pre-warning barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain about 99% original blue that has some light edge wear, mostly visible along the triggerguard and bottom metal. The smooth walnut
stock rates excellent and has a handling marks throughout. The front sight remains intact, the rear sight has been removed and a Simmons
8-Point 3-9X40 riflescope has been mounted to the receiver. The scope features a duplex reticle and has excellent optics. A single factory
ten round magazine is included. An excellent example that was made in 1974. (48740-19) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1727. WINCHESTER MODEL 77 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #107170, 22 LR, 22” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
about 95% original blue that has some light wear and areas of light surface oxidation scattered about. The walnut stock rates near excellent
and has some light to minor dings and other handling marks throughout. The rifle has a blade front sight with white bead, the rear sight
has been replaced with a folding leaf type sight and the receiver is grooved for mounts. A single detachable magazine is included. A near
excellent example overall. (48740-23) {C&R}
(150/250)
1728. WINCHESTER MODEL 77 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #106523, 22 LR, 22” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
about 99% original blue with a few light handling marks throughout. The walnut stock rates excellent and has some light handling marks
and some minor speckled flaking or fading to the finish that is mostly on the right side toward the butt. The original sights remain intact
and the receiver is grooved for mounts. A single detachable magazine is included. An excellent example of these classic rifles. (48726-23)
{C&R} [Dr. Louis C. March Jr. Collection]
(250/350)
1729. REMINGTON MODEL SPR 220 BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN BY BAIKAL serial #0555387R, 12 ga., 20 1/8” barrels choked
cylinder with bright, excellent bores. The metal surfaces retain about 97-98% original blue that has some light handling marks and abrasions.
The checkered hardwood stocks rate excellent. The pistolgrip buttstock has some minor abrasions on the left side by the rear of the receiver.
Overall this is a sturdy coach gun in near excellent overall condition. (48740-28) {MODERN}
(200/300)
1730. ROSSI MODEL R92 LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #5HM140737, 38 Spl-357 Mag, 16” round barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue with some very light edge wear noted. The smooth hardwood stocks rate excellent and have
a few light handling marks. Carbine is equipped with the original sights and features a saddle ring and a large loop lever. The bolt safety
has been removed and filled with an aftermarket plug, the half-cock on the hammer still functions correctly. An excellent example of these
popular carbines. (48736-7) {MODERN}
(300/500)
1731. ROSSI MODEL 62 SAC SLIDE ACTION CARBINE serial #G342311, 22 LR, 16 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain about 99% original blue with just a few light marks visible along the edges. The hardwood stocks rate excellent and have a few light
handling marks as well. The original sights remain intact and this modern reproduction of a classic Winchester is in excellent condition.
(48749-5) {MODERN}
(100/200)
1732. MARLIN MODEL 100 BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S-L-LR, 24 1/4” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 95%
original blue that is toning to brown and mixing with some tiny specks of surface oxidation and has a few light handling marks. The hardwood
stock rates very good and has several light dings and other handling marks. The original sights and sling swivels remain intact. A very good
to near excellent example of these early single shot rifles. (48726-11) {C&R} [Dr. Louis C. March Jr. Collection]
(50/100)
1733. J.C. HIGGINS MODEL 30 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE 22 LR, 24” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 98% original
blue with some light handling marks throughout and some light tool marks on the barrel toward the muzzle. The walnut stocks rate excellent
and have a few light dings. The original red nylon retractable sling is intact. The original sights remain intact as well and mounted to the
grooved receiver is a J.C. Higgins Rifleman 4X riflescope. The scope has a crosshair reticle and has very good optics. A terrific example of
these classic Sears & Roebuck brand rifles. (48735-28) {C&R}
(100/200)
1734. CHARLES DALY FIELD TACTICAL SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #9513166, 12 ga., 18 1/2” cylinder bore barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 98-99% original matte blue with some light handling marks throughout. The black checkered
composite stocks rate excellent. The barrel is equipped with a front sight only. An excellent example that would be great for home defense,
hunting, or tactical purposes. (48736-3) {MODERN}
(150/250)
1735. REMINGTON MODEL 870 MAGNUM WINGMASTER SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #A345729M, 12 ga., 24” Mossberg
“Slugster” accessory rifle sight barrel, choked cylinder with an excellent bore. The Mossberg-made barrel retains about 97% original matte
finish while the remaining metal surfaces retain about 98% gloss blue with both having areas of light wear along the bearing surfaces. The
checkered walnut stocks rate excellent and have a few light handling marks. An excellent condition example that should make a terrific slug
gun. (48740-24) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1736. GLENFIELD MODEL 60 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE BY MARLIN serial #23616232, 22 LR, 22” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 95% original blue with scattered light surface oxidation throughout. The checkered hardwood stock rates near excellent and has some light dings, scratches and other handling marks. The front sight has been removed while the rear sight remains intact.
Mounted to the grooved receiver is a vintage Marlin 4X Micro-Vue riflescope. The scope features a crosshair reticle and has very good
optics. A very good example overall of these popular 22 rifles. (48829-13) {MODERN}
(50/100)
1737. GLENFIELD MODEL 60 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE BY MARLIN serial #20357570, 22 LR, 22” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 99% original blue with just a few light handling marks noted. The checkered walnut stock rates excellent and
has some very light handling marks as well. The original sights are intact. An excellent example of these popular 22 rifles. (48829-1)
{MODERN}
(75/150)
1738. MARLIN MODEL 60 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #16351470, 22 LR, 22” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about
90% original blue with light flaking along the edges of the receiver and areas of light surface oxidation scattered along the barrel. The smooth
hardwood stock rates near excellent and has some light dings and minor handling marks. A very good to near excellent example overall
that would benefit from a little cosmetic TLC. (48829-17) {MODERN}
(50/100)
1739. MARLIN MODEL 60 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #15493244, 22 LR, 22” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about
98-99% original blue with some light wear along the edges of the receiver. The smooth hardwood stock rates excellent. The original sights
are intact. Rifle is in excellent overall condition. (48823-32) {MODERN}
(75/150)
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1740. MARLIN MODEL 99 M1 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #69326940, 22 LR, 18” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
about 99% original blue with some light handling marks and a few specks of light surface oxidation throughout. The walnut military style
stocks rate very good and have some minor dings and impact marks. The right side of the butt has a small brass Marlin centennial medallion
inlaid below the raised comb. The front sight remains, the rear sight has been removed and a Springfield 4X rimfire scope has been mounted
to the grooved receiver. The scope has a crosshair reticle and very good optics. A military style leather sling is also included. A near excellent
example overall. (48829-14) {MODERN}
(75/125)
1741. WARDS WESTERN FIELD NO.46B BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S-L-LR, 24” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces are mostly
a rich, mottled brown that is blending with some areas of light surface oxidation. The hardwood stock has some minor dings and other
handling marks and rates very good overall. Oddly there is a small hole drilled through the stock above the takedown screw, its purpose is
not known. The original front sight remains intact, the rear sight has been removed and a rear aperture sight has been mounted to the rear
of the receiver. A single detachable magazine is included. A very good example overall. (48829-4) {C&R}
(75/125)
1742. WINCHESTER MODEL 67A BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S-L-LR, 27” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 98%
original blue that has some light handling wear and a few specks of light surface oxidation. The bolt retains nearly all of its original bright
chrome. The walnut stock rates excellent with added finish and some light handling marks. The original sights remain intact and rifle is in
excellent overall condition. (48829-39) {C&R}
(200/300)
1743. CUSTOM CHINESE CHIANG KAI-SHEK MAUSER BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #3252, 30-06, 21” unmarked barrel with an
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 99% custom blue that covers some areas of light pitting. Most of the original markings are
soft, but still visible. The custom hardwood stock rates excellent and features a rosewood tip and pistolgrip cap, and a Monte Carlo butt with
semi-roll over comb. The wood has a few small dings and the stock is fitted with swivels and has a vented Pachmayr recoil pad. The barrel
is equipped with a front sight that is missing its blade, no rear sight is present. A Weaver K4 riflescope has been mounted to the receiver.
The scope features a crosshair reticle and has excellent optics and includes factory lens covers. Many of the parts are matching, the bolt
does not match the receiver but the handle and safety have been modified for use with a scope. A very good example that should make a
decent shooter. (48829-30) {MODERN}
(150/250)
1744. CUSTOM POLISH VZ-29 MAUSER BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #20252M, 8mm Mauser, 24” barrel with a very good bore that
is lightly pitted in the grooves. The metal surfaces retain about 90% of a restored blue finish with some loss noted on the left side of the
receiver where holes were tapped for a side mount. The checkered walnut sporter stock rates very good and has some light to minor dings
and other handling marks. The varnish has some minor flaking, the most evident area of loss is a large patch that almost resembles the state
of Minnesota and is located on the left side on the cheek rest. The stock also features a schnabel tip, a capped pistolgrip that is checkered
and a swivel pin. Rifle is equipped with a set of sporting sight sights. The numbered parts are not matching but rifle appears to be in good
usable condition. (48829-24) {MODERN}
(150/250)
1745. MOSSBERG MODEL 9200 SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #SK1664, 12 ga, 28” ventilated rib Accu-Choke barrel with a bright near
excellent bore, the installed choke is full. The metal surfaces retain about 90% original finish with minor handling marks and a 1” scratch on
the left side of the receiver. The black synthetic pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate near excellent with only minor scratches. The shotgun
features textured grip surfaces, sling swivel studs, dual bead sights and a ventilated rubber recoil pad which provides a 14” length of pull.
(218825-97D33285) {MODERN}
(200/300)
1746. ITHACA MODEL 37 FEATHERLIGHT SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #596001, 12 ga, 28” plain barrel choked modified with
a bright near excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 95% original thinning blue with minor handling marks and scattered areas of
freckling. The plain walnut pistolgrip buttstock and grooved forend rate near excellent. This shotgun is equipped with a red fiber optic front
sight. (218825-106D33947) {MODERN}
(300/500)
1747. REMINGTON MODEL 740 WOODSMASTER SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #259283, 30-06, 22” barrel with a bright near excellent
bore showing strong rifling. The metal surfaces retain about 70% original thinning blue with areas of pinprick pitting and oxidation staining,
the receiver showing the most freckling. The smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock and fingergroove forend rate very good with moderate
handling marks and flakes in the reapplied varnish. This rifle features sling swivels, checkered steel buttplate, standard open sights and a
single detachable magazine. (218825-69D33010) {C&R}
(150/250)
1748. WINCHESTER MODEL 250 LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #B850362, 22 S,L,LR, 20 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 75% original thinning finish with a few flakes in the finish on top of the barrel, minor pinprick pitting and
oxidation staining and minor scratches on the receiver. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate very good with minor
handling marks. This rifle is equipped with a ramped bead front sight and the leaf is broken off of the rear sight. (218825-88D34123)
{MODERN}
(150/250)
1749. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON TOPPER MODEL 88 SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #AX605007, 12 ga, 27 1/2” plain
barrel with a bright near excellent bore. The barrel retains about 80% original thinning blue with freckling, fading, a few impact marks and a
few specks of white paint splatter. The receiver shows strong remaining case colors with the bottom having moderate pinprick pitting and
light oxidation staining. The smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate very good with minor handling marks, a few specks of white
paint splatter and red paint transfer and the buttstock fits slightly loose to the frame. The front bead sight is broken off. (218826-17S21245)
{MODERN}
(75/150)
1750. STEVENS MODEL 320 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #164693G, 12 ga, 18 1/2” plain barrel choked cylinder with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 95% original thinning finish with operational wear on the magazine tube, light scratches and
handling marks on the barrel and a 1 1/2” scratch on the receiver. The black synthetic pistolgrip stock and forend rate excellent displaying
just a few light handling marks. This shotgun features sling swivel studs, a solid rubber recoil pad which provides a 14 1/4” length of pull and
an adjustable ghost ring rear and front fiber optic sight. Overall a nice home defense shotgun (218825-102D33799) {MODERN}(200/300)
1751. RUGER MODEL 10/22 SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #124-95242, 22 LR, 18 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 90% original thinning finish with freckling and minor oxidation staining throughout. The smooth walnut pistolgrip stock
rates near excellent with minor blemishes and a few chatter marks on the left side. This carbine is equipped with sling swivel studs and the
original open sights. Also included and mounted to the receiver is a Bushnell 3X-7X Custom .22 scope with duplex reticle and lightly foggy
optics. No magazine is present. (218826-31S21166) {MODERN}
(150/250)
1752. BROWNING AUTO-5 “AMERICAN BROWNING” SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #A13564, 16 ga, 26 1/4” overall plain Polychoked barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this Remington produced and Browning marked shotgun retain about 92%
original thinning blue with operational wear, areas of minor pinprick pitting and oxidation staining with most of the fading at the bottom of
the receiver ahead of the triggerguard. The checkered round knob pistolgrip buttstock and fingergroove forend rate about very good with
minor handling marks, some white paint transfer on the left side and a small chip with a 1 1/2” crack at the rear of the forend. This shotgun
is equipped with a Browning embossed buttplate and gold bead front sight. (218803-15) {C&R}
(200/400)
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1753. SAVAGE MODEL 340D BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #162851, .222 Rem, 24” barrel with a bright near excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 90% original thinning blue with scattered areas of pinprick pitting and oxidation staining, the bolt knob having lost most
its color. The smooth walnut capped pistolgrip stock rates near very good with minor handling marks and moderate flakes in the finish. This
varmint rifle is equipped with factory open sights and a Williams receiver mounted peep sight; there are four drilled and tapped holes on
the left side of the receiver from a previous Weaver scope mount. Included is a single detachable magazine. Please see our silent auction
magazine section for spare magazines. (218803-24) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1754. MOSSBERG MODEL 500ATP SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #H727416, 12 ga, 18 1/2” plain barrel choked cylinder with a bright
very good bore. The barrel and magazine tube retain about 85% original finish with operational wear, handling marks and heavy oxidation
staining on the magazine tube support. The smooth hardwood pistolgrip buttstock and grooved forend rate near excellent. This shotgun
is equipped with sling swivels, ventilated rubber recoil pad which provides a 14” length of pull and a gold bead front sight. (218821-142)
{MODERN} [Stuart Floam Collection]
(150/250)
1755. CUSTOM SWEDISH MAUSER BOLT ACTION SPORTING RIFLE serial #473602, 6.5x55 Swede, 21” professionally shortened
barrel with a bright near excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this Carl Gustafs M96 based rifle retain about 98% of a reblued finish. The
black synthetic Ram-Line checkered pistolgrip stock rates excellent. The stock features sling swivel studs and a solid rubber recoil pad
which provides a 14 1/8” length of pull. There are no sights present, but mounted to the receiver is a Simmons 3X-9X32WA scope with
duplex reticle and clear optics. Overall a well done custom rifle that will make a nice “rainy day” gun. (218803-23) {MODERN} (300/500)
1756. WINCHESTER MODEL 60A BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 23 barrel with a very good bore showing minor pitting along its length.
The metal surfaces retain about 40% original thinning blue toning to brown with areas of scattered pinprick pitting and oxidation staining;
the swept back bolt handle and knob remain bright. The smooth walnut pistolgrip stock rates good with moderate handling marks and
flaked and worn finish. This classic single shot plinker has standard open sights and will make a nice restoration candidate to train and hand
down. Include is a zippered and padded carry case. (218825-121D33818) {C&R}
(125/250)
1757. MOSSBERG MODEL 195K-A BOLT ACTION SHOTGUN 12 ga, 26” overall length plain C-Lect choke barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain about 50% original thinning blue toning to brown with operational wear and scattered areas of pinprick
pitting and oxidation staining. The smooth walnut Monte Carlo style pistolgrip stock rates very good with minor handling marks and finish
loss. The stock features plastic finger grooves on the pistolgrip and wears a ventilated rubber recoil pad which provides a 13 3/4” length of
pull. Included is a single detachable magazine. (218831-31) {C&R}
(75/125)
1758. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON MODEL 865 “PLAINSMAN” BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #13546, 22 S,L,LR, 24” barrel with a
bright near excellent bore. The metal surfaces have mostly toned to brown with areas of pinprick pitting and oxidation staining. The receiver
has four drilled and tapped holes on the left side and the bolt assembly is missing the firing pin and spring assembly and doesn’t fire. The
smooth walnut pistolgrip stock rates very good to near excellent with only minor blemishes and handling marks. This rifle is equipped with
standard open sights and includes a single detachable magazine. (218831-44) {C&R}
(75/125)
1759. J. C. HIGGINS MODEL 103.16 BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 24” barrel with a bright near excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain about 50% original thinning blue with scattered areas of pinprick pitting and oxidation staining. The smooth walnut pistolgrip stock
rates near excellent with only minor blemishes and finish loss. This classic Sears rifle features sling swivels and standard open sights
and includes a single detachable magazine. Also included is a J. C. Higgins 4X scope by Weaver mounted to the receiver. (218831-25)
{C&R}
(150/250)
1760. FOREHAND ARMS MODEL 1898 SINGLE BARREL BREAK ACTION SHOTGUN serial #47401, 12 ga, 30” plain fine twist steel
barrel with a heavily pitted bore. The metal surfaces are a mix of mottled gray and brown with the barrel still showing its twist pattern. The
smooth walnut round knob pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate poor and have several chips missing with moderate cracks and worn finish
throughout. This shotgun features a bead front sight and ejector. (218832-4) {C&R}
(50/100)
1761. J. C. HIGGINS MODEL 103.18 BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 24” barrel with a bright near excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
about 90% original thinning blue with only minor blemishes; the bolt handle and knob remain mostly bright. The smooth walnut pistolgrip stock
rates excellent with only minor handling marks. This classic Sears rifle is equipped with standard open sights. (218806-3) {C&R} (150/250)
1762. REMINGTON MODEL 870 WINGMASTER SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #V878427V, 12 ga, 18” plain barrel choked cylinder with a bright very good bore. The metal surfaces retain about 90% parkerized finish with minor operational wear, handling marks
and oxidation staining. The smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock and grooved forend rate very good with minor handling marks and some
white paint transfer on the left side. This shotgun is equipped with sling swivel studs, 1 sling swivel, a ventilated rubber recoil pad which
provides a 14” length of pull, ghost ring rear and ramped orange blade front sight. (216520-2657) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch”
Kennedy Collection]
(200/400)
1763. WINCHESTER MODEL 1912 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #205198, 12 ga, 30” plain barrel choked full with a bright near
excellent bore. The metal surfaces are mostly a mix of mottled gray and brown with operational wear on the magazine tube and areas of
pinprick pitting on the receiver. The smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock and grooved forend rate near excellent with minor handling marks
and an added coat of varnish. The finish has a few flakes and a worn spot where a label was once affixed and there is a 1 1/2” crack behind
the lower tang. The buttstock wears a Winchester embossed buttplate with a small chip at the heel. This 1919-manufactured shotgun is
equipped with a gold bead front sight. (218776-4) {C&R}
(200/400)
1764. WINCHESTER MODEL 1897 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #211149, 12 ga, 30” plain barrel choked full with a very good plus
bore showing minor frosting. The metal surfaces are mostly a mix of brown and mottled gray with operational wear on the magazine tube
and areas of pinprick pitting and oxidation staining. The smooth walnut round knob pistolgrip buttstock and grooved forend rate good to
near very good with minor handling marks, flakes in the finish and a 2” crack on the left side of the buttstock behind the frame. The buttstock wears a smooth steel widow’s peak buttplate which is a similar brown and gray mix with moderate oxidation staining. This shotgun is
equipped with a bead front sight. (218831-30) {C&R}
(200/400)
1765. WINCHESTER MODEL 12 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #1567648, 12 ga, 28” plain barrel marked modified with a bright near
excellent bore. The metal surfaces are a mix of amateurishly applied cold blue, original blue, minor handling marks and scattered areas
of pinprick pitting and oxidation staining. The smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock and grooved forend rate very good with minor handling
marks and flakes in the added coat of varnish. The buttstock wears a Winchester embossed buttplate which contains some minor white
paint transfer and there is a repaired chip at the toe. This shotgun is equipped with a silver bead front sight. (218781-7) {C&R} (200/400)
1766. WINCHESTER MODEL 67 SINGLE SHOT BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 27” barrel with a bright near excellent bore. The metal
surfaces have been scuffed with steel wool and the remaining finish showing areas of minor pinprick pitting and oxidation staining. The
swept back bolt handle remains bright. The smooth walnut pistolgrip stock rates good with moderate handling marks, flakes in the finish,
a 3/4” crack on the left side top and three extra sling swivels holes which have been amateurishly filled in. The stock features a Winchester
embossed buttplate and sling swivels and the rifle is equipped with standard open sights. (218794-23) {C&R}
(125/250)
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1767. ITHACA MODEL 37 FEATHERLIGHT SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #371254994, 20 ga, 28” plain barrel marked modified with
a bright near excellent bore. The metal surfaces are toning to a mix of brown and gray with scattered areas of pinprick pitting and oxidation
staining. The press-checkered capped pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate good to near very good with worn and chipped checkering on
the left side and minor scrapes and handling marks. The buttstock is fitted with a Remington ventilated rubber recoil pad which provides a
13 1/8” length of pull. This shotgun is fitted with a red fiber optic front sight. (218809-120) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1768. WINCHESTER MODEL 1300 XTR DEER SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #L932470, 12 ga, 24” deer slug barrel with a bright
near excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 92-95% original finish with only minor blemishes. The press-checkered walnut capped
pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate very good with minor handling marks and a few scratches. The buttstock wears Hy-Gun ventilated
rubber recoil pad which provides a 14 3/4” length of pull and has a rear sling swivel stud installed. This shotgun is equipped with a ramped
silver bead front and v-notch rear rifle sights and mounted to the receiver on Kwik-Site See-Thru mounts is a Redfield 2X-7X scope with
duplex reticle and clear optics. (218806-12) {MODERN}
(300/500)
1769. SPRINGFIELD MODEL 87A COMBINATION RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 24” barrel with a bright near excellent bore. The metal surfaces
of this “gill gun” have toned to brown with scattered areas of light pinprick pitting and oxidation staining. The smooth walnut pistolgrip
stock rates very good with moderate blemishes and minor handling marks. This rifle can be fired both semi-automatic with long rifle
ammo only or lock the bolt handle and fire as a single shot only. This rifle is equipped with a bead front and adjustable sporting rear
sight. (218806-7) {C&R}
(150/250)
1770. MOSSBERG MODEL 44 U.S.(B) BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 LR, 26” heavy barrel with a bright near excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain about 40% original blue, toning to brown with scattered areas of moderate pinprick pitting and oxidation staining. The smooth
hardwood pistolgrip stock
rates near very good with

minor handling marks and flakes in
the finish and the green safety dot is
missing but the red fire dot is present. The
stock is fitted with a grooved steel buttplate and
QD sling swivels with a green canvas web sling. The bolt has
the dust cover intact and the rifle is equipped with a ramped and hooded front
sight with target insert and a Mossberg S-130 fold-away rear peep sight. Included is a single
detachable magazine. Overall a nice example of these classic military training rifles. (218809-86) {C&R} (300/500)
1771. HIGH STANDARD SPORT KING SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #ML44039, 22 LR, 6 3/4” barrel with a bright near excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain about 92-95% original thinning blue with minor wear at the muzzle and very minor handling marks and a couple
scattered areas of pinprick pitting and oxidation staining. The checkered hardwood grips rate excellent. This pistol is equipped with an
adjustable rear sight and includes a single detachable magazine. (218829-53) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1772. RUGER STANDARD MODEL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #47706, 22 LR, 4 3/4” barrel with a bright near excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 85% original thinning blue showing the most loss on the frontstrap with scattered areas of pinprick pitting and oxidation
staining and a 1 1/4” area on the right side of the receiver where someone tried to remove the oxidation staining. The black eagle plastic
grips rate very good with only minor flattening of the points. Two magazines are included with this pistol. (218806-38) {C&R} (200/300)
1773. CHARLES DALY/KBI FIELD GRADE 98M BOLT ACTION SPORTING RIFLE serial #B323266, 308 Win, 23” barrel with a bright
near excellent bore showing perhaps a hint of frosting in a few areas. The metal surfaces of this Yugoslavian-produced Mauser-actioned
rifle retain about 95% original blue
with some minor freckling. The

1770

1773
checkered black synthetic capped
pistolgrip stock rates near excellent with only minor handling marks.
The stock features a raised cheekpiece, sling swivel studs and a solid rubber recoil pad
which provides a 13 3/4” length of pull. This rifle is equipped with a ramped gold bead
front sight and a Lyman #57 SME receiver mounted peep sight. (218803-2) {MODERN} (350/550)
1774. REMINGTON MODEL 11 SPORTSMAN SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #504503, 12 ga, 26” ventilated rib
barrel choked improved cylinder with a bright near excellent bore. The metal surfaces have mostly toned to brown with the usual
operational wear on the bottom of the barrel and a moderate amount of pinprick pitting and oxidation staining in the receiver. The checkered
walnut capped pistolgrip buttstock and fingergroove forend rate near very good with most of the points worn smooth and only minor handling
marks. This shotgun is equipped with an ivory bead front sight. (218806-11) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1775. REMINGTON ENHANCED MODEL 7400 SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #B8414772, 30-06 Springfield, 18 1/2” barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue finish with game scene embellished receiver, specks of oxidation staining and a
few light scratches. The carbine has an adjustable sporting rear sight and red bead front and the receiver is factory drilled and tapped for
scope mounts. The checkered Monte Carlo walnut stock rates excellent aside from a couple of light handling marks and scattered spots of
flaking varnish. Included is a single 4 round detachable magazine. (108825-105D33808) {MODERN}
(400/600)

1775
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1776. BROWNING AUTO-5 LIGHT TWELVE SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #7G6876, 12 ga., 27 1/2” plain barrel choked modified with
a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 65% original blue fading to brown with scattered spots of oxidation staining, light
pitting and silvering along the contact points and high edges. The shotgun has a single silver bead sight and the checkered walnut pistolgrip
buttstock and finger groove forend rate about very good with rounded points in the checkering, scattered light dings, scratches and spots
of flaking varnish. There is a 1 1/2” crack running downward into the wrist from the rear of the top tang on the left side that does flex and
the FN logo buttplate remains in excellent condition. (108825-120D34089) {MODERN}
(350/550)
1777. REMINGTON MODEL 740 WOODSMASTER SEMI-AUTO RIFE serial #225613, 30-06 Springfield, 22” barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 90% original blue finish with scattered light scratches, spots of oxidation staining, and high edge and contact
wear. The rifle has standard sporting sights, sling swivels and a weaver one-piece base is installed on the receiver. The smooth walnut stock
and finger groove forend rate good with numerous light handling marks, dings, and flaking varnish. Includes a single 4 round detachable
magazine. (108803-39) {C&R}
(150/250)
1778. BROWNING AUTO-5 LIGHT TWELVE SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #8G35460, 12 ga., 28” ventilated rib invector choked barrel
with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces on this Japanese A-5 retain 95% original blue on the barrel and equal amounts of reapplied
blue on the receiver. The trigger retains patches of gold plating with the balance worn and toned to brown. The shotgun is sighted with a
single silver bead and has an improved cylinder Invector screw in choke. The checkered walnut pistolgrip stock and finger groove forend
rate very good plus with overall light scratches in the high gloss finish, a few minor dings and light handling marks. A blend of old and new
that likely shoots well. (108825-108D34102) {MODERN}
(250/450)
1779. RUGER M77 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #71-62745, 7x57mm, 19 1/2” shortened barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% blue finish that is toning more toward a plum color on the receiver with a few light scratches and spots of fine oxidation
staining. The rifle has a Williams ramped front sight with Lyman Insert and an unmarked folding rear sight. The checkered walnut pistolgrip
stock rates near excellent with several light dings, scratches and spots of chipping varnish. Included with the rifle are a set of Ruger rings.
(108803-25) {MODERN}
(300/500)
1780. WALTHER PP SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY INTERARMS serial #31895, .380 ACP, 3 7/8” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 80% original blue with areas of loss along the slide and muzzle worn to a pewter color patina and along the grip straps that
are now mostly a brown patina. This post-war pistol has fixed sights, 60-degree safety, and commercial proofs. The checkered walnut grips
rate very good with added finish and a few light handling marks. Included is a single 7 round magazine with finger rest base. (1088264S21330) {MODERN}
(250/450)
1781. MOSSBERG MODEL 835 ULTI-MAG SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #UM05615, 12 ga., 24” ventilated rib, Accu-Mag choked
barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces on this Nation Wild Turkey Foundation special edition shotgun retain 98% of their
original camo finish with some light operational wear along the magazine tube, light scratches, a spot of oxidation on the receiver with little
bit of flaking at the breech end of the barrel. The synthetic pistolgrip stock and grooved forend rate excellent with minor handling marks and
a bronze colored NWTF medallion inlaid in right side of the stock. The included choke tube is “modified”. This shotgun is capable of taking
up to 3 1/2” shotshells and is missing the front swivel stud. (108440-30) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1782. BERETTA MODEL 84 FS CHEETAH SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #H64304Y, .380 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 99% of their black Bruniton finish with only a couple faint scratches in the surface. The pistol has fixed sights,
ambidextrous safety and the checkered plastic logo grips rate excellent. Included with the pistol are two 10 round factory magazines, cable
lock, manual, cleaning tool, factory hard case with shipping sleeve that is end labeled and numbered to the gun. A very clean example that
has seen little if any use. (108815-2) {MODERN}
(350/550)
1783. H&R MODEL 999 “SPORTSMAN” TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #AX206127, .22 LR, 4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 98% original blue with some very minor scratches at the muzzle, light turn ring along the 9 shot cylinder and some
scattered light specks of oxidation staining. The revolver has a pinned ramp front sight and the adjustable rear sight is missing its blade.
The checkered walnut grips with H&R medallions rate very good plus showing some light handling marks and mostly crisp points in the
checkering. A solid third model needing only a sight blade. (108825-15D33300) {MODERN}
(300/500)
1784. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 36 CHIEFS SPECIAL DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #735345, .38 Special, 1 7/8” pinned
barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% of their original nickel-plated finish that has areas of clouding, with flaking
on the thumb piece that has toned to brown, numerous light scratches and a faint turn ring along the cylinder. The standard hammer and
serrated trigger show strong case-hardened color with some scattered light fine oxidation staining. The revolver has a 1/10” serrated ramp
front sight with square notch rear and the aftermarket checkered Magna style hardwood grips with silver S&W medallions rate excellent.
(108825-5D33588) {MODERN}
(300/500)
1785. MAGNUM RESEARCH INC. DESERT EAGLE SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #25102, .357 Magnum, 6” barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain perhaps 30% faded and worn original finish with shades of plum, brown and pewter showing light oxidation
staining and some spots of light pitting throughout. The pistol has a fixed white outline front sight with adjustable target style rear sight and
comes with one 9 round magazine that has moderate wear associated with use. (108825-54D33672) {MODERN}
(300/500)
1786. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 65-2 MILITARY & POLICE REVOLVER serial #7D69193, .357 Magnum, 4” heavy barrel with a
bright excellent bore. The stainless surfaces rate near excellent with numerous light scratches, spots of fine light oxidation staining, and a
turn ring along the cylinder. The standard hammer and service trigger retain near all of their hard chrome finish with some light operational
wear along the sides. The revolver has a ramp front sight with square notch rear sight and is stocked with a set of Pachmayr Gripper grips
that remain in very good condition with some light handling marks and mostly crisp points remaining. (108740-6) {MODERN} (200/400)
1787. BROWNING AUTO 5 LIGHT TWELVE SEMI- AUTO SHOTGUN serial #8G35460, 12 ga., 28” ventilated rib, Invector choked barrel
with a bright excellent bore. The barrel retains about 97% original blue with a few light scratches and spots of oxidation staining near the
muzzle. The receiver retains 95% reapplied blue finish with some spots of light pitting, several light scratches and spots of fine oxidation
staining. The light foliate scroll engraving is slightly washed out in areas and the shotgun has a single silver bead sight. The checkered walnut
high gloss finish stock and forend rate very good with numerous light scratches and handling marks. The included choke tube is “improved
cylinder”. This Japanese made Light Twelve would make a great foul weather fowl gun. (108825-108D34102) {MODERN}
(300/500)
1788. BENELLI NOVA SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #Z245722, 12 ga., 24” ventilated rib screw-choke barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The shotgun features full coverage Advantage Timber camo pattern finish, shell stop button, and is sighted with a single hi-visibility red
bead front sight. The stock shows a couple of light handling marks and included is a single improved cylinder choke. (108825-87D34094)
{MODERN}
(200/400)
1789. BENELLI NOVA SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #Z177798, 12 ga., 24” ventilated rib barrel with a bright excellent bore. The shotgun
features full coverage Advantage Timber camo pattern finish that shows a few light handling marks along the synthetic stock, shell stop
button, and is sighted with a single hi-visibility orange bead. A single full choke tube is included. (8825-109D33822) {MODERN}(200/400)
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1790. REMINGTON 878 AUTOMASTER SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN 12 ga., 25” shortened barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 95% original blue finish with scattered oxidation staining, light scratches, and silvering along some of the high edges. The
barrel is marked skeet and is now is cylinder due to it being shortened. The receiver has scroll game scene engraving and the select grade
checkered walnut stock rates very good plus with scattered light handling marks and worn points in the checkering. (8625-100D33141)
{C&R}
(150/250)
1791. AMT BACKUP LARGE FRAME SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #DLA01889, 9mm, 3” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The stainless
surfaces rate excellent with some scattered light scratches and spots of fine oxidation staining. The pistol has a grooved sight channel and the black checkered Lexan grips rate excellent. Included is a single factory marked 5 round magazine. (108825-39D33550)
{MODERN}
(250/450)
1792. FMK MODEL 9C1 GENERATION 2 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #BB10819, 9mm, 4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 99% of their original matte black finish and the polymer frame integral lower accessory rail rates excellent. The slide has
excerpts from the Bill of Rights, the extractor is marked “Proudly American” and “Thank You; Armed Forces” is molded into the frame on
the right side. The pistol features fixed white dot front sight and drift adjustable white outline rear sight, fast action trigger, loaded chamber
indicator and comes with two 10 round magazines, cable lock, manual, oil, and factory hard case that is end labeled and numbered to the
gun. (108802-11) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1793. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 30 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #764415, .32 S&W Long, 3” pinned barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 85 to perhaps 90% original blue finish with overall light scratches, high edge wear, silvering at the
muzzle, light turn ring along the cylinder and spots of wear along the frame and grip strap that have toned more to brown. The standard
hammer and serrated trigger show mottled case-hardened color with scattered light fine oxidation staining near overall. The revolver has
a 1/10” serrated ramp front sight with square notch rear and the diamond checkered walnut Magna grips with silver S&W medallions rate
about very good with several light handling marks slightly rounded to worn points in the checkering and missing most of the varnish. A salty
revolver that still times well with a tight lockup. (108825-D33301) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1794. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 638-3 AIR-WEIGHT BODYGUARD REVOLVER serial #DCH1495, .38 Special +P, 1 7/8” barrel
with a bright excellent bore. The stainless surfaces on the barrel, cylinder, crane and thumb latch rate excellent showing a few scratches
and a light turn ring along the cylinder. The frame retains near all of its matte silver finish with a few light scratches and scattered specks of
oxidation staining along the backstrap, and right side of the frame. The pistol has a serrated ramp front sight, square notch rear sight and
the checkered rubber Uncle Mike’s boot grips rate excellent. (108826-29S21296) {MODERN}
(250/450
1795. BROWNING BUCK MARK TARGET SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #655NV29070, 22 LR, 5 1/2” heavy barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% of their nickel and anodized finishes with a few light scattered scratches. The pistol features a full length
serrated rib with channels for addition sight installation, ramp front sight, adjustable target rear sight and the smooth hardwood grips rate
excellent. Included with the pistol is a single 10 round factory magazine. (108805-5) {MODERN}
(250/450)
1796. AMT BACKUP SMALL FRAME SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #J60967, .380 ACP, 2 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
stainless surfaces rate very good with numerous light scratches and have spots of light fine oxidation near overall with some areas along
the barrel and magazine that are toning to brown. The pistol has fixed sights and the checkered black Lexan grips rate excellent with mostly
crisp points and includes a single factory magazine. (108825-25D33423) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1797. SMITH & WESSON SW22 VICTORY SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #UDY8953, .22 LR, 5 1/2” threaded barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The stainless surfaces rate excellent aside from a few light handling marks. The pistol has fiber optic sights with textured polymer grips
and they rate excellent. Included with the pistol are two 10 round magazines, two top rails one with integrated rear v-notch sight, cable lock,
manual, and factory box that is end labeled and numbered to the gun. (108815-9) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1798. CHARTER ARMS PATHFINDER CONVERTIBLE REVOLVER serial #11-18715, .22 LR .22 Magnum, 4” barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The stainless surfaces rate excellent with some scattered light fine oxidation staining, light scratches and turn rings
along both of the included cylinders. The pistol has a ramp
front with adjustable black blade rear sight. The checkered
rubber finger groove grips rate excellent and included are
a 22 LR cylinder, factory hard case that is end labeled
and numbered to the gun with manual and related papers.
(108815-1) {MODERN}
(250/450)
1799. STINGER MANUFACTURING CORP. PEN PISTOL
serial #SPP01688, .22 LR, 2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The stainless surfaces rate excellent. The pistol is
based on the design originally manufactured by R.J. Braverman based out of Meredith N.H. and comes with a black
jeweler’s style case, operating instruction sheet and outer
sleeve. Item is in as-near-new condition. (108818-17)
{MODERN}
(300/500)
1800. SMITH & WESSON 38 SAFETY DOUBLE ACTION
REVOLVER serial #224603, .38 S&W, 3” barrel with a
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% of
their nickel-plated finish with a few spots of light flaking
around the sideplate seams, some scattered light oxidation
1799
staining along the grip safety and barrel with a dual turn ring
along the cylinder. The triggerguard and latch retain all of their blue finish and the trigger shows strong case-hardened colors. The diamond
checkered hard rubber grips with S&W logo rate excellent. The revolver will need mechanical attention as it does not always index correctly.
(108825-18D34050) {C&R}
(150/250)
1801. STAR MODEL M43 FIRESTAR SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #1933532, 9mm, 3 3/8” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 90% of their blue finish with some light operational loss on the working parts and wear along the high edges. The pistol
features three dot sights with adjustable rear sight, ambidextrous safety, checkered front and back grip strap and the checkered rubber
grips rate excellent. This all steel constructed compact pistol was imported by Interarms. (108825-51D33989) {MODERN} (200/400)
1802. STAR MODEL M45 FIRESTAR SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #2045445, .45 ACP, 3 5/8” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 98% nickel-plated finish with some scattered light scratches and light wear marks associated with use. The pistol features
three dot sights, ambidextrous safety, checkered grip straps and the checkered rubber grips rate excellent. Included with this Interams
imported pistol is a single 6 round factory magazine. (108826-6S21332) {MODERN}
(250/450)
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1803. BERSA THUNDER 380 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #F66237, .380 ACP, 3 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The pistol retains
99% of its flat dark earth finish with a few light scratches and spots of operational wear. The pistol features fixed three dot sights, internal
trigger lock (key provided), and the checkered polymer grips with logo rate excellent. Included with gun are four 7 round factory magazines,
internal trigger lock key, Makershot loading tool, manual, test casing, and factory hard case that is end labeled and numbered to the gun.
(108815-4) {MODERN}
(200/300)
1804. AMT BACKUP SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #A17461, .380 ACP, 2 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The stainless surfaces rate
very good plus with scattered light scratches, spots of wear and fine oxidation staining. The pistol has fixed sights and the clear checkered
Lexan grips rate excellent with crisp points remaining. Included is a single factory magazine with finger rest base. (108825-8D33305)
{MODERN}
(200/400)
1805. NORTH AMERICAN ARMS CO., NAA 22LR REVOLVER serial #B07080, 22 LR, 1 1/8” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
stainless steel surfaces rate excellent aside from a few light scratches and faint turn ring along the cylinder. The tiny revolver has a blade
front sight and square notch rear sight. The smooth black plastic grips rate fair with the left side panel having a crack from the front edge
to the screw escutcheon with scattered light scratches as well. (108826-2S5782) {MODERN}
(75/150)
1806. P.W. ARMS / BERETTA MODEL 92S SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #X46130Z, 9mm, 4 3/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 85% of their original blue and matte black finishes showing moderate wear along the high edges, working parts,
around the muzzle and along the grip straps. The pistol has fixed sights with left side slide mounted safety. The checkered plastic logo
grips rate very good with minor wear, light handling marks and mostly crisp points in the checkering. The pistol comes with one 10 round
factory magazine and two 15 round magazines, and non-factory box that is correctly labeled and numbered to the gun. (108816-23)
{MODERN}
(200/400)
1807. IVER JOHNSON MODEL X300 PONY SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #IJ006480, .380 ACP, 3” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 95% plus original blue with some loss to oxidation staining that has toned brown and some areas that are toning to a
pleasing plum patina. The pistol has a blade front sight, black blade drift adjustable rear sight and the checkered walnut grips rate excellent
with overall crisp points. Included with the pistol are a single 6 round factory magazine and Iver Johnson marked cloth rug. (108794-15)
{MODERN}
(200/300)
1808. COLT POCKET POSITIVE DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #150815, 32 New Police, 2 1/2” barrel with an about good oxidized
and lightly pitted bore. The metal surfaces retain about 75-80% original blue that is worn in areas toning to brown with spots of oxidation
and staining, scratches, pitting, and has a moderate turn ring along the cylinder. The blade front sight shows several dings and the grips
have been replaced with a set of unmarked faux stag grips that have a couple of chips missing and fit the revolver poorly. The revolver will
require mechanical attention as it does not always function properly and would make a great restoration project for the budding gunsmith.
(108825-10D33538) {MODERN}
(100/300)
1809. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON MODEL 632 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #M988, 32 S&W, 2 1/2” barrel with a very
good lightly frosted bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue finish with some light silvering at the muzzle, turn ring along the
cylinder and scattered light oxidation staining near overall. The revolver has a blade front sight, square notch rear, pull pin cylinder release
and the checkered plastic grips with H&R logos rate excellent. A salty little revolver that still seems to function well mechanically. (10882621S21238) {C&R}
(75/150)
1810. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON BULL DOG DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #6048, 32 S&W, 2 1/2” barrel with a good
bore that shows strong rifling and scattered pitting its entire length. The metal surfaces retain near all of their original nickel-plated finish
with some scattered specks of oxidation staining with heavier amounts along the sides of the hammer and trigger. The checkered hard
rubber grips rate excellent and the revolver times well and lockup remains tight. (108825-41D33517) {C&R}
(150/250)
1811. BERETTA 950B JET FIRE SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #B58916, .25 ACP, 2 3/8” barrel with a bright about excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 50% blue with loss due to wear that has toned to a mix of pewter and bright silver. The grips rate fair having moderate
to excessive wear, handling marks repairs and forced aging. A truly salty pistol that does not come with any magazine. (108826-3S21329)
{MODERN}
(50/75)
1812. BERETTA 950B JET FIRE SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #C93812, .22 Short, 2 3/8” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 85% original blue and anodized finish with high edge wear, scattered scratches, and fine oxidation staining. The pistol
has fixed sights and the checkered plastic grips rate good showing moderate wear to the checkering, several light handling marks and
ingrained dirt staining. Included is a single 8 round factory magazine. (108825-11D33489) {MODERN}
(75/150)
1813. MOSSBERG MODEL 500 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #K008790, 12 ga., 21” shortened plain barrel, unchoked, with a bright
excellent bore (no bead has been re-set). The metal surfaces retain 90% of their original blue and matte black finish with operational wear
along the slide and magazine tube, spots of fine oxidation staining and several scattered light scratches. The shotgun has no sights and the
checkered black composite pistolgrip and grooved walnut forend rate excellent. This item transfers as a firearm not a long gun. (10882572D33283) {FIREARM}
(75/150)
1814. MOSSBERG MODEL 500 CRUISER SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #L152690, 12 ga., 18 1/2” plain barrel choked cylinder
with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 90% plus of their original blue and matte black finishes with some operational wear
along the magazine tube and slide, spots of fine oxidation staining, light scratches and some light pitting. The shotgun has a single brass
bead front sight and an Acid Tactical red dot is properly attached to the barrel with a pressure switch attached to the forend with black
“tactical colored” Duct Tape. The checkered composite pistolgrip and checkered hardwood forend rate excellent. This item transfers as a
firearm not a long gun. (108826-1S31180) {FIREARM}
(75/150)
1815. LEINAD INC., MODEL DS 410 DOUBLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #S00002141, .410 bore, 18 1/8” barrels with bright excellent bores. The metal surfaces retain 95% of their original blue and matte blue finishes. The black composite folding stock, pistolgrip
and forend rate excellent with a few light handling marks and this would make a great pack gun for any outdoor activities. (108789-17)
{FIREARM}
(75/150)
1816. SMITH & WESSON M&P 9 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #HTN9445, 9mm, 4 1/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 99% of their original black Melonite finish and the polymer frame with integral lower Picatinny rail rates excellent. The pistol
has Novak Lo-Mount carry sights and comes with a complete carry and range kit that includes; three interchangeable palm swells, Kydex
holster, three 10 round factory magazines, double magazine pouch, ear plugs, Maglula speed loader, manual and factory hard case correctly
end-labeled to the gun. This is an as-near-new example. (1X108658-183D32369) {MODERN}
(300/500)
1817. SPRINGFIELD ARMORY XD9 SUB-COMPACT SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #XD111984, 9mm, 3” barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original matte black finish and the textured grip polymer frame rates excellent. The pistol has standard
three dot sights and comes with a single factory 10 round magazine. (1X108658-124D32139) {MODERN}
(200/400)
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1818. POLISH WZ-48 BOLT ACTION TRAINING RIFLE BY RADOM serial #AB11904, 22 LR, 24 3/4” barrel with an excellent bore.
The metal surfaces of this 1954-dated rifle retain 95-97% arsenal blue with some silvering on buttplate, high edge wear and minor
handling marks. The beech stock rates very good plus with an armory varnish, a faded Polish inspection stamp on the right side of butt,
a few dings and handling marks. The bolt is numbered matching to the barrel shank and this is a solid rimfire Mosin style rifle overall.
(1X208657-41S20519) {C&R}
(150/250)
1819. FULLSTOCK PERCUSSION SPORTING RIFLE BY W. SCOTT .44 cal, 32 1/4” octagon barrel with a lightly oxidized bore. The metal
surfaces of this rifle are mostly a nice plum patina showing some old lightly cleaned pitting scattered throughout. The lockplate features some
light foliate motifs and is marked “W. SCOTT / WARRANTED”. The brass nosecap, ramrod thimble, triggerguard, buttplate and patchbox
are mostly pale goldenrod with some light staining. The stock shows some nice figure throughout and remains in about very good overall
condition with a 3/4” crack forward of the left escutcheon, some scattered small chips, dings and handling marks along with evidence of
checkering at the wrist long ago. The toe extension on the buttplate, rear ramrod thimble, the trigger, front sight and ramrod are missing.
The screws and pins for keeping the lockplate, barrel and triggerguard secured are also all missing so this would be a good starting point
for a complete restoration. (1X138514-57) {ANTIQUE}
(100/200)
1820. DAISY V/L STANDARD RIFLE serial #B020338, 22 V/L, 18” barrel with a very good bore showing some light frosting throughout. The
metal surfaces of this rifle retain about 92% original black enamel finish showing a few spots of flaking, scratches, some light freckling and
oxidation staining scattered about. The checkered pistolgrip plastic wood grain stock remains in very good condition showing a few light
scratches and scuffs mostly on the right side of the stock. The original black grooved plastic “VL” buttplate is present and the rifle is fitted
with factory open sights. These interesting rifles used proprietary caseless ammunition ignited by compressed air and were only made for
about one year before Daisy ceased production. This rifle remains a very good example and would make for a more peculiar addition to any
firearms collection. See ammunition in the “ammunition” section. (1X138446-9) {C&R}
(275/375)
1821. JOHN PROBIN DOUBLE PERCUSSION SHOTGUN 10 Ga., 31” barrels with oxidized and pitted bores. The metal surfaces of the
barrels are brown, lightly cleaned to pewter in a few areas, in addition to oxidation stains, pitting and handling marks. The locks and triggerguard assembly are lightly engraved with loose foliate scroll and remain in-the-white with moderate oxidation and light pitting. The one-piece
checkered straight grip hardwood buttstock rates about good as lightly sanded and cleaned with a 2” check on the toe of the butt, a small
check on each side of the wrist extending from the back of the lock and handling marks. The steel buttplate has traces of original finish but
is mostly oxidized pewter. The locks are in need of attention and the sides are signed “John Probin”. The gun includes a wood ramrod with
brass fittings. One of the ramrod ferrules is broken off but is included. The perfect gun to hang over your fireplace. (1X88640-40) {ANTIQUE}
[William “Wild Bill” Ziegler Collection]
(150/250)
1822. LEFEVER LONG RANGE FIELD SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #820, 12 ga., 30” plain barrel choked full with a bright excellent
bore. The barrel retains 70-75% blue flaking to brown finish with overall light fine oxidation staining. The receiver, thumb safety, triggerguard
and trigger are in-the-white with scattered oxidation staining near overall. The checkered pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate about good
with a 14 7/8” L.O.P. to the added Pachmayr ventilated recoil pad, evidence of a cleaning, scattered light handling marks, missing sliver
along the left side of the forend and what appears to be amateurishly repaired cracks in either side of the wrist with spots of added finish
and filler. The shotgun has a single silver bead sight, inlaid compass at the heel of the stock and an iron sling swivel added to the barrel.
(1X108657-94S21002) {C&R}
(50/100)
1823. U.S. MODEL 1898 KRAG BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY SPRINGFIELD ARMORY (SPORTERIZED) serial #394518, 30-40 Krag,
23” shortened barrel with a bright near excellent bore that shows the beginnings of light frosting in the grooves. The magazine box, triggerguard and receiver are mostly a dull gray patina with some flaking on the magazine box and scattered light freckling. The barrel retains
50-60% original blue with scattered fading to gray, oxidation and light silvering. The cutdown walnut stock rates very good with an added
varnish, a strong 1902 cartouche, some added filler at heel, scattered flaking, dings and handling marks. The stock has a black rubber
Dupont buttpad giving the gun a 13 1/2” length of pull. The rifle is sighted with an unmarked peep rear sight and a ramped Lyman yellow
bead front sight. A very good sporterized Krag. (1X208491-8) {MODERN}
(200/375)
1824. U.S. MODEL 1898 KRAG BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY SPRINGFIELD ARMORY (SPORTERIZED) serial #161375, 30-40 Krag,
24” shortened barrel with a very good bore that shows some scattered moderate pitting. The metal surfaces retain 95% of a reapplied
blue finish with thinning to gray along the extractor, some light pitting visible beneath the new finish, a moderate ding or tool mark on
the left side of the barrel near the muzzle, flaking to brown on triggerguard, some light silvering and freckling on the barrel. The cutdown
walnut stock rates very good with some added oil, a couple small repaired cracks behind upper tang, a few dings and handling marks.
The stock has a gold colored coin on the heel with a ram, some white filler on the butt, and a red recoil pad giving it a 13 1/2” length of
pull. The rifle is sighted with a Redfield peep rear sight and a ramped gold bead front sight. A very good sporterized Krag. (1X208491-7)
{MODERN}
(200/375)
1825. JAPANESE TYPE 99 ARISAKA BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY KOKURA serial #76207, 7.7 Arisaka, 25 1/2” barrel with a very good bore
that shows some light frosting. The metal surfaces of this 22nd series rifle retain 90% arsenal and reapplied blue finishes with scattered fading,
freckling and some silvering on front band. The Asian hardwood stock rates very good as refinished with an added varnish, some heavy
chipping at front, the remnants of a large white sticker on the left side of butt, scattered dings and handling marks. The Chrysanthemum is
fully intact, the bolt parts are mismatched but the front band is matching. The right side front sight blade was broken off at some point, the
other sight blade is a bit bent, the original front band screws are missing and there are aftermarket parts holding on. The handguard and
rear band are loose. A good restoration candidate or parts donor rifle. (1X208657-98S21006) {C&R}
(25/75)
1826. STEVENS MODEL 1244 BOLT ACTION SHOTGUN 12 gauge, 28” barrel with an excellent bore choked improved modified. The
barrel has started to fade to gray-brown with scattered freckling and handling marks. The receiver retains fairly bold case-hardened colors
on the right side with more fading on the left in addition to freckling and handling marks. The Tenite buttstock rates fair with light handling
wear but several cracks are present on the checkered pistolgrip that extend out from the triggerguard. The checkered forend rates very
good to excellent with light handling marks. The mechanism still functions. (1X88634-15) {C&R}
(25/75)
1827. CUSTOM MAUSER MODEL 98 BOLT ACTION RIFLE 8mm Mauser, 23 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
about 99% of a commercial blue finish that has some light handling marks scattered about. The edges of the receiver, barrel step and bolt
all have geometric line engraving and the front receiver ring has been matted along the top. The bolt body has a light gray patina and bears
a classic cross-hatch pattern etching, a popular design from the 1930’s through the early 1950’s. The sporting walnut stock rates very good
and features a front barrel band, a capped pistolgrip, a left side cheek rest and a hard rubber buttplate. The wood has an oil finish and a few
small dings along with a small hairline crack at the upper tang. The rifle is equipped with a sporting ramp front sight and has a Lyman rear
aperture sight mounted to the receiver. A leather sporting sling is included. An overall near excellent sporting Mauser that would make a
great woods rifle. (3X48366-24) {MODERN}
(200/400)
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1828. REMINGTON MODEL 1100 SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #L768239V, 12 ga, 25 1/2” ventilated rib *Target* barrel, the included
choke is full, with a bright near excellent bore showing minor frosting. The metal surfaces retain about 70% original thinning blue with oxidation staining under the rib, specks of pinprick pitting and light silvering on the receiver. The press-checkered walnut buttstock and forend
rate near very good with minor handling marks and flakes in the finish; it wears a White-Line ventilated rubber recoil pad which provides a
14” length of pull. This shotgun is equipped with a rear sling swivel stud and dual bead sights. (218582-41) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1829. CONNECTICUT VALLEY ARMS HAWKEN PERCUSSION RIFLE serial #0041312, 45 cal., 32” octagon barrel with an excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain about 60-70% original brown finish with moderate edge wear, scratches and oxidation blemishes. The
case-hardened colors of the lock are very strong with moderate oxidation stains. The aluminum nose cap, brass barrel wedge escutcheons
and patch box, brown triggerguard and buttplate all rate very good plus but the buttplate is thinning with light scuffs from resting on the
ground during loading. The one-piece hardwood stock rates near excellent overall with light handling wear. The front sight is missing but
the rear is present and the set trigger no longer functions. A combination range and wiping rod is provided plus two spare nipples but no
ramrod is present. It would not take much work to get this gun ready to shoot. (88698-2) {ANTIQUE}
(50/150)
1830. GSG-5 SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #A265524, 22 LR, 16 1/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99%
original black finish with scratches. The lightweight polymer receiver and stock rate excellent with light scratches and handling marks. This
carbine is equipped with open sights and ambidextrous safety. Included is a very good factory box with slight bends that is end labeled to
the carbine and two 22-shot magazines. (1X98717-76) {MODERN} [John W. Young Collection]
(150/250)
1831. RUGER MODEL LC380 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #323-51347, 380 ACP, 3 1/8” barrel with a bright excellent bore. This pistol
retains 99% original blue finish with light scratches. The black glass-filled nylon frame and checkered grips rate excellent with light scratches
and handling marks. This pistol is equipped with a thumb safety and adjustable 3-dot sights. Included is a very good factory white box with
bends that is end labeled to the gun, one factory 7-shot finger extension magazine, one flat magazine base, factory security key, factory
lock with two keys, one test fired casing that is labeled to the gun, Ruger zippered soft case, instruction manual and assorted paperwork.
(1X98706-29) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1832. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON AUTOMATIC EJECTING SECOND MODEL DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #2060,
32 S&W, 3” barrel with a very good bore showing some spots of light oxidation and strong rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this
revolver retain about 98% reapplied bright nickel finish showing a couple small flakes and some scattered pinprick pitting underneath the
newer finish throughout. The barrel rib markings are still quite crisp and clear and a couple of the screws show some light slot damage. The
black checkered hard rubber grips are scratch-numbered to the gun and remain in very good condition showing some areas worn smooth
at the high edges, a couple light scratches and handling marks. Barrel-to-frame fit is solid and the mechanism functions well in single and
double action with very good timing and lockup. The revolver also includes a period suede purse-style holster with double snap button
closure, a couple small tears, light staining and some old tape residue. (1X138587-10) {C&R}
(50/100)
1833. SMITH & WESSON MODEL SW9VE serial #DYJ9006, 9mm, 4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The stainless surfaces rate excellent
with a few light scratches and spots of oxidation staining in the slide serrations. The polymer frame with checkered logo grips rates excellent
and the pistol has fixed three dot sights and comes with a single 10-round magazine. (1X108658-173D32038) {MODERN} (150/250)
1834. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON HAMMERLESS SECOND MODEL TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #243116, .32 S&W, 3”
barrel with an about good bore with light scattered pitting and oxidation its entire length. The metal surfaces retain about 95% original nickel
plate with scattered fine oxidation staining, turn ring along the cylinder and spots of flaking. The checkered target logo grips rate fair with
mostly rounded points and the left side panel is broken at the front lower corner but the chip is present. The revolver will require mechanical
attention as it does not always function properly. (1X108658-209D32453) {C&R}
(15/30)
1835. U.S. REVOLVER CO. AUTOMATIC HAMMER TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #53835, 38 S&W, 3 1/4” barrel with a bright near
excellent bore showing a little frosting throughout. The metal surfaces of this revolver retain about 89% original nickel finish with some
flaking to brown on the gripstraps, a line of flaking along the right side frame and some further more minor bubbling and freckling. The
triggerguard retains nearly all of its original blue finish with some minor high edge wear and freckling. The trigger, hammer and latch retain
a healthy amount of rather nice case-hardened colors with some toning to silver and operational wear. The black checkered hard rubber
grips remain in very good plus condition with a few minor scuffs and a small chip at the base of the left panel. Lockup is a little loose but
timing is solid and barrel-to-frame fit is excellent. This revolver was made by Iver Johnson as an even more “budget-oriented” product and
does not feature their famous transfer bar “Hammer the Hammer” system. (1X138514-2) {C&R}
(25/75)
1836. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON HAMMERLESS FIRST MODEL TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #1166, 32 S&W, 5” barrel
with a bright near excellent bore showing a little scattered frosting. The metal surfaces of this revolver retain about 90% original blue with
some thinning and freckling along the barrel, minor flaking to brown on the gripstraps and triggerguard and a turn line on the cylinder. The
trigger and latch retain some hints of case-hardened colors mostly toning to a smooth gray. The black checkered hard rubber grips are
scratch-numbered to the gun and remain in near excellent condition with a few small dings, handling marks and a small scuff in the logo
on the left panel. All serialized parts appear to be matching and the mechanism functions fairly well although the trigger return is a little
sluggish and the cylinder stop spring has weakened causing it to not lock up every now and then. Barrel-to-frame fit is a little loose but this
revolver remains a very good example with a scarcer barrel length. (1X138426-134) {C&R}
(50/100)
1837. IVER JOHNSON SECOND MODEL SAFETY AUTOMATIC HAMMER TOP-BREAK REVOLVER serial #67762, 38 S&W, 5” barrel
with an oxidized and pitted bore. The metal surfaces retain about 60% original nickel plate and blue finish with moderate to heavy flaking
and wear on the frame and barrel, oxidation blemishes, pitting and bubbling nickel plus the blue finish on the triggerguard is worn to pewter
with scattered stains from oxidation and remnants of blue in the protected areas. The hammer and trigger are pewter toning to brown from
oxidation stains. The checkered hard rubber grips rate about good with moderate diamond point wear plus the scroll embellishments and
the owl heads have softened lightly. Barrel-to-frame fit is tight, the barrel is numbered to the gun and the gun still functions mechanically.
(1X88443-49) {C&R}
(25/75)
1838. IVER JOHNSON SECOND MODEL SAFETY AUTOMATIC HAMMER REVOLVER serial #66172, 38 C.F., 3 1/4” barrel with a
dark oxidized bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% original nickel that has scattered light scratches, flaking and oxidation. The checkered
owls head grips rate excellent aside from light rounded points on the checkering. The trigger and hammer show mottled case-hardened
colors and the revolver will need mechanical attention as it doesn’t always function correctly. (1X108658-210D32447) {C&R}
(15/30)
1839. SMITH & WESSON M&P 45 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #MPY1414, .45 ACP, 4 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 98% of their original black Melonite finish with some spots of wear and scattered specks of fine oxidation staining in the
slide serrations and along the slide. The polymer frame with integral Picatinny rail rates excellent and the pistol is equipped with Trijicon low
profile sights that still illuminate and an ambidextrous thumb safety. A single 10-round factory magazine is included. (1X108658-172D32979)
{MODERN}
(300/500)
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1840. HAMILTON NO. 11 RIFLE .22 cal., 8” barrel with oxidized bore. This rifle is 31” in overall length and retains strong traces of its original
nickel finish but is mostly a dull brown patina. The walnut stock rates very good with expected overall dings and handling marks. The markings state it is a No 11 and manufactured in Plymouth Michigan but the word “Hamilton” is not visible. The butt plate is oxidized and there
is a tight 3/4” crack at the toe. (98562-5) {C&R}
(300/500)

1840
1841. WINCHESTER MODEL 1906 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #167513, 22 S,L,LR, 20” barrel with a fair-poor bore. The metal surfaces
are a plum brown patina with overall soft brown oxidation, showing minor dings and handling marks here and there from the years, a couple
more prominent on the barrel. The smooth gumwood stocks and forend rate about very good as lightly cleaned many years ago, with the
expected minor dings and handling marks from the years. There are cracks at the rears of both upper and lower tangs, drying cracks at the
butt and a 1 1/2” crack at the right leading edge of the wrist. “RP” has lightly incise carved his initials in the right side of the butt. The gun
seems to function well mechanically, one firing pin stop screw is missing but the original sights are intact. (38831-27) {C&R} (150/250)
1842. ITHACA FLUES MODEL BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #385544, 20 ga., 26” barrels choked improved cylinder and modified with bright about excellent bores showing perhaps a few very widely scattered spots of very light oxidation. The barrels retain 75%
later restored blue finish, now reacquiring scattered minor oxidation and a handful of light handling marks. The frame is primarily a smoky
mottled silvery and gray case-hardened patina with maker marked left and right flats, each with pointing game dogs. The checkered walnut
pistolgrip buttstock and splinter style forend rate very good showing much original varnish with flat-top checkering and a period Noshoc
recoil pad installed; length of pull is 14”. The gun locks up well and seems to function mechanically however the very thinnest sliver of light
can be seen between the breeches and the standing breech. (38825-78D33271) {C&R}
(350/550)
1843. LEFEVER ARMS COMPANY DS
GRADE SIDELOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN
serial #70650, 12 ga., 28” barrels choked modified in both with
about very good bores, the right tube showing scattered oxidation and light pits, the left
tube mostly bright with a good deal less oxidation and pitting. The barrels are an overall dull
1840
gunmetal gray patina with scattered light oxidation and remnants of damascus pattern, perhaps
showing some sparsely scattered light pinprick pits. The frame and lockplates are a mottled smoky silvery and
gray case-hardened patina, with a small handful of very light oxidation specks here or there. The checkered walnut round
knob pistolgrip buttstock rates very good with remnants of original varnish, checkering flat-topped and the expected dings
and handling marks that come from the years. There is an extremely well done and difficult-to-detect repair at the wrist from the rear
of both sideplates to the rear of the upper tang. Length of pull to the checkered hard rubber LeFever buttplate is 13 3/8” with drops of
1 7/8” and 3 1/4”. The splinter style forend rates very good, the gun locks up well, is on-face and seems to function well mechanically.
(38825-96D33263) {C&R}
(300/500)
1844. LEFEVER ARMS COMPANY H GRADE SIDELOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #49913, 12 ga., 26” barrels choked a light full in
both with bright very good plus bores. The barrels are an overall dull gray and gray-blue patina showing some very sparsely scattered light
oxidation stains here and there. The frame and lockplates are a silvery tarnished pewter patina showing some minor scattered oxidation
staining here and there with a small handful of light pinprick pits,

1844
primarily on the carry point of the frame and atop
the fences. Each lockplate is maker marked and shows a single swirl of open flowing
scroll with some very light borderline engraving and button cocking indicators atop the
plates. The checkered walnut capped pistolgrip buttstock and splinter style forend rate about very
good, the buttstock worn nearly smooth with the expected minor dings and handling marks and with the
left-side of comb lightly scooped-out. The length of pull to the original grooved hard rubber buttplate is 14” with
drops of 1 3/4” and 3 1/8”. The shotgun locks up tight, is on-face and seems to function well mechanically. The ivory midrib
bead has broken off. (38825-95D34464) {C&R}
(350/550)
1845. ARGENTINE M1879 REMINGTON ROLLING BLOCK RIFLE 43 Spanish, 36” barrel with a near excellent bore. The metal surfaces aretain 95% of a reapplied blue finish with a couple spots turning gray, a couple spots of light freckling and some light fading. The
hardwood stock rates excellent as-refinished with a crisp “R” marking, a few light dings and handling marks. This rifle appears to be one
of the Argentine rifles that had their Argentine markings removed and were refinished prior to import. It has a saber bayonet lug, a slotted
cleaning rod and an 1100-meter rear sight. A very good Argentine 1879 Rolling Block rifle. (208789-15) {ANTIQUE}
(300/500)
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1846. SAVAGE MODEL 45 SUPER SPORTER BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #9464, 300 Savage, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
barreled action is primarily a plum brown faded original blue on the barrel with the receiver showing more of a darker gray-blue, also faded
original blue. There are scattered very light handling marks here and there but they are unobtrusive and consistent with a hunting rifle of its
age. The bottom metal has now toned primarily to a mottled plum and blue-gray patina showing remnants of some very light oxidation staining
here and there. The bolt body shows minor staining with light oxidation remnants on the knob and handle. The checkered walnut pistolgrip stock rates very good with much
original varnish and the expected
dings and handling
marks one would see from a field
used arm. There is some flaking along
the toeline and right side of the butt with one prominent scratch on
left above the trigger but overall the stock is very pleasing. There is a silver blade
Lyman No. 28A Sheard front sight, Marbles No. 95H sporting folding leaf rear and Lyman No. 40 rear
receiver sight, all factory standard on the 45 Super Sporter rifle. A single original detachable box magazine
1844 is included
rating very good plus and marked “300”. These Super Sporters are getting tough to find and this
is a very respectable example still rating very good-fine overall. (38803-38) {C&R}
(350/550)
1847. REMINGTON M1902 ROLLING BLOCK RIFLE 7mm Mauser, 30” barrel with a very good plus bore that shows some light frosting.
The metal surfaces retain 99% of a reapplied blue finish. The hardwood stock rates excellent as-refinished with a couple minor dings on the
underside of the forend. The rifle is equipped with the correct military sights. A solid restored Rolling Block that will likely be a great shooter.
(208789-9) {C&R}
(200/400)
1848. SOVIET M91/30 MOSIN NAGANT BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY IZHEVSK serial #9130385794, 7.62x54, 28 3/4” barrel with a very
good bore that shows scattered frosting. The metal surfaces of this 1942 dated rifle retain 95% arsenal refurbished blue with some light
fading on the edges. The post-war birch stock rates very good with some light flaking, minor dings and handling marks. All serialized parts
are matching with the floorplate being lined-out to match. A Soviet sling, oil bottle, tool kit, bayonet and Plano hardcase are all included
with this rifle. A very fine arsenal refurbished 91/30 Mosin Nagant rifle. (208826-7S21333) {C&R}
(100/300)
1849. ITALIAN M1870/87 VETTERLI BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY BRESCIA serial #O2656, 10.4mm Vetterli, 34” barrel with a very good
plus bore that shows some minor pitting. The barrel and bands retain 92% of an arsenal blue finish with some light pitting near woodline,
scattered fading and flaking to brown. The magazine retains 90% arsenal blue with a few small pits, scattered flaking to brown and light
silvering. The action and lower tang are a dull gray patina with scattered oxidation staining. The hardwood stock rates very good with a
strong Torino cartouche that appears overstamped, a few light chips and scattered handling marks. The barrel is dated 1873, the stock is
matching, the cocking knob is numbered differently and most of the other parts appear un-numbered. No cleaning rod is present but a
military style black leather sling is included. A fine example of these Vetterli magazine conversions. (208789-14) {ANTIQUE} (300/500)
1850. UNMARKED ITALIAN PERCUSSION RIFLE serial #58400, 54 Cal, 28 1/2” barrel with a very good plus bore that shows some light
oxidation. The barrel retains much of its original browned finish with some oxidation staining, thinning and fading on the edges. The lockplate
and hammer retain nearly all of their original case colors, while the brass parts remain partially bright with some oxidation staining. The
hardwood stock rates excellent with an added varnish and a few handling marks. The rifle is equipped with double set triggers. A fine rifle
for the traditional muzzleloading hunter. (208740-31) {ANTIQUE}
(100/200)
1851. BERETTA 92S SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #X42941Z, 9mm, 5” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 97% original
blue and enamel with some light freckling on slide and minor flaking on frame. The black plastic Beretta grips rate very good with scattered
handling marks and a few light dings. The barrel is numbered “CHE009814” and there is a P.W. Arms import mark on the slide. The pistol
includes a brown cardboard shipping box end-labeled two the gun and two magazines. A fine Beretta 92S that will likely be great for defense
of shooting. (208816-22) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1852. CZ-75 BD SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #0543Z, 9mm, 4 1/2” barrel with a near excellent bore that shows perhaps the beginnings
of light frosting. The metal surfaces retain 90% of an armory grade reapplied black enamel with scattered flaking. The checkered plastic
grips rate very good with a couple spots of flattening points, a few handling marks and dings. All serialized parts are matching, the pistol
has a lanyard ring and there is a Century Arms import marking on the right side of the frame. A single magazine with black baseplate and
AIM Surplus box end-labeled to the gun are included with this pistol. A solid CZ-75 that will likely be great for carry or home defense.
(208816-21) {MODERN}
(300/500)
1853. GERMAN KKW BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY GUSTLOFF WERKE serial #266227, 22 LR, 26” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 85% original blue with oxidation throughout the buttplate, some silvering on the right side, scattered oxidation and flaking
to brown. The walnut stock appears to have been cutdown at the front and rates fair with a large chip forming behind the upper tang, a 2”
crack running from the chip into the bolt cut, an added hole on the underside, scattered dings and handling marks. The bolt is electropenciled numbered matching, the bayonet lug was removed at some point and while the front band is present the front band screw hardware
and cleaning rod are missing. A good project gun overall. (208825-81D33949) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1854. FRENCH M1874 GRAS MUSKETOON BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY ST. ETIENNE serial #F27187, 11mm Gras, 27” barrel with a
fair bore that shows oxidation and pitting throughout but evident rifling. The metal surfaces are a dull gray patina with scattered oxidation
and oxidation staining. The brass parts are a dull yellow patina with scattered dings and oxidation. The hardwood stock rates about very
good with a large circular hole where a cartouche once was, a small crack on the right side of butt, a deep 1 3/4” chip on the underside,
a couple chips, a few abrasions, scattered dings and handling marks. The bayonet lug is matching but the other parts are mismatched.
There is a date of 1877 on the barrel, a “6.0.A” marking on the buttplate and an “M80” upgrade marking on the left side of barrel. There
is no bolthead assembly or cleaning rod present and the bolt will fall out when cocked. A good restoration candidate overall. (208783-4)
{ANTIQUE}
(100/200)
1855. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON AMERICAN DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #3473, 38 CF, 2 1/2” barrel with an about
good bore that shows oxidation and pitting throughout but evident rifling. The metal surfaces retain 75% original nickel with scattered
flaking and oxidation. The checkered hard rubber grips rate very good with scattered dirt staining and handling marks. The mainspring is
removed, the double action is not functioning properly and the revolver will require mechanical attention to fix. (208753-42) {C&R}(25/50)
1856. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON TOP BREAK DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #8419, 32 S&W, 2” barrel with a fair bore
that shows oxidation and pitting throughout but evident rifling. The metal surfaces retain 95% original nickel with a few light dings, scattered
freckling and flaking. The mother of pearl grips rate very good plus with some dirt staining. The cylinder will not retract properly when the
gun is opened and will require mechanical attention to fix. (208753-21) {C&R}
(40/80)
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1857. UNMARKED UNDERHAMMER PERCUSSION PISTOL 32 Cal, 4” barrel with a moderately oxidized bore. The hammer, nipple,
lever and barrel are a dull gray patina with a couple cracks in the hammer, a few spots of light pitting and scattered oxidation staining. The
brass parts are a dull yellow patina with scattered oxidation staining. The checkered grip rates very good plus with some minor handling
marks. This pistol is an underhammer percussion type, the barrel and underside of grip are marked “197”, the other parts appear unmarked.
The mechanism does not appear to be functioning properly, a blue lined wooden case is included that appears modern and it shows
some staining and dings. Also included are approximately 14 percussion caps and 20 lead balls. An interesting pistol overall. (208753-61)
{ANTIQUE}
(20/40)
1858. FIE PANZER OVER UNDER DERRINGER serial #P013313, 22 LR, 2 1/2” barrels with excellent bores. The barrels retain 97% original
blue with a patch of oxidation on the left side and some silvering. The brass frame shows some staining and light dings. The white plastic
grips rate very good plus with some handling marks. (208753-50) {MODERN}
(40/80)
1859. SPANISH PHILADELPHIA DERRINGER PERCUSSION PISTOL serial #585, 44 Cal, 4” barrel with an oxidized bore. The metal
surfaces retain 97% original blue with scattered light flaking to brown. The checkered stock rates very good plus with some handling marks,
light flaking and minor dings. The lock is marked “DERRINGER/PHILADELPHIA”, the barrel “1855-SPAIN” and the lock appears functional.
(208753-44) {ANTIQUE}
(50/100)
1860. SPANISH DERRINGER PERCUSSION PISTOL serial #26964, 41 Cal, 2 1/2” barrel with a very good bore that shows a couple pits
and some oxidation. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue and case colors. The checkered stock rates very good with a tiny crack
in front of lock, scattered flaking and handling marks. The hammer is locked in the rearward position and is not functioning. (208753-58)
{ANTIQUE}
(30/50)
1861. EIG 1851 NAVY PERCUSSION REVOLVER serial #2008, 36 Cal, 7 1/2” barrel with a fair bore that shows scattered oxidation. The
barrel and cylinder retain 93% original blue with some oxidation spots and flaking to brown. The ejector rod retains much of its original
case colors with some light freckling and the brass frame shows scattered oxidation staining and flaking. The smooth hardwood grips rate
very good plus as-refinished with an added varnish, a tiny chip on the front leading edge of the right panel and few handling marks. The
hammer and ejector rod appear to be fully functional. (208753-46) {ANTIQUE}
(75/150)
1862. IVER JOHNSON 56A STARTER REVOLVER serial #S5806, 32 Blank. The metal surfaces are a mix of brown patina with original blue
and oxidation. The brown synthetic grips rate fair with a large chunk missing at the bottom of right panel, a 1/2” crack on the left panel, a
few dings and scattered handling marks. The revolver appears to be functional. (208753-18) {MODERN}
(40/80)
1863. WINCHESTER MODEL 62 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #83192, 22 S,L,LR, 23” round tapered barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 98% of a high-quality added blue with the only loss being some slight edge wear on the top of the receiver and
light contact wear on the slide arm. The plain walnut buttstock rates very good plus with some very light handling marks, the wood is slightly
proud of the metal but is devoid of any finish except along the bottom of the stock. The small grooved forearm rates near excellent with light
handling marks, still retaining nearly all its original finish. A nicely refinished pre-war model 62 which could be only further enhanced with
a properly finished buttstock. (58678-28) {C&R}
(300/500)
1864. UNMARKED BELGIAN PERCUSSION SIDE BY SIDE DERINGER PISTOL .41 cal, 2 7/8” barrels with oxidized bores. The metal
surfaces of this more contemporary pistol retain about 90% original blue with some scattered light oxidation staining, freckling, scratches
and handling marks. The sides of the boxlock are engraved with a small simple foliate pattern. The one-piece walnut grip remains in very
good plus condition showing a couple small dings, scratches and handling marks. The right hammer operates and falls a little sluggishly
but the left functions normally. (138753-39) {ANTIQUE}
(75/150)
1865. BELGIAN 1860 ARMY PERCUSSION REVOLVER serial #C8, .44 cal, 8” barrel with an about very good bore. The metal surfaces of
this reproduction revolver retain about 92% original blue on the barrel and cylinder showing a few scattered small spots of oxidation staining, small scratches and operational marks. The loading lever and frame retain bold case-hardened colors still with a coating of protective
lacquer. The hammer is starting to town to a smoother case-hardened patina while the trigger retains some nice fire blue. The backstrap
and triggerguard retain nearly all of their silver finish rather nicely tarnished throughout with some scattered scratches, small dings and
some minor bubbling. The cylinder is engraved with a rudimentary facsimile of the Colt naval scene. The smooth walnut grip is finished in a
light blond color and remains in very good plus condition showing some small dings and handling marks. The wedge on this revolver stubbornly refuses to move but the mechanism functions very well with excellent timing and lockup. Overall a rather well-finished reproduction.
(138750-21) {ANTIQUE}
(150/250)
1866. JAPANESE REPRODUCTION TOWER FLINTLOCK PISTOL .68 cal, 9” barrel with a mostly bright near excellent bore. The metal
surfaces of this pistol are mostly bright with spots of moderate oxidation staining scattered and some old dried grease around the frizzen.
The brass triggerguard, buttcap, sideplate and ramrod thimble are a mix of ocher and goldenrod showing some light staining and handling
marks. The walnut stock remains in very good plus condition showing a few spots of light staining, a few small dings and handling marks.
The lock still functions crisply and a steel ramrod is included. (138753-27) {ANTIQUE}
(50/100)
1867. REPLICA ARMS INC. COLT DRAGOON PERCUSSION REVOLVER serial #906, .44 cal, 7 1/2” barrel with a very good plus
bore showing some light frosting. The metal surfaces of this Italian-made replica retain about 95% original blue on the barrel and cylinder
showing some small scratches, dings and a few spots of light oxidation staining. The cylinder is engraved with a battle scene. The frame,
loading lever and hammer retain some nice case-hardened colors with overall thinning and toning to silvery-gray patina. The brass backstrap and triggerguard are toning to ocher patina and show some scattered scratches and small dings. The smooth walnut grip remains
in very good plus condition showing a few areas of flaking varnish and minor handling marks. An edge of the wedge screw has broken
off and the mechanism is in need of mechanical attention at the hand has difficulty turning the cylinder every now and then. (138753-1)
{ANTIQUE}
(150/250)
1868. REPLICA ARMS CO. COLT WALKER PERCUSSION REVOLVER serial #913, .44 cal, 9” barrel with a very good plus bore showing
some light oxidation in the grooves. The metal surfaces of this Italian-made replica retain about 95% original blue on the barrel, cylinder
and backstrap with some spots of light oxidation staining scattered about, small scratches, dings and handling marks. The cylinder is lightly
engraved with a horseback battle scene. The frame, loading lever and hammer retain some washed-out case-hardened colors thinning to
gray patina with scattered light oxidation staining and freckling. The brass triggerguard is mostly toned to ocher patina with light scratches
and minor staining. The smooth walnut grip remains in near excellent condition showing a few minor dings and handling marks. The mechanism still functions well with good timing and lockup just a little loose. (138753-3) {ANTIQUE}
(150/250)
1869. MARLIN MODEL 1898 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #25060, 12 ga, 30” barrel choked full with a mostly bright near excellent
bore. The metal surfaces of this shotgun are mostly worn to gunmetal gray patina toning more to darker gray patina along the barrel with
some light oxidation staining, tiny pinprick pitting and a few streaks of original bright blue still lurking about in the more protected areas
of the frame. The grooved walnut forend and smooth pistolgrip buttstock remain in good to about very good overall condition with flaking
varnish throughout, a thin 2” crack on the left side of forend, a couple hairline cracks near the tangs and frame junction, small dings and
handling marks. No buttplate is present. The mechanism still seems to function normally. (138819-4) {C&R}
(150/250)
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1870. WINCHESTER MODEL 1897 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #815135, 12 ga, 30” barrel choked full with a bright near excellent
bore showing some very light fouling. The metal surfaces of this shotgun are a mix of gunmetal gray and blue-gray patina throughout, some
strong streaks of blue scattered around the frame, light oxidation staining and some fine pinprick pitting. The grooved walnut forend and
smooth pistolgrip buttstock remain in very good condition showing mostly worn finish, a thin 1” crack at either side of the wrist, thin 1 3/4”
crack behind the triggerguard, some further scattered dings, scratches and handling marks. The black checkered hard rubber Winchester
buttplate remains in fair-good condition and is worn almost smooth with moderate scuffs throughout. The barrel is matching the frame and
the mechanism appears to function normally. This shotgun has seen some extensive use in the field but is still a very solid example overall.
(138819-2) {C&R}
(300/500)
1871. AMERICAN STANDARD TOOL CO. SINGLE ACTION POCKET REVOLVER serial #31759, 22 RF, 3 1/4” barrel with an oxidized
bore. The metal surfaces of the barrel and cylinder are an oxidized brown patina throughout with oxidation staining and light pitting throughout. The brass frame retains perhaps 75% nickel finish worn to ocher brass throughout with overall clouding, light staining and handling
marks. The marking on the barrel is still clearly visible but the numbers on the barrel and cylinder are no longer visible. The smooth walnut
grips are un-numbered but remain in very good plus condition retaining a healthy amount of varnish with some light dings, scratches and
handling marks. Barrel-to-frame fit is loose and the mechanism will require some attention as the hammer does not hold. (138753-55)
{ANTIQUE}
(100/250)
1872. SAVAGE MODEL 6A COMBINATION SEMI-AUTO/BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 24” barrel with a very good plus bore showing
some light frosting. The metal surfaces of this rifle retain about 94% original blue with a couple moderate scratches on the left side barrel, a
few small spots of oxidation staining here and there and light freckling scattered about. The checkered pistolgrip walnut stock remains in very
good plus condition showing some small dings, scratches, handling marks and light staining scattered throughout. The original iron sights
with side hood are intact and the receiver is drilled and tapped for a scope mount and rear aperture sight. No additional sights are present
but a Weaver 1” side mount with rings is included. This example appears to have seen very little use overall. (138476-38) {C&R} (75/150)
1873. REMINGTON NO. 4 ROLLING BLOCK RIFLE serial #10565, 32 RF, 24” octagon barrel with an oxidized bore. The metal surfaces of
this solid frame rifle have mostly toned to dark gray-brown patina with old pitting scattered throughout and light oxidation staining. The barrel
address is soft but visible and the frame screws are more modern replacements that show some dings and light slot damage. The smooth
walnut forend and straight grip buttstock remain in about good overall condition as lightly cleaned showing numerous thin drying cracks on
the left side butt, some moderate smoothed-over chips on the forend, small dings, dents and handling marks. The buttstock is now rather
shy of the tang and its screw and escutcheon are more modern replacements. The hammer spur has broken off and the mechanism will
require mechanical attention as the hammer drops to half cock when the breechblock is closed. (138611-4) {C&R}
(75/150)
1874. SMITH & WESSON MODEL NO. 1 1/2 SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #49201, 32 S&W, 3 1/2” barrel with a good bore
showing light oxidation and strong rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this revolver retain perhaps 60% original nickel finish with both
sides of the frame and some spots on the barrel worn to gunmetal gray patina showing some light pitting along with scattered light flaking, minor oxidation staining and handling marks. The trigger and barrel latch are dark gray patina while the hammer retains some strong
case-hardened colors along with some light freckling and toning to gray. The frame screw heads show some more moderate slot damage
with some corresponding dings on the sideplate. The black checkered hard rubber S&W monogram grips remain in near excellent condition
showing some light smoothing overall, small handling marks and minor discoloration. The right panel is appropriately pencil-numbered to
the gun, all serialized parts are matching the frame and the front sight has been replaced with a taller blade, probably during the period of
use. Barrel-to-frame fit shows just a hint of play, the mechanism features a rebounding hammer and functions well with good timing and
lockup. (138812-10) {ANTIQUE}
(125/225)
1875. LLAMA MODEL XI-B SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #B51833, 9mm, 4 1/4” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this 1988
proof dated pistol retain about 98% original blue with scattered light scratches, disassembly marks and minor edge wear. The checkered
synthetic factory grips with Llama logo rate very good to excellent with minor handling marks. The pistol features a Patridge front sight,
drift adjustable rear sight, solid rib and a Swartz style firing pin block. The pistol includes a single Triple K magazine. (88825-46D32981)
{MODERN}
(175/275)
1876. LLAMA MODEL XI-A SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #A29182, 45 ACP, 5 1/8” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this
1994 proof dated pistol retain about 99% original blue with a few scattered light scratches and operational marks. The smooth hardwood
factory grips with gold Llama medallions rate excellent. The pistol features a Patridge front sight, solid rib, loaded chamber indicator and
windage adjustable rear sight. The pistol includes a factory hard case numbered to the gun, a pair of factory magazines, magazine loader
with a broken guide arm but still functional, manual and paperwork. (88825-46D32981) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1877. EIG REPLICA COLT MODEL 1851 NAVY PERCUSSION REVOLVER serial #10896, .36 cal., 7 1/2” octagon barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this Italian made gun retain about 98% original blue on the barrel and cylinder with a turn ring present and
scattered light handling marks. The brass frame rates about very good to excellent with scattered light handling marks and tarnish. There is
light floral engraving on the frame, cylinder and barrel with wavy line or vine boarders. The case-hardened colors on the loading lever and
hammer remain robust. The smooth one-piece walnut grips rate about very good plus with scattered light handling marks. The revolver still
functions mechanically and includes a Redhead model 1209DB leather belt holster with later added leather lacing on the back seam to give
it that old timey look. (88794-20) {ANTIQUE}
(50/150)
1878. RUGER MKII SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #225-62708, 22 LR, 4” bull barrel with an excellent bore. The stainless steel surfaces remain
in excellent condition with a few minor handling marks. The thicker smooth walnut factory grips have red Ruger Phoenix medallions and
rate very good to excellent with a light scuff on the left panel. The grips are thicker than the normal Delrin and really fill the hand. The pistol
has an undercut Patridge front sight and fully adjustable black blade rear sight. It includes a green factory hardcase that is correctly end
labeled and numbered to the gun, a single factory magazine and a manual. (88816-12) {MODERN}
(250/350)
1879. SMITH & WESSON DOUBLE ACTION FOURTH MODEL TOP-BREAK REVOLVER serial #186797, 32 S&W, 3” barrel with a few
scattered oxidation blemishes and pits in the bore. The metal surfaces retain about 95% original nickel plate with most of the loss to oxidation blemishes and pitting in addition to handling marks and turn ring on the cylinder. The blue finish on the triggerguard rates good with
scattered oxidation stains. The hammer and trigger retain bold case-hardened colors with light operational wear. The diamond checkered
hard rubber factory grips with S&W logo are numbered to the gun and rate excellent. Barrel to frame fit is tight, it still functions mechanically
and all appropriate parts are correctly numbered to the gun. (88794-9) {ANTIQUE}
(200/300)
1880. BAUER FIREARMS MODEL 25SSM SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #016139, 25 ACP, 2 1/8” barrel with an excellent bore. The
stainless steel surfaces rate very good to excellent with a few light scattered scratches. The checkered walnut factory grips rate excellent.
The pistol includes a factory box correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun, a “Bauer Firearms” marked soft case, a single magazine
and paperwork. The gun appears to have seen little if any use. (88820-10) {MODERN}
(125/225)
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1881. AMT BACKUP SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #A21190, 380 ACP, 2 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The stainless steel surfaces rate
very good to excellent with scattered light scratches and handling marks. The checkered black synthetic factory grips rate about excellent.
The slide is marked “El Monte, Calif” but the frame is marked “Covina Ca”. Features include a frame mounted safety, grip safety, sights deep
set into the top of the slide and heel release magazine. (88794-8) {MODERN}
(200/300)
1882. BROWNING BABY MODEL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY FABRIQUE NATIONALE serial #330906, 25ACP, 2 1/8” barrel with an
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 55% original blue with most of the loss to the slide which is toning to brown on the left side,
wearing to pewter on the right in addition to scattered light scratches, cleaned blood protein pitting at the muzzle end of the slide and edge
wear. The checkered plastic factory grips with Browning logo rate excellent. The pistol includes the original Browning marked zippered gun
rug but no magazine is provided. (88794-6) {C&R}
(100/200)
1883. KOLB FIRST MODEL BABY HAMMERLESS DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #7, 22 Short, 1 1/4” barrel with a moderate to
heavily frosted and pinprick pitted bore. The metal surfaces of this diminutive wheel gun retain about 98% original nickel plate with scattered
light scratches, scuffs and a turn ring on the cylinder. The fire blue on the large hammer screw remains excellent but the smaller screw head
has toned to brown. The trigger assembly is mostly gray. The checkered hard rubber factory grips with small floral sprig on the toe and Kolb
logo rate excellent. The little gun still functions mechanically. A very nice example of a Kolb with light wear. (88794-13) {C&R} (50/150)
1884. SMITH & WESSON DOUBLE ACTION FOURTH MODEL TOP-BREAK REVOLVER serial #122466, 32 S&W, 3 1/2” barrel
with scattered oxidation blemishes and pits in the bore. The metal surfaces retain about 90% original nickel plate with scattered oxidation
blemishes, handling marks and a turn ring on the cylinder. The blue finish on the triggerguard rates poor, toned to gray with oxidation stains.
The hammer and trigger retain bold case-hardened colors with light operational wear. The diamond checkered hard rubber factory grips
with S&W logo are numbered to the gun and rate excellent. Barrel to frame fit is tight and all appropriate parts are correctly numbered to
the gun. The gun is partially disassembled and the single action sear needs mechanical attention. (88794-11) {ANTIQUE}
(75/175)
1885. VESTA SEMI-AUTO VEST POCKET PISTOL BY I. BONIFACIO ECHEVERRIA, EIBAR serial #14012, 25 ACP, 2 1/4” barrel with
a lightly frosted and pitted bore. The metal surfaces retain about 90% original blue finish with many surfaces thinning to purple along with
scattered light freckling, scratches and operational marks. The replacement non-factory checkered wood panels rate excellent but were
glued to the frame. The pistol includes a single magazine. (88794-12) {MODERN}
(75/150)
1886. VALOR MODEL SM-11 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #159426, 25 ACP, 2 1/4” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces
of this 1968 proof dated pistol retain about 99% black enamel finish with scattered light handling marks. The checkered black synthetic
factory grips with “SM in a circle” logo rate excellent. The pistol includes a single magazine and a MTM Case-Gard gun case. (88815-8)
{MODERN}
(50/150)
1887. PHOENIX ARMS MODEL HP22A SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #4256482, 22 LR, 3” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain about 99% matte black finish with a few light handling marks. The checkered black synthetic factory grips rate about excellent. The
pistol features a ventilated rib, windage adjustable rear sight, serrated ramp, frame mounted safety and slide mounted safety. The pistol
includes a factory box that is correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun, single magazine, cable lock with a pair of keys and a manual.
The pistol appears to have seen minimal use. (88794-14) {MODERN}
(100/200)
1888. GALESI MODEL 6 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #447321, 25 ACP, 2 1/4” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this
1966 proof dated pistol retain about 95% original blue with most of the loss to oxidation blemishes on the right side of the slide. There are
a few light scratches, high edge wear and minor dings. The smooth faux ivory grips with “AG” medallions rate very good to excellent with
a few light stains and handling marks. The pistol is housed in a homemade French fit presentation case that rates very good with storage
and handling marks. The red velvet lined interior is fitted for the pistol, magazine and nine cartridges. It also includes a single magazine.
(88794-18) {C&R}
(75/125)
1889. BELGIAN HOWDAH STYLE PERCUSSION PISTOL serial #48, .62 cal. / 20 gauge, 10 3/4” side by side smooth bore damascus
barrels with oxidized and pitted bores. The metal surfaces are gunmetal gray with the triggers toned to brown also showing scattered light
scratches and dings. The brass triggerguard and other hardware have toned to straw or ochre but rates excellent overall. The sides of the
hammers, lock, tang and buttcap are accented with light scroll engraving. The one-piece walnut checkered grip pistol stock rates about
good to very good as lightly re-varnished with scattered light dents, dings, scratches and other handling marks. The locks remain crisp
and a steel ramrod is provided. The brass buttcap is equipped with a hinged spring loaded covered compartment for percussion caps.
(88794-19) {ANTIQUE}
(300/500)
1890. CABELA’S REPLICA COLT MODEL 1851 NAVY PERCUSSION REVOLVER BY PIETTA serial #633583, .36 cal., 7 1/2” octagon barrel with an excellent bore. This revolver appears as new in the box with about 99% original blue on the barrel and cylinder; robust
case-hardened colors that rate excellent remain on the frame, hammer and loading lever plus the brass grip frame remains in excellent
condition. The smooth one-piece walnut factory grips rate excellent. This lovely cap-n-ball revolver includes a factory box that is correctly
end labeled and numbered to the gun, manual and paperwork. This gun is ready for your next re-enactment or just a nice day at the range.
(88790-13) {ANTIQUE}
(100/200)
1891. CUSTOM REMINGTON MODEL 700 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #146786, 22-250, 24” barrel with a bright near excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain about 97% original blue. The Bell & Carlson black synthetic checkered pistolgrip stock rates very good with minor
handling marks and the surface finish is flaking off, most prominently in the checkering, the pistolgrip and the right side. The stock features
sling swivel studs and a ventilated rubber recoil pad which provides a 13 1/2” length of pull to the Timney trigger assembly. The barrel is
drilled and tapped for additional sights although none are present and mounted to the receiver is a Bausch & Lomb BALvar 8, 2.5-8 power
scope with crosshair reticle, clear optics and bikini style lens covers. (218803-34) {MODERN}
(300/500)
1892. WINCHESTER MODEL X-150 INLINE MUZZLELOADING RIFLE serial #61-13-091080-02, .45 cal., 26” fluted barrel with 209
primer ignition and a bright near excellent bore showing minor oxidation at the muzzle. The metal surfaces retain about 98% original finish
with only minor freckling and the bolt, handle and knob remain bright. The checkered synthetic pistolgrip stock rates excellent and features
a raised cheekpiece, Winchester sling swivels holding a Winchester padded sling and a ventilated rubber recoil pad which provides a 14
3/4” length of pull; the ramrod is also present. This rifle is equipped with the original fiber optic sights, however, the front sight insert is
missing. Also included is a Simmons 3-9x32 Prosport scope with duplex reticle, clear optics and bikini style lens covers mounted to the
receiver. (218806-16) {ANTIQUE}
(100/200)
1893. IAC MODEL 1897 TRENCH GUN serial #MIL6524, 12 Ga, 20” plain barrel choked cylinder with a bright near excellent bore. The
metal surfaces of this Chinese 1897 trench gun clone retain about 98% original blue with some minor operational wear. The smooth walnut
pistolgrip buttstock and grooved forend rate excellent. The right side of the receiver is marked with a “U.S./(Flaming bomb)”, the gun is
equipped with factory sling swivels, heat shield and bayonet lug. Included is the original factory box correctly end-labeled to the gun and
a leather military type sling. A nice 1897 trench shotgun overall. (218789-10) {MODERN}
(200/400)
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1894. STEVENS MODEL 320 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #132812A, 12 ga, 18 1/2” plain barrel choked cylinder with a bright near
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 98% original blue finish with operational wear on the magazine tube. The black synthetic
pistolgrip stock and forend rate excellent displaying just a few light handling marks. This shotgun features a sling slot in the buttstock, front
sling swivel stud, a solid rubber recoil pad which provides a 14 1/4” length of pull and an adjustable ghost ring rear and front fiber optic
sight. Overall a nice home defense shotgun (218562-2) {MODERN}
(200/300)
1895. NEW ENGLAND FIREARMS PARDNER MODEL SB1 BREAK ACTION SHOTGUN serial #NB228572, 12 ga, 27 1/2” barrel
choked modified with a bright near excellent bore. The barrel retains about 90% original thinning blue with minor handling marks. The frame
retains strong remaining case-hardened colors. The smooth walnut straight grip buttstock and forend rate near excellent with only minor
blemishes. The buttstock wears a Remington red ventilated rubber recoil pad which provides a 14 3/4” length of pull and fits proud of the
wood. This shotgun is equipped with a gold bead front sight. (218563-4) {MODERN}
(100/200)
1896. SAVAGE STEVENS MODEL 95 BREAK ACTION SHOTGUN 12 ga, 28” barrel choked improved modified with a bright near excellent
bore. The barrel and frame retain about 85% original thinning finish with scattered areas of pinprick pitting and oxidation staining throughout,
most notably at the muzzle. The smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock and grooved forend rate near very good with moderate areas of flaking
finish and handling marks. This hammer fired shotgun is equipped with a silver bead front sight. (218563-1) {MODERN}
(100/200)
1897. W. H. DAVENPORT NITRO KING BREAK ACTION SHOTGUN serial #1481, 12 ga, 32” barrel choked full with a bright very good
bore. The barrel is a mix of freckled brown and gray with scattered areas of pinprick pitting and oxidation staining. The frame is mostly
gray with light pitting and oxidation staining. The checkered walnut capped pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate good to near very good
with handling marks and a few areas of flakes and bubbling in the finish. The barrel is equipped with a gold bead front sight. (218445-24)
{C&R}
(50/100)
1898. MASS ARMS CO. BREAK ACTION SHOTGUN serial #MI671, 12 ga, 30” barrel choked full with a heavily oxidized and pitted bore.
The barrel is heavily pitted throughout, most notably at the muzzle and the gray frame is heavily pitted as well. The smooth walnut round
knob pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate good although the buttstock has a near full length crack with thinning original finish. (218445-25)
{C&R}
(20/60)
1899. BERETTA MODEL 87 BB SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #C10119U, 22 LR, 3.8” barrel with a near excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain about 99% original blue and anodized finishes. The checkered walnut factory grips with Beretta medallions rate excellent. The pistol
features three dot sights, ambidextrous thumb safeties and traditional double / single action. The pistol includes a factory hard case that is
not labeled or numbered to the gun, a pair of magazines and a bore brush. (218805-7) {MODERN}
(400/600)
1900. TAURUS PT-92AF SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #TSK38457, 9mm, 5” barrel with a near excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
about 95% original blue finish with light holster wear at the front. The pistol features three dot sights, ambidextrous safety / decocker and
the checkered rubber grips remain in excellent condition with overall crisp points. Included is a factory hard case and two Taurus marked
magazines. (218737-474) {MODERN} [Dr. Louis C. March Jr. Collection]
(200/400)
1901. AMT BACKUP SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #G14297, 380 ACP, 2 1/2” barrel with a bright near excellent bore. The stainless steel
surfaces rate very good with scattered light scratches and blemishes. The checkered black synthetic factory grips rate near excellent as the
right side grip has a few chips at the front. The slide and frame are marked “Irwindale, Calif”. Features include a frame mounted safety, grip
safety, sights deep set into the top of the slide and heel release magazine. Included is a factory cardboard box correctly end labeled to the
gun, spare magazine and paperwork. (218740-16) {MODERN}
(150/250)
1902. RUGER 22/45 MARK III TARGET MODEL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #271-26059, 22 LR, 5 1/2” bull barrel with a bright near
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 98% original blue with a couple minor scratches on the barrel and a speck or two of oxidation. The black synthetic frame with integrated grips rates excellent. The gun is sighted with a front blade and adjustable rear sights. The
pistol includes a factory hard case end labeled and numbered to the gun, a pair of factory magazines, two internal lock keys and a factory
manual. (218740-4) {MODERN}
(200/300)
1903. MOSSBERG MODEL 500 BULLPUP SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #K174457, 12 ga., 18 1/2” barrel choked improved cylinder
with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 90-95% original blue with some scattered light fine oxidation, numerous scratches
and some minor silvering along the working parts. The black synthetic stock and pistolgrip forend rate excellent. A nice addition for the
tactical collector. (108825-91D34119) {MODERN}
(250/450)
1904. SAVAGE MODEL 726 UPLAND SPORTER SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #31865, 12 ga., 26” plain Poly choked barrel with a
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces are mostly blue fading to brown patina with scattered oxidation staining, silvering and wear along
the working parts. The shotgun has a single raised brass bead sight and the checkered walnut pistolgrip stock and forend rate good to
very good having numerous chips, dings, light handling marks and appears to have some spots of added finish. There is a 1 1/2” long
with-the-grain crack on the right wrist that is opening slightly and the stock is fitted with a White Line ventilated recoil pad. (108829-2)
{MODERN}
(150/250)
1905. ITHACA MODEL 37 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #367291, 12 ga., 26” plain Poly choked barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain about 75-80% original blue fading to brown with overall scattered spots of oxidation staining, some fine pinprick
pitting and wear along the working parts and high edges. The shotgun has a single brass bead sight and the checkered walnut pistolgrip
buttstock and grooved forend rate very good with scattered light handling marks and flaking varnish. A salty 37 that likely throws a tight
group. (108829-16) {C&R}
(150/250)
1906. STEVENS MODEL 77E SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN 12 ga., 30” plain barrel choked full with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain perhaps 75% original blue that is fading to brown with overall varying patches of oxidation staining, scratches, spots of wear to bare
metal and some of the screw heads show minor slot damage. The shotgun has a single brass bead sight and the smooth walnut pistolgrip
buttstock and grooved forend rate very good plus with minor handling marks and flaking varnish. (108829-33) {MODERN} (150/200)
1907. J.C. HIGGINS MODEL 20 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN 12 ga., 28” plain barrel with a bright excellent bore choked full. The metal
surfaces retain 85% plus of their original blue finish that has flaked in areas now toned to brown with scattered scratches and fine oxidation
staining throughout. The shotgun has a single brass bead sight and the smooth walnut buttstock and grooved forend rate very good plus
with scattered light handling marks. (108829-31) {MODERN}
(75/150)
1908. J. STEVENS MODEL 520 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #59330, 12 ga., 30” plain barrel with a fair bore chocked full that shows
scattered oxidation and patches of pitting its entire length. The metal surfaces are mostly a mix of grey and brown patina with scattered
oxidation staining and patches of faded blue in areas along the receiver and protected spots of the barrel. The shotgun has a single steel
bead sight and the smooth walnut pistolgrip stock and grooved forend rate good overall as refinished and are shy of the metal. There is a 1
1/4” crack at either side near the toe likely from the replacement buttplate being screwed in too tight. This would make a great wall hanger
for the rustic cabin or lodge. (108826-23S21320) {C&R}
(75/150)
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1909. GLOCK MODEL 21 GEN 2 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #ADK633US, 45 ACP, 4 5/8” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain about 99% original Tenifer finish and the polymer frame rates excellent with a few minor handling marks. This gun features a white
outline windage adjustable rear sight and dot front sight. The pistol includes a factory “Tupperware” hard case that is correctly end labeled
and numbered to the gun, a pair of thirteen round magazines, magazine loader, cleaning rod, manual and paperwork. This gun appears to
have seen only light use. (88740-13) {MODERN}
(350/550)
1910. RUGER SPEED-SIX REVOLVER serial #158-20150, 9mm, 2 3/4” barrel with an excellent bore. The stainless steel surfaces rate very
good to excellent with light edge wear and scattered fine scratches and scuffs. The checkered walnut factory grips with all silver Ruger
Phoenix medallions rate excellent. The revolver features a serrated blue finished ramp front sight, fixed rear sight and utilizes half or full moon
clips for extraction and ejection. The gun includes a pair of half-moon clips, take down pin under the grips and a manual. A great gun for
self-defense with rapid reload capabilities and inexpensive practice ammunition. (88736-4) {MODERN}
(300/500)
1911. RUGER SECURITY-SIX REVOLVER serial #152-47387, 357 Magnum, 6” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this
1976-made gun retain about 97% original blue with scattered light edge wear, scratches and turn ring on the cylinder. The frame is
starting to tone to plum. The smooth aftermarket finger rest hardwood grips rate excellent but the grip to frame fit has slight play. The
grips are marked “Made in the Philippines” with stock #49567 and model #RSS3 but no maker name. The gun features a serrated
ramp front sight, fully adjustable rear sight but no take down pin is present under the grips. A great gun for the range or field. (88740-3)
{MODERN}
(300/500)
1912. F.I.E. OVER UNDER DERINGER serial #029735, 38 Special, 3” over under barrel cluster with excellent bores. The barrels retain about
99% original chrome plate but the original black finish on the frame has worn to a mottled mix of gray and pewter with darker black color
still visible in the protected areas. The checkered white synthetic grips rate near excellent with a few minor handling marks and light soiling.
The selector on the hammer is in need of mechanical attention as it does not align with either firing pin. (88736-9) {MODERN} (20/40)
1913. COLT POLICE POSITIVE REVOLVER serial #161746, 38 S&W, 4” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this 1924-made
gun retain about 80% original blue finish with the grip frame toning to plum, thinning finish on the cylinder and high edges with sparse
oxidation or light pin prick pitting and handling marks. The hammer and trigger retain strong Nitre blue with light operational and handling
wear. The grips are unmarked replacement mother-of-pearl with white synthetic spacers that rate excellent. Timing and lock up are excellent.
This gun should make a fine shooter. (88737-457) {MODERN} [Dr. Louis C. March Jr. Collection]
(200/400)
1914. RUGER OLD MODEL SUPER SINGLE-SIX CONVERTIBLE REVOLVER serial #515090, 22 LR / 22 Magnum, 6 1/2” barrel with
a very good to excellent bore exhibiting a small half-moon shaped oxidation blemish about mid-bore. The metal surfaces of this 1965-made
gun retain about 97% original blue and anodized finishes on the gun and spare cylinder with high edge wear, scratches and a light turn
ring (both cylinders). The smooth walnut factory grips with black Ruger Phoenix rate very good with scattered light handling wear, dents
and dings. The revolver features a Patridge front sight and fully adjustable rear sight. This classic six-gun includes a spare 22 W.M.R.F. cylinder and a Bucheimer thumb break hip holster with light handling marks. This gun has not had the transfer bar safety update performed.
(88772-3) {C&R}
(250/350)
1915. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 36-1 CHIEFS SPECIAL REVOLVER serial #BAB2976, 38 Special, 3” heavy barrel with an excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain about 97% original blue with limited high edge wear, turn ring on the cylinder and scattered light scratches.
The smooth combat trigger and standard hammer retain strong case-hardened colors with light operational wear and the trigger is starting to thin. The smooth walnut factory finger groove combat grips with silver S&W medallions rate very good with scattered dents on the
backstrap section. The front sight has a later added professionally installed serrated yellow insert. The revolver is partially disassembled but
all parts are present and it will need the services of a professional. (88825-9D33176) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1916. RUGER NEW MODEL BLACKHAWK REVOLVER serial #47-72932, 45 Colt, 4 5/8” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain about 98% original blue and anodized finishes with light high edge wear, turn ring on the cylinder and scattered light scratches. The
smooth walnut factory grips with silver Ruger Phoenix medallions rate excellent. The revolver features a serrated ramp front sight and black
blade adjustable rear sight. The revolver is partially disassembled but all parts are present and it will need the services of a professional.
(88544-14D29530) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1917. ITALIAN HAWKEN PERCUSSION MUZZLELOADING RIFLE KIT serial #58445, .54 cal., 29” octagon barrel with a very good
bright bore showing some fine oxidation staining. This unassembled kit still in its original factory box needs to be properly fitted and finished.
The barrel and rear tang are in-the-white with light tool marks and remnants of dried protective grease. The stock is roughly shaped and
in-letted and along with the ramrod needs to be sanded and stained. The trigger assembly and ramrod rib are blued and the action color
case-hardened, the patchbox, buttplate and remaining brass furniture are roughly finished and are in need of polishing. Included is a taped
plastic box of sights and assorted hardware, presence of all parts is unknown, an opened but full box of oxidized Thompson Center 400 gr.
maxi-balls, instruction sheets and a moderately worn, separated cardboard box with broken stained Styrofoam interior, missing pieces and
endflaps. (57932-14) {ANTIQUE}
(25/75)
1918. JUKAR PERCUSSION PISTOL serial #005355, .45 Caliber, 6” octagon barrel with an unfired bore. This is an as-new-in-box percussion
pistol with a blued barrel, case colored lock, hardwood grip, and brass triggerguard and escutcheon plate. The original blued steel ramrod
is included and the lock appears to function correctly. A box and manual for a similar CVA Colonial pistol are also included. (48819-1)
{ANTIQUE}
(75/150)
1919. TURKISH MODEL 1903/38 MAUSER BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #48612, 8mm Mauser, 29” barrel with dark bore that has
strong rifling throughout. The metal surfaces are an overall mottled brown and gray with light tool marks and areas of light oxidation and
gray blending through. The military hardwood stocks rate very good and have the usual assortment of dings and other handling marks
associated with service use. The rifle appears to be complete, the bolt however is not matching and has been disassembled. An about very
good example overall. (48825-131D34039) {C&R}
(100/200)
1920. GERMAN K98K BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY GUSTLOFF WERKE serial #7825h, 8mm Mauser, 24” barrel with a poor oxidized bore.
The metal surfaces of this bcd 43 coded rifle retain 90% of a dull reapplied blue finish with the bands being cleaned to a silver pewter,
some blued over pitting on buttplate, oxidation on bands and scattered flaking to brown. The laminated stock rates very good as lightly
refinished with an added oil finish, a partially faded Yugoslavian “TRZ” stamp, a couple cracks, a few dings and handling marks. The rear
sight is matching but the other parts are mismatched and there is no cleaning rod present. A good K98k for the upstart military collector.
(208050-826) {C&R}
(300/500)
1921. GERMAN K98K BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY GUSTLOFF WERKE serial #2171, 8mm Mauser, 24” barrel with a good plus bore that
shows frosting and light pitting throughout but strong rifling. The metal surfaces of this bcd 43-coded rifle retain 90% reapplied blue with
scattered flaking to brown, some dings on buttplate and a spot of oxidation on floorplate. The stock appears to be from a different model
Mauser rifle, likely Polish, and it rates very good with an added varnish, a yellow paint logo that appears to be Radom, a 4” in-the-grain
crack on the right side of butt, a chip behind upper tang, scattered dings and handling marks. The barrel and stock have been renumbered
to match and the other parts are mismatched. There is no cleaning rod present and this rifle appears to have seen some refurbishment
possibly arsenal work by a foreign nation. An interesting K98k overall. (208050-534) {MODERN}
(300/500)
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1922. CZ-27 SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #387615, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a very good plus bore that shows minor frosting. The metal surfaces of this “fnh” marked pistol show an original blue finish that is turning gray with some minor oxidation staining on trigger. The unmarked
brown bakelite grips rate about very good with a chip at the leading edge of each panel, a couple small cracks, some dings and handling
marks. The slide is numbered matching to the frame and there is a faint “(Eagle)/WaA76” Waffenamt on the right side of the frame. A solid
CZ-27 that should be a good shooter. (208050-635) {C&R}
(200/400)
1923. HAWES 21S SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #557338, 22 LR, 5 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this West
German made revolver retain 90% original blue with some silvering on barrel, a turn-ring on cylinder and scattered fading. The smooth hardwood
grips display a loose fit and rate very good as-refinished with an added varnish and a few light chips. (208735-10) {MODERN} (150/300)
1924. COLT MODEL 1908 VEST POCKET SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #328178, 25 ACP, 2” barrel with a good plus bore that shows a
few spots of oxidation. The metal surfaces retain 60-70% of an older reapplied blue finish with spots of blued over pitting, overall flaking
to brown and a few minor dings. The hard rubber Colt grips rate fair with a large chunk missing on the left panel, a couple light chips
and scattered handling marks. A good 1908 vest pocket that may prove to be a fine shooter or restoration candidate. (208735-11)
{C&R}
(200/400)
1925. UNMARKED PERCUSSION SPORTING RIFLE serial #006351, 50 Cal, 33” barrel with a very good bore that shows scattered
oxidation. The metal surfaces retain 97% original blue with some oxidation near breech, freckling near muzzle and some dings around front
sight slot. The lockplate and hammer retain much of their original case colors with some oxidation and fading on the hammer. The walnut
stock rates excellent with a few light scratches and some handling marks. The rifle is equipped with double set triggers. A fine percussion
rifle for the traditional muzzleloading enthusiast. (208740-32) {ANTIQUE}
(100/200)
1926. AUSTRO-HUNGARIAN M95 BOLT ACTION CARBINE (SPORTERIZED) serial #6755, 8x50 Mannlicher, 19” barrel with a very
good bore that shows scattered oxidation. The metal surfaces of this Budapest made carbine retain 50% arsenal blue with the fading to
gray, some pitting on the bolt, scattered oxidation staining and freckling. The cutdown stock rates very good with some initials on the right
side of butt, a small crack behind left grasping groove, a few chips, scattered dings and handling marks. The stock is mismatched, the barrel
band and military sights are intact. (208749-4) {MODERN}
(50/100)
1927. EIG POCKET MODEL DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #65303, 22 Short, 2 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 95% original finish with a couple oxidation spots on barrel and some light fading. The checkered white plastic grips rate very good
showing some light staining and handling marks. (208735-12) {MODERN}
(25/75)
1928. SMITH & WESSON MODEL NO. 1 THIRD ISSUE REVOLVER serial #129369, 22 RF, 3 3/16” barrel with a fair-good bore showing
moderate oxidation and good rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this revolver retain about 80% original nickel finish with some moderate flaking to gray patina on the left side frame and along the cylinder, some further smaller flakes, bubbling and light staining scattered
throughout. The barrel marking is crisp and clear and most of the screw heads show some light slot damage. The trigger and hammer are
mostly a smooth gray patina with some very faint remnants of case-hardened colors on the hammer. The smooth rosewood grips remain in
very good plus condition retaining a healthy amount of old varnish with scattered light flaking, small dings and handling marks. Barrel-toframe fit is excellent, the mechanism functions well with solid timing and lockup, the barrel and cylinder are matching the frame by assembly
number. (138812-12) {ANTIQUE}
(200/300)
1929. SMITH & WESSON 32 DOUBLE ACTION THIRD MODEL REVOLVER serial #99737, 32 S&W, 2 3/8” professionally shortened
barrel with an about good bore showing oxidation and strong rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this revolver retain about 90% period
nickel finish showing some small areas flaked to gray patina, pinprick pitting, minor bubbling and light staining. The barrel latch and triggerguard are mostly a dark blue-gray patina retaining a
few flakes of bright blue while the trigger and hammer
retain some faint case-hardened colors mostly toned to
light gray patina with some minor staining. The non-fac1930
tory smooth mother-of-pearl grips remain in very good
plus condition with a shallow smooth depression at the
base of the left panel, a few tiny hairline cracks, chips and areas of discoloration.
Interestingly, the full barrel address and patent dates are still visible and extend rather far back
over the breech so this short barrel could be a factory special order or modification. The front
sight however is not factory and is now a larger replacement blade. All of the serialized parts are
matching, barrel-to-frame fit is solid and the mechanism functions very well with excellent timing and
lockup. (138812-13) {ANTIQUE}
(175/275)
1930. ENGRAVED HOPKINS & ALLEN XL BULLDOG DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #7571, 38 S&W, 6” octagon
barrel with a good bore showing light oxidation, a couple moderate pits and strong rifling throughout. The metal surfaces
of this revolver retain about 80% original nickel finish with the gripstraps worn to dark brown patina, a spot worn to gray
patina on the right side frame, a few smaller flaked areas, light pinprick pitting and minor staining. The metal surfaces are
nicely embellished with typical H&A punch-dot engraving in the form of geometric and floral designs. Three of the punchdots on the left side barrel still retain their red enamel accents and the left side frame features a very endearing bird in flight. This example
also features the maker’s patented folding hammer spur as well as a period added lanyard ring. The unmarked smooth mother-of-pearl
grips remain in very good condition with a 3/8” chip at the top of the right panel, minor discoloration, small dings and handling marks. The
barrel and cylinder are matching the frame. The mechanism will require some mechanical attention as the hammer no longer holds at half
cock but is otherwise functional with generally good timing and lockup a little loose. Overall still a very attractive example with nice factory
embellishments. (137421-41) {ANTIQUE}
(300/500)
1931. PIETTA MODEL 1851 CONFEDERATE NAVY PERCUSSION REVOLVER serial #350088, .44 cal, 7 1/2” octagon barrel with a
bright near excellent bore showing a hint of frosting. The metal surfaces of the barrel and cylinder retain about 98-99% original blue showing
a few small scratches and light handling marks. The hammer and loading lever retain nearly all of their case-hardened colors with some areas
toning to smooth gray patina. The brass frame and gripstraps remain in near excellent condition toning to a goldenrod with some spots of light
staining and handling marks. The smooth walnut grip also remains in near excellent condition showing just a few small dings at the edges.
The mechanism functions well with excellent timing and lockup and the revolver appears unfired. (138735-3) {ANTIQUE}
(100/200)
1932. ITALIAN BABY DRAGOON PERCUSSION REVOLVER serial #4309, .31 cal, 4” octagon barrel with a very good plus bore showing
just a few tiny spots of light oxidation. The metal surfaces of the barrel, cylinder and loading lever retain about 96% original blue with some
scattered small dings and scratches along the barrel and near the wedge, light handling marks and some screw heads showing light slot
damage. The trigger and hammer retain some washed out case-hardened colors with light staining. The brass frame and gripstraps show
some light scattered staining and toning to ocher patina. The smooth walnut grip remains in very good condition showing a few light stains
and a small ding on the right side. The butt is marked “RFIE” and the wedge is rather poorly fitted and causes the action to hang up if it is
inserted too far. The mechanism otherwise functions well with good timing and lockup a little loose. Also included is the original factory box
end-labeled and numbered to the gun showing some moderate scuffs and small tears. (138735-6) {ANTIQUE}
(100/200)
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1933. PIETTA 1860 ARMY PERCUSSION REVOLVER serial #35304, .44 cal, 8” barrel with a very good plus bore showing some very
sparse light oxidation in the grooves. The metal surfaces of the barrel, cylinder and backstrap retain about 98% original blue showing a few
small spots of light oxidation staining, small scratches, handling marks and some oxidation staining near the front brass sight. The frame,
loading lever, hammer and trigger retain strong case-hardened colors with some thinning to smooth gray patina and light scattered freckling.
The brass triggerguard shows some light scattered staining and minor toning to ocher patina. The smooth walnut grip rates near excellent
showing just a few small dings at the edges. This revolver has seen very little use and the mechanism is solid with excellent timing and
lockup. (138735-5) {ANTIQUE}
(100/200)
1934. DEUTSCHE WERKE ORTGIES VEST POCKET SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #72781, 25 ACP, 2 3/4” barrel with a good bore showing
oxidation and strong rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this pistol retain about 88% original matte blue with some moderate high edge
wear, spots toning to gray patina along the slide, some small dings at the heel, light freckling and a few tiny pinprick pits. The extractor is
mostly a smooth light gray patina while the safety button retains some nice fire blue. The slide, frame and barrel are marked with “(Crown)
/ N” proofs and the frame is stamped “GERMANY”. The smooth walnut grips with gold lion medallions remain in very good condition as
lightly cleaned long ago with some light handling marks and small dings. Both panels are also a little loosely fitted. One original nickel-plated
magazine in excellent condition is included and the pistol seems to function well mechanically. (138050-507) {C&R}
(150/250)
1935. COLT NEW ARMY DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #135865, 41 Colt, 3” barrel with a very good bore showing a few spots of
pinprick pitting, light frosting and strong rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this 1900-made revolver retain about 70-75% original blue
with the gripstraps worn to gray-brown patina, moderate high edge wear, spots toning to gray, light scratches, light oxidation staining and
some fine pinprick pitting. The ejector rod head shows some moderate tool marks, the sides of the hammer are mostly bright with some light
freckling and the trigger and back of the hammer retain some very strong fire blue. The black checkered hard rubber Rampant Colt grips are
scratch-numbered to the gun by assembly number and remain in very good plus condition showing some light staining throughout, minor
smoothing and handling marks. The crane and latch are matching the frame by assembly number and the cylinder is numbered “664”. The
mechanism functions well with solid timing and lockup showing just a little bit of play. A rather well-used but solid example with a scarcer
barrel length. (136520-2110) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(300/500)
1936. STEVENS FAVORITE FALLING BLOCK RIFLE serial #Z108, 25 Stevens, 24” octagon barrel with a good plus bore showing minor
pitting along its length. The barrel has toned to a warm brown patina with silvering along the edges and several deep scratches along its
length. The frame and lever are a mix of mottled smoky case-hardened patina with no colors remaining; the takedown lever is equipped
with a lanyard loop. The smooth walnut straight grip buttstock remains near very good with minor handling marks and wears a Stevens
Favorite embossed buttplate. The smooth walnut forend rates near very good with a 1” chip missing from the front. The barrel is fitted with
a Rocky Mountain blade front sight and v-notch sporting rear. (218803-17) {C&R}
(200/400)
1937. ALFA BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #70889, 12 ga., 28” barrels choked modified and full with bright excellent bores. The barrels,
lever and triggerguard retain about 90% original blue with scattered light scratches and freckling near overall. The triggers show faded gold
color that is toning to a tarnished brass color and the lightly embellished frame shows vibrant case-hardened colors. The checkered walnut
pistolgrip stock and forend rate good overall with rounded points on the checkering, numerous light scratches and dings with a deep 1 3/4”
gouge at the right side wrist. The brass shield style monogram plate is engraved with a “Zoro” pattern series of Z’s and Redhead Ventilated
recoil pad has been added. The shotgun features a crossbolt safety, extractors, sling swivels, and non-automatic safety and is sighted with
a single brass bead. (108829-27) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1938. WINCHESTER MODEL 67 BOLT ACTION RIFLE .22 LR, 27” barrel with a bright near excellent bore. The metal surfaces have toned
mostly to a brown patina with scattered spots of oxidation. The bolt handle remains bright with scattered light fine oxidation staining. The
stock rates very good with overall light dings, scratches and has scattered specks of white paint near overall. (108829-12) {C&R}(50/100)
1939. J. STEVENS ARMS CO., NO. 14 1/2 LITTLE SCOUT SINGLE SHOT RIFLE .22 LR, 20” barrel with a bright near excellent bore.
The metal surfaces have been cleaned mostly bright and now show faint traces of blue and brown with overall oxidation, staining and spots
of light pitting. The rifle has standard sights and the smooth straight grip hardwood stock and splinter style forend rate about very good
with spots of added finish and numerous handling marks. (108819-3) {C&R}
(50/100)
1940. WINCHESTER MODEL 1902 BOLT ACTION RIFLE .22 LR, 18” barrel with an about good frosted bore. The metal surfaces are a mix
of pewter and brown patinas with overall oxidation staining and spots of light pitting. The rifle has standard sights and the smooth straight
grip hardwood stock rates fair with overall light handling marks, is missing a 3”x3/4” sliver from the right side with a 4” crack that runs below
it and shows an amateurish repair that runs from the barrel bolt to the tip of the forend. (108829-3) {C&R}
(25/50)

Edged Weapons
1941. REPRODUCTION HITLER YOUTH KNIFE This knife measures 10 1/2” overall with a 6 1/8” blade. The blade remains bright and the
obverse side is etched with facsimile “Blut und Ehre” motto and RZM logo above “M7/38” Paul Seilhelmer code on the ricasso while the
reverse side is stamped “STAINLESS / CHINA” on the ricasso. The aluminum hilt retains all its bright nickel and the checkered black plastic
grips rate excellent with intact swastika emblem on the obverse panel. Included is a steel scabbard with leather hanger retaining nearly all
of its black enamel with only light storage marks from the years. (58445-29B)
1942. REPRODUCTION HITLER YOUTH KNIFE This knife measures 9 5/8” overall with a 5 1/2” blade. The blade has toned to pale gray
with scattered fine staining and moderate grind marks from being improperly sharpened which partially obliterate the lightly etched “Blut
und Ehre” motto on the obverse side of the blade. The reverse side of the blade is marked “E.F.HORSTER / SOLINGEN” slightly right of
center and Solingen having a slightly different font while the ricasso is marked with Robert Klass’s RZM “M7/37” code. The iron hilt retains
about 85% flaking original nickel with the exposed surfaces showing light surface oxidation. The checkered black plastic grips rate very
good showing light wear and the pinned HJ diamond swastika inlay has become slightly loose and there is a small chip missing in the lower
red triangle. The steel scabbard retains about 75% flaking black enamel with scattered light oxidation with the leather belt loop showing
light scuffing and staining but remaining fully intact. (58570-21)
1943. REPRODUCTION GERMAN 2ND PATTERN REICHSLUFTSCUTZBUND DAGGER The double edge blade on this subordinate’s dagger measures 7 1/8” with a 11 3/4” overall length from the tip of the blade to the end of the central rib pommel. The center line
equipped blade remains overall bright with a small spot of staining and tiny scratches on the obverse side and “XL 1207 / Stainless Steel /
Handcrafted in China” at the rear reverse side of the blade. The rudimentary party eagle with swastika crossguard and pommel remain bright
with numerous tiny casting marks and the black plastic grip with crude sunburst swastika inlay rates excellent. The black plastic scabbard
with aluminum tip rates excellent as well. (58445-29C)
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1944. REPRODUCTION GERMAN OFFICERS DRESS DAGGER The straight double edged blade measures 10 1/8” with an overall
length of 14 5/8” from the tip to the end of the pommel. The blade remains overall bright with scattered fine staining and oxidation with
crisp beveled edges and no proof marks. The non-ferrous metal crossguard, ferrule and pommel have toned to pewter with traces of nickel
plate still visible. The white celluloid grip rates about very good with tiny nicks and stains, the pommel does not seat properly on the rear of
the grip. The steel scabbard has pebbled panels with oak leaf bands and has toned to pewter as well with patches of original nickel along
the sides. (58570-20)
1945. GERMAN POLICE DRESS BAYONET BY COPPEL This bayonet measures 17 1/2” overall with a 13 1/8” unstopped fuller blade. The
blade retains about 85% original chrome finish with scattered patches of flaking, oxidation and tiny nicks in the main edge and scratches
from being sharpened. The rear obverse side of the blade has the large “AC / S” double scale Coppel proofmark while the rear reverse side
of the blade has smaller scale with the oval “ALEXANDER COPPEL / SOLINGEN” maker mark. The brass hilt features a bird head pommel
with scale feathers and an oak leaf decorated guard. The hilt is not equipped with a mortise slot or press stud and the reverse side of the
guard is marked “S.A.r. II.1058” and still retains about 20% flaking original nickel with the exposed surfaces having a pleasing tarnished
patina. The stag handles rate very good plus with light ingrained dirt and are fastened by two aluminum pins, the Nazi party eagle emblem
is present on the obverse scale. Included is a black leather scabbard with a nickel plated brass collar and tip chape, the collar is numbered
to the bayonet. the leather shows light scuffs, staining and a crease and bulge in front of the collar. (57126-11)
1946. LOT OF PORTAPEES Three total: (1) green and silver and (1) brown and silver ribbon tassel portapees with silver acorn shaped knots
measuring 16 1/8” fully intact with light staining; (1) 12 1/2” silver colored portepee with simple cord tassel and small acorn shaped knot,
the cord showing modest fraying and staining. (57126-6)
1947. SHEFFIELD NON-XXL BOWIE KNIFE BY ALLEN This compact bowie measures 7 1/2” overall with a 4” full tang clip point blade. The
blade has toned to a smoky gray patina with scattered fine oxidation and light brush marks from an old cleaning. The obverse side of the
blade is marked “NON-XLL” along the top edge and a lightly fading “NON-XXL / JOESPH / ALLEN & SONS / SHEFFIELD / ENGLAND”
on the ricasso. The oval nickel silver guard has a tarnished patina and the stag grips have darkened nicely with age and are fastened by
three small oxidized pins. Included is an unmarked open throat brown leather sheath with belt loop. The seams remain tight, the tip however
has split from age. (58510-33)
1948. REPRODUCTION GERMAN S.S. 1936 PATTERN DAGGER The straight double edged blade measures 8 1/2” with an overall length
of 13 5/8” from the tip to the top of the capstan nut. The blade remains bright with photo etched “Meine Ehre heist Treue” logo on the
obverse side and RZM “M7/14 / CHINA” on the reverse side. The crossguard and pommel retain all their bright chrome finish with some
minor light storage scratches. The black plastic grip rates very good with a crude party eagle inlay, the SS emblem is no longer present. The
black plastic scabbard with chromed mounts and death head swastika hanger rates excellent. (58445-29D)
1949. SHEFFIELD I*XL BOWIE BY WOSTENHOLM This bowie measures 9 5/8” overall with a 5 3/4” spear point blade. The blade has been
lightly ground, leaving a wavy center line along the obverse side and has toned to pale gray with scattered fine staining and scratches. The
obverse side of the blade is marked “WOSTENHOLM & SON / WASHINGTON WORKS / SHEFFIELD” along the center top edge and
“I*XL” on the ricasso. The oval nickel silver guard has a lightly mellowed patina with sparse tiny impact marks and is loose fitting against
the blade. The tapered one piece nickel silver hilt has a square pommel and bolster, the finish closely matching that of the guard. The stag
grips rate good to very good with a thin horizontal crack through the center of the obverse panel. The panels are fastened by four tiny nickel
silver pins and the obverse panel has an oval nickel silver shield. There is no sheath present. (58673-2A)
1950. PUMA MODEL 6393 SKINNER FIXED BLADE KNIFE This German made knife measures 9 3/8” overall with a 5 1/8” full tang
stainless steel blade equipped with thumb serrations and a partially serrated main edge. The blade remains overall bright with a few spots
of freckling and sparse light storage scratches. The aluminum guard retains most of its bright finish with some sparse tiny stains and marks
and has a third quarter 1976 (76673) date code. The stag grips rate excellent are fastened by three large brass rivets and are equipped with
a brass lined thong hole. The factory leather sheath rates fair with a separated seam, light scuffs and missing handle thong. (58673-2B)
1951. VINTAGE PUMA WHITE HUNTER FIXED BLADE KNIFE This is an early pre 1964 date code D.B.G.M. Puma measuring 10 5/8” overall
with a 6” full tang contoured stainless steel blade equipped with a beveled top edge, thumb serrations and partially serrated main edge. The
blade remains mainly bright with some fine scratches from a light sharpening and the edges of the tang has scattered fine oxidation staining.
The aluminum guard remains bright with sparse tiny marks from the years and the stag grips rate excellent having darkened nicely with age,
are fastened by three small brass rivets and are equipped with a brass lined thong hole. The period factory leather sheath rates very good
with light stains and scuffs, a tiny slice in the top of the belt, the seams tight and intact and the handle strap and thong present. (58673-2C)
1952. GERMAN MODEL 1884/98 BAYONET BY COPPEL This is a third pattern bayonet with scabbard. The bayonet measures 15” overall
with a 9 3/4” blade numbered “6122 / c” on the obverse ricasso and marked “Coppel G.m.b H” on the reverse ricasso. The blade retains
about 60% fading original blue with scattered light oxidation and fine pinprick pitting, the majority of loss towards the front of the blade
which shows some light grinding towards the tip and a couple tiny nicks along the main edge. The hilt has toned to smoky gray with light
edge wear on the guard, the flash guard is a slightly darker brown with tiny light impact marks. The brown composition grips rate about very
good with only light handling marks. The “Durkopp” marked steel scabbard retains about 60% original blue fading to gray with scattered
like oxidation, a modest dent in the center of the body and a couple tiny dents along the edges. (58617-1C)
1953. GERMAN MODEL 1884/98 BAYONET BY HORSTER This is a late war third pattern bayonet with scabbard. The bayonet measures
15 1/4” overall with a 10” blade numbered “623 / e” on the obverse ricasso and is marked “44 asw” on the reverse ricasso. The blade shows
scattered light brush marks from being cleaned and retains about 95-98% arsenal applied blue with light edge and scabbard wear. The hilt
is toning to a blue-brown patina with scattered pinprick pitting on the flash guard. The brown composition grips rate good to very good with
light handling marks and an area of chipping in front of the rear reverse screw hole. The steel scabbard is “44 asw” marked, however it is
numbered to another bayonet and has faded to brownish gray patina with scattered fine pitting, oxidation and patches of blue. (58617-1G)
1954. GERMAN MODEL 1884/98 BAYONET BY MUNDLOS This is a third pattern bayonet with scabbard. The bayonet measures 15
1/8” overall with a 9 7/8” blade numbered “9843 / t” on the obverse ricasso and marked “MUNDLOS” on the reverse ricasso. The blade
retains 98% arsenal applied blue over patches of cleaned pitting and oxidation, a couple spots turning brown in the process. The hilt shows
similar added blue with light silvering along the edges and numerous tiny impact marks on the flash guard. The brown composition grips
rate very good showing minimal wear. The steel scabbard is “MUNDLOS” marked but is numbered to another bayonet and retains about
65% original blue toning to brown and gray with scattered light oxidation and handling marks. (58617-1A)
1955. GERMAN MODEL 1884/98 BAYONET BY COPPEL This is a third pattern bayonet with scabbard. The bayonet measures 15 1/8”
overall with a 9 7/8” blade numbered “2292 / p” on the obverse ricasso and marked “Coppel G.m.b.H.” on the reverse ricasso. The blade
retains about 80% original blue toning to gray with the majority of loss due to scabbard wear at the tip and the edges of the fuller. The hilt
retains about 85% original blue toning to brown with scattered fine oxidation, the loss primarily along the guards, edges and pommel stud.
The Berg marked steel scabbard is 1938 dated as well and retains about 80% original blue toning to brown with some tiny light dents,
impact marks and fine staining. (58617-1D)
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1956. GERMAN MODEL 1884/98 BAYONET BY COPPEL This is an early third pattern bayonet with scabbard. The bayonet measures
15 1/8” overall with a 9 7/8” blade numbered “8479 / f” on the obverse ricasso and is marked with Coppel “S/173G” code on the reverse
ricasso. The blade retains 95-98% arsenal applied blue with some sparse pitting, tiny scratches and fading along the tip and edges. The
hilt retains similar blue with some scattered spots of oxidation and numerous impacts marks and light pitting on the flash guard. The brown
composition grips rate very good plus with light handling marks. The steel scabbard has a Durkopp “S” code, is dated 1938 and retains
about 40% original blue toning to brown with scattered light oxidation and light dents along the sides and a larger indentation on the front
of the body towards the tip. (58617-1F)
1957. GERMAN MODEL 1884/98 BAYONET BY CORTS This is an early third pattern Joseph Corts bayonet and scabbard. The bayonet
measures 15 1/8” overall with a 9 7/8” blade numbered “6225 / c” on the obverse ricasso and is marked “JOS. CORTS Sn” on the reverse
ricasso and “37” on the rear of the spine. The blade retains about 80% original blue with scattered light scratches and a tiny nick in the main
edge, the majority of loss due to scabbard wear along the tip and edges. The hilt has toned to gray and brown with traces of original blue,
scattered fine oxidation and numerous tiny impact marks on the flash guard. The hardwood grips rate about very good with light chips and
dents. The steel scabbard is “CORTS” marked as well but is dated 1938 and retains about 80% original blue toning to gray with scattered
light oxidation and some light handling marks. (58617-1B)
1958. GERMAN MODEL 1884/98 BAYONET BY PACK This is an early third pattern bayonet with scabbard. The bayonet measures 15
1/8” overall with a 10” blade numbered “7315 / b” on the obverse ricasso and is marked “41 cul” on the reverse ricasso. The blade retains
about 95% arsenal applied blue with the majority of loss due to contact wear along the tip and edges. The hilt retains about 85% added
blue toning to brown with light edge wear along the guard and pommel stud along with some scattered light oxidation and impact marks.
The steel scabbard is W.K.C. marked, dated 1940 and retains about 30% original blue toning to brown and gray with scattered fine oxidation
staining. (58617-1E)
1959. SOUTHEAST ASIAN DECORATIVE DAGGER This Balinese or Malay style dagger measures approximately 17 3/4” overall with a 12
1/2” Kris style blade. The blade has numerous horizontal brush and grind marks from being forged and sharpened and has a pale gray-brown
finish with light oxidation staining and a couple small pits. The hilt consists of an a thin sheet copper guard with curved coiled quillons and
a pistolgrip shaped handle with a raised medial collar fully engraved with foliate scroll and decorative bands. The hilt retains much original
silver and gold wash, the handle showing numerous light dents, the seams remaining tight and intact. The matching sheet copper and
brass covered wood scabbard shows identical engraving retaining much original silver wash with the exposed brass and copper surfaces
remaining bright. The seams remain tight with a couple shallow dents towards the tip. (57536-86)
1960. INDIAN/TURKISH TRADE KNIFE This attractive knife measures 12 5/8” overall with a 8” single edge steel clip point style blade. The
unmarked blade remains overall bright with some sparse staining and scattered light scratches from being sharpened. The hilt consists of
an oval brass guard with dual ball tipped quillons and a square shaped ring for scabbard attachment, a wide brass collar and a bag shaped
wood handle. The brass guard and collar have a nicely tarnished patina and the wood handle is nicely carved with decorative floral panels
surrounded by a simple arched line border along the spine and vertical straight lines at the collar, the carving remains crisp and light ingrained
dirt has collected on the stippled background over the years. The wood scabbard is decorated with lovely matching motifs and is equipped
with a brass spring clip that locks into the guard and a loose collar. The carving remains crisp and the brass has a pleasing patina, the tip
chape is no longer present. (57536-91)
1961. UNMARKED D-GUARD SHORT SWORD This interesting sword appears to be a cross between a bowie knife and a piha kaetta
measuring 25 7/8” overall with a slender 20 1/4” unmarked iron blade. The blade has toned to a brown patina with patches of gray and
scattered spots of pitting, light scratches and is broken at the tip. The hilt is comprised of an iron D-shaped guard with a slightly bent
triangular shaped quillon, cone shaped collar and round pommel along with a rudimentary carved bone handle. The metal surfaces of the
hilt have a brown patina closely matching that of the blade with slightly more pitting, impact marks and spots of oxidation on the guard.
The guard shows a couple shallow dents and a thin crack at the butt leading to the large iron retention pin. The grooved bone handle has
a worn blackish-brown finish with a few light chips along the edges. There is no scabbard present. (57536-74)
1962. NORTH AFRICAN NIMCHA This is a simple, yet rather neat looking knife measuring approximately 17 3/8” overall with a 11 3/4” moderately curved steel blade. The blade has toned to a bright silver patina with scattered light staining, numerous vertical and angular grind
marks and simple wavy and serrated decorative lines in the center of both sides of the blade. The hilt consists of a distinctively almost horse
head shaped wooden handle decorated with inlaid brass and silver wire and a thin sheet brass guard with alternating rolled tipped quillons
and a wide collar. The wood shows chipped edges and other minor handling marks, the brass has a lightly tarnished patina with light impact
marks from being shaped. The split wood scabbard has been carved on one side with decorative geometric shapes and is secured by four
thin brass bands, the two center bands are no longer present. (57536-90)
1963. NEPALESE GURKA OFFICERS KUKRI This dress kukri measures 12 3/8” overall with a 8 7/8” heavily curved, non-fuller dual notch
blade. The plain unmarked blade retains about 95% flaking chromed finish with the exposed steel surfaces having a dark brown oxidized
finish. The horn handle has a six groove center accented with two brass bands, is decorated on either side with bright nickel and brass pins
and is centered between a brass bolster and a raised mask shaped pommel. Included is a black leather covered wood scabbard equipped
with a diamond shaped brass tip chape and dual accessory pockets containing a Karda & Chakmak. The leather shows some light scuffs
and dirt staining with the seam separating at the throat and the blades of the accessory knives have an even balance of flaking chrome and
moderate oxidation. (57943-4)
1964. GERMAN MODEL 84/98 EXPORT BAYONET BY SIMSON This is a German Export bayonet with scabbard equipped with a muzzle
ring but no flash guard. The bayonet measures 12 3/8” overall with a 8 7/8” blade marked “SIMSON & CO. / SUHL” on the reverse ricasso.
The blade retains 95-97% original blue, loss to light scabbard wear along the edges. The hilt retains about 75% original blue evenly toning
to brown with scattered fine oxidation and light edge wear, the reverse side of the pommel is numbered “D 3735”. The hardwood grips rate
very good plus showing minimal wear. The included steel scabbard is unnumbered and retains about 90% thinning original blue toning to
gray with scattered fine oxidation staining and edge wear. (58627-4A)
1965. RARE BRITISH L1A1 STEEL HANDLE BAYONET This is an unconverted steel handle L1A1 bayonet and scabbard with no markings
on the handle or blade. The bayonet measures 11 5/8” overall with a 7 5/8” Jungle Carbine blade. The blade retains 95-98% original matte
gray finish with some sparse light staining and light silvering along the edges and a has a slightly squared tip. The steel hilt has a pewter
patina with traces of brown and sparse tiny impact marks and staining, the pommel stud functions, however the spring cap in the catch is
no longer present. The steel scabbard retains about 98% original black enamel with scattered fine oxidation and light scratches. (58627-4)
1966. U.S. MODEL 1873 RIFLE BAYONET This is a socket bayonet with scabbard for the 45-70 trapdoor rifle. The bayonet measures 21”
overall with an 18” shallow face flute blade, a 1 3/16” shank and a 3” socket. The metal surfaces retain 95-98% original blue with scattered
fine oxidation, the loss primarily being light tip and edge wear and some light scratches on the socket. The face is marked “U.S.” above what
appears to be a small fading “F” and the clasp rotates freely. Included is a steel scabbard retaining about 90% original blue toning to gray
and brown. The black leather frog shows light fading and scuffing from the years and is equipped with a brass hook and “U.S.” escutcheon
having a nicely tarnished patina. An overall very good trapdoor bayonet complete with scabbard. (58621-18A)
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1967. U.S. MODEL 1873 RIFLE BAYONET This is a socket bayonet for the 45-70 trapdoor rifle. The bayonet measures 21” overall with an
18” shallow face flute blade, a 1 3/16” shank and a 3” socket. the metal surfaces retain about 95% original blue with scattered fine oxidation
and a few sparse spots of more active oxidation towards the rear of the blade and shank along with light edge wear and scratches on the
socket. There is a small dot stamped above “U.S.” on the face and the clasp rotates freely. There is no scabbard included. (58621-18B)
1968. LOT OF SOCKET BAYONETS This lot contains two shortened bayonets for the 45-70 trapdoor rifle: (1) with a 15 1/2” blade having a
nicely shaped tip with only a small flattened section of the rear center ridge and (1) with a 15 1/4” blade with a triangular ground tip and
lightly flattened center ridge. The slightly longer bayonet has an overall brown and gray patina with scattered fine oxidation and spots of
pinprick pitting while the shorter bayonet has a darker brown patina still showing good traces of original blue with scattered very light
oxidation staining. There is a dot over “U.S.” on both faces, the clasps rotate freely and there are no scabbards included. (58621-18C)
1969. U.S. MODEL 1816 SOCKET BAYONET This is a socket bayonet for the 1816 flintlock musket. The bayonet measures 19” overall
with a 16 1/8” blade, a 1 7/32” shank and a 3” socket. The blade has toned to a smoky gray patina with scattered fine oxidation with some
patches of more active oxidation, a 3 1/4” wavy groove in the front of the face flute and a large area of pitting on the face flat, the socket is
a bright pale gray with scattered fine pitting and oxidation. The back flutes are deeply ground while the face flute is shallow and starts at
the tip continuing for only 9 1/4” and the rear of the face is stamped “U.S. / EB”. The socket is equipped with a bridged rear edge and a “T”
shaped mortise. There is no scabbard present. (58621-16)
1970. BERG & CO. MACHETE WITH U.S. MARKING 18” BLADE, 23 1/2” OVERALL. The blade is a mix of bright metal and mottled
gray patina showing spots of light pitting, staining and small dings throughout. The smooth black synthetic grips remain in very good plus
condition showing some scuffs, scratches and handling marks throughout. The left side of the blade is marked “BERG & CO. / SOLINGEN-OHLIGS / 1958” and “U.S.”. A green leather sheath with metal reinforcement and spring retainer is included. It remains in about good
overall condition showing moderate cracking, staining, a tape repair at the tip and a few small areas torn away. The stitching is solid and the
sheath is structurally sound overall. An interesting example for the collector of American militaria. (138714-2)
1971. KNIGHTS TEMPLAR FRATERNAL SWORD This fraternal sword measures 34 1/2” overall with a 27 1/2” triangular tipped double edge
blade. The blade has toned to a dark gray patina with scattered fine oxidation and pinprick pitting concentrating more so along the foible and
small patches on the forte. There is faint evidence of etching still visible, the maker mark however can no longer be seen. The hilt consists
of a cast brass crossguard and knights head pommel, nickel silver tangs and dark brown hardwood grip with a red cross in a larger nickel
silver cross inlay. The crossguard is decorated with twelve small stars in a triangle pattern on each quillion and a rearward facing eagle on
the quillon blocks. The brass has a nicely tarnished patina with light oxidation forming in the protected edges, the grip rates very good with
shallow light handling marks and the nickel silver inlay and tangs are mellowing to pewter with fine staining and traces of red still present
in the cross. There is no scabbard present and the thin leather buffer washer is dried and cracking but remains mostly intact. A good older
fraternal sword that has withstood the sands of time. (1X57338-1)
(25/75)

1972

1972. U.S. MODEL 1860 GAR OFFICERS SWORD WITH PRESENTATION BY J.A. JOEL CO. 29 1/2” straight blade, 1860 Staff &
Field pattern sword. The blade remains bright overall with a few spots of light staining, retaining much original gold wash. The blade is
etched with scroll, panoplies of arms, U.S. and “Samuel H. Bailey” on the obverse side and “J.A. Joel / New York / N.Y.” maker mark on the
reverse ricasso. The gold washed hilt has a floral decorated knucklebow, a single branch guard with floral shaped quillon, static guard with
Federal Eagle on the obverse and a folding guard with shield and arms on
the reverse and the grip is bright cast steel wrapped in simulated brass wire.
The metal scabbard is nickel plated with fancy pierced brass mounts and
is engraved “PRESENTED TO SAMUEL H. BAILEY / BY MEMBERS AND
FRIENDS OF / JUDSON KILPATRICK POST No. 143 / DEPT NY GAR JAN
17th 1891” between the two hangers. Included with the sword are copies of musters and pension records for Samuel Bailey and a copy
of the N.Y. Times Oct. 17, 1887 announcement by Samuel Bailey, commander of the Judson Kilpatrick Post 143 G.A.R. to assemble for the
funeral of General Kilpatrick. (58431-7)
(275/375)
1973. UNMARKED FANTASY MACHETE This one-piece stainless steel machete measures 24 3/8” overall with a 16” blade equipped
with a 3 3/8” unsharpened bowie style false edge with a single notch, possibly for wire cutting, and a serrated sawtooth center along
the top edge. The metal remains overall bright and is marked “CHINA” on the rear obverse blade flat. The handle is wrapped in woven
black nylon and is equipped with a large washer-shaped pommel. Included is a black nylon reinforced vinyl shoulder sheath with
adjustable carry strap. (3X56417-12)
1974. U.S. M4 BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a leather handled Camillus U.S. M4 bayonet, canvas frog and M8 scabbard. The blade shows
silvering along its edges and a couple spots of oxidation. The crossguard and pommel show scattered oxidation and oxidation staining. The
leather handles show a couple chips, scattered staining, flaking and soiling. The B.M. Co M8 scabbard shows scattered scuffing. (8776-1A)
1975. GERMAN DRESS BAYONET BY COPPEL This is a German dress bayonet with scabbard. The bayonet measures 14 3/4” with a 9
3/4” unstopped fuller blade. The blade remains bright with only light scabbard marks and has “AC / S” with scale Alex Coppel maker mark
on the obverse ricasso. The hilt retains about 95% original nickel with scattered fine oxidation and flaking, the reverse side of the birdshead
pommel has been engraved with an intertwined “AW” most likely a later addition. The checkered black plastic grips rate very good with
light ingrained dirt. The steel scabbard retains about 20% flaking original enamel toning to gray with scattered surface oxidation. (58740-37)
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1976

1976. KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS GOLD OFFICERS SABER BY M.C. LILLEY Quite similar to a U.S. Model 1872 Calvary sword this saber
has a 29 3/4” slightly curved blade with single stopped fullers and M.C. Lilley maker mark on the reverse ricasso, the obverse ricasso has a
small knight’s head profile. The blade is nicely etched with rococo
and geometric scroll, Pythian coat of arms and shield and “Jefferson
Young Jr.” in riband on the obverse side. The blade has mellowed
slightly with scattered fine staining and scabbard marks, the etching
crisp. The three branch hilt has a brass counterguard decorated
with sunburst on one side and knight’s crest, Pythian symbols and
Lilly flower on the other and a lion’s head pommel with shield and
sharkskin covered grip wrapped in braided brass wire. The brass retains much original gold wash with the exposed surfaces a lightly mellowed goldenrod. The covering and wrapping remain tight and the leather buffer washer is present. The steel scabbard is nickel plated with
ornate society iconic brass mounts. The nickel shows scattered very fine flaking and staining and the brass is toning to an ochre patina still
with good amounts of gold wash. (1X58674-22)
(100/200)

1977

1977. U.S. SONS OF VETERANS SOCIETY SWORD BY WM READ & SONS PRESENTED TO CAPT. CHARLES H. HOLMES 3
RD. MASS. REGT. This is essentially an 1860 Staff & Field pattern sword with a 30” double edged blade and 36 1/2” overall length.
The blade is nicely etched with a gold washed background and decorations including scroll, shields, soldiers and awards. The fancy gold
washed hilt has a lovely scroll engraved silver grip
wrapped in braided brass wire. The knuckle bow has
a single branch guard with plain oval quillion, static
guard with two gentleman holding shield in front of
flags and eagle centered between “Filli Veteranorum”
and “Gratii Dei Servatus” in ribands on the obverse
and a folding counterguard with shield and panoply
of arms on the reverse. The condition of the sword is
excellent, the blade retaining perhaps 92-95% gold
wash with the balance of the blade remaining bright with scattered fine staining and tiny scabbard marks along the foible, the hilt retaining
95% original gold wash with the exposed brass having a pleasing soft patina. The obverse side of the blade is etched “Presented To /
Capt. Charles H. Holmes / By Theodore Winthrop Camp No. 81 / S. of V” while the reverse is etched “Chelsea / Mass. / January 15, 1890”
in riband and “ WM READ / & Sons / Boston Mass” on the ricasso. The metal scabbard retains nearly all its nickel plate with only some
sparse fine staining and storage marks and is decorated with fancy pierced brass fittings retaining much original gold wash. A great looking
looking Sons Of Veterans presentation sword with highly sought after retailer markings. (58674-20)
(350/550)
1978. ANCIENT ORDER OF HIBERNIAN FRATERNAL SWORD WITH RETAILER MARKINGS 30 1/8” diamond shaped double
edged blade, 1860 Staff & Field pattern sword with “CONTINENTAL / CLOTHING / HOUSE / BOSTON MASS” retailer marking above
“GERMANY” on the reverse side of the blade. The plain blade is toning to pale gray with scattered oxidation and tiny scabbard scratches
still showing patches of original bright finish. The first 4” of the blade shows heat tempered colors in an attempt to straighten a bend in the
blade. The hilt has a cast brass floral decorated knucklebow with single branch guard and plain oval quillon, single static guard with large
“A.O.H.” initials, a foliate decorated pommel with eagle and shield on the sides and a shagreen covered grip wrapped with braided brass
wire. The brass has a tarnished patina with patches of verdigris and oxidation, the wrappings tight and intact. The leather buffer washer is
no longer present. The tubular steel scabbard retains about 70% pale nickel flaking to brown with scattered fine oxidation, the brass mounts
have a tarnished patina with spots of oxidation. (58740-34)
1979. UNMARKED U.S. 1860 STAFF & FIELD OFFICERS SWORD 29 3/4” diamond shaped double edged blade with extra long ricasso.
The blade has toned to a bright silver patina showing an old light cleaning with scattered fine oxidation staining and tiny nicks along the
edges. The cast brass hilt has a floral decorated knucklebow with single branch guard and plain oval quillon single static guard with Federal
eagle in front of flags, foliate decorated pommel with eagle and shield on the sides and a shagreen-like grip wrapped with braided wire. The
brass hazs a lightly mellowed patina with scattered patches of oxidation, the grip having fading applied black enamel to simulate leather. The
leather buffer washer and tang shims are missing leaving the hilt loose fitting to the blade. The tubular steel scabbard has toned to a brown
patina with patches of gray. The brass mounts have a tarnished patina with light oxidation. The collar retention screw is missing. (58740-35)
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1980. GERMAN SA 1933 PATTERN DAGGER BY HACO The straight double edge blade measures 8 5/8” with an overall length from the
tip to the capstan nut of 12 5/8”. The blade remains mostly bright with long horizontal scabbard scratches, scattered specks of fine oxidation
staining and a broken squared tip. The obverse side of the blade is etched with a well-centered “Alles fur Deutschland” while the reverse
side has a well-centered “ HACO / BERLIN” maker mark. The nickel crossguard and pommel have mellowed slightly with light tarnish and
impact marks, the reverse side of the crossguard has a “B” gruppe mark and was taken apart at some point. The fruitwood grip rates good
overall with light handling marks, patches of flaking varnish and missing party eagle. The later 1936 pattern steel scabbard retains about
20% flaking black enamel with the exposed surfaces toning to brown, the collar retention screws are missing and the tip is bent and split
on one side. (58740-38)
1981. GERMAN DRESS BAYONET BY HORSTER This is a German dress bayonet with scabbard. The bayonet measures 14 3/4” overall
with a 9 3/4” unstopped fuller blade. The blade remains bright with only minor light scabbard marks along the edges and has circular “E.u.F
HORSTER / SOLINGEN” maker mark on the reverse ricasso. The nickel plated surfaces of the hilt have softened lightly with age with a small
patch of flaking on the obverse side of the guard. The checkered black plastic grips rate about very good with light ingrained dirt staining.
The steel scabbard retains about 90% flaking added black enamel showing exposed gray metal and light surface oxidation. (58740-37A)
1982. U.S.N. MARK 2 FIGHTING KNIFE BY CAMILLUS This is a second type Mark 2 fighting knife with scabbard. The knife measures
12” overall with a 7” short fuller bowie style blade retaining about 90% original blue thinning to brown with silvering along the edges and
blade flats. The crossguard and pinned butt have toned to gray, the guard is horizontally marked “U.S.N. / MARK 2” on the right side and
“CAMILLUS, N.Y.” along the blade. The grooved stacked leather washer handle rates very good plus with a couple light handling marks.
The B.M. Co. U.S.N MK2 gray plastic scabbard with canvas frog rates very good with light handling marks, age staining and oxidation on
the hardware. (58818-18)
1983. UNMARKED U.S. MODEL 1842 SOCKET BAYONET This variant of unknown manufacture is not “U.S.” marked but is stamped with
a vertical “B / E” on the ricasso, the B slightly smaller than the E. The blade measures 18” with full flutes and a wide back flute measuring
17”. The shank measures 1 7/16” and the socket measures 2 5/8” long with a .828” diameter bore. The bright metal surfaces are slowly
toning to gray with scattered fine oxidation staining and tiny light impact marks. The socket is equipped with an “L” shaped mortise and
the clasp rotates and operates properly. There is no scabbard present, a nice socket bayonet for the Model 1842 musket quite possibly
imported. (58804-96)
1984. A.J. DRAKE ALTERATION SOCKET BAYONET FOR 1841 MISSISSIPPI RIFLE Altered by Augustine J. Drake to fit over the outside
diameter of the rifle these specimens are much longer and heavier than most other socket bayonets of the era and lack “U.S.” markings.

1984

The blade measures 20 1/2” with full flutes and a wide deep back flute measuring 18 7/8”. The nearly perpendicular shank measures nearly
1 1/4” and the socket measures 3” with a large .918” diameter. The bright surfaces are toning to pale gray along the blade with scattered
oxidation and patches of darker gray with patches of modest pitting along the second half of the blade. The socket remains overall bright
with some sparse fine specks of oxidation staining and is marked “A.8” between the locking ring and shank. There is no scabbard present.
A solid and rather rare Drake altered “Mississippi” socket bayonet. (58804-95)
(200/400)
1985. LOT OF FIXED BLADE KNIVES AND MACHETE This lot consist of 5 knives. It consists of (2) Japanese made “Thrower 503” throwing
knives. They are 10” overall with 5/8” x 6” long blades and leather sheaths. Also included is (1) Buck #105 Pathfinder knife with sheath.
It is 9” overall with a 3/4” x 5” long modified clip blade dated 1990 in near excellent condition with a few minor scuffs on the handle. (1)
Kinfolks straight point knife showing moderate sharpening wear with brass guard featuring stacked leather and phenolic handle with aluminum pommel measuring 9” overall with 4 3/4” blade. It includes an unmarked leather sheath with oak leaf and acorn pattern stamped on
the front. The last blade is a single unmarked 18” Latin style machete of Chinese manufacture with nylon sheath and rates about excellent
overall. (88795-2)
1986. U.S. MARK I TRENCH KNIFE BY L.F. & C Manufactured by Landers Frary & Clark, this knife measures 11 5/8” overall with a 6 5/8”
double edge blade. The blade has numerous brush marks from being ground and has toned to pale gray with scattered fine oxidation
staining and a speck or two of light freckling. The brass knuckle guard has a tarnished patina with patches of verdigris, oxidation and fine
remnants of original blackened finish. The knuckle points have been grounded flat and the side of the handle is marked “U.S. 1918 / L.F &
C-1918”. Included is an original maker marked and dated iron scabbard, wire belt hooks intact with scattered surface oxidation and remnants
of original blackened finish. (58829-58)
1987. FRENCH U.S. MARK I TRENCH KNIFE This early trench knife measures 11 3/8” overall with a 6 1/2” double edged blade. The blade
has toned to a pale brown and gray with scattered fine staining and has been nicely sharpened with a slightly rounded tip and a light bend
at the center. The ricasso has light ground marks at the guard and is marked with a reposed lion over “AU LION” in the obverse side. The
cast brass has a rough surface and is equipped with grooves on each side on the top of the handle. The brass shows light tool marks, sparse
specks of verdigris, scattered fine remnants of its original blackened finish and is marked “U.S. 1918” on the obverse side. Included is a
non-original leather sheath with bright iron pin reinforced stitched seams and scattered light staining. (58829-58)
1988. U.S. BOLO KNIFE This lot consists of a U.S. Model 1917 Bolo knife with scabbard. The knife measures 15” long with a 10 1/4” Bolo
blade that has been polished and sharpened. Only the “1917 C.T.” model and “1918” with part of the “St. L” markings are still visible on the
ricassos. The wood grip panels rate excellent with just a few light dings, the steel has some light oxidation. The canvas covered scabbard
rates excellent, the leather tip is marked “BRAUER BROS. / 1918”. The scabbard could be a newer reproduction. A very good example
overall. (48020-1A)
1989. U.S. SURVIVAL KNIFE This lot consists of a U.S. WWII vintage Army Air Corp A-1 folding knife by Imperial. Measuring 17” long it has
a 10” heavily sharpened “bolo” style blade that has been blunted and has several grind and tool marks. The phenolic resin black checkered
grips rate about very good and are cracked through bilaterally at the top of the checkering. The grip and guard have areas of light oxidation.
The tip of the guard is missing a wing on one side. An about very good example overall. (48020-1B)
1990. SWISS BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a Swiss STGW 57 bayonet with scabbard. The bayonet measures 14-1/2” long with a 9-1/2”
double edged bright steel blade that has a few light nicks along the edges. The grip is hard rubber as is the scabbard. Both the bayonet
and scabbard rate excellent overall. (47613-1)
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1991. SABER BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a saber style bayonet that appears to be for a Plymouth rifle and a leather scabbard. The
blade appears to be dated 1861, it is an overall dull gray patina with a few spots of light pitting, scattered oxidation and oxidation staining.
The brass handle is a dull yellow patina with a few dings and scattered oxidation staining. The leather scabbard is in tender condition with
a large part of the tip being broken off, much of the leather having flaked off, the seam coming undone and crazing. (208433-117D)
1992. FRENCH M1874 GRAS BAYONET serial #FG80865, 25 1/2” overall length with a 20 1/2” St. Etienne-made blade dated 1881. The
blade is still mostly bright with some light scabbard marks, moderate freckling and areas toning to gray patina. The arsenal marking on the
spine is softening but mostly visible overall. The hooked quillion is a dark brown patina with oxidation staining and handling marks. The brass
pommel is a deep ocher patina with light staining. The walnut grips remain in very good condition showing a small hairline crack at the rear
left side escutcheon, some light dings and handling marks. The steel scabbard retains about 88% arsenal blue with scattered moderate
oxidation staining and freckling. All of the markings are quite crisp and clear and the bayonet is matching its scabbard. A very nice example
for the military collector. (138621-4)
1993. FRENCH M1874 GRAS BAYONET serial #P78614, 25 1/2” overall length with a 20 1/2” St. Etienne-made blade dated 1879. The blade
is still mostly bright with some light scabbard marks, light oxidation staining and areas toning to gray patina. The arsenal marking on the spine
is very clearly visible. The hooked quillion is a dark brown patina with oxidation staining and spots of lighter gray patina. The brass pommel
is a pleasing dark ocher patina. The walnut grips remain in very good plus condition showing some small scattered dings, scratches and
handling marks. The steel scabbard retains about 90% arsenal blue with scattered light oxidation staining, freckling and handling marks. All
of the markings are clear and the bayonet is matching its scabbard. A very nice example overall. (138621-4A)
1994. FRENCH M1886 LEBEL BAYONET 25” overall length with a 20 1/2” blade. The metal surfaces of the blade and hooked quillion are
mostly dark brown patina with oxidation staining, light pitting scattered throughout and some bright spots along the blade. The serial number
is difficult to discern due to oxidation but ends in “3570”. The alloy grip is a light gray patina with moderate verdigris staining and some small
dings. No scabbard is included. (138621-5)
1995. FRENCH M1842 SWORD BAYONET 27 1/2” overall length with a 23” Chatellerault-made blade dated 1861. The blade remains very
bright overall with some small spots of oxidation staining and lightly cleaned pitting here and there. The arsenal marking on the spine is still
very clearly visible. The quillion is a dark brown patina and appears to have been re-numbered “1536”. The grooved brass grip is a lovely
ocher patina showing some light staining and small dings. The steel scabbard is mostly a dark gray-brown patina with light oxidation staining
and fine pinprick pitting scattered throughout. (138621-12)
1996. BRITISH PATTERN 1853 SWORD BAYONET 27” overall length with a 22” single edge fullered blade. The blade is mostly bright overall
with some evidence of sharpening, scattered light oxidation staining, spots of light pitting, small nicks and a prominent ding about half way
down the spine. The edges of a maker mark on the blade are just barely visible. This example has a hooked quillion, it and the birds beak
pommel are a mottled mix of silvery brown patina with oxidation staining and some light pitting. The bayonet is numbered “57079” along
with what appears to be a unit marking “29B.454” and there is a small crown stamp on the pommel. The black checkered hardened leather
grips remain in good condition showing heavily worn checkering, light staining, slight shrinkage and a small crack at the left side forward
pin. The black leather scabbard with steel chape and locket remains in about very good condition overall. The metal parts are mostly dull
gray-brown patina with oxidation staining and light pitting throughout. The leather body shows some moderate scuffs, staining and crackling
overall but the stitching is tight and the scabbard is quite structurally sound. (138621-17)
1997. LOT OF UNMARKED SOCKET BAYONETS Two bayonets total, the first 23” in overall length with the metal surfaces toned mostly to
a dull gray-brown patina and showing old heavy pitting throughout. The elbow of the blade on this example is flat, the bore diameter about
0.72” and the locking collar is intact. The second bayonet measures 20 1/2” in overall length with the blade still fairly bright overall showing
some moderate oxidation staining, spots of light pitting and scattered small dings. The socket is mostly dark gray-brown patina with light
oxidation staining and some moderate dings. This bayonet features a curved elbow, bore diameter of about 0.80” and the locking collar is
intact. (138621-13, 19)
1998. FRENCH M1886 LEBEL BAYONET 25” overall length with a 20 1/2” blade. The metal surfaces of the blade and hooked quillion are
mostly a mix of silver and dark gray patina, the metal surfaces having been lightly cleaned at some point with old pitting and oxidation staining
throughout. There is a slight bend and twist in the blade about 1 1/2” from the tip. The serial number is difficult to discern due to oxidation
but ends in “1379”. The alloy grip is a light gray patina with some moderate staining and some small dings. No scabbard is included and the
locking collar is seized up. (138735-34A)
1999. FRENCH M1866 SWORD BAYONET serial #R53426, 27 1/2” overall length with a 22 3/4” Tulle-made blade dated 1873. The blade
is mostly toning to a light gray patina showing some spots of minor oxidation staining, darker freckling, small nicks along the blade and
some small patches of applied heavy enamel. The maker marking on the spine is still clearly visible. The hooked quillion is a similar light
gray patina with light oxidation staining throughout. The grooved brass grip is mostly a pale goldenrod patina with some small dings, spots
of light staining and handling marks throughout. No scabbard is present. (138735-34C)
2000. VINTAGE MARTINDALE NO. 252 MACHETE 23 1/2” overall length with an 18 1/4” blade. The blade is mostly a light gray patina
showing some light oxidation staining, scratches, some small dents at the tip, evidence of sharpening and nicks along the cutting edge. The
blade features three shallow grooves on either side and is maker-marked “MARTINDALE / MADE IN ENGLAND” with crocodile logo.
One of the grooves in the blade is passing through the logo and other markings. The smooth hardwood grip panels show worn finish, some
small dings, light staining and handling marks. Included is a leather sheath with button closure flap in fair-good condition that shows some
small tears and cracks at the belt loop, a 2” repaired tear in the body, overall light staining and scuffs. (138735-34)
2001. FRENCH M1874 GRAS BAYONET serial #T52476, 25 1/2” overall length with a 20 1/2” St. Etienne-made blade dated 1879. The blade
is a mottled dark gray patina with moderate pitting and oxidation staining scattered throughout. The arsenal marking on the spine is still
quite visible. The hooked quillion is a dark brown patina with oxidation staining and scattered pitting. The brass pommel is a pleasing ocher
patina with moderate dings and dents. The hardwood grips appear to be replacements with ad-hoc pins and escutcheons; they show some
scattered small chips, dings and handling marks. No scabbard is present. (138735-34E)
2002. LOT OF MILITARY SOCKET BAYONETS Two bayonets total. The first bayonet is a Swiss socket bayonet probably for a Vetterli or
Peabody rifle measuring 21 1/2” in overall length with faint serial numbers on the elbow along with a visible “(Cross) / G” Swiss stamp. The
metal surfaces are a dark brown patina with rather heavy oxidation and pitting throughout and no locking collar is present. The second
bayonet is unmarked measuring 20 3/4” in overall length with the metal surfaces a light gray patina showing spots of light pitting, small dings
and scattered moderate oxidation staining. There is no locking collar on this bayonet and the bore measures about 0.72”. (138735-34F, 34B)
2003. LARGE EUROPEAN SWORD BAYONET This socket bayonet measures 27” in overall length with a 22” blade about 1 1/4” wide. The
blade is un-sharpened and mostly bright with scattered moderate scratches, spots of light oxidation staining, small dings and handling
marks. The socket is a darker gray-brown patina with moderate oxidation staining, a thin crack in the elbow and rough forging marks. The
rear edge of the socket is marked with what may be a partial British broad arrow stamp. (138735-34D)
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2004. LARGE UNMARKED SWORD BAYONET This socket bayonet measures 27” in overall length with a 22 1/2” blade about 1 1/4” wide.
The blade shows evidence of an old sharpening now dulled and the blade is mostly bright showing moderate scratches, some spots of
gray patina and light oxidation staining. The socket is a darker gray patina with more moderate old pitting and oxidation staining. There
are a few small cracks scattered about the socket and the diameter measures about 0.97”. Included is a black leather scabbard with brass
chape and locket. The chape has broken off but is included and retains an old duct tape repair and the leather shows moderate cracking,
staining and scuffs. The brass surfaces are a pleasing ocher patina with some verdigris staining, moderate dings and dents. (138735-34G)
2005. JAPANESE TYPE 30 ARISAKA BAYONET This lot consists of a Kokura-made bayonet serial #702831 with scabbard. Length is 20”
overall with a 15 3/4” fullered blade. The metal surfaces of the blade are entirely coated with a heavy protective grease that has dried out
significantly. The hooked quillion and birds head pommel are similarly coated with heavy grease. The Asian hardwood grip panels are in
very good condition having darkened significantly from preservative with small dings and handling marks. The scabbard is also coated with
dried preservative throughout showing some light scratches, dings and spots of minor oxidation staining. This bayonet will probably clean
up well. (138735-33)
2006. JAPANESE TYPE 30 ARISAKA BAYONET This lot consists of an unknown Nagoya contractor-made bayonet serial #71870 with
scabbard. Length is 20” overall with a 15 3/4” fullered blade. The blade is marked with a “K” inside of a star along with Nagoya arsenal
stamp. The blade is partially bright with spots of old light pitting throughout, moderate scratches and dried heavy preservative. The straight
cross guard and birds head pommel are covered with a heavy coat of dried grease and the Asian hardwood grip panels are similarly covered
and now quite dark showing some small dings and handling marks. The scabbard is also covered with dried preservative throughout with
some visible scratches and spots of light oxidation staining. (138735-33A)

Ammunition
2007. LOT OF DAISY VL CASELESS AMMUNITION This lot consists of one full and two partial boxes of Daisy Caseless VL 22 caliber
ammunition. There are 25 plastic tubes, the full box rating about very good with lightly scuffed corners. An additional box has eight full
tubes, its edges are mouse chewed. The third box has five partial tubes and one which appears to be full, it is scuffed and missing its end
flaps on one side. (38735-36)
2008. LOT OF GERMAN AMMUNITION This lot consists of three 300 round battlepacks of German 8mm Mauser ammunition that are all
housed in an original crate. The first pack appears undated, it is marked “Tragschlaufe” that is partially gone, the crate shows some light dirt
staining form the years and the beginnings of some small tears in the cardboard. The second battlepack is marked “Tragschlaufe”, it is has
a loose label marked “S.M.K.”, “Nz. Gew. BL.P. (2.2.0,45)/Mog 1940/30”. The ends of the pack are coming loose, the pack shows scattered
staining and soiling. The last battlepack is marked “Tragschlaufe” and “Patronen S.s”. It has a few large torn areas and some scattered staining. The crate has an “(Eagle)/204” on the inside and there is faint German writing on the top. The crate shows scattered dings, handling
marks and dirt stains. (207884-59A) [Craig Brown Collection]
2009. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of four rounds of World War One German 13mm anti-tank rifle rounds for the
T-Gewehr. Two of the rounds have the following markings on the handstamps “9/18/T67/P”. The other two rounds are marked “11/18/
T67/P” and one of these rounds has a couple large chips in the primer. Each round shows scattered tarnish with some displaying heavier
tarnishing. A neat lot for the military collector. (207884-49A) [Craig Brown Collection]
2010. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of three assorted boxes of German military ammunition. The first is a full 20 round
box of DWM made 7.63mm/30 Mauser ammunition on stripper clips. The rounds show scattered light tarnish, the box seal has been broken
and the box shows some light tears, crazing and light flaking. The second box is a full 15 round box of 1944 dated B-Patronen 8mm Mauser
made by Polte, Werk and headstamped “auy”. The steel cased ammo shows minor staining and the box shows some light flaking and minor
staining. The third box is a full 6 round packet of Russian .43 Berdan. The packet has been opened on one end and the ammo shows some
tarnish. (207884-59B) [Craig Brown Collection]
2011. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of four loose rounds of 11mm German Ordnance and a full box of 12 rounds
of 11mm German Ordnance. The four loose rounds are housed in a clear plastic box, they have mixed headstamps and exhibit scattered
tarnish. The box appears to be the 12-round type but the part of the label with the number of cartridges is torn away. The label is missing
some areas, the box shows a few light tears, flaking and crazing. (207884-59C) [Craig Brown Collection]
2012. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two full 20 rd. boxes of Remington High Velocity 45-70 Government 405 gr., SP rating excellent
overall and with a few of the brass cases showing the onset of light tarnish. (76654-19A)
2013. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two 20 rd. size boxes of Remington 45-70 Government 405 gr., SP: (1) full of High Velocity
in the green and yellow box; (1) containing 13 rds. of Kleanbore Hi-Speed in the green, white and red box. The overall condition is near
excellent. (76654-19B)
2014. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two 20 rd. size boxes of Remington Express Rifle 300 gr., SJHP: (1) full; (1) containing six
rds. and ten fired casings. The overall condition is very good with light tarnish on the brass. (76654-19C)
2015. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two full 50 rd. boxes of Remington: (1) of High Velocity 44-40 Win. 200 gr., SP; (1) of UMC
Target 380 auto. 95 gr., MC with nickel-plated cases. This is an excellent condition lot. (76654-20A)
2016. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full 20 rd. boxes of PMC 45-70 Government 405 gr., lead flat point in excellent condition. (76654-20B)
2017. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two full 20 rd. boxes of Ultramax 45-70 Government 405 gr. round nose flat point rating very
good to excellent with a few showing the earliest onset of very light tarnish. (76654-20C)
2018. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two 20 rd. size boxes of Winchester Super-X 375 Win. 200 gr., Power-Point (SP): (1) full;
(1) containing eight rds. and twelve fired casings. The condition rating is very good to excellent. (76654-19D)
2019. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a full 20 rd. box of Winchester Super-X 375 Win. 200 gr., Power-Point (SP) in very good to excellent
condition. (76654-19E)
2020. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a lot of two full 20 rd. boxes of Winchester Western Big Bore 94, 375 Winchester 250 gr., Power- Point
(SP) in very good to excellent condition. (76654-19F)
2021. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a full 20 rd. box and two loose rds. of Winchester Big Bore 94, 375 Win. 250 gr., Power-Point rating very
good to excellent. (76654-19G)
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2022. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two full 20 rd. boxes of 30-30 Win., 150 gr.,: (1) excellent condition collectible box of Winchester Super-X Power-Point (SP), 1894-1994 Centennial Winchester Model 94 Special Edition Cartridges with bright excellent nickel
casings and box with sharp edges and bold graphics depicting period photos of famous western icons; (1) of Federal Classic Hi-Shok, SP
flat nose and also rating excellent. (76654-19H)
2023. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full 20 rd. boxes of Federal 7-30 Waters 120 gr., boat-tail SP rating excellent. (76654-19I)
2024. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a lot of three full 20 rd. boxes of excellent condition Federal 7-30 Waters 120 gr., boat-tail SP. (76654-19J)
2025. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a full 50 rd. box of Winchester-Super X 38-40 Win. 180 gr., SP in excellent condition. (76654-19K)
2026. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three 20 rd. size boxes: (1) full of excellent condition Winchester Supreme 30-06, 165 gr.,
Silvertip BT; (1) containing three rds. of its original Winchester 30-06, 180 gr., Silvertip, but also there are ten rds. of Remington 30-06 round
nose SP, two rds. of Federal 30-06 pointed SP, and one rd. of Winchester 30-06 round nose; (1) containing 14 rds. of Remington Express
Rifle 7.62 x 39mm, 125 gr., pointed SP. The last two boxes in the lot rate very good to excellent. (76654-19L)
2027. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a full 20 rd. box of Hornady Lever Revolution 444 Marlin 265 gr. FTX in excellent condition. (76654-19M)
2028. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a full 20 rd. box of Winchester Black Talon 308 Win. 180 gr. FST that rates excellent. (76654-19N)
2029. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot consists of nine boxes of 20 ga. including the first four that are full 25 rds. of 2 3/4”, 7 1/2 shot: (1) of
Winchester upland heavy game loads; (2) of Sellier & Bellot SB Light Field Load; (1) of Gamebore; (1) containing 21 rds. of its correct
Winchester Ranger Mark 5, 2 1/2”, 6 shot and 2 rds. of Winchester Super-X, 2 1/2” slug; (3) full five rd. of Rottweil Brenneke 2 3/4”, magnum load; (1) full five rd. of Federal Classic 2 3/4”, buckshot, 20 pellets. The overall condition is very good to excellent with the 2 1/2” shells
showing some darkening and tarnish. The lot is housed in a metal military ammunition can. (76654-19P)
2030. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot consists of eight full five rd. boxes including the first seven of 12 ga.: (1) of Hornady Heavy Mag H2K,
2 3/4”, 300 gr. XTP Mag; (1) of Federal 3”, Magnum Buckshot, 00 buckshot; (1) of Federal 3” Magnum Hi-Shok slug; (1) of Winchester
Supreme 2 3/4” copper plated lead shot, 00 buck, 12 pellets; (1) of Rottweil Brenneke 2 3/4”, rifled slug, magnum load; (2) of Rottweil
Brenneke, 3” magnum, rifled slug; (1) of Federal Classic .410 bore, 2 1/2”, rifled slug, 88 gr. HP. The overall condition is near excellent and
the shotgun shells come in a metal military ammunition can. (76654-19Q)
2031. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is lot of a total of 234 rds. of vintage 8mm Mauser: (46) full five rd. stripper clips in their original bandoliers
of 1940 dated Turkish manufactured; (14) loose rds. of 1942 dated Argentinian manufactured. The overall condition is very good to excellent
with some mild darkening to the brass. Included with the lot are two metal military ammunition cans. (76654-19R)
2032. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of vintage military ammunition: (32) rds. of 7.62x51mm NATO linked blanks with 1968 dated
Lake City headstamps; (2) rds. of 1962 dated Winchester 7.62x51mm NATO blanks; (24) rds. and (1) fired casing of mixed WWII era U.S.
issued 30-06, mostly 1943 dated Lake City in opened box missing the top and with lot stamp “12891”; 20 rds. of armor piercing 30-06 on
five rd. stripper clips and with 1943 Denver headstamps. (2) rds. of 30-06 blanks. The overall condition is very good to excellent with mild
darkening occurring to much of the brass. The lot comes with two U.S. issued metal ammunition cans. (76654-19S)
2033. LOT OF MIXED CALIBER AMMUNITION This lot includes a full 50 round
box of Herter’s Select Grade .45 Long Colt, 250 gr., LFN cartridges with bright
brass in excellent condition and a full 50 round box of Privi Partizan .32
S&W Long, 98 gr., LRN cartridges with mostly bright brass and some
light varying amounts of white oxidation on the lead in overall very good
condition. (108586-216ASA)
2034. ANTIQUE AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of 12 items in
total. First is a small plastic tube containing two vintage self-propelled
cartridges. One is a .41 caliber “Rocketball” cartridge for the S&W
Volcanic lever action pistol that was designed and patented by
Walter Hunt in 1848, the other is a similar smaller caliber cartridge
with a detached primer disk. Next is a .32 caliber Plant cup-primed
cartridge in excellent condition. Next are seven .22 RF short and
long cartridges in various states of condition. The tenth item is a
partial roll of Maynard priming tape. The last item is a brass feed
magazine for the Rollin White modified model Colt 1849 Pocket
magazine. This unique magazine device is listed under U.S. patent
#12649 and included is a rough made copper cover. (48110-11A)
2035. PMC AMMUNITION This lot includes five full 20 round boxes
of PMC Bronze .223 Rem., 55 gr., FMJ-BT cartridges in excellent
condition. (108551-4)
2036. LOT OF 10MM AMMUNITION This lot consists of (2) boxes of
reloaded 10mm ammunition totaling approximates 99 rounds. The
ammunition is remanufactured by Williams Reloads of Marlborough,
Connecticut. One box of ammunition is 185 JHP and the second box
is 185 plated JHP, all in excellent condition. (88641-6G) [William “Wild
Bill” Ziegler Collection]
2037. MIXED LOT OF RIMFIRE AND SHOTSHELL AMMUNITION
2034
This lot consists of (7) assorted boxes or bags of rimfire and shotshell
ammunition. Included are (2) boxes (one full and one partial) of CCI 22
LR 36 gr. hollow point high speed ammunition totaling approximately 182 rounds.
(1) partial box of CCI 22 Short 29 gr. high speed solid ammunition totaling 95 rounds. (1) partial
box of CCI 22 Winchester Magnum Rimfire hollow point ammunition of unknown bullet weight totaling 30 rounds. (2) boxes (one full and
one partial) of Winchester 12 gauge 2 3/4” 1-ounce hollow point rifled slugs totaling 9 rounds and (1) bag of nine loose rounds of Federal
12 gauge 2 3/4” 1 1/8-ounce of #71/2 shotshells. All rate excellent. (1X88641-6I) [William “Wild Bill” Ziegler Collection]
2038. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of six full 15 rd. boxes of 1954 dated Czech manufactured 7.62x45mm in excellent condition.
(76557-3A)
2039. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of six full 15 rd. boxes of military surplus 7.62x45mm with 1954 headstamps also indicating that
it was manufactured at the Sellier & Bellot factory in Prague Czechoslovakia. The lot rates excellent. (76557-3B)
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2040. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a lot of seven full 15 rd. boxes of Czech manufactured 7.62x45mm with 1954 dates and rating excellent.
(76557-3C)
2041. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of seven full 15 rd. boxes of Czech manufactured 7.62x45mm with 1954 headstamps and in
excellent condition. (76557-3D)
2042. COLLECTIBLE REMINGTON AMMUNITION This lot includes a partial 50 round box (20) of .41 Short Rimfire in the dog bone style
box. The cartridges remain in very good condition with the lead having dried grease. The box is missing the right side end flap and has
started to separate along one of the glued seams with a couple of creases and a small puncture in the top. (108818-14)
2043. AMMUNITION LOT This lot contains 7.62x39mm from assorted manufacturers including three Winchester full 20 round boxes showing
slight signs of oxidation, three Chinasports full 20 round boxes showing slight signs of oxidation, three “China Jing An” full 20 round boxes
showing slight signs of oxidation and one full 20 round box of “Made in Russia” lead core soft point hunting ammunition showing slight
signs of oxidation (228825-168B)
2044. LOT OF WOLF AMMUNITION This lot contains 12 full 20 round boxes of 7.62x39 in excellent condition, 2 of the boxes show some
signs of wear. (228825-168C)
2045. LOT OF TOKAREV PISTOL AMMUNITION This lot contains two 70 round boxes of 7.62x25mm Tokarev ammunition in excellent shape.
This ammo contains corrosive berdan primers (228825-168E).
2046. LOT OF 7.62X39 AMMUNITION This lot is 15 full boxes of Yugoslavian made “7.62mm Koma M67”, these rounds have corrosive berdan
primers and show slight signs of oxidation and are in very good shape. (228825-168D)
2047. LOT OF 5.56 AMMUNITION This lot is made up of two full 20 round boxes of Federal XM193 ball ammo showing slight signs of oxidation
and four full 60 round boxes of “FN Herstal Samco FN223” 5.56 ammunition, all in excellent condition. (228825-168A)
2048. SHOOTERS LOT This lot includes 18 rounds of 9mm Luger home defense JHP with brass and nickel casings in excellent shape, 44
rounds of .40 S&W JHPs including 8 rounds of Magsafe, F-G and R-P head stamps in excellent shape, a partial 25 round box of Hornady
.38 Special 125 gr JHP/XTP holding 20 rounds and showing very slight signs of oxidation. Also in this lot is a Plano HunterLogic range bag
with a “Glock Safe-Action-pistols” patch on one side. (228826-29AS21296)
2049. .45 ACP AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of one full box of 50 Winchester Ranger 230 gr. SXT HPs, two full 20 round boxes and a
partial bag of seven Winchester Black Talon 230 gr. SXT HPs and two 20 round boxes of Federal Hydra-Shok 230 gr JHP with one of these
boxes being partially full with 18 rounds. All ammunition in this lot is in excellent condition. (228826-22S21238AA)
2050. .40 S&W AMMUNITION LOT Lot contains two full 20 round boxes of Winchester Black Talon 180 gr, SXT HPs, one full 20 round box
of Federal Hydra-Shok 180 gr. JHPs, one box containing 38 rounds of miscellaneous home defense ammunition including Black Talons,
Winchester 155 gr. Silver Tip HPs and Federal Hydra-Shoks and one full box of 50 Federal American Eagle 180 gr. FMJ. All ammunition is
in excellent condition. (228826-22S21238AB)
2051. AMMUNITION LOT This lot contains one full box of 20 Winchester Black Talon 9mm Luger 147 gr. SXT HPs, one partial box of 49
Winchester Ranger .380 95 gr. SXT HPs, and one bag of loose rounds including one Federal 9mm Luger Hydra-Shok, five Federal .380
Hydra-Shok HPs, one Winchester 10mm Black Talon SXT HP, eight Speer .38 spl + P soft tip HPs, one Super Velocity soft tip .38 spl HP and
two .357 soft tip HPs head stamped “R-P”. All rounds listed are in excellent condition. Also in this lot is one partial box of 48 Dominion .32
Automatic/ACP 71 gr., these rounds are in very good condition with very slight oxidation. (228826-22S21238AC)
2052. SHOTSHELL AMMUNITION This listing is for one 250 count case of Winchester 12 ga. 2 3/4” Xtra Lite Target Load 1 oz 7 ½ shot
shotshells. This case is made up of 10 boxes of 25 shotshells each. (228812-14A)
2053. SHOTSHELL AMMUNITION This listing is for one 250 count case of Winchester 12 ga. 2 3/4” Xtra Lite Target Load 1 oz 7 ½ shot
shotshells. This case is made up of 10 boxes of 25 shotshells each. (228812-14B)
2054. SHOTSHELL AMMUNITION This listing is for one 250 count case of Winchester 12 ga. 2 3/4” Xtra Lite Target Load 1 oz 7 ½ shot
shotshells. This case is made up of 10 boxes of 25 shotshells each. (228812-14C)
2055. SHOTSHELL AMMUNITION Lot Included in this lot is one Winchester-Western Tracer Shot Shells empty box in fair condition and two
boxes of Magtech brass shotshells empty and unprimed in excellent condition. (228825-167A)
2056. COLLECTIBLE SHOTSHELL AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of one bag containing one Remington Shurshot 2 ¼” 12
gauge shotshell, one partial box of 18 Federal Hi-Power 16 gauge 1 1/8 ounce #4 shotshells with the shells looking a bit swollen and
compressed and the box being in good condition, one partial box of 18 Sears and Roebuck Xtra-Range Sportload 20 gauge shotshells
also with shells in swollen/compressed condition and box in good condition and one JC Higgins Sportload box with 8 Sears, Roebuck
and Co. 2 ¼” Sportload 20 gauge #6 shot shotshells, three Winchester Super Skeet 2 ¼” “Red Dot” shotshells, six Winchester Super
X 2 ¼” “Short Shot String” 20 gauge shotshells, three Nitro Longe Range Express 2 ¼” 20 gauge shotshells and five Western Super X
long range load shotshells. (8825-167B)
2057. COLLECTIBLE SHOTSHELL AMMUNITION LOT This lot contains one partial box of 23 Peters High Velocity 3” 12 gauge shotshells in
very good condition with a box in good condition with clear tape on some of the seams, one partial box of 21 Remington Dupont “Kleanbore”
Nitro Express 3” 00 buckshot shotshells with shells in good condition and box bordering on very good with a “U.S. Property” stamp across
the front, one full box of Wards Hawthorne 2 ¾” Long Range Plastic 12 gauge shotshells with shells and box being in very good condition
and one partial box of 4 UMC “Smokeless” loaded water proofed paper shells with shells and box being in good condition. (8825-167C)
2058. COLLECTIBLE PISTOL AMMUNITION This listing is for one full box of 50 38 S&W Special Mid-Range S.S. .38 “calibre” pistol ammunition. These rounds are in good condition and show slight signs of oxidation and age while the box is good condition with slight wear
around the flaps an edges. (228825-167D)
2059. AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of two full 50 round boxes of Ultramax .45 Colt ammunition, all rounds are in excellent condition.
(228825-167E)
2060. LOT OF CB/BB CAPS This lot consists of five tins of CB and BB caps. Two are RWS .22 caliber BB caps, one appears to be full, the
other perhaps one third, their labels are red with black print and Stoeger Arms Corporation marked, the third has no label but appears
to contained the same BB caps with acorns on their base, as the Stoeger labeled tins, it too is about one third full. The next two tins are
European 6 mm Flobert with conical projectiles. One from Fiocchi appears to be full, one from Dynamit Nobel is nearly empty. (35152-6B)
2061. LOT OF 348 WINCHESTER AMMUNITION This lot consist of two boxes. The first box is a green Remington box containing twenty
rounds of 348 Winchester 200 grain round nose soft point ammunition in excellent condition. The second is a red and yellow Winchester
Silvertip box containing five rounds of 348 Winchester Super Speed 250 grain Silvertip flat point ammunition in good condition with light
tarnish and a few spots of corrosion. (88771-3)
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2062. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION This lot consists of some partial and full boxes of ammunition as well as some loose cartridges.
One box Winchester Lubaloy Marksman 22 long rifle, appears full, box is about very good with some fading and ingrained soiling on the
top, the cartridges within have copper cases with diamond headstamps. One box Winchester 22 Short Spotlight, box is full and rates good
to very good with some light ingrained soiling, Winchester’s number “K2261R”. Two partial boxes CIL 22 short, overall very good. Partial
two-piece box of Union Metallic Cartridge Company 38 S&W, blackpowder loaded. Good overall. Western Lubaloy 32-20 Win, partial box
with loaded rounds and fired brass, box is not full, the box rates poor. 15 rounds of 45-70 Govt Government. 2 are Benet primed, 7 are
government, lead round nose with no headstamp (likely Frankford Arsenal), 6 rounds commercial JSPs. 3 rounds of 45 Colt with early scant
rim and lead flat nose projectiles. Some of the 45-70 Govt. ammunition shows light oxidation and verdigris. (37040-3)
2063. LOT OF COMMEMORATIVE 348 WINCHESTER AMMUNITION This lot consist of a single box of Commemorative Winchester
Super-X 348 Winchester 200 grain Silvertip ammunition in excellent condition. The white box has a Browning “Buck Mark” flanking “Commemorative / Ammunition for / Browning / [images of the Browning Model 71 rifle] / Model ‘71” on the front of the box. The box and
ammunition are in excellent condition. (88771-2)
2064. LOT OF COMMEMORATIVE 348 WINCHESTER AMMUNITION This lot consist of a single box of Commemorative Winchester
Super-X 348 Winchester 200 grain Silvertip ammunition in excellent condition. The white box has a Browning “Buck Mark” flanking
“Commemorative / Ammunition for / Browning / [photos of the Browning Model 71 rifle] / Model ‘71” on the front of the box. The box and
ammunition are in excellent condition. (88771-2A)
2065. LOT OF AMMUNITION (12) ten round boxes of Austrian 8x56 Mannlicher cartridges in five round stripper clips. Folded cardboard box
with pink end label which reads “10 Stuck / 8mm M.30 scharfe / S-Patronen / VIII 1938”. (56557-2A)
2066. LOT OF AMMUNITION (11) ten round boxes of Austrian 8x56 Mannlicher cartridges in five round stripper clips. Folded cardboard box
with pink end label which reads “10 Stuck / 8mm M.30 scharfe / S-Patronen / VIII 1938”. (56557-2B)
2067. LOT OF AMMUNITION (11) ten round boxes of Austrian 8x56 Mannlicher cartridges in five round stripper clips. Folded cardboard box
with pink end label which reads “10 Stuck / 8mm M.30 scharfe / S-Patronen / VIII 1938”. (56557-2C)
2068. LOT OF AMMUNITION (12) ten round boxes of Austrian 8x56 Mannlicher cartridges in five round stripper clips. Folded cardboard box
with pink endlabel which reads “10 Stuck / 8mm M.30 scharfe / S-Patronen / VIII 1938”. (56557-2D)
2069. HANSEN AMMO LOT This lot consists of a sealed package containing three full boxes of 20 Hansen 7mm Mauser 140 grain Posi-Feed
Soft Points. All are in excellent condition. (47696-5A)
2070. HANSEN AMMO LOT This lot consists of a sealed package containing three full boxes of 20 Hansen 7mm Mauser 140 grain Posi-Feed
Soft Points. All are in excellent condition. (47696-5B)
2071. AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of live 7mm Mauser ammunition and fired brass. Included are 20 rounds of Hansen 140 grain
Posi-Feed Soft Points, 20 rounds of Federal Soft Point, two rounds of loose Hansen Soft Points and 78 pieces of mixed fired brass. All are
in excellent condition. (47696-5C)
2072. PPU AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of three full boxes of Prvi Partizan (PPU) 25-06 90 grain HP. Each box contains 20 rounds
and all are in excellent condition. (47696-1A)
2073. WINCHESTER AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of three full boxes of Winchester 25-06 120 grain Positive Expanding point (X25062).
Each box contains 30 rounds and all are in excellent condition. (47696-1B)
2074. AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of three full boxes of 25-60 ammunition. Included are one box of Federal 117 grain Hi-Shok Soft
Point (2506B) and two boxes of Remington 100 grain Core-Lokt Pointed Soft Point (R25062). Each box contains 20 rounds and all are in
excellent condition. (47696-1C)
2075. PMP AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of six boxes of PMP 243 Win 100 grain Soft Point ammunition. Each box contains 20 rounds
and all are in excellent condition. (47696-4A)
2076. AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of an assortment of 243 Win ammunition. Included are four boxes of MAC’s Reloads 100 grain Soft
Point each with 20 rounds, and two sleeves of Federal 100 grain Soft Point with eight rounds apiece. All are in excellent condition. (47696-4B)
2077. HANSEN AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of four boxes of Hansen 8mm Mauser 198 grain FMJ ammunition. Three are full with
20 rounds each, the fourth has 14 live rounds and six pieces of fired brass. Also included are six live surplus rounds. All are in excellent
condition. (47696-2A)
2078. REMINGTON AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of three boxes of 8mm Mauser 170 Core-Lokt Soft Point ammunition (R8MSR).
Two are full with 20 rounds, the third has ten live rounds and ten pieces of fired brass. All are in excellent condition. (47696-2B)
2079. FEDERAL AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of three boxes of Federal Hi-Power 8mm Mauser 170 grain Hi-Shok Soft Point (8A).
Each box contains 20 rounds and all are in excellent condition. (47696-2C)
2080. WINCHESTER AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of two boxes of Winchester 8mm Mauser 170 grain Power-Point Soft Point ammunition (X8MM). Each box contains 20 rounds, the inner sleeves are not the factory originals. All are in excellent condition. (47696-2D)
2081. AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of three boxes of 25-20 86 grain ammunition. Two are Remington one Soft Point (R25202) and one
Lead (R25201), the third is a box of Winchester Soft Point (X25202). Each box contains 50 rounds and all are in excellent condition. (47696-3)
2082. 5.45X39 AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of 8 full 20 round boxes of Golden Tiger 59 grain FMJ ammunition. The boxes show light
wear, the ammunition is steel cased and non-corrosive. (208427-2)
2083. VINTAGE 405 WINCHESTER AMMUNITION This lot consists of two boxes total: one full 20-round box and one partial box with 19
rounds. The cartridges are brass-cased with 300 grain soft points in very good plus condition showing some light to moderate tarnishing
throughout. The red and yellow Winchester boxes rate good to fair overall. The first box has a detached end flap but remains in good condition
showing some light scuffs, small tears, light staining and clear text. The second box rates fair with some separated flaps, heavy scuffing, pen
stains and handling marks but the color and text is still mostly bold. (137761-2)
2084. VINTAGE 405 WINCHESTER AMMUNITION This lot consists of two boxes total: one full 20-round box and one empty box. The
cartridges are brass-cased with 300 grain cupro-nickel soft points remaining in very good plus condition showing some light tarnishing
and oxidation staining throughout. The buff box with orange Winchester label rates about good showing some tears and blow-outs on the
bottom surface, light staining, scuffs and a few torn labels. Most of the labels are still intact and entirely visible. The empty buff box with
orange labels appears to have a mismatched lid but remains in about very good condition showing some old tape residue, minor scuffs, a
few small tears and light staining. The labels on the lid and body are still mostly clear. (137761-2A)
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2085. VINTAGE 405 WINCHESTER AMMUNITION This lot consists of three boxes total: one partial box with 7 rounds, one partial box
with 3 rounds and 17 fired cases and one box with 10 fired cases. The loaded cartridges feature 300 grain cupro-nickel soft points and all
of the brass cases remain in good overall condition showing some light tarnish and oxidation staining. All three boxes are red and yellow
Winchester brand in fair-good condition and they are all missing their end flaps except for one detached flap and one flap still attached.
All boxes show overall scuffs, light staining, small tears and handling marks but the color and text remain quite bold overall. (137761-2B)
2086. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of two boxes total: one partial box of (16) 405 Winchester cartridges and one
partial box of mixed cartridges including (6) Remington UMC 405 Winchester and (13) Peter’s 30-06. The 405 Winchester cartridges are
brass-cased with 300 grain cupro-nickel soft points and all remain in good-very good condition with some mild to moderate tarnishing. The
Peter’s ammo is brass-cased with 220 grain soft points and remains in very good condition showing some light tarnishing and oxidation
staining. The Winchester cartridges are housed in a red and yellow Winchester box that remains in fair-good condition with one missing end
flap, a separated bottom, moderate tears, scuffs and some tape repairs. The Remington UMC ammo is housed with the Peter’s cartridges
in the original Peter’s .30 Gov’t ‘06 blue and yellow box in fair-good condition missing both end flaps and showing some small sections torn
off, moderate scuffs, tape repairs and staining. The color and text on both boxes still remains quite bold. (137761-2C)
2087. VINTAGE 405 WINCHESTER AMMUNITION This lot consists of two boxes total: one full 20-round box of Remington UMC 405
Winchester and one full 20-round box of Winchester brand 405. The cartridges are brass-cased with 300 grain cupro-nickel soft points in
good-very good condition showing light to moderate tarnishing and some light oxidation staining. The Remington box remains in fair condition
with the bottom flap blown out, moderate staining and scuffs. Remington’s “Let’s Help Prevent Forest Fires” leaflet is still intact and most of
the markings are clear. The buff Winchester box with red label includes what appears to be a mismatched lid and remains in about good
condition showing more staining and discoloration on the lid, small tears, scuffs and worn labels. (137761-2D)
2088. VINTAGE 405 WINCHESTER AMMUNITION This lot consists of four boxes total: one partial box containing (14) rounds, one mismatched 45-70 box with (13) de-primed cases, one box of (20) de-primed cases and one empty box. The loaded cartridges are Winchester
brass-cased with 300 grain copper jacket soft points and remains in good-very good condition showing some light tarnishing and oxidation
staining and a few of the cartridges have some moderate dings in the cases. These are housed in a Winchester blue and white “STAYNLESS”
box missing its end flaps and top flap with a section torn off of one side and moderate scuffs. One side of the box is still entirely intact with
mostly bold color and text. The fired cases show some more moderate oxidation and tarnishing throughout and their boxes are missing lids,
showing light staining, scuffs and handling marks. The empty box is of Winchester make and is buff with red labels. It remains in fair-good
condition showing some small areas torn off the lid, moderate scuffs and handling marks. The front red label is still mostly intact but rather
difficult to read. (137761-2E)
2089. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of ten full 15 rd. boxes of Syrian manufactured 7.5 French. Eight of the boxes remain factory
sealed and the opened ones reveal cartridges in near excellent condition with minor darkening to the brass. (76557-4A)
2090. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a lot of nine full 15 rd. boxes of Syrian manufactured 7.5 French. Five of the boxes remain factory sealed
and the opened ones reveal slight darkening to the brass bringing the condition rating to near excellent. (76557-4B)
2091. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of nine full 15 rd. boxes of Syrian manufactured 7.5 French in near excellent condition with some
minor darkening occurring to the brass. (76557-4C)
2092. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is an unopened 440 rd. size “Spam can” of 7.62x54R light ball and likely of Romanian or Polish manufacture.
There is no key included. (76375-15B)
2093. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is an unopened 300 rd. size combat pack of 7.92x57mm (8mm Mauser) that is identified with “Tragschlaufe”
in black ink and a white label that includes “Patronen s. S./P 635. 48. L. 39/Nz. Gew. BI.P. (2-2-0,45): Rdf. 42. L. 39”. The pack is fully intact
with a few edge scuffs and contains (20) fifteen rd. boxes. (76375-15C)
2094. REMINGTON AMMUNITION This lot includes a full 50 round box of 38 Short Colt, 125 gr., heeled lead bullets in the green box with
white and red lettering. The box is complete with some light scuffing and a slightly depressed corner but remains in very good plus condition.
The cartridges vary from about very good to excellent with some of the brass lightly tarnished with a couple of cartridges showing more
moderate amounts of oxidation. (108825-167N)
2095. COLLECTIBLE REMINGTON AMMUNITION This lot contains two items. First is a full 50 round box of .32 Automatic that is of mixed
manufacture. The cartridges range in condition from good to very good with varying levels of oxidation. The two-piece plaid pattern box
rates about very good with scattered scuffing, light ingrained dirt staining, and the labels are mostly complete. Second is a two-piece black
box with red label of .38 Colt Police Positive. The cartridges are of mixed manufacture and they range in condition from good to very good
with varying levels of discoloration and oxidation. The box has scuffing along its edges and flats, with separated seam along the top half
corner. The red stick on labels are mostly complete with one missing a 2” section on the top half and it has started to lift away from the
box. (108825-167M)
2096. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION This lot contains two boxes. First is an empty two-piece natural colored box with green and
orange affixed labels that read: “Winchester .32 Caliber Cartridges”. The box is in near very good condition with some light scuffing and a
small tear along the top edge and two seam separations at the corners. Second is two-piece box of Peters .32 S&W cartridges containing
41 mixed manufacture cartridges ranging in condition from good to very good showing varying levels of discoloration and oxidation. The
natural color box rates poor having been crudely taped repaired with several small tears, missing sections and split seams. (108825-167L)
2097. COLLECTIBLE PISTOL AMMUNITION LOT This lot contains 2 partial boxes of 74 gr. FMJ Winchester Auto Colt-7.65mm Browning
pistol ammunition. The first box holds approximately 31 rounds and the head stamp reads “WRA 32 Auto” with a box that has a slight tear
on one long corner and shows small signs of flaking and wear. The second box holds approximately 28 rounds and the head stamp reads
“WRA CO 32 AC” with the box in very good condition showing very little sign of age. All rounds in this lot are in very good condition with
slight signs of tarnish and age. (228825-167F)
2098. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT This is a lot of 4 total boxes. The first is a full 20 round box of 71 gr. Norma 5,6x52 R with all the
cartridges looking bright and clean and a box that shows little sign of wear. The second is a partial box of .308 Norma Magnum holding
18 cartridges that look slightly dull but are overall in very good shape and the box having a damaged, partially torn flap. Third is a full 20
round box of 220 gr. Remington Kleanbore .30-40 Krag Express with bright, clean cartridges and a box that shows slight signs of wear and
tear. Completing this lot is a partial box of 88 gr. Super Velocity .380 ACP (9mm short) JHPs holding 33 rounds of very bright and clean
ammunition and the box that is missing one of the end flaps. (228825-167G)
2099. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT This lot contains 3 boxes of ammunition, the first being a partial box of 50 gr. Remington .25 Auto
pistol holding 49 total rounds with half looking bright and clean and half looking slightly tarnished and dull and the box in very good condition. The remaining 2 boxes are 40 gr. Western .22 Winchester Magnum JHPs, one is a full 50 rounds and one is partial with 16 rounds.
All rounds are in very good shape with one very good condition box and one missing an end flap. (228825-167H)
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2100. .32 S&W COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of four different boxes of .32 pistol ammunition. The first is a partial 88
gr. Remington .32 S&W containing 49 slightly tarnished lead rounds with a green box that shows some flaking and wear. The second box
also contains 49 rounds and are 88 gr. Remington .32 smokeless lead rounds. These show bright clean brass with tarnish on the headstamps
that were stored facing up and a box that has one torn flap and one missing flap. Third is a full 50 round box of 88 gr. Remington Kleanbore
.32 S&W showing bright brass with lighter colored lead projectiles and a box with a slight bend in the top and wear on the corners. Last is
a partial box of 88 gr. Peters Rustless .32 S&W containing approximately 36 rounds of semi-bright ammunition with very little indication of
age and a box in very good condition. (228825-167I)
2101. .38 SPECIAL COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of 6 boxes. The first box is a mixed lot containing 36 bright, clean
158 gr. Western Cartridges .38 special rounds and 10 bright, clean rounds of Peters .38 special in a Western .38 special box missing one
of the end flaps. The second box is another mixed lot containing 12 rounds of Frankford Arsenal .38 Long Colt slightly tarnished, 17 rounds
of Remington .38 special wadcutters in very good condition, 3 rounds of .38 special lead ammo and 8 rounds of Super Speed .38 special
with bright clean brass in a Winchester Super Speed box with slight signs of wear and a small tear in one of the long corners. The third box
is a partial holding 22 rounds of bright, clean 110 gr Super Velocity .38 special JHPs in a lightly worn box with. The last three boxes are 158
gr. Remington Kleanbore .38 special “Police Service”, 2 boxes are full 50 round with bright brass and boxes that show slight staining and
wear and 1 partial box of 36 nickel plated .38 special rounds in a very good condition box. (228825-167J)
2102. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION One full 50 round box of 65 gr. Canuck .25 Stevens Short rim fire pistol ammo. These rounds are in good
condition showing signs of tarnish with the box showing small signs of wear and one slightly crimped flap. (228803-17A)
2103. AMMUNITION LOT This is a lot of 9mm Largo ammunition. Included are 10 full 25 round boxes of Tetrinox 9mm Largo ammunition, in very
good condition with some signs of tarnish on the primer and with boxes in very good condition. Also in this lot are two full 25 round boxes
of 9mm Largo with a box identification of “Cal. 9mm Largo Para Pistola Automatica”. These boxes are in excellent condition. (228789-19I,J)
2104. GERMAN AMMUNITION LOT This lot is five full boxes of 8mm M. 30 Scharfe S-Patronen rifle ammunition circa 1938/1939. Each
cartridge has a Nazi eagle and swastika on the headstamp. These boxes include 10 cartridges loaded onto two 5 round stripped clips. The
clips and cartridges show some signs of age and tarnish but are in very good condition overall. (228789-19B)
2105. 6.5 CARCANO LOT This lot includes 3 different types of 6.5 Carcano cartridges for a total of 35 including 18 cartridges on stripper clips.
Headstamps included are SMI (Societa Metallurgica Italiana), BPD (Bombrini, Parodi & Delfino). The entire lot is in very good condition.
(228789-19G,H)
2106. 8X56R AMMUNITION LOT This assorted lot of 8x56R ammunition is a total of 49 cartridges in excellent condition and five stripper clips,
also in excellent shape. 21 of these cartridges are Bulgarian made (Voenna Fabrika) and have steel tips. The remainder of the cartridges show
a Nazi eagle and swastika headstamp indicative of 8mm M. 30 Scharfe S-Patronen rifle ammunition circa 1938/1939. (228789-19C,D,E)
2107. 7.62X45 LOT This lot contains 829 rounds of assorted 7.62x45 ammunition. There are 54 rounds loaded onto loose stripper clips, 30 boxes
containing 15 rounds each pre-loaded onto stripper clips, eight boxes of steel tip Naboju Ostrych containing 15 rounds each and 200 loose
rounds in bags of 40 each. (228789-19A)
2108. .218 BEE LOT This lot includes 2 full 50 round boxes of 42 gr. HSM .218 B Calhoon Silver Double HPs in excellent condition. (228769-12A)
2109. .218 BEE LOT This lot includes 2 boxes of 42 gr. HSM .218 B Calhoon Silver Double HPs, one box is a full 50 rounds and one is a
partial containing 32 rounds, all in excellent condition. Also included is a full 50 round box of Winchester 46 gr. .218 Bee HPs in excellent
condition. (228769-12B)
2110. VARMINT LOT This lot includes 2 NTN Case-Guard ammo hard cases, one containing 49 rounds of Western 32-20 Winchester High
Velocity HP’s in very good condition and one containing 50 rounds of Winchester .218 Bee JHP’s, all in excellent condition. (228769-12C)

Magazines
2111. LOT OF 1911 MAGAZINES This lot consists of three 1911 7-round magazines. The first is a two-tone Risdon magazine which has been
parkerized and shows two small thumbprints of moderate pitting on its left side and has a rounded contemporary magazine follower, rating
very good to perhaps very good plus overall. The next two magazines are bright-bodied and lightly cleaned, each showing re-welds to their
base plates, still being slightly discolored. Both base plates have small drilled holes, no doubt for a magazine bumper attachment. One of
the mags shows a welded repair to its feed lips. They rate about good. (38832-7)
2112. COLT 1911 MAGAZINE This is a single two-tone lanyard loop 1911 7-round magazine. The upper portion is a dull gunmetal gray patina,
the lower faded to a dark gray-blue faded original blue. The pinned base has a lanyard loop attached and shows some very minor oxidation.
A nice two-tone magazine overall, rating very good. (38832-7A)
2113. LOT OF SPRINGFIELD ARMORY INC. XD(M) MAGAZINES This lot consists of a pair of excellent condition stainless steel thirteen
round 45 ACP magazines for the Springfield XD(M) pistol. (88741-2A)
2114. H&K P7 PSP MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of a single H&K P7 PSP eight round magazine in excellent condition with 99% blue
finish. This magazine has the correct cutout for the European style magazine release of the PSP. (88799-8A)
2115. H&K P7 PSP MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of a single H&K P7 PSP eight round magazine in excellent condition with 99% blue
finish. This magazine has the correct cutout for the European style magazine release of the PSP. (88799-8B)
2116. H&K P7 PSP MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of a single H&K P7 PSP eight round magazine in excellent condition with 99% electroless
nickel finish. This magazine has the correct cutout for the European style magazine release of the PSP. (88799-8C)
2117. ROHRBAUGH R9 MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of (3) 9mm stainless steel six-round factory magazines for the Rohrbaugh R9
semi-auto pistol. They remain in excellent condition. (8800-2A)
2118. LOT OF S&W MODEL 39 SERIES MAGAZINES This lot consists of (3) stainless steel nine round magazines with removable floorplate
and plastic follower designed for the Smith & Wesson Models 39, 439, 539, 952, 3904 and several other similar handguns based on the
model 39 platform. They are in excellent condition showing minimal or no use. (88805-3A)
2119. LOT OF S&W MODEL 39 SERIES MAGAZINES This lot consists of (3) stainless steel nine round magazines with removable floorplate
and plastic follower designed for the Smith & Wesson Models 39, 439, 539, 952, 3904 and several other similar handguns based on the
model 39 platform. They are in excellent condition showing minimal or no use. (88805-3B)
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2120. LOT OF S&W MODEL 39 SERIES MAGAZINES This lot consists of (3) stainless steel nine round magazines with removable floorplate
and plastic follower designed for the Smith & Wesson Models 39, 439, 539, 952, 3904 and several other similar handguns based on the
model 39 platform. They are in excellent condition showing minimal or no use. (88805-3C)
2121. LOT OF GOVERNMENT MODEL MAGAZINES This lot consists of four magazines and a nylon zipper pouch. Included are (2) ten
round stainless steel 45 ACP 1911 magazines by Chip McCormick with Shooting Star followers that rate excellent. Also included are (2)
stainless 45 ACP 1911 magazines by Wilson Combat that rate very good showing light wear. Included is a single Craftsman nylon zipper
pouch. (88805-18A)
2122. LOT OF GOVERNMENT MODEL MAGAZINES This lot consists of five magazines. Included are (2) eight round stainless steel 45
ACP 1911 magazines by Metalform that rate excellent. Also included are (3) stainless 45 ACP 1911 magazines with Shooting Star followers
that rate excellent showing light wear. These last three magazines have a small “s” on the base indicating they may have originated from
Springfield Armory Inc. and are drilled for bumper pads. (88805-18B)
2123. LOT OF CZ-75 KADET MAGAZINES This lot consists of (3) items. Included are (2) used ten-round 22 LR magazines for the CZ-75
Kadet semi-auto pistol and 22 LR conversion units. The magazines show light use and rate near excellent. Also included is a single zippered
nylon pouch made by Craftsman. (88805-14A)
2124. LOT OF CZ-75 KADET MAGAZINES This lot consists of (2) used ten-round 22 LR magazines for the CZ-75 Kadet semi-auto pistol
and CZ-75 Kadet Adapter II conversion units. The magazines show light use and rate near excellent. (88805-14B)
2125. H&K P7 M8 MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of a single H&K P7 M8 9mm factory magazine with original hard chrome finish marked
“P7 M8 / 9X19 / ie”. The magazine rates excellent. (88778-28B)
2126. H&K P7 M8 MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of a single H&K P7 M8 9mm unmarked magazine with original hard chrome finish. The
magazine rates excellent. (88778-28A)
2127. LOT OF REMINGTON RIFLE MAGAZINES Two Model 742 or similar semi-auto magazines total: (1) later magazine marked “.3006 SPRG., .270 WIN., .35 WHELEN, .280 REM.” retaining 98% original finish with silvering from the bolt release button; (1) older caliber
specific magazine marked “30-06” in oval retaining 90-92% original blue with scattered contact wear. In very good to excellent condition
with strong followers. (58819-6)
2128. THOMPSON MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of seven 30 round Thompson magazines. Six of the magazines are blued and the last
one has a gray parkerized finish. The magazines appear to be in good to very good condition with some having light oxidation, a few spots
of light pitting, silvering and light wear. (208585-136A)
2129. LOT OF KIMBER MAGAZINES This lot consists of three extended factory magazines for the Kimber Solo Carry 9mm pistol. Each
stainless steel magazine has an eight round capacity and is equipped with a black finger extension boot. All are in excellent to as-new
condition. (48811-2B)
2130. LOT OF KIMBER MAGAZINES This lot consists of three extended factory magazines for the Kimber Solo Carry 9mm pistol. Each
stainless steel magazine has an eight round capacity and is equipped with a black finger extension boot. All are in excellent to as-new
condition. (48811-2C)
2131. LOT OF KIMBER MAGAZINES This lot consists of three extended factory magazines for the Kimber Solo Carry 9mm pistol. Each
stainless steel magazine has an eight round capacity and is equipped with a black finger extension boot. All are in excellent to as-new
condition. (48811-2D)
2132. LOT OF KIMBER MAGAZINES This lot consists of five stainless steel factory magazines for the Kimber Solo Carry 9mm pistol. Each is
capable of holding six rounds and all are in excellent to as-new condition. (48811-2A)
2133. SAVAGE MODEL 340 MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of one 4 round capacity, Cal .222 Rem magazine. This magazine is in excellent
condition with strong remaining blue finish and only minor operational wear. Please see our silent auction firearm section for a Model 340D
rifle. (218803-24A)
2134. SAVAGE MODEL 340 MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of one 4 round capacity, Cal .222 Rem magazine. This magazine is in excellent condition with strong remaining blue finish and only minor operational wear. Please see our silent auction firearm section for a Model
340D rifle. (218803-24B)
2135. SAVAGE MODEL 340 MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of one 4 round capacity, Cal .222 Rem magazine. This magazine is in excellent
condition with strong remaining blue finish and only minor operational wear. Please see our silent auction firearm section for a Model 340D
rifle. (218803-24C)
2136. HK MAGAZINES This lot includes three 30 round 5.56x45mm steel bodied AR style magazines. The magazines have a special Maritime
black finish and steel follower with advanced springs and will work with any M16/M4/AR 15 rifle designed on the NATO platform. They are
marked on the left side “Restricted Law Enforcement/Government Use Only 10-94” and are in excellent condition. (108543-31I)
2137. HK MAGAZINES This lot includes three 30 round 5.56x45mm steel bodied AR style magazines. The magazines have a special Maritime
black finish and steel follower with advanced springs and will work with any M16/M4/AR 15 rifle designed on the NATO platform. They are
marked on the left side “Restricted Law Enforcement/Government Use Only 10-94” and are in excellent condition. (108543-31G)
2138. HK MAGAZINES This lot includes three 30 round 5.56x45mm steel bodied AR style magazines. The magazines have a special Maritime
black finish and steel follower with advanced springs and will work with any M16/M4/AR 15 rifle designed on the NATO platform. They are
marked on the left side “Restricted Law Enforcement/Government Use Only 10-94” and are in excellent condition. (108543-31H)
2139. HK MAGAZINES This lot includes four 30 round 5.56x45mm steel bodied AR style magazines. The magazines have a special Maritime
black finish and steel follower with advanced springs and will work with any M16/M4/AR 15 rifle designed on the NATO platform. They are
marked on the left side “Restricted Law Enforcement/Government Use Only 10-94” and are in excellent condition. (108543-31K)
2140. HK MAGAZINES This lot includes three 30 round 5.56x45mm steel bodied AR style magazines. The magazines have a special Maritime
black finish and steel follower with advanced springs and will work with any M16/M4/AR 15 rifle designed on the NATO platform. They are
marked on the left side “Restricted Law Enforcement/Government Use Only 10-94” and are in excellent condition. (108543-31J)
2141. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot includes seven assorted rifle magazines to include three M2 marked 30 round M1 carbine, one SEY
marked 30 round M1 carbine, one Jay Scott Inc., marked 30 round M1 carbine, one 20 round Colt marked AR-15, an unmarked, likely
32 round Uzi magazine and loading tool. All magazines in this lot remain in very good to excellent condition and the Jay Scott includes its
original factory box that has scuffs, light abrasions minor tears and is missing an end flap. (108543-37)
2142. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot includes two unmarked 9mm double stack blued finish magazines likely for a CZ 75 or similar style pistol.
One has a steel base, the other a plastic base and both remain in excellent condition. (108734-1)
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2143. HI-STANDARD MAGAZINES This lot includes two, first is a blued 10 round magazine for the Military model that has expected wear
from use along the contact points. Second is a blued 10 round magazine with box part No. 3038-M for use in multiple models that has some
scattered light spots of oxidation and oxidation staining and both magazines remain in very good to excellent condition. (108778-17A)
2144. BROWNING BUCK MARK MAGAZINES This lot includes four ten round blued factory magazines and an HKS loading tool. The items
are in excellent condition and come in a small blue canvas pouch. (108805-5B)
2145. BROWNING CHALLENGER MAGAZINE This lot includes a blued 10 round Browning marked magazine for a Challenger pistol that
shows light silvering along the contact points with a robust spring and remains in excellent condition. (108831-4C)
2146. BROWNING CHALLENGER MAGAZINE This lot includes a blued 10 round Browning marked magazine for the Challenger pistol
that has light silvering along the contact points with a robust spring and some specks of oxidation staining on the follower and remains in
excellent condition. (108831-4B)
2147. BROWNING CHALLENGER MAGAZINE This lot includes a blued 10 round magazine for the Challenger pistol that has light wear and
scattered spots of fine oxidation staining with a robust spring and remains in near excellent condition. (108831-4A)
2148 LOT OF TEC 9 MAGAZINES This lot includes two steel bodied blue finished unmarked double stack magazines for the Intratech Tec 9
semi-auto pistol with 30 and 32 round capacities and in overall excellent condition. (108543-29)
2149. AR-10 MAGAZINES This lot includes three PMAG 25, Gen M3, LR/SR, polymer 25 round magazines. These items are in factory sealed
packages and remain in as new condition. (108717-116C) [John W. Young Collection]
2150. HECKLER & KOCH MAGAZINE Lot Six total: (4) 20 round alloy magazines for the H&K G3 and similar 308 Win caliber rifles. One is
marked “G3 HK/5/76”, the others are unmarked; (2) 20 round steel magazines for the H&K 91 and similar 308 Win caliber rifles. One is
marked “7.62x51/IA”, the other is marked “7.62x51/IB”. Both are in excellent condition. (1X46850-9L)
2151. MAGAZINE LOT Eight total: (4) HK aluminum 20 round magazines for the HK 91 and similar rifles. All are in excellent condition and are
dated “4/67”; (4) unmarked steel bodied 20 round magazines for the HK G3 or Spanish Cetme rifle. They are two G3 style magazines with
parkerized finish and two Cetme style with parkerized finish, all in very good to excellent condition. (1X106247-49B)
2152. LOT OF HK MAGAZINES This lot includes two 30 round polymer UMP 40 magazines. These are factory magazines dated 10-94 that
are in as new condition. (1X108543-25C)
2153. MAGAZINE LOT This lot contains one 6 round unmarked blued .25 ACP magazine with extended floor plate in excellent shape, three 15
round .40 Glock factory magazines and two 9 round .40 Glock factory magazines with one having an after-market Pearce finger extension
floor plate. (228826-29AS21296B)
2154. SHOOTERS LOT Included in this lot is a Compass Industries “Silver Falcon” folding knife in good condition, one grey HK USP compact
pistol hard case in excellent condition, (2) .40 10 round HK magazines in very good condition, one .380 Sigarms 7 round magazine in very
good condition and two 9mm 15 round Beretta magazines, should fit any 92 model, in excellent condition. (228826-22S21238AD)
2155. LOT OF 1911 MAGAZINES pouches and ammunition This lot consist of (2) Vietnam era U.S. Model 1911 canvas magazine pouches
for the 1911 pistol magazine, (1) U.S. M1923 pattern canvas magazine pouch for the 1911 pistol magazines dated 1942, (6) M 1911
magazines in excellent condition. Two of the magazines are blue, four are Parkerized and only one is marked “Colt 45 Auto” the others are
unmarked. Also included is (1) unmarked blue finished magazine for a Walther P-38 in 9mm and (1) blue finished unmarked magazine for
a Colt model 1903 in 32 ACP. Lastly there are (42) rounds of 45 ACP “hardball” ammunition with most bearing a Remington headstamp
dated 1963 (RP/63) and SFI headstamps dated 4/56 (French 11.43MM). Ammunition is in overall very good condition with the occasional
oxidation stain and some tarnishing. (88795-1)
2156. LOT OF AR-15 MAGAZINES Three total: (2) 30 rd. steel body Colt 5.56 mm magazines with light scuffs and scratches; (1) Bushmaster
30 rd. steel body 5.56 mm magazine marked for Government and Law Enforcement use only. All in excellent condition overall. (58440-19B)
2157. LOT OF AR-15 MAGAZINES This lot consists of three Colt 20 round AR-15 magazines and approximately 35 rounds of ammunition.
The magazines show scattered scratches and scuffing. The ammunition appears to be mixed between full metal jacket and hollowpoint.
(208809-216A)
2158. RUGER MINI 14 MAGAZINES This lot includes four steel body blued factory magazines. The magazines all show faint wear along the
contact points and have scattered light scratches and some spots of fine oxidation staining but remain in excellent condition. (108821-145)
[Stuart Floam Collection]
2159. COLT AR-15 MAGAZINES This lot includes five 20 round magazines with phosphate finish that shows scratches and wear consistent
with use that remain in near excellent condition. (108821-145A) [Stuart Floam Collection]
2160. MAGAZINE LOT This lot includes two items. First is a Ramline 50 round 10/22 magazine. The smoke grey colored resin magazine remains
in excellent condition. Second is a new-in-the-package Ruger factory P17 ten round .40 S&W magazine. (108821-145B) [Stuart Floam
Collection]
2161. PRECISION MAG INDUSTRIES LOT This lot includes four items. First are three 30 round steel body blued magazines for the Mini-14
rifle two are still sealed in their factory blister packs and the third shows some light wear consistent with use. Second is steel body 40 round
blued magazine for the Mini-14 rifle sealed in its original factory packaging. (108821-145C)
2162. COLT AR-15 MAGAZINES This lot includes four steel body 40 round magazines with grey phosphate finish that shows light wear and
scratches consistent with use in overall very good to excellent condition. (108821-145D) [Stuart Floam Collection]
2163. RUGER MINI-14 MAGAZINES This lot includes four blued finish factory magazines. There are three 30 round magazines one still
in the factory box and one 20 round magazine in a correct factory box all in excellent condition. (108821-145E) [Stuart Floam Collection]
2164. COLT AR-15 MAGAZINES This lot includes four steel body 40 round magazines with grey phosphate finish that shows some minor wear
and light scratches consistent with use and two still have the product code stickers on them. These items remain in very good to excellent
condition. (108821-145F) [Stuart Floam Collection]
2165. COLT AR-15 MAGAZINES This lot includes four steel body 40 round magazines with grey phosphate finish that shows minor wear
and light scratches consistent with use. All are dated 6/94 and remain in excellent condition. (108821-145G) [Stuart Floam Collection]
2166. GLOCK 22 MAGAZINES This lot includes four 40 S&W high capacity factory magazines and two extended floor plates. There are three
15 round and one 17 round magazines all in excellent condition. Also included are two “2 Plus 2” extended floor plates also in excellent
condition. (108821-145H) [Stuart Floam Collection]
2167. GLOCK 19 MAGAZINES This lot includes three 9mm magazines. First is a factory 15 round magazine. Second is a ten round factory
magazine. Third is an aftermarket unmarked 15 round magazine all remain in excellent condition. (108821-145I) [Stuart Floam Collection]
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2168. HK USP 45 MAGAZINES This lot includes four 10 round blued finish steel body magazines. There are three unmarked after market and
one factory marked magazine all in excellent condition. (108821-145J)
2169. VZ-52 7.62X45 MAGAZINE This lot is for one VZ-52 7.62x45 magazine. The magazine shows signs of use with some light scratches
and some minor rubs on the finish where the magazine meets the mag well. (228789-19PA)
2170. VZ-52 7.62X45 MAGAZINE This lot is for one VZ-52 7.62x45 magazine. The magazine shows signs of oxidation with some light scratches
and some significant marks on the finish where the magazine meets the mag well. (228789-19PB)
2171. VZ-52 7.62X45 MAGAZINE This lot is for one VZ-52 7.62x45 magazine. The magazine shows signs of oxidation and some light scratches
but does not show significant signs of use. (228789-19PC)
2172. 9MM LARGO DESTROYER LOT This lot includes a leather three magazine pouch and two magazines. The pouch is black with button
closure slot for three small magazines. It is in good condition with some signs of use. The magazines are for use in a 9mm Largo Destroyer
Carbine, they are in good condition with signs of regular use. (228789-19Q)
2173. GLOCK MAGAZINE LOT This lot contains 4 Factory 13 round .45 Glock magazines. Two of the magazines look to be very slightly used
and are in excellent shape, the remaining two are brand new and are sealed in the Glock factory packaging bags (228821-145K)[Stuart
Floam Collection]
2174. MINI 14 MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of four 30 round steel magazines for use in a Ruger Mini 14 rifle. This lot is in overall excellent
condition with very small signs of rust on two of the magazines. (228821-145L) [Stuart Floam Collection]
2175. .45 1911 MAGAZINE LOT this lot includes six steel, single stack .45 magazines. Three are black, 8 round capacity in excellent condition,
one is nickel plated Kimber still in the package, one Mec-Car 10 round magazine and one 10 round black steel magazine, all in excellent
shape. (228821-145N) [Stuart Floam Collection]
2176. SIG P228 MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of four 13 round Sig Sauer P228 magazines in their original packaging. Two are Pro Mag “High
Capacity”, one is USA Magazines and one is a Mec-Gar. The entire lot is in excellent condition. (228821-145M) [Stuart Floam Collection]
2177. MAGAZINE LOT This lot contains one American Tactical 30 round 5.56 magazine, one S&W M&P 15-22 .22 LR magazine in the original
factory package and one black steel 25 round 9mm magazine for an AR-15/9mm conversion. (228821-145P) [Stuart Floam Collection]
2178. SIG P226 MAGAZINE LOT This lot contains one 15 round Pachmayr M-P226 magazine still in brand new condition in the original
packaging and two 15 round USA Magazines P226 still in the factory bags, these two magazines are in excellent condition. (228821-145Q)
[Stuart Floam Collection]
2179. HK MP5 LOADER/UNLOADER LOT This lot consists of one steel Heckler & Koch loader/unloader set in excellent condition and one
black Beta C-Mag Personal loader in excellent condition. (228821-145R) [Stuart Floam Collection]
2180. .222 MAGNUM MAGAZINE LOT This lot contains two black steel .222 magnum magazines typically used in Remington Model 788,
these magazines are in excellent condition with virtually no signs of use and very slight oxidation. (228821-145S) [Stuart Floam Collection]
2181. WILSON KZ-45 MAGAZINE LOT This lot includes two 10 round Wilson Combat KZ-45 Pistol Magazines in excellent condition, one
magazine is still in the original factory bag. [Stuart Floam Collection]
2182. MAGAZINE LOT Three unidentified 15 round pistol magazines. These magazines are steel, double stack magazines in excellent shape.
Two of the magazines have a slightly extended floor plate. (228821-145U) [Stuart Floam Collection]
2183. WALTHER MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of one 6 round Walther 9mm Kurz magazine. This magazine has an extended floor plate
for larger hands and is in excellent condition. (228821-145V) [Stuart Floam Collection]
2184. MAGAZINE LOT This lot contains two unidentified pistol magazines, most likely .40 S&W. They are blue steel with no visible identifying
marks and have flat steel floor plates. Also in this lot is an unidentified small caliber steel rifle magazine, all magazines are in excellent condition. (228821-145W) [Stuart Floam Collection]

Optics
2185
2185. RARE VINTAGE JOHN JAMISON TELESCOPIC SIGHTThis is a nice 4X-telescopic sight identified as a John Jamison of Denver
Colorado 4 power. It features a crosshair reticle and slightly cloudy optics, but is still very usable. The 3/4” tube is a faded plum brown with
good enamel on the scope rings and tube travel limiting sleeve. The scope is completely unmarked and was identified by the consignor, it is
16” overall length and is Jamison’s target model. The windage and elevation adjustments seem to work properly on the rear ring. (38799-25)
2186. RARE VINTAGE JOHN JAMISON TELESCOPIC SIGHTThis is a nice 4X-telescopic sight identified as a John Jamison of Denver
Colorado 4 power. It features a
crosshair reticle and mostly
bright optics,
o n ly s ligh t l y
dirty, and com2186
pletely usable
as-is. The 3/4” tube is a faded mottled plum brown. the front ring has faded to a silvery pewter patina, the rear ring a mix of plum brown
oxidation and some trace original blue, the adjustments working as-designed. The scope is completely unmarked and was identified by the
consignor, it is 16” overall length and is Jamison’s target model. (38799-25A)
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2187. WEAVER PISTOL SCOPE LOTThis lot consist of a single Weaver Classic Model H-2 2x28mm long eye relief pistol scope with duplex
reticle and clear optics. There is some slight edge wear on the turret covers but finish remains excellent overall. (88740-15A)
2188. BUSHNELL SPORTVIEW SCOPE4x32mm scope measuring 11 3/4” overall with a 1” tube equipped with a duplex reticle and clear optics.
Metal retains 98% original blue with sparse tiny nicks and scratches. Included is a Weaver style solid base and two piece rings. (58803-28A)
2189. CABELA’S RIFLE SCOPE3-12x40mm scope measuring 12 1/4” overall with a 1” tube equipped with Cabela’s EXT bullet drop reticle
and clear optics. There is no model listed but appears to have all the specifications of the Alpha series scopes. The scope is in excellent
condition retaining 98% original matte blue with slight indentations from ring mounting. (58803-9A)
2190. STITH RIFLE SCOPE4x32mm scope measuring 11 1/8” overall with a 1’’ tube equipped with a fine crosshair center dot reticle and
overall clear optics having two small specks of dust on the center wire. The metal retains about 95% original blue with light edge wear and
scattered tiny scratches. A set of two piece rings are included. (58799-21A)
2191. LEUPOLD VX3 SCOPE1.5-5x20mm compact scope measuring 10” overall with a 1” tube equipped with a duplex reticle and clear optics.
The metal retains 98% original matte blue with some faint tiny dust and ring marks. A set of threaded lens caps are included. (58781-1A)
2192. LEUPOLD VARI-X II SCOPE3-9x40mm scope measuring 12 3/8” overall with a 1” tube equipped with a duplex reticle and clear optics.
The metal surfaces retain 97-98% original gloss blue with a couple tiny nicks and light ring marks. (58806-29A)
2193. VORTEX VIPER SCOPE6.5-20x44mm scope measuring 14 3/8” overall with a 30 mm tube equipped with a Mil-Dot reticle and clear
optics. The metal retains 99% original matte blue with only one tiny thin scratch on the objective and minor light ring marks. (58821-130A)
2194. LEUPOLD VARI-X II SCOPE3-9x40mm scope measuring 12 1/2” overall with a 1” tube equipped with a duplex reticle and clear optics.
The metal surfaces retain 95-98% original blue with light scratches, edge wear and ring marks, the adjustment covers have toned to purple.
(58803-3A)
2195. REDFIELD RIFLE SCOPE4-12x40mm scope measuring 12 7/8” overall with a 1” tube equipped with a duplex reticle and clear optics.
The metal surfaces retain 95-98% original gloss blue with light nicks, edge wear and ring marks. (58803-8A)
2196. REDFIELD WIDEFIELD SCOPE2-7 power scope with a 25x38mm objective equipped with a post and crosshair reticle and clear optics.
The metal surfaces retain 98% plus original gloss blue with a couple tiny nicks and scratches. (58806-30A)
2197. LOT OF SCOPES AND MOUNTSTwo total: (1) Weaver K4 60-C scope measuring 11 3/4” overall with a 1” tube equipped with a fine
crosshair reticle. The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue with scattered spots of oxidation, light scratches, a small dent in the objective
and a cracked plastic outer ring; (1) Bushnell Sportview 3-9x32mm scope equipped with a duplex reticle and clear optics. The metal surfaces
retain 98% original gloss blue with tiny, light scratches. Also included are two sets of Weaver style solid bases with rings. (58806-25A,26A)
2198. BURRIS COMPACT RIMFIRE SCOPE4-12x32mm scope measuring 11 5/16” overall with a 1” tube equipped with a duplex reticle,
clear optics and high turrets. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue with light ring marks, the rubber eye ring has separated but is
present. (58821-88A)
2199. REDFIELD LO-PRO SCOPE2-7x30 mm scope measuring 11 7/8” overall with a 1” tube equipped with a fine duplex reticle and clear
optics. The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue with tiny light scratches and edge wear, the lower ocular edge has been moderately
dressed. (58803-7A)
2200. BUSHNELL ELITE 4200 SCOPE6-24x40 mm scope measuring 17” overall with a 1” tube equipped with a fine center-dot crosshair
reticle and clear optics. The metal surfaces retain 98% original matte blue with a long thin scratch on the objective bell and a few other
minor marks. (58821-87A)
2201. LEUPOLD VARI-X II SCOPE2-7x33 mm scope measuring 11” overall with a 1” tube equipped with a duplex reticle and clear optics. The
metal surfaces retain about 98% original gloss blue with light ring and handling marks, the objective bell is toning to purple. (58821-46A)
2202. COLT AR-15 SCOPEThis lot consists of a Japanese made Colt AR-15 3x20 scope and scope covers. The scope retains its quality sticker
and the tube retains 98-99% original finish. The scope has a duplex crosshair reticle and clear optics. (208820-3A)
2203. BURRIS SCOPE LOTThis lot consists of a Burris 3-9X40 riflescope. The gloss blue scope features a duplex reticle and has excellent
optics. Included are a set of Millett Weaver style rings and scope is in excellent overall condition. (48726-19A)
2204. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOTThis lot consists of a Leupold Vari-XII 4-12X40 adjustable objective riflescope. This gloss finish scope features
a duplex reticle and has excellent optics. There are a few light ring marks from having been mounted but the scope remains in excellent
overall condition. (48703-10)
2205. BAUSCH & LOMB SCOPE LOTThis lot consists of a Bausch & Lomb Scope Chief 4-12x40 adjustable objective riflescope. The scope
features a duplex reticle and has excellent optics. There are a few light ring marks from having been mounted but the scope remains in
excellent overall condition. (48703-09)
2206. BUSHNELL SCOPE LOTThis lot consists of a Bushnell Scopechief IV-DM 3-9X40 riflescope. The scope features a crosshair reticle and
has excellent optics. A set of Weaver style base adapters and factory lens covers are included. An overall excellent example. (48741-3A)
2207. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOTThis lot consists of a Leupold Vari-XIII 1.5-5 riflescope in excellent condition. This matte finished scope features
a duplex reticle and has bright, excellent optics. There are a few light ring marks from mounting. (48740-29A)
2208. WEAVER SCOPE LOTThis consists of a Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation Weaver Grand Slam 6-20X40 adjustable objective riflescope.
The scope features a duplex reticle and has excellent optics. There are light ring marks from mounting and included is a front see-thru lens
cover. An excellent example overall. (48740-26A)
2209. REDFIELD SCOPE LOTThis lot consists of a Denver, CO vintage Redfield 2-7X riflescope. The scope features an Accu-Range crosshair
reticle and has excellent optics. The tube has some light ring marks but overall the scope remains in excellent condition. (48740-22A)
2210. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOTThis lot consists of a Leupold Vari-XIII 3.5-10X40 adjustable objective riflescope. The scope features a duplex
reticle and has excellent optics. A set of lens covers are included and the tube has some light rings marks from mounting. An excellent
example overall. (48740-18A)
2211. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOTThis lot consists of a Leupold Vari-XIII 2.5-8 riflescope. This gloss finished scope features a duplex reticle and
has excellent optics. There are some light ring marks from mounting but the scope remains in excellent overall condition. (48740-30A)
2212. BURRIS SCOPE LOTThis lot consists of a Burris 1 3/4-5X Fullfield riflescope. The scope features a duplex reticle and has excellent
optics. There are light ring marks from mounting but the scope remains in otherwise excellent condition. A set of factory lens covers are
included. (48737-280A)
2213. WEAVER SCOPE LOTThis lot consists of a Weaver K4-1 Micro-Trac series riflescope. The scope features a duplex reticle and has very
good optics. The tube has some light ring marks from mounting but overall it is in excellent condition. (46520-2779A)
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2214. TASCO SCOPE LOTThis lot consists of a Tasco Pronghorn series 3-9X40 riflescope. The scope features a duplex reticle with very good
optics and includes a set of Weaver rings. An excellent example overall. (48740-25A)
2215. VORTEX SCOPE LOTThis lot consists of a Vortex Diamondback 4-12X40 riflescope. The matte finish scope features a duplex reticle and
has excellent optics. A set of factory Weaver style rings are included and scope is in excellent condition overall. (48763-3A)
2216. REDFIELD SCOPE LOTThis lot consists of a Redfield 7/8” 4X riflescope in excellent condition. This classic scaled model scope features
a crosshair reticle with excellent optics and would be a terrific addition to your vintage 22 rifle. A set of factory grooved receiver rings and
a set of flip-up Butler Creek lens covers are included. (48769-5A)
2217. COLT SCOPE LOTThis lot consists of a Japanese made Colt 4X20 riflescope to fit the AR-15 and similar rifles. Designed to be mounted
to the top of a carry handle, the scope features a duplex reticle and has excellent optics. The original box, lens covers and mounting bracket
are included. A new-in-box condition example. (48776-3A)
2218. TASCO SCOPE LOTThis lot consists of a Tasco Pronghorn series 3-9X40 riflescope. This matte finished scope features a duplex reticle
and has excellent optics. There are a few light ring marks from mounting but the scope remains in excellent overall condition. A set of factory
lens covers are included. (46520-528A)
2219. REDFIELD SCOPE LOTThis lot consists of a vintage Redfield 4X Lo-Profile rifle scope. The scope features the “TV-View” post and crosshair
reticle and has excellent optics. A set of Weaver rings are included and scope is in excellent overall condition. (48740-20A)
2220. LEUPOLD SCOPE A VX-R4-12x40mm rifle scope measuring 12 1/2” overall with duplex reticle and crisp clear optics. The scope has a
matte black finish that shows ring marks along the 30mm diameter tube. The illuminating red dot has several intensity settings and functions
properly with quick focusing adjustments this would make a great companion for your target or hunting rifle. (108777-1A)
2221. LOT OF SCOPESThis lot includes two. First is a Tasco world Class 3-9x40mm rifle scope measuring 12” overall with a duplex reticle and
crisp clear optics. The scope has a matte black finish with a set of unmarked tip-off style rings attached to the 1” diameter tube. Second is a
Bushnell Sportview 4X32mm rifle scope with duplex reticle and crisp clear optics. The scope has a glossy black finish with a set of Weaver
See-Thru rings attached to the 1” diameter tube and both scopes remain in excellent condition. (108803-39A, 21A)
2222. BAUSCH & LOMB ELITE 30005-15X52mm rifle scope measuring 16” overall with a duplex reticle and crisp clear optics. The scope has
a matte black finish with several very light scratches and includes a set of unmarked tactical style rings attached to the 1” diameter tube.
(108821-126A) [Stuart Floam Collection]
2223. BAUSCH & LOMB BALVAR6-24X40mm rifle scope measuring 16 1/4” overall with a fine crosshair reticle and crisp clear optics. The
scope has a glossy black finish with some dings and scratches in the turret caps and very light ring marks along the 1” diameter tube that
has a set of Weaver Tip-Off rings attached. (108821-137A) [Stuart Floam Collection]
2224. LEUPOLD 16X TARGET SCOPEmeasuring 15 1/4” overall with a fine crosshair reticle and clean crisp optics. The metal surfaces have
toned to a plum color with some scattered light scratches and includes a set of Weaver Tip-Off bases attached to the 1” diameter tube and
a sun screen. The scope remains in excellent condition. (108821-134A) [Stuart Floam Collection]
2225. SIMMONS 4.5-14X40 A/O RIFLE SCOPEmeasuring 13 1/4” overall with a duplex reticle and crisp clear optics. The scope has a
matte black finish showing a few superficial light scratches and faint ring marks along the 1” diameter tube and includes a set of Weaver
Tip-Off rings and bikini-style lens covers. (108803-36A)
2226. REDFIELD REVENGE 4-12X40MM RIFLE SCOPEmeasuring 14” overall with a duplex reticle and crisp clean optics. The scope has a
matte black finish with quick adjustment eye piece and includes a set of 1” Weaver Tip-Off rings and bikini-style lens covers. (108803-35A)
2227. WEATHERBY SCOPE LOTThis lot consists of a Weatherby Supreme 3-9x44 riflescope. The scope features a fine duplex reticle with clear
optics and eye lens focus. There are some minor ring marks but the scope remains in excellent condition overall. (2X8521-4A)
2228. TASCO SCOPE LOTThis lot consists of a Tasco #643W 4x40 riflescope. The metal surfaces retain about 98% black anodized finish with
a few small scratches, tiny dings and faint ring marks. The adjustment knob covers also show a couple of flakes and small dings. The scope
features a heavy duplex reticle and excellent optics. (1X138441-69A)
2229. TASCO SCOPE LOTThis lot consists of a Tasco 6-24X40 adjustable objective riflescope. The scope features a duplex reticle and has very
good optics. There are some light ring marks on the tube from having been mounted but scope remains in excellent condition otherwise.
(48571-2)
2230. LEUPOLD M8 This power scope features a front folding scope cover and a Weaver side mount with rings. The scope tube retains 98%
original blue, the scope has a duplex crosshair reticle with clear optics. (208753-28)
(100/150)
2231. BSA 22 SPECIAL A 4x32 rifle scope with duplex reticle and slightly clouded optics. The scope measures 10” overall with a silver finish
that shows heavy ring marks along the 1” diameter tube and comes with a set of bikini style lens covers. (108821-119A)
2232. KOLLMORGEN BEAR CUB A fixed 4X rifle scope with post and crosshair reticle with crisp clear optics. The scope measures 11 1/4”
overall with a matte black finish and light ring marks along the 1” diameter tube. Remains in excellent condition. (108763-2A)
2233. SIMMONS PRO HUNTER 22 MAGNUM 4x32 rifle scope with duplex reticle and crisp clear optics. The scope measures 12” overall
with a silver finish and includes a set of rings to fit a 1/2” dovetail. Scope is missing part of the eye piece but remains in good working
condition. (108740-23A)
2234. KAHLES SCOPE A 3-9x42 rifle scope with German No. 4 reticle and crisp clear optics. The scope measures 12” overall with a matte
black finish and includes a set of quick mount rings. A quality optic in excellent condition. (108487-20A)
2235. J. UNERTL 15X 2” Ultra Varmint
scope with calibrated head and
target dot reticle with crisp clear
optics. The scope measures 24”
overall and retains 95% of its blued
finish with some light scratches and
2235
wear marks along the tube. The
scope comes with Posa-Mounts,
recoil spring with two stops and screw-in dust covers. This would make a fantastic addition to any style of sporting rifle. (108821-31A)
[Stuart Floam Collection]
2236. J. UNERTL 10X 1.5” Varmint Scope with fixed head and crosshair reticle with crisp clear optics. The scope measures 19 1/2” overall with
95% blue finish remaining that shows some light wear marks to the metal that are now a pewter color with scattered light scratches and
spots of fine oxidation staining. The scope comes with dehorned mounts, recoil spring, two clamps and screw-in dust covers. (108709-11)
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2237

2237. J. UNERTL 10X 1.5” Varmint
Scope with fixed head and crosshair reticle with crisp clear optics.
The scope measures 19 1/2” overall with 98% blue finish remaining
that shows some light wear marks that have toned brown with scattered light fine oxidation staining. The scope comes with standard
mounts, recoil spring, two clamps and screw-in dust covers. A quality light caliber optic suitable for the range or field. (108821-91A)
[Stuart Floam Collection]
2238
2238. J. UNERTL 16X 1.5” Target Scope
with calibrated head and crosshair
reticle with crisp clear optics. The
scope measures 25 1/2” overall and
retains perhaps 85-90% evenly thinning blue finish with wear marks that have toned to a pewter color, scattered light scratches and spots of fine oxidation staining. The scope
comes with rubber eye piece, screw-in dust covers, standard mounts, recoil spring and two clamps. A very nice vintage scope with lots of
service left in it. (108584-3)
2239. S CA R C E R E M I N GTO N
20XBR Fixed 20x rifle scope
with crosshair reticle and crisp
clear optics. The scope measures
16 1/4” overall with a glossy black
finish and calibrated head that includes two clamps, and 1/4 MOA
2239
target rings. Originally intended
for use on their 40XB-BR bench
rest rifles it was only made available for a short time and this one remains in excellent condition and includes a tan canvas carry case lined
with faux sheep wool lining. (108709-10)
2240. KONIG OPTIK LONG RANGE 6-24x50mm AO rifle scope with crosshair reticle and crisp clear optics. The scope measures 15 1/2”
overall with a matte black finish that rates excellent. Included are a set of Farrell rings, 4” sun shade and a tan canvas carry case with faux
sheep wool lining. Items remain in excellent condition. (108709-9)
2241. COLT 4X21 I LLU M I NATE D
RETICLE RIFLE SCOPE The
scope measures 7 1/2” overall with
electro point reticle and crisp clear
optics. This Hakko manufactured
scope has 11 brightness settings,
2240
carry handle attachment bracket and
comes with a set of Butler Creek flip
up lens covers and a set of tip-off rings. It would make a nice addition to any AR platform. (108818-15)
2242. BURRIS SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Burris 2-7X Mini riflescope. This gloss finished scope features a duplex reticle and has excellent
optics. A set of vertically split rings to mount to a grooved receiver are included. An excellent example overall. (48799-19A)
2243. LYMAN TARGETSPOT SCOPE This lot consists of a 10x power Lyman Targetspot scope, rings, wooden case and covers. The scope
tube retains 98% original blue with some minor freckling and fading. The scope has a fine crosshair reticle and the optics are a bit hazy. The
wooden Lyman case retains its label, it shows some dirt staining, scuffing and handling marks. (208620-104)
2244. REDFIELD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a 3-9x power scope, manual and the lower half of a Styrofoam box. The scope tube retains
about 90% original blue with scattered staining and some fading. The scope has a duplex crosshair reticle with a rangefinder and the optics
are bit tinted. The scope includes a rear Redfield cover and a set of turret mount rings. Also included are the lower half of a Styrofoam box
and a manual. (208809-238)
2245. TRIJICON RIFLE SCOPE LOT This lot consists of an AccuPoint TR21 1.25-4x24 dual illuminated rifle scope w/ BAC, amber triangle post
reticle and 30mm Tube. The optics remain clear and there are a couple of small scratches from the rings and use. Included with this scope
are the factory cardboard box with slight tears on one end, manual, paperwork and bikini style lens covers. (218685-11)
2246. WOLLENSAK RIFLE SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a 4 power riflescope by Wollensak Optical Company of Rochester, NY. This scope
was intended for rimfire and small centerfire rifles and consists of a black enameled brass tube measuring 15 1/4” in length with a 3/4” tube.
The black enamel finish would rate about 70% with pitting, flaking, operational wear and fading. The scope features a fine crosshair reticle
with spotty optics and two dovetail block mounts, one having double micrometer adjustments. (218646-2)
2247. SMITH & WESSON RIFLESCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Smith & Wesson Performance Optics general hunting 3.5-10x50mm
riflescope. This scope features a 1” tube and duplex reticle with clear optics. This appears to be new in-the-box with no evidence of having
been mounted including manual, lens cloth and bikini style lens covers. (218138-8B)
2248. SMITH & WESSON RIFLESCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Smith & Wesson Performance Optics target/varmint/long range 4-18x42mm
riflescope. This scope features a 1” tube and Mil-Dot reticle with clear optics. This appears to have seen little if any use and includes a
manual, lens cloth, Butler Creek flip-up eyepiece cover and bikini style lens covers. (218138-8A)
2249. SMITH & WESSON RED DOT SIGHT LOT This lot consists of a Smith & Wesson Performance Optics shotgun/blackpowder/slug/
handgun illuminated 1x30mm red dot sight. This sight features a 30mm tube and 5 M.O.A. red dot reticle with clear optics, but the battery
needs to be replaced. This appears to be new in-the-box with no evidence of having been mounted and includes a manual, lens cloth, a
set of standard dovetail rings and bikini style lens covers. (218138-8C)
2250. SMITH & WESSON RED DOT SIGHT LOT This lot consists of a Smith & Wesson Performance Optics shotgun/blackpowder/slug/
handgun illuminated 1x30mm red dot sight. This sight features a 30mm tube and 5 M.O.A. red dot reticle with clear optics and the battery
is currently functioning. This appears to have seen little if any use and includes a manual, sunshade, a set of standard dovetail rings and
bikini style lens covers. (218138-8D)
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2251. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Leupold M8-4x33mm riflescope. This scope features a Leupold dot crosshair reticle with clear
optics which appears to have seen little if any use. Included in the original box is a lens cloth, scopecoat, manual and paperwork. (217467-3A)
2252. TASCO SCOPES This lot includes three. First is a 2.5x32mm fixed power scope with duplex reticle and crisp optics. The scope is in need of
a professional cleaning and replacement adjustment caps. It has a glossy black finish and measures 12” overall with a partial set of unknown
rings attached to the 1” diameter tubes. Second is a Propoint red dot scope that measures 8 1/2” overall with a matte black finish. The optic
will need batteries to determine if it works correctly and it includes a set of Weaver style tip-off rings. Third is a Bantam 5x20mm scope with
Pro Shot reticle and clear optics. Included is a Tasco side mount base and set of tip off style rings. (108825-166)
2253. BUSHNELL SCOPES This lot includes four variations from the Sport View series. First is a 4x32mm fixed power scope with crosshair
reticle (horizontal hair is broken) and clean clear optics. The scope is mounted to a B-Square mount and is in fair condition. Second is
a 4x32mm fixed power scope with duplex reticle and crisp clear optics and includes a set of unmarked 1/2” base, tip-off style rings.
Third is a 1.5-4.5x21mm scope with duplex reticle and crisp clear optics. Fourth is a 1.5-4.5x21mm scope with duplex reticle and crisp
clear optics that has a set of unknown tip-off style rings. These scopes all have a glossy black finish and range in condition from fair
to excellent. (108825-166A)
2254. WEAVER SCOPES This lot includes three. First is a V22 3-6x small caliber rifle scope with crosshair reticle and cloudy optics. The scope
measures 13” overall with faded glossy black finish and comes with a set of Weaver Tip-off rings. Second is a V22-A 3-6x small caliber rifle
scope with duplex reticle and clear optics. Scope measures 13” overall and comes with a set of Tip-off rings. Third is a K3 60-B fixed power
rifle scope measuring 10 1/2” overall with duplex reticle and clean optics. The scopes all have a glossy black finish that is now slightly dulled
with scattered oxidation staining and light handling marks. (108825-166B)
2255. TASCO SCOPES This lot includes three. First is a Pronghorn 2-7x32mm rifle scope with duplex reticle and slightly cloudy optics. There are
heavy ring marks along the 1” diameter tube and the glossy black finish scope measures 11 3/4” overall. Second is a 4x32mm fixed power
rifle scope with heavy duplex reticle and clear crisp optics. The glossy black finish scope measures 11 3/4” overall and comes with a set of
unmarked detachable style rings. Third is a 4x32mm fixed power rifle scope with heavy duplex reticle and clear crisp optics. The glossy black
finish scope measures 11 3/4” overall and comes with a set of Weaver detachable rings missing a mounting screw and cleat. (108825-166C)
2256. TASCO SCOPES This lot includes three. First is a 4x32mm fixed power rifle scope with crosshair reticle and clear crisp optics. The glossy
black finish scope measures 11 3/4” overall and comes with a set of unmarked detachable style rings and A2 long rail base. Second is a
4x32mm fixed power rifle scope with duplex reticle and clear crisp optics. The glossy black finish scope measures 11 3/4” overall and shows
heavy ring marks along the 1” diameter tube. Third is a 3-12x40mm rifle scope with duplex reticle and crisp clean optics. The scope shows
moderate wear and handling marks. (108825-166D)
2257. BUSHNELL SCOPES This Lot includes three. First is Scopechief 3-8x scope with crosshair reticle and crisp clear optics. The glossy
black finish scope measures 10” overall and remains in excellent condition. Second is a Banner 3-9x38mm scope with range finding reticle
and clear clean optics. The scope measures 12 1/4” overall, has a glossy black finish and includes a set of Ruger rings. Third is a Banner
3-9X40mm scope with duplex reticle and clear crisp optics. The scope measures 13” overall and has a glossy black finish and includes a
set of unmarked Weaver Style see through rings without mounting screws. (108826-166E)
2258. RIFLE SCOPES This lot includes five rifle scopes from various manufacturers. First is a Simmons model #1012 3-9x40mm rifle scope with
duplex reticle and clear crisp optics. The glossy black finish scope measures 12 1/4” overall with light ring marks along the 1” diameter tube
and has several light scratches. Second is a BSA Classic fixed power 4x32mm rifle scope with duplex reticle and crisp clear optics. The
scope measures 11 1/4” overall with a matte black finish that shows a few light scratches and faint ring marks along the 1” diameter tube.
Third is an older model Simmons 8 point 3-9x40mm rifle scope with duplex reticle and clear crisp optic. The matte black finish shows overall
oxidation staining, measures 12 3/4” overall with an incomplete set of Weaver style see through rings. Fourth is an unmarked 3-9x32mm
scope that measures 13 1/4” overall with overall oxidation and staining along its length. The eyepiece is cracked and the lenses are caked
in a dried pasty substance. Includes a set of Weaver detachable rings. Fifth is a Telstar fixed power 4x32 rifle scope with post and crosshair
reticle that has crisp clear optics. The scope has a matte black finish and measures 12” overall with scattered light scratches and chips in
the finish with light ring marks along the 1” diameter tube. (108825-166F)

Sights
2259. RECEIVER SIGHT LOT This lot consists of a Lyman No. 56A receiver sight for flat-sided Winchester rifles. The sight retains good original
blue, perhaps 95% and showing light edge wear. The bright-polished surfaces of the adjustment dials are largely unstained and an aperture
is included. Also included in the lot is a Marbles folding leaf rear sight. The sight rates excellent with small white diamond at the center of
the insert. The insert is reversible for a u-notch or v-notch sight picture, it is modern and not vintage. (38771-1A)
2260. THOMPSON REAR SIGHT LOT This lot consists of a modern Lyman adjustable rear sight for the 1927 Thompson rifles. The sight retains
much of its finish but shows scattered light silvering. (208585-136C)
2261. TASCO PRO POINT This red dot sight is intended for use on a pistol with multiple intensity and dot configurations. It measures 6 1/4”
overall with a matte black finish and includes mounting rings. The sight functions well and should make a nice addition to any target pistol
in one’s collection. (108805-5B)
2262. TRUGLO RED DOT SIGHT This sight has a matte black finish with integral Weaver style base. The fixed 1X sight with 5 MOA dot and
11 brightness settings measures 5 3/8” overall and remains in excellent working condition. (108805-22A)
2263. BUSHNELL TROPHY RED DOT SIGHT This sight has a matte black finish measuring 6 1/2” overall. The fixed 1x sight features four
sight configurations with 11 brightness settings and shows faint ring marks along the 30mm tube and remains in excellent working condition. (108805-25A)
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2264. INTERESTING DAISY MODEL 325 SLIDE ACTION TUBE SIGHT EQUIPPED BB GUN This Daisy model 25 is fitted with a
Daisy No. 300 open “telescope sight”, when sold together the factory designation is the Model 325. The arm retains perhaps 90% original blue,
the left side with an overall coating of surface oxidation, with much less on the right side. The tube sight “telescope” has a near overall coating
of moderate oxidation, it still functions properly and has a single post style reticle. The walnut buttstock rates very good with overall minor dings
and handling marks from the years showing a couple light dings at heel and toe but it is uncracked. The grooved slide action handle rates very
good plus. An interesting and very seldom-encountered Daisy variant. (38799-30)

2264

2265. LOT OF VINTAGE TOY “TRAINING” RIFLES This lot consists of two
“Kadet Trainerifle” diminutive toy rifles from Parris Manufacturing Co. of Savannah Tennessee. These
nice examples are long before the “orange muzzled” examples that Parris is turning out today. These rifles feature genuine wooden stocks with blued steel or enameled hardware and nickeled muzzle pieces. When the “bolt” is

2265
2265

drawn back, there is a golden painted wooden bullet that
is spring-loaded in the interior. One of these examples has the blued
aluminum bolt handle, the other has the nickel plated cast iron bolt handle. The
clicker works on only one gun. Both come with the appropriate green web slings, the black
painted “bands” are flaking to some degree, both “rifles” show minor splits at the muzzle and are encircled there
with black electrical tape. Both rate about very good, one with a sticker on both sides of the butt. (38808-6)
2266. VINTAGE KADET TRAINERIFLE This lot consists of a nice vintage “Kadet Trainerifle” from the Parris Manufacturing Co. of Savannah
Tennessee. The stock on this example is hardwood with a black enameled steel “action” and nickel plated muzzle and swivels. The cast-iron
handle is nickel plated which shows some flaking. The dovetailed rear sight plate actually has a genuine M1 carbine adjustable rear sight
attached. This example also has the wooden gold bullet inside the “action”. The rifle rates overall very good with some minor oxidation on the
nickeled muzzle piece. The clicker works and the right side of butt has an intact gold toned with red and black print Kadet Trainerifle decal
showing only a small scratch at its center, the Army-Navy E-Award wartime production flag shown in the logo. A single green M1 Garand-style
sling is included. (38808-8A)

2266
2267. MARK I U.S. NAVY 1903 SPRINGFIELD-STYLE TRAINING RIFLE FROM PARRIS
MANUFACTURING This is a full-size version training rifle patterned
after the U.S. 1903 Springfield rifle. The metal surfaces retain a fading plum-brown, blued
finish, with some sparsely scattered light oxidation staining. The hardwood stock rates about very good
with overall flaking varnish and small dings and handling marks. These examples cock on opening, a small “hammer”
being actuated by the bolt knob when it is manipulated upward. The buttplate is marked “Dummy Training Rifle/Mark1-USN/
Parris Dunn Corp./Clarinda Iowa”. Included is a green web military rifle sling. (38808-8B)

2267
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2269
2268. CONTEMPORARY BURGESS FOLDING SHOTGUN HOLSTER This lot consists of a top-grain leather belt holster for the Burgess
folding shotgun models. The russet leather rates excellent overall with just a tiny bit of crackling along one rear edge, there are dual belt loop billets
affixed to the rear. The holster itself is roughly 10” tall by about 6 1/4” wide. When the gun is in the folded
condition receiver and rear of breech are inserted into the pocket and it can then be concealed beneath
an overcoat or jacket. The seam stitching is intact all around its periphery and the item is quality-made.
An indispensable accessory for your Burgess folding shotgun concealed carry needs. (38745-6)
2269. VERY NICE GERMAN JAEGER RIFLE SLING This is a very nicely made antique sling for
a German Jaeger rifle. It is 39” in length and 2 1/4” wide with a kid skin backing and a lovely stitched
embroidered face. One end has an attaching billet with black japanned steel buckle and the other, a
simple hole for a toeline stud. The face has a very lovely green velour backing with embroidered acorn
and oak leaf decoration its full-length, in a tan-tone thread. There is a twisted contrasting tan and plum
cord border, the rear of the kid skin leather was once a dyed green, it has faded with the years. There
is a small repair utilizing thread at the buckle strap billet, it certainly could be further conserved if one
wished. This is a high-quality sling, befitting a nice antique percussion or flint Jaeger rifle. (38737-578A)
[Dr. Louis C. March Jr. Collection]
2270. U.S. G.I. FLAP HOLSTER AND WEB BELT This lot consists of a very nice G.I. khaki web belt,
magazine pouch and leather flap holster for the 1911 series of pistol. The web belt is by Mills and rates
about excellent overall, the brass closure buckle showing only light wear. It appears to be stamped on its
rear surface “D134”. Attached is a Mills December 1918-dated dual magazine pouch which rates excellent as well showing a little bit of oxidation staining on the interior of the flap where the magazines make
contact. There are two blued steel G.I.-style magazines included, one unmarked, one from Rock Island
Arsenal marked “Magazine Assembly/U.S. 45 ACP Cal .”, the mags rating very good plus to excellent.
The leather flap holster is from Clinton
and 1917 dated.
It rates very
good overall with the
expected
minor scuffs
2268
and handling
marks in the leather and a bit of flaking on the
closure flap. The seam stitching is intact around
its periphery and the leg thong has been pigtailed.
There is light verdigree on all the brass. A very nice
First World War holster-belt rig. (38817-16A)
2270
2271. ANTIQUE FIREARMS ACCESSORY LOT
This lot consists of two antique accessories for
muzzleloading arms. The first is a large brass basepour bullet mould for a Jacob-rifled, four-lobed
projectile. The major diameter to the outside of the
wings is roughly .625”, the minor diameter about .550”.
The projectile is conical and it would appear is about
1.355” overall length. The brass is a dull ochre patina
and there is a blued steel sprue cutter in place and it
is unmarked but there is a nice turned ebony handle
that rates excellent; there are initials carved into the
base of the mould. The next item is a G & JW Hawksley patent fireproof powder flask top. The charging
spout is vertically-adjustable with an iron thumbpiece
stop. The charging spout adjusts from 80 to 130 grains
of powder, and from 3 to 5 drams. The mechanism
seems to work well, however the cutoff spring is
broken. Additionally included are four powder flask
spouts, 3 are fixed and one is adjustable. A very nice
lot for the antique arms enthusiast. (37023-14D)
2271
2272. HOLSTER LOT This lot consist of (3) holsters. The
first is an unmarked right-hand black duty style belt
holster with an intertwined “DH” stamped on the front.
The holster fits a 6 1/2” S&W N frame revolver or similar, has quick release belt loop and simple over-the-hammer safety strap. The second
holster is a Safariland Model 29 high rise thumb break right hand cordovan holster for a 4” S&W K frame or similar and features the Safariland sight track. The last is a Cabela’s right hand military style flap holster for an 1860’s style cap-n-ball revolver with 8” barrel or similar.
The duty holster rates very good to excellent with light wear, strong seams and snaps; the Safariland rates good with moderate wear, strong
seams and snaps; and Cabela’s is like new. (8735-39)
2273. VINTAGE ALUMINUM TREESTAND Looks like an old Baker “Death Trap” climber constructed of an aluminum frame with plywood
platform, the climber/seat has an aluminum frame with a simple fabric seat. The stand measures 47 1/2” x 20 1/2” and together with the
climbing aid weighs just over 22 lbs. The stand has an added classic green and black spray painted finish that has faded and flaked with time
especially along the edges and adjustment holes and a piece of carpet has been added to the base. The olive drab fabric seat has dried and
faded over the years but remains intact as do the black fabric carry straps which may be a later addition. In the early days of modern bow
hunting these types of stands got their nickname because they had the tendency of sliding down the tree at the slightest movement causing
the hunter to fall or become stranded leading to serious injury or fatality and should be only used for collectible purposes only. (58600-6)
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2274. WINCHESTER FAMILY SCALE NO. W15 heavy sheet-steel case scale measuring
approximately 8 1/2” high with a 5 1/2” square sheet-steel top and a 7” white enamel
slanting dial. The case and top have a nice Winchester gray enamel finish showing modest
flaking on the top plate and light edge wear along the base. The small blue, orange and red
painted Winchester logo labels remain bright and fully intact on either side of the case. The dial
has red Winchester trademark logo with black figures, red enamel hand and inner ring, glass
face and a brass outer ring retaining about 60% flaking gray enamel with the exposed
brass surfaces having a pleasing patina. The white surface measures up to 20 pounds
in ounces and shows a light brown stain between 8 & 12 but remains fully intact. The
adjustment screw is present on top of the case and the scale appears to function
properly. A rather neat Winchester Collectible. (58674-26)
2275. WING ARCHERY THUNDERBIRD RECURVE BOW This is an older
recurve bow measuring 54”, the draw weight is unknown due to the added
“camo” spray paint and ingrained dirt from the years. The colors have flaked
and faded with time leaving a riser made of what looks to be rock maple. The
wood has become dried with numerous drying cracks along the rear of the
grip some of which may be deeper than the finish. An older quiver and what
looks to be a homemade two-pin sight has been installed on the front of the
bow. A short homemade stabilizer has been installed in the front of the riser.
Included are (5) old broadhead tipped aluminum arrows also with ingrained
dirt staining and wrinkled plastic fletching, two of which are bare. There is an
old dried Dacron string which is currently unstrung and because of the age and
condition should remain as such. (58600-7)
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2276. GERMAN M24 STICK GRENADE This lot consists of an original inert German M24 stick grenade. The body is marked “VOR
GEBRAUCH/SPRENGKAPSEL” with some of the lettering appearing faint and the bottom word being indiscernible. The dark green
paint shows scattered flaking, fading and a few areas of oxidation. The wooden stick has a Waffenamt that is indiscernible over “FR 791
1940”. The stick has a couple minor dings and some scattered handling marks. An interesting lot for the military collector. (207884-46A)
[Craig Brown Collection]
2277. GERMAN M43 STICK GRENADE This lot consists of an inert German M43 stick grenade. The body has a yellow Afrika-Korps style
paint that may be postwar, it shows scattered light flaking
and some oxidation. The wooden stick has a faint marking, it
has a loose fit with the body, it shows some stain spots and
handling marks. (207884-46B) [Craig Brown Collection]
2278. GERMAN M17 STICK GRENADE This lot consists of an original inert German M17 stick grenade. The
body has a dark green paint with the words “Vor Gebrauch/
Sprengkapsel/Einsetzen/H.N.B” and the words “MASS/17”
2277
in yellow on top. There is a dent on top of the head, scattered light oxidation, flaking and scuffs. The wood tube has
a couple markings that appear to read “P.26.10.1” and “5
1/2 Sek-HND”. The tube shows some light dings and scattered handling marks from the years. (207884-46C) [Craig
Brown Collection]
2278
2279. GERMAN DUMMY GRENADE LOT This lot consists of a World War Two era German dummy grenade. The
green head has a white label that is marked “EXERZIER” or
drill and the words “DOC. 12/59/1/100”. The head shows
some scattered light scratches and light flaking. The wooden
tube has a marking that reads “TRAG” and it shows scattered
handling marks. (207884-46D) [Craig Brown Collection]
2279
2280. GERMAN M17 STICK GRENADE This lot consists
of an inert German M17 stick grenade. The head has a dark
green paint with “VOR GERBRAUCH/SPREENGKAPSEL/
EINSETZEN/F.A.B.” in white paint. The head shows some
oxidation, light flaking and scuffs. The wooden tube has a
marking that reads “5 1/2 Sek-N.F.B.”, another indiscernible
2280
marking, some dings and handling marks. (207884-46E)
[Craig Brown Collection]
2281. GERMAN M24 SMOKE GRENADE This lot consists of an inert German M24 stick grenade. The head has
a dark green paint with “Nb. Hgr. 39 B” indicating this is a
smoke grenade and “gqv/131 42”. There is a period label at
2281
top of the head, the paint shows scattered flaking and some
oxidation. The tube has an indiscernible Waffenamt, the code
“41gck”, it shows some handling marks and scuffs from the
years. (207884-46F) [Craig Brown Collection]
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2282. GERMAN M24 STICK GRENADE This lot consists of an inert German M24 stick grenade. The head has a dark green paint with a
couple large dents, some flaking, scuffs and oxidation. The head has an upside down white paint marking that reads “NB. Hgr.39” and a label
that reads “Lebensgefahr/beim norennen/in/aefchloffenen Raumen”. The tube has a marking that reads “R-R 784-40”, it shows some flaking of
the wood label, a lightly added varnish, some light chipping and handling marks. (207884-46G) [Craig Brown Collection]
2283. GERMAN M43 STICK GRENADE This lot consists
of an inert German M43 stick grenade. The head has a dark
brown and tan paint that may be later applied and it shows
some light flaking. The inside of the head is marked “gck”
and the wooden tube is marked “44 gck”. The tube shows a
2283
few dings and some scattered handling marks. (207884-46H)
[Craig Brown Collection]
2284. GERMAN M24 STICK GRENADE This lot consists of an inert German M43 stick grenade. The head has a dark green paint with the
only marking being “43 fcc” at top, scattered flaking and light oxidation. The tube has a faint Waffenamt, a “433 fcc” marking, a few light stain
spots and scattered handling marks. (207884-46I) [Craig
Brown Collection]
2285. GERMAN M15 STICK GRENADE WITH
SPOON SAFETY This lot consists of an inert German M15
stick grenade with a spoon safety. The head has a dull green
paint that is mostly a dull patina with scattered flaking and
oxidation. The safety spoon is an overall dull gray patina with
2285
some scattered oxidation. The wooden tube has a couple
cracks, a few dings and handling marks. (207884-46J) [Craig
Brown Collection]
2286. GERMAN M24 PRACTICE GRENADE This lot
consists of a World War Two era German M24 practice stick
grenade. The head has several ventilation holes and a red paint
2286
that appears later applied, the paint shows scattered flaking,
there is a “1940/336” marking on the head, a “Ub”, “(Eagle)/WaA55” and “R1940” all on the wooden tube. The
wooden tube shows some light dings and scattered handling marks. (207884-46K) [Craig Brown Collection]
2287. GERMAN M1915 KUGEL GRENADE LOT This lot consists of an inert World War One German
2287
1915 Kugel hand grenade. The grenade has a black finish that shows some light flaking and dirt staining,
2289
while the brass igniter is a dull yellow patina with some scattered oxidation staining. This appears to
be authentic but original examples are hard-to-find to compare it to so we cannot guarantee this
grenade is from the period. (207884-46L) [Craig Brown Collection]
2288. GERMAN M1915 KUGEL GRENADE LOT This lot consists of an inert World
War One German 1915 Kugel hand grenade. The grenade has a black finish that shows
some light flaking, dings and dirt staining, while the igniter is a dull oxidized patina
also with some dirt staining. This appears to be an authentic World War One grenade
but original examples are hard-to-find to compare it to so we cannot guarantee this
grenade is original. (207884-46M) [Craig Brown Collection]
2289. GERMAN M1913 KUGEL GRENADE LOT This lot consists of an inert World
War One German 1913 Kugel hand grenade. The grenade has a black finish that shows some
flaking, dirt staining and light oxidation. The brass igniter is a dull yellow patina with scattered
2290
oxidation staining along its length. This appears to be an authentic World War One grenade
2291
but original examples are hard-to-find to compare it so we cannot guarantee this is an original
grenade. (207884-46N) [Craig Brown Collection]
2290. GERMAN TURTLE GRENADE LOT This lot consists of an inert World War
One German offensive turtle hand grenade. The grenade is mostly gray overall with
scattered dirt staining, oxidation and traces of the original finish. An interesting
grenade that will make a great addition to any military collection. (207884-46O)
[Craig Brown Collection]
2291. GERMAN M1917 EGG GRENADE LOT This lot consists of an inert World
War One German M1917 egg grenade. The grenade is an overall dull brown patina, the
bottom is marked “L.H.B.”, there are a few spots of light oxidation and some dirt staining.
(207884-46P) [Craig Brown Collection]
2292. GERMAN M1917 EGG GRENADE LOT This lot consists of an inert World War One German M1917 egg grenade. The grenade is marked “0/L D” on the bottom, it shows a flaking black enamel
2292
finish with some oxidation. (207884-46Q) [Craig Brown Collection]
2293. GERMAN PRACTICE GRENADE LOT This lot consists of an inert German practice grenade that appears
to be post World War One. The grenade features a belt hook and it appears to be marked “Ub.Sthdgr. Bz” in
black on the wooden tube. The head has a red paint that shows overall flaking, some scuffing, oxidation and dirt
staining. There are three holes on
the sides of the head and five on
its top. The wooden tube has a
couple areas of chipping, scattered flaking, dings and handling
marks. An interesting practice
grenade overall. (207884-46R)
2293
[Craig Brown Collection]
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2294. GERMAN M39 GRENADE LOT This lot consists of an inert German M39 grenade. The top of the fuse has a blue paint
that is marked “awj/44” and it shows some scattered flaking. The bottom of the body is marked “etm/43”, the body has a
dark black paint that shows a few spots of flaking and scattered dust staining. (207884-46S) [Craig Brown Collection]
2295. GERMAN TURTLE GRENADE LOT This lot consists of an inert World War One German turtle grenade. One side
of the grenade has been removed to show the inner workings, the grenade surfaces are an overall dull brown
oxidized patina with some scuffs and stain spots. (207884-46T) [Craig Brown Collection]
2296. WOODEN GERMAN GRENADE LOT This lot consists of a German stick
style dummy wood grenade. There are a few small cracks, several small holes, some
dings, minor chips and scratches. This grenade was likely used for training by the
German military at some point but it may be a civilian creation. (207884-46U)
[Craig Brown Collection]
2297. GERMAN GRENADE LOT This lot consists of an inert Wk. 361 LP grenade
for some of the rifled flare pistols of the Second World War. The warhead has a faint
Waffenamt that has been highlighted white, the green paint of the warhead shows
2294
scattered flaking and oxidation. The wooden handle has an added varnish, an “edq
23” marking, an “(Eagle)/WaA360” Waffenamt, some flaking, dings and handling
marks. The grip cap has a couple cracks, some light oxidation and silvering. An interesting piece of ordnance history. (207884-46V) [Craig Brown Collection]
2298. VOLKSSTR U M SOLDBUCH LOT This lot consists
of an original Volksstrum
paybook. There is no photograph of the Volksstrum
soldier present but there is a
2295
portrait of Hitler. The paybook has several lines filled in, including a birthday of September 22nd, 1914 and a Gau 20 Volksstrum
stamp. All of the pages appear present and there are a few tiny spots of ink. An interesting military item overall. (2078842297
16HQ) [Craig Brown Collection]
2299. VOLKSSTRUM SOLDBUCH LOT This lot consists of an original Volksstrum paybook.
There is a photograph of the Volksstrum soldier present at the front of the book in civilian clothing
and his name “MARTIN MARTIN”. The book has several areas filled in with his profession in the
Wehrmacht being listed as a grenadier, a date of birth of September 11th, 1899 and his city as
Munich. All of the pages are intact, the owner’s name is on the top right corner of the cover in pencil
and the book has some creasing. An interesting piece of World War Two history. (207884-16HR)
[Craig Brown Collection]
2300. VOLKSSTRUM SOLDBUCH LOT This lot consists of an original Volksstrum paybook.
There is a picture of the Volksstrum soldier present at the front of the book in military clothing and
his name is illegible. The book has several areas filled in with a date of birth listed of December 17th,
1906 and a Volksstrum stamp. The book retains all of its pages with the last page being loose, the
book is slightly bent and there are some small light stain spots. A seldom seen piece of World War
Two history. (207884-16HS) [Craig Brown Collection]
2301. FRENCH M15 ADRIAN HELMET This lot consists of a rather nice French Adrian helmet
complete with original liner and chinstrap. The painted surfaces of the helmet have toned to a darker
blue-gray patina but the paint remains mostly intact, perhaps 90% with some scattered small flakes
to dark brown, light scratches, some small spots of white paint transfer, light staining, some shallow
repaired dings and dents. The flaming bomb “RF” infantry badge is intact and secure; the crest
also very secure with all of its rivets intact. The liner remains in about good to very good condition
showing moderate staining, a number of torn areas on the interior flaps, overall drying and cracking.
The chinstrap is still attached and shows some moderate flaking and
small tears. A very nice example that would make a great addition
2298
to any military collection. (138809-222)
2301
2302. C96 BROOMHANDLE ACCESSORY LOT This lot consists of a reproduction C96 wooden
shoulder stock, original Chinese C96 leather holster and two stripper clips. The unmarked
reproduction stock remains in near excellent condition showing a few scratches, dings,
light handling marks and a strong latch spring. The Chinese holster remains in very good
condition showing some moderate staining throughout, scratches, scuffs and a small
areas of detached threads at the belt loop. The D-rings for a shoulder strap are intact,
one stripper clip pull tab has broken off and the holster is lined with blue corduroy.
Finally included are two Czech submachine gun stripper clips. (138791-1A)
2303. GERMAN MILITARY FLARE PISTOL BY BERLIN LUBECKER serial
#1582c, 25mm, 6 1/4” barrel with an about very good bore showing moderate
frosting throughout. The metal surfaces of this duv 42-coded flare pistol retain
about 75-80% original black anodized finish with some spots of light oxidation,
with most of the loss due to wear on the left side and toning to a bronze patina,
small dings, scratches and handling marks. The black checkered synthetic
grips remain in near excellent condition showing some light staining and a
few minor handling marks. The right side frame and barrel are proofed with
Nazi eagle stamps along with “(Eagle) / 214” on the frame. The lanyard
ring is present, the barrel snaps open with authority and the hammer is
robust. A very nice example of these Second World War German flare pistols.
(138753-30) {NON-GUN}
(150/250)
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2304. BRITISH NO. 4 MK 1* FLARE PISTOL serial #67859, 37mm, 4 1/3” barrel with a very good plus bore showing a few spots of light
oxidation staining. The metal surfaces of this flare pistol retain about 85% original dull blue with the roughly cast sides of the barrel toning
to brown-gray patina, scattered oxidation staining, scratches and handling marks. The black checkered Vulcanite grips remain in very
good condition showing some light staining, a few small cracks and tiny chips at the bases of both panels. The double action only mechanism functions well and barrel-to-frame fit is solid with a functional latch mechanism. A nice example of these British military flare pistols.
(138753-33) {NON-GUN}
(100/200)
2305. ARTILLERY LOT This lot consists of a single 75mm artillery brass shell casing. The shell measures 13 3/4” long and has is marked “AM.
LOT 75mmG. SCOVILL LOT” on the base. It is in very good condition with light oxidation and ochre patina throughout. (47921-2)
2306. DISPLAY LOT This lot consists of an American Standard Latham’s Patent Finish lead shot salesman’s display. This leather bound display
measures about 5 1/2” wide by 10 3/4” long and 2” high when closed. The case is hinged to open with a simple clasp closure in front and
has a red leather fitted interior which holds ten assorted trays with lead shot. The included sizes are: Dust, 12, 11, 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2,
1, B, BB, BBB, T, TT, F, and FF. The leather has some areas of minor flaking that loss along the edges and corners. A very cool antique shot
display. (47921-3)
2307. POWDER HORN LOT This lot consists of two antique powder horns and one antique leather shot pouch. The first horn measures about
12” long and has a wood base and bung. It is equipped with a simple twine carry strap. The second is a smaller priming horn that also has
a wood base and bung and measures about 6 1/2” long. The shot pouch measures about 5 1/2” long and is missing its stopper. The leather
has minor cracking and crazing but is still mostly supple. All are in about very good overall condition. (47921-7A)
2308. KILGORE CAP GUN LOT This lot consists of a Kilgore cast iron roll cap gun. This is an early style model with moving sideplate that
swings away for loading a roll of caps. Much of the original chrome has flaked away leaving the metal an overall pewter patina. The internal
mechanisms do operate, however it appears that a spring is missing and the hammer does not cock when the double action trigger is
pulled. A very good example of these early cast iron toys. (47921-7B)
2309. BOX LOT This lot consists of box for a Bull’s Eye Pistol Co. Sharpshooter rubber band pistol. The two-piece box measures 4 1/4” x 8” and
includes the instruction manual. The lettering is mostly faded and there are some small scuffs, tears and light foxing. The manual additionally
has similar issues. A very good example for the toy gun collector. (47921-7C)
2310. POWDER CAN LOT This lot consists of five vintage powder cans and a small tray of Winchester primers. First is an American Powder Mills
can for Dead Shot FFFg Triple Refined Sporting powder. The can is painted red with most of the original paint remaining and has black and
white labels on both front and back. Next is a Laflin & Rand can for Infallible Smokeless Shotgun powder. The off-white label remains mostly
intact with areas of light flaking and fading. Under the cap is a small powder scoop which holds close to 1 1/2 drams. Next is a second Laflin
& Rand powder can for Orange Rifle Powder. The label is mostly intact, the black enamel type finish is mostly flaked away. Fourth is a small
black powder can that appears to be labeled “Prairie / Sporting Powder / J.E. Rowell / Southwick / Mass.”, the printed label is very faint and
only partially legible. Rowell was in business until 1893 when his mill exploded. Lastly is a green round, barrel style powder can with DuPont
labels for smokeless shotgun powders. Both the finish and the labels have minor flaking and cracking, the top label depicts a hunting scene
with dogs, the lower has loading information. Also included is a partial tray of Winchester #2-1/2 improved primers for smokeless of black
powder cartridges. The outer sleeve has some minor flaking and fading and included are 54 primers. (47921-7D)
2311. RELOADING TOOL LOT This lot consists of a Winchester Model 1894 loading tool for the 32-40 cartridge. The tool remains in very good
condition and has most of its original black finish with areas of light to minor surface oxidation. (47921-4A)
2312. MOULD LOT This lot consists of a Winchester 32 caliber fifth model mold with handles. The single cavity mold handles are marked “32165”. The metal surfaces have most of their black finish that is mixing with areas of light to minor surface oxidation. The wood handles and
sprue cutter are intact. A very good example overall. (47921-4B)
2313. RELOADING LOT This lot consists of two bullet moulds, one shotshell reloading tool and a mould blank. First is an Ideal single cavity
mould with handles #450225 .44 caliber 170 grain round nose style bullet. It includes a sprue cutter and has wood handles. Second is an
unmarked, antique four cavity round ball mould for .67, .63, .59, & .53 caliber projectiles. Third is an unmarked clamshell style 12 gauge
priming tool that has areas of light oxidation. One handle has a metal spring which is broken off near the base. Lastly is an unmarked Colt
style mould with sprue cutter. The block is heavily oxidized and it appears that the mould cavities were never cut. There are several pores
and holes from casting, which could be why this example was never finished. (47921-4C)
2314. CIVIL WAR TIN TYPE LOT This lot consists of a Civil War tintype depicting an emaciated male seated on a chair. Measuring 3” high by
2” wide, there is some light flaking to the image of the severely malnourished young man. No frame or backing is included. The included
envelope claims that the image is of Lucian N. Packard Co. G of the 10th Mass Volunteers and was taken during his imprisonment at the
Andersonville prison in Georgia. The note states he was imprisoned from May 5, 1864 until December of 1864 and weighed 61 lbs. 4 oz.
when pictured. Military records indicate the 10th Mass Volunteers saw action in the South during that period of the Civil War, and that Lucian
Packard died on Dec 26, 1864. Andersonville Prison is known for its poor living conditions and mistreatment by its guards and at times other
inmates. Over 13,000 of the 45,000 Union prisoners held there died while in captivity and there were many accounts of starvation and disease
because of the lack of proper provisions. A grim reminder of the horrors of war during a very dark time in our country’s history. (47921-5A)
2315. MILITARY BRASS LOT This lot consists of nine brass or bronze items. Included are: one large brass button with federal eagle, one
infantry badge with crossed muskets and “1 / A”, a Grand Army Of The Republic Civil War veteran badge, two eagle over crossed cannons
lapel pins, an unmarked medal with an Indian in war bonnet profile, a World War I Peace medal, a World War I battle of Verdun Peace medal
(Verdun was the longest continuous battle in World War I with over a million losses), and an American Legion 12th National Convention
medal dated “Boston 1930.” All are in very good condition, none have any ribbons or attachments. (47921-5,8)
2316. GERMAN MILITARY LOT This lot consists of 15 items. First is a Weimar Republic brass belt buckle with round silver center with crown
bordered by “GOTT MIT UNS”. Second is a World War II pebbled texture belt buckle with “”GOTT MIT UNS” over an eagle and swastika.
Third is a nickeled belt buckle with a single brass “S” in center. Next are six smaller brass belt buckles each with an eagle over swastika in
wreath. Fifth are three small insignia rank pips. Each pip is embroidered on a green wool backing. Sixth is a small Prussian Imperial button
that has a dual headed eagle and faded edges. Seventh is a 1 1/2” x 1 1/2” swastika that has the remnants of an eagle’s foot, likely this was
part of a larger emblem or shield. Lastly is a small 5” long Japanese katana style letter opener with no sheath. All are in very good overall
condition. (47921-6A)
2317. PRUSSIAN MEDAL LOT This lot consists of a Prussian era Red Cross third class medal with ribbon. The silvered bronze medal features
a cross with crowns at each point and the initials “WR” and “AV” on the obverse and the inscription “FUR VERDIENSTE UM DAS ROTHE
KREUZ” which translates to “For Merit in the Red Cross”. The ribbon is red with black and white stripes. There are a few areas of light
oxidation but the medal is otherwise in very good condition. (47921-6B)
2318. TACTICAL RIFLE LOT This lot consists of two items. First is a Harris 1A bipod with legs that extend from 12” – 22”. Second is a black
composite Bradley B24 raised comb adapter. Both are in excellent condition and would make great accessories for your long range tactical
rifle. (48779-19B)
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2319. GG&G MOUNT This lot consists of a GG&G AC-30 Accucam quick-detach extended scope mount. Mount features a picatinny style base
with integral 30mm rings and will fit most AR-15 flat-top rails. An excellent tactical accessory. (48805-25B)
2320. LOT OF GUN CASES This is a lot of four cases including three with black hard plastic outer shells and foam lined interiors beginning
with two for long arms, the first of which is by Gun Guard with a length of 48” and features horizontally sliding latches and a molded carry
handle that exhibits the remnants of an applied sticker. The other one is 51” long with a sloped configuration, ideal for a scoped gun and
with a molded wildlife scene and carry handle and three latches constructed of metal and plastic. The exterior shows a few minor scuffs.
Next is a Gun Guard, suitable for multiple hand guns as it measures 15”x14”x6” and with three layers of foam. It utilizes two vertically clasping
latches and also features a molded carry handle. The last case in this lot has a hand tooled leather outer shell with an impressive western
design, zippered closure, sturdy carry handle and a faux fur interior. The lot rates excellent with the interiors showing minor wear if any and
the aforementioned scuffs to the otherwise outstanding condition exteriors. (77595-16)
2321. GUN CASE LOT This is very resilient case manufactured by Americase for a takedown shotgun. This example from their Premium line
features an anodized aluminum frame and extremely strong side panels, of which the top one shows a plate exhibiting the previous owner’s name. There are three metal latches including a central one with combination lock capability, making use of a gasket system that the
manufacturer claims seals out dust and resists water. The 37”x11”x4” case is equipped with a fully intact and heavy duty carry handle and a
padded gray fabric interior with six separate compartments including a heavily padded frame section with Velcro strap. There are two compartments capable of storing barrels up to 35” in length and there is a handsome gold embroidered display of the aforementioned owner’s
initials on the inside of lid. The interior shows virtually no wear and the exterior exhibits tape residue along the periphery of the seam but is
otherwise essentially blemish free. (77382-11)
2322. LOT OF GUN CASES This is a lot of eight soft, long gun cases by Bore Stores consisting of the following quantities and types: (5) 46”x7”
for sporting rifle; (2) 40”x7” for carbine; (1) 46”x7” for scoped rifle. These gray fabric sleeves with Velcro closure are silicone treated and
remain in excellent condition. (78374-10)
2323. LOT OF GUN CASES This lot consists of two hard plastic cases for long arms with black outer shells and foam lined interiors and by
manufacturers Doskosport and Gun Guard. The 48” long cases rate near excellent with the exteriors showing minor contact marks, the
Doscosport showing a small split at the rear and the foam inserts showing light wear. (78470-15)
2324. GUN CASE LOT This is a custom wood case measuring 54”x11”x7” and suitable for displaying and transporting a long arm. This impressively constructed maple case is marked “Handcrafted by Gerald Jones, Hartford, NY” and exhibits a thin application of light brown stain
and is accented with brass hardware in the form of two closure latches, reinforced corners and three rear hinges along with four protective
plastic feet. The interior shows a less even finish and would benefit from a fabric insert that could enhance the presentation aspect. The
case rates excellent with very minor contact marks and features two fully intact carry handles. (74764-5)
2325. LOT OF GUN CASES This lot consists of three hard cases for long guns beginning with one showing no maker name, an impressive
example nonetheless measuring 53”x14”x5”, with aluminum frame and strong silver panels with a diamond pattern texture showing a few
handling marks and dirt stains. Closure and security are obtained by way of four metal latches including two with combination capability
and the case is equipped with a single comfort oriented carry handle. The excellent condition interior reveals four layers of foam allowing for
transport of multiple arms. Next is another heavy duty case, this one by Conico with a 52”x13”x4” gray plastic outer shell exhibiting molded
wildlife scenes on the main panels and showing a few minor scratches. The case features four fully intact plastic latches, a molded carry
handle and an interior capable of carrying two long guns and showing excellent condition foam liners. Gun Guard is the manufacturer of
the last case in this lot, having a tan plastic outer shell showing some tape residue, various contact stains and a small amount of scratches.
Equipped with two fully intact handles, this sturdy case is wide enough to hold two long guns as it measures 52”x13”x4”. One of the four
metal latches is broken and the foam inserts rate excellent. (77558-17A)
2326. LOT OF GUN CASES This is a lot of three long gun cases beginning with two hard plastic examples measuring 51”x13”x4”. These model
1502’s from the Protector Series by Plano rate excellent with black outer shells equipped with a molded handle and four fully intact plastic
latches and the interior foam linings show virtually no wear. The third and final case is a thickly padded and nice looking zippered soft case
by Redhead with a rugged, solid tan and camo pattern nylon outer featuring an accessory pocket with zippered closure, dual carry handles,
shoulder strap, reinforced muzzle end and a soft fabric interior. Excellent condition with little indication of use. (78499-3)
2327. LOT OF GUN CASES This lot consists of five hard plastic cases for long arms, each with all latches and handles fully intact and functional
and with foam interiors. The first one is by Gun Guard, measuring 52” in length and with a sloped contour, molded hunting scenes and
carry handles. The black exterior has an area of tape residue and some handling marks, the interior showing very light wear. The next one
is also by Gun Guard and of the same length with a width of 11 1/2” and the tan outer shell is of a higher density plastic, the foam showing
mild wear and soiling. The next two are dark green with no maker name with lengths of 48” and 52” and with indication of only light usage
to the exteriors and interiors. The last one is also unmarked with a few cracks and small sections missing from the dark brown shell that is
also showing areas of sticker remnants but should be still serviceable; it features a 4” depth and the interior is equipped with five layers of
foam inserts. (77558-17B)
2328. LOT OF GUN CASES This lot consists of seven cases for long guns beginning with the only one with a hard plastic outer shell and by
Gun Guard with a length of 52” and a width of 11”. The brown exterior shows several scuffs and scratches and mild soiling while the interior
foam rates excellent; it is equipped with four fully functional metal latches and dual plastic carry handles. The first of the soft cases is by
Bagmaster and could be used for a take-down long arm or as a shooter’s range bag as the black nylon exterior measures 24”x10” with the
padded interior featuring one side with a full length pocket and the reverse having three compartments for accessories and the exterior
has an additional large zippered section and dual carry handles. The other five cases in the lot range in length from 43”-52” with five having
nylon shells and the other is suede. The soft cases in this lot are from a variety of manufacturers, all are padded and have fully functional
zippers and carry handles and their overall condition is near excellent with minor wear and/or soiling on some. (76654-21, 22)
2329. LOT OF GUN CASES This is a lot of three hard cases beginning with an SKB Sports Model 5009 Double Rifle Transport Case of high
quality construction and external dimensions of 54”x14”x7” and an internal length of 50”. The wheeled case also features weather resistant
o-ring seals, foam interior including a reinforced center divider strip, four heavy duty latches and two carry handles. Current models, have
an MSRP of 269.99 and this example remains in excellent condition with a few minor abrasions and very light wear. The next case is by Gun
Guard with a tan exterior shell measuring 52”x14”x4” that exhibits the previous owner’s name and info along the front and some scattered
minor scuffs, the interior with a few small tears and very light wear, the four latches and dual carry handles fully intact. The last one is also
a Gun Guard and like the previous one features molded wildlife scenes. This one has a black shell that is 38” long, rates excellent with very
minor dirt and little indication of use. (78194-6)
2330. GUN CASE LOT This is a leather leg-o-mutton case by Abercrombie and Fitch. The russet color outer shell is stamped with a decorative
sunburst pattern and rates excellent with a few small scattered scuffs and the stitching remains fully intact along its entire periphery. The
lid retains most of the gold embossed company logo and its strap is marked “175 FD/28” and remains fully intact as do the handle and
main strap and brass hardware. The green felt interior, including divider panel rates excellent showing little indication of use. (78301-29A)
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2331. GUN CASE LOT This is an Edward K. Tryon Co. manufactured leg-o-mutton case with a dark brown leather shell showing a few scattered
marks and wear. All of the attachments remain fully affixed as is the stitching. The lid retains a strong company stamp and features five brass
rivets, the edge shows mild contact wear, the strap is marked “92/62”. The carry handle shows moderate scuffing and the shoulder strap is
very supple. All brass hardware is present exhibiting a pleasing darkened tone. The interior has a green felt lining showing very little wear
and a few small white stains. A very good to excellent case from a collectible maker. (78301-29B)
2332. GUN CASE LOT This is a nice leg-o-mutton case with a russet brown exterior showing only a few isolated handling marks. The fully
intact lid bears a strong maker stamp of “Edw. K. Tryon Co./ Phila. Pa.”. The carry handle is fully intact and has a couple of cuffs along the
edges, the shoulder strap has separated at the buckle connection slot and is missing the end section. The brass hardware is fully present
displaying a nice ochre patina and the stitching is fully intact along its entire periphery and straps. The green baize interior shows only light
wear and a few small white spots. Edward K. Tryon was a major gun maker for the fur trade and the U.S. government among others and
his guns are highly collectible. (78301-29C)
2333. LOT OF GUN CASES This is a lot of two cases beginning with an impressively constructed wheeled example by Guardforce with measurements of 32”x13”x9”. This is a heavy duty case suitable for airline transport and is equipped with feet by the wheels allowing it to stand up
and to function with the vertically placed handle. There is also a second handle for horizontal placement that resides beside the two heavy
duty latches and two combination locks. The outer shell has an alloy frame, high density black plastic panels and steel reinforced corners.
The foam interior has two-level storage with the separator strip having a reinforcement panel. Velcro with tie-down straps. The case rates
excellent inside and out, showing only light use if any. Included are the warranty card and instructions for combination locks which are
unused retaining their original tie down straps. The second case is from the Plano Outdoor Systems series and features a silver exterior with
aluminum frame, four metal latches, comfort based handle and dual level storage capability. The 37”x13”x4 1/2” high quality case remains
in excellent condition with light wear and soiling in areas. (78522-8)
2334. LOT OF GUN CASES This is a lot of 13 soft cases for long arms including 11 that are padded and with functional zippers. Examples of
manufacturers are Ace, Allen, Boyt, and Gun Mate and there is a high quality and thickly padded tactical style by Galati Int’l. with three
exterior pockets. Several of the cases have a previous owner’s name written in black marker, one case has one of its two handles missing
and another has a separated handle. The last two cases are unpadded basic sleeves. The overall condition is about very good plus with
mild dirt on some. (77023-26A)
2335. LOT OF BRASS This lot includes a 50 count mixture of brass and nickel brass fired casings and 47 primed assorted commercial brass
casings, all remaining in very good condition. (108345-24)
2336. CRIMSON TRACE GRIPS This lot includes a set of LG-320 laser grips for all Sig Sauer P220 model pistols. The grips are complete with
correctly labeled factory box, batteries, manual, warranty card, and tools for adjustment. The grips remain in excellent condition. (108551-3)
2337. LOT OF AMMUNITION AND BOXES This lot consist of (8) boxes. Included are: (1) empty and (1) partial box of fourteen rounds
of Western Expert 22 LR 40 gr. solid in yellow and blue boxes with red writing. The boxes rate excellent and the ammunition exhibits light
oxidation on the bullets. Also included are (3) boxes of Western 38 Special Mid-Range wadcutter in blue and yellow boxes with red writing.
Two of the boxes are empty and one has (50) empty cartridge cases. They rate very good to excellent. Included is (1) box of Remington
Targetmaster 38 Special wadcutter in a green box with 30 mixed empty cartridge cases. Also, one full box of (50) rounds of excellent condition Remington Kleanbore standard velocity 22 LR 40 gr. solid ammunition. Finally, one box of Western Super-X 22 W.R.F. ammunition in
blue and yellow box containing (30) rounds of 22 W.R.F ammunition in near excellent condition. (102X8511-8)
2338. RUGER GP100 GRIPS The smooth Goncalo Alves target grips with finger grooves rate excellent and include the mounting hardware
that has a bright stainless finish. (108805-6A)
2339. HIGH STANDARD SUPERMATIC BARREL 4 1/2” with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 97% original blue with scattered light scratches and silvering at the muzzle and along select high edges. The barrel has a Patridge style sight and remains in excellent
condition. (108778-17B)
2340. MOSSBERG 500 BARREL This 12 ga., 28” ventilated rib barrel has a bright excellent bore and retains 95% evenly thinning blue finish
with some brown undertones and is toning more towards a plum color at the breech end with some spots of light fine oxidation staining. The
barrel is equipped with a brass bead rear sight and a white bead front sight. Included is a screw-in modified factory choke tube. (108633-1)
2341. CRIMSON TRACE GRIPS This lot includes a set of LG-320 laser grips for all Sig Sauer P220 model pistols. The grips are complete with
correctly labeled factory box, batteries, manual, warranty card, and tools for adjustment. The grips remain in excellent condition. (2X8551-3)
2342. LOT OF AMMUNITION AND BOXES This lot consist of (8) boxes. Included are: (1) empty and (1) partial box of fourteen rounds
of Western Expert 22 LR 40 gr. solid in yellow and blue boxes with red writing. The boxes rate excellent and the ammunition exhibits light
oxidation on the bullets. Also included are (3) boxes of Western 38 Special Mid-Range wadcutter in blue and yellow boxes with red writing.
Two of the boxes are empty and one has (50) empty cartridge cases. They rate very good to excellent. Included is (1) box of Remington
Targetmaster 38 Special Wadcutter in a green box with 30 mixed empty cartridge cases. Also, one full box of (50) rounds of excellent
condition Remington Kleanbore standard velocity 22 LR 40 gr. solid ammunition. Finally, one box of Western Super-X 22 W.R.F. ammunition
in blue and yellow box containing (30) rounds of 22 W.R.F ammunition in near excellent condition. (2X8511-8)
2343. BENJAMIN MODEL 310 AIR RIFLE .175 cal., 19” barrel. This air rifle is missing most of its original black finish with the majority of the
surface showing nickel. The bolt seems to be in working order but the handle is missing. The walnut stock rates good with some scattered
dings and scratches. The walnut pump handle is intact and in good working order but the finish is flaking. The trigger guard and trigger are
showing scattered oxidation marks. (1X98433-116)
2344. TAIYO JUKI MODEL JUNIOR CO2 AIR RIFLE .22 cal., 19” barrel. This air rifle retains 95% of its original blue finish with oxidation
stains and scratches present. The wood stock retains 98% of its finish with scratches and small indentations. This air rifle is similar to the
Crosman Model 160. (1X98447-27)
2345. QUACKENBUSH MODEL 7 PUSH-BARREL AIR RIFLE .175 cal., 16” barrel. This air rifle retains traces of blue finish but is mostly
a pleasant brown patina with pinprick pitting and scratches. The one-piece walnut buttstock rates very good with scratches and a 1” chip
in the toe. (1X98446-33)
2346. DIANAWERK MODEL 26 AIR RIFLE .177 cal., 16” barrel. This air rifle retains 60% original blue finish with oxidation stains, pitting and
scratches. The wood stock rates very good with scratches and handling marks. The trigger and trigger guard are lightly oxidized with slight
slot damage on the head screws. (1X98446-11)
2347. TELL MODEL MILITIA AIR RIFLE serial #2910, .177 cal., 17 1/2” part round/part octagon barrel. This German manufactured air rifle
retains 85% original blue finish with oxidation stains, pitting and scratches. The walnut stock rates very good with a high amount of discoloration on the left side and two small chips on the butt. The blue steel buttplate has oxidation staining and slot damage on both screw heads.
The adjustable trigger and screw are oxidized. (1X98446-31)
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2348. HOLSTER LOT This lot consists of a Czech made green canvas holster that is likely for a Rast & Gasser revolver. The holster shows some
light dirt staining, dust staining and some scuffing on the leather belt loop. There is a faint illegible maker’s marking on the inside and a
Czech marking that appears to read “ZH (Lion) 36”. It is noted that the Czechs used the Rast & Gasser 1898 for a reserve revolver as late
as the Sudeten Crisis. An interesting holster overall. (207884-45A) [Craig Brown Collection]
2349. EGYPTIAN HAKIM AIR RIFLE TRAINER BY ANSCHUTZ .22 cal, 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces of
this interesting rifle retain about 90% original parkerized finish with scattered scratches, light dings, freckling and handling marks. The
steel buttplate shows some moderate oxidation staining and toning to gray. All of the Egyptian markings remain very crisp and clear. The
pistolgrip hardwood stock and handguard remain in good overall condition with numerous scattered dings, dents, tiny chips, a small crack
forward of the triggerguard and handling marks. The sling swivels and original sights are all intact. An interesting piece that would make a
neat addition to any military collection. (1X138446-10)
2350. PARRIS-DUNN DUMMY TRAINING RIFLE 24” barrel. This Mark 1 U.S. Navy training rifle retains 60% black finish with expected
scratches and oxidation staining. The wood stock rates very good with scratches and handling marks. The barrel band is intact but slightly
loose and the fixed front and flip-up rear sights are still with the trainer. (1X98585-148)
2351. DAISY MODEL 1894 CARBINE AIR RIFLE serial #1020942, BB Gun, 19 1/2” barrel. This 1894 Commemorative Winchester-style
carbine’s receiver and barrel band retain 95% of its original gold paint with scratches, high edge wear and oxidation stains. The octagon
barrel and cylinder retain 95% of their original black paint with scratches and light oxidation staining. The plastic stock rates near excellent
with scratches and handling marks but the forend is loose and separated at the seam. A piece of tape is currently keeping it together. The
model numbers and etchings are visible. This is a great find for the air rifle collector. (1X8657-68S20920A)
2352. MISCELLANEOUS LOT This lot consists of two items. First is a black nylon right hand Uncle Mike’s Sidekick size 3 belt holster for
medium double action revolvers with 5-6 1/2” barrel length. It features a retention strap with snap and is in excellent condition. Second is
a 14 1/2” hardwood club that has some light dings and handling marks. It is in very good condition and was likely used as a fish whomper
to control large aggressive game fish. (1X48541-27S20937A)
2353. NATIVE AMERICAN ARTIFACTS LOT This lot consists of (3) artifacts. The first is a diamond / crescent banner stone roughly 2 3/4”
x 1 1/4” of dark granite. The second is an approximately 5 1/2” figure head pipe of granite or soapstone. The stem is about 3” long and
the figure head at the front has long flowing hair swept back toward the bowl. The last piece is an approximately 5 1/2” long x 2 3/8” wide
smoothed granite gouge (adze) with a round hand fitting rear and a slightly grooved concave with rounded cutting face and convex back
side. The adze would be used as a hand tool rather than hafted. (1X86935-20B)
2354. AO SIGHT LOT This lot consists of an AO Sight Systems AO Lever Scout Mount for the Marlin 1894 rifles. The mount is in is original
packaging and is in like new condition. (2X46850-10C)
2355. RING LOT This lot consists of three sets of blued 1” scope rings. First is a set of Weaver low height rings that include a set of bases numbered #26 and #20A. Next is a set of Leupold style medium height rings. Last are a set of Holden Boresighter see-thru ring mounts that
are not model marked but are for round top receivers and do not include the mounting screws. The Holden rings are covered is a black
residue, possibly resulting from black powder shooting, the other items are in excellent condition. (1X48189-1D)
2356. GERMAN LUFTSCHUTZ HELMET LOT This lot consists of a German beaded Luftschutz helmet. The helmet has a gray Feldgrau paint
that is turning to a gray oxidized patina with scattered dust staining and some light flaking. The interior has the same dark gray Feldgrau
that is an overall oxidized patina with some heavy flaking at the top of dome giving way to oxidation underneath and scattered dust staining.
The left side is marked “Q64” and there do not appear to be any other stampings inside the helmet. The liner is coming loose on the sides, it
shows scattered crazing and dirt staining. There is no chinstrap present. The front of the helmet has a white Luftschutz decal with scattered
light flaking and dirt staining. (1X208621-39)
2357. LOT OF GUN CASES This is a lot of four cases for long guns, all with hard plastic outer shells and foam interiors. The first one is by
Gun Guard, capable of holding two guns and features four metal latches and dual carry handles. The next two are by Flambeau Outdoors
beginning with one that retains its original label identifying it as model 6470SE from the Safe Shot line and is contoured to fit a scoped gun
and the other is an oversized single gun case. The last one is a Doskosport that like the Flambeau examples features a molded carry handle
and four plastic closure latches; it is a bit shorter than the others in this lot, as it measures 48”, the others about 54”. This is an excellent
condition lot with the exteriors showing very minor spots of dirt and a few scratches and the convoluted foam strips showing little indication
of use. (1X76019-31D)
2358. LOT OF GUN CASES This lot consists of two hard cases. The first case is a very good plus brown Protecto Kaddy measuring 32 1/2” x 14
1/2” x 3” with a gray foam interior. The exterior has light scratches and handling marks and secured with three clasps and it has two plastic
handles. The second case is a very good plus brown Gun Guard case measuring 47” x 8 3/4” x 4” with gray foam interior. The exterior has
light scratches and handling marks and secured with four clasps with two plastic handles. (1X95464-2C)
2359. GUN CASE LOT This lot consists of very good plus Aries Custom metal aluminum case measuring 36” x 9 1/2” x 4” with red felt that
looks to be configured for two shotguns. The exterior has scratches and dents and is secured with two turn style clasps and a lock with
key included and metal handle. (1X95464-2A)
2360. GUN CASE LOT This lot consists of a very good hardwood takedown rifle case measuring 30’ x 8” x 1 3/4” with green felt interior. The
exterior has multiple scratches, scuffs and is secured with two metal clasps and is equipped with a leather handle. (1X95464-2E)
2361. LOT OF GUN CASES This lot consists of six long gun cases with hard outer shells with five being of hard plastic with foam interiors and
from various manufacturers. The lengths range from 48” to 52”, the widths from 7 1/2” to 13”. The last one is by Gunest which is of compressed wood with a vinyl shell and a fabric interior that is fitted to hold a scoped gun and has a compartment for accessories. The overall
condition of the lot is very good with all components intact and functional and with minor wear and abrasions. (1X76019-31F)
2362. LOT OF GUN CASES This lot consists of two cases for long guns beginning with a Gun Guard with a black hard plastic outer shell
measuring 52”x11”x4 1/2” and featuring a molded wildlife scene on each side, metal frame and four latches. The exterior rates excellent
with very minor wear and dirt and the foam interior is in a somewhat lesser state retaining the impression of a previously stored gun and
showing some mild staining. The other case is a fully functional zippered soft sleeve by Field & Stream with a tan fabric exterior and brown
vinyl trim, equipped with dual handles and an auxillary snap pouch having some light staining and a small tear in the trim. (1X78331-5)
2363. GUN CASE LOT This is a long gun case with a metal exterior measuring 52”x14”x4 1/2” with surfaces showing areas of discoloration and
a few dirt spots. The fully intact case by Aluminum Box Mfg. features two lockable metal latches, sturdy carry handle and thick foam interior
showing little wear and a few small stains. (1X77759-3B)
2364. GUN CASE LOT This is a hard plastic case by Gun Guard measuring 26”x13”x5” with three layers of interior foam making it ideal for multiple hand guns or a take-down long arm and showing minimal wear and a couple of minor stains. The tan exterior shows minor scratches,
metal reinforced edges, dual carry handles and metal latches. (1X76031-15B)
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2365. GUN CASE LOT This lot consists of a very good heavy duty Browning waterproof travel vault measuring 35 1/2” x 13 1/2” x 5” with gray foam
interior. This orange hard case has numerous scratches and scuffs. It is secured with 4 clasps and a heavy duty carry handle. (1X95464-2D)
2366. LOT OF GUN CASES This lot consists of six padded soft cases for long guns beginning with two by Allen in excellent condition with
zippered nylon shells with lengths of 53” and followed by two 46” long vinyl examples by Red Head that are capable of holding scoped guns
and with zippers at the butt end, including one that does not fully close. The next one is also configured for a scoped gun, a Featherweight
that is 45” long with a full length zipper, reinforced muzzle end and moderate mildew staining. The last one is a Lyan & Coulson with strap
and buckle closure, a 48” long vinyl shell, leather sling and faux fur interior and rating near very good with wear, soiling and some cracking
and seam separation occurring at the leather reinforcement areas. (1X78491-9)
2367. LOT OF GUN SLEEVES This lot includes nine various style and material rifle sleeves. There are three cloth tie-style measuring from 48”
to 52” in length and six zippered measuring 50” to 52” in length. The cases are from multiple manufacturers and made of canvas or leather
and all are in good to very good condition. (1X108570-49) [Calhoun L.H. Howard Collection]
2368. LOT OF GUN CASES This lot consists of five protective cases for hand guns beginning with two hard plastic examples by Doskosport
that are suitable for single, average size hand guns. The black exteriors rate excellent and feature 2” wide plastic latches and molded
handles; the interiors exhibit minimal wear and a few minor stains. The next one is also of hard plastic, this by Outers with a brown outer
rating excellent and with dual metal latches, sturdy carry handle and four layers of foam showing mild wear and soiling. The next one is
a well-constructed home-made wood case measuring 12”x9”x3” showing some minor edge wear and with a dark brown applied finish,
metal hinged back and dual latches and the interior is fitted with foam inserts retaining a partial impression of a previously stored gun. The
last item is a 15” long zippered pistol rug with a vinyl shell showing evidence of contact with an adhesive and a faux fur interior showing
moderate wear. (1X78278-41)
2369. U.S. ARMORY SHOULDER KNOT LOT This lot consists of two U.S. Army gold shoulder knots and a black tin. The shoulder knots
show some light dirt and dust staining from the years. The black tin shows scattered flaking, oxidation and some dirt staining. (208357-13)
2370. LOT OF CABLE LOCKS This lot consists of eight assorted cable locks. All will fit a myriad of firearms and could be used to secure other
items as well. All have key locks with the keys included, most are in their original packaging. (2X47882-16B)
2371. LOT OF M1 CARBINE ACCESSORIES This lot includes four items. First is an M15 grenade sight without mounting disc that is
wrapped in cosmoline, in excellent condition and includes a range chart and instruction sheet. Second is an unmarked carry case for the
aforementioned item that has light mildew staining and in good overall condition. Third are two OD green canvas magazine pouches, one
U.S. marked, both with light to perhaps moderate mildew staining and in overall good condition. (1X108570-10B)
2372. FRAMED A.B. FROST PRINT LOT This lot
consists of a framed and matted brown and white copy
of A.B Frost’s “A Tempting Shot”. The view measures 13
1/2” x 10 1/4”, with a salmon colored border and the
external dimensions of the wooden frame are 15 1/2”
x 19 1/2”. The back of the frame is labeled “A Temping
Shot / Hunting Shooting Waterfowl Ducks / By A. B.
Frost / Indian Canoe, Rice Lake, Minnesota / Published
in Harper Weekly / October 24, 1885”. The condition
rating is excellent. (1X218474-1)
2373. HELMET LOT This lot consists of an unmarked
dark gray Brodie style helmet. The helmet shows scattered flaking paint, staining and oxidation. The inside
of the helmet appears to be painted white and shows
scattered oxidation staining and flaking. The liner is
intact and shows scattered soiling and some crazing.
(3X206856-11A)
2374. CHALLENGER PLAINSMAN CO2 AIR
PISTOL .22 cal., 5 1/8” barrel. This air pistol retains
98% blue finish with scratches, light flaking and freckling. The plastic two piece grips rate very good with
scratches and handling marks. The front strap has the
letters “J.C. XXX H.D.” carved in it. (1X98446-64)
2375. CROSMAN MODEL 112 CO2 AIR PISTOL
serial #285512, .22 cal., 8 1/8” barrel. This air pistol
retains 90% original blue finish with scratches, flaking
and oxidation. The plastic brown one piece grip rates
2372
very good with some handling marks. (1X98446-45)
2376. HY-SCORE MODEL 815 AIR PISTOL .22 cal., 7 1/8” barrel. This break barrel air pistol retains 99% original blue finish with light scratches
and handling marks. The hard plastic light gray frame and checkered grips rate excellent with light scratches and handling marks. This air
pistol is equipped with a hooded front and an adjustable rear sight. Should prove to be a fun plinker. (1X98673-9)
2377. CROSMAN MODEL 150 CO2 AIR PISTOL 22 cal., 6” barrel. This air pistol retains 95% blue finish with scratches and oxidation staining
present. The two toned white and blue colored plastic one piece grip rate very good with some scratches. This air pistol is the first Type 1
variation with a rotating adjustable power cocking knob. (1X98447-38)
2378. BENJAMIN MODEL 177 AIR PISTOL .177 cal., 7” barrel. This pump up pneumatic air pistol retains 90% black finish with light scratches
and the grips rate excellent. (2X98447-55)
2379. RARE CROSMAN JC HIGGINS MODEL 150 CO2 AIR PISTOL .22 cal., 6” barrel. This air pistol retains 75% blue finish with
scratches, oxidation staining and some freckling. The gray textured frame rates very good with mild discoloration and the plastic two tone
white and gray grips rate excellent. The bolt cover has the numbers “465354” and “364961” stamped on it. (1X98447-49)
2380. DAISY POWER LINE MODEL 747 TARGET AIR PISTOL .177 cal., 9 1/2” barrel. This air pistol retains 99% original black finish with
light scratches and handling marks. The walnut right handed target grips rate excellent with some discoloration. The rear dovetail sight is
adjustable. (1X98446-50)
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2381. CHALLENGER PLAINSMAN PNEUMATIC AIR PISTOL .22 cal., 8 1/4” barrel. This air pistol with adjustable rear sight retains 75%
blue finish that is thinning in many areas and has scattered scratches, freckling and oxidation staining. The two piece grooved brown plastic
grips rate good with a small piece missing on the right panel. (1X98446-62)
2382. APACHE FIREBALL SECOND VARIATION AIR PISTOL .25 cal., 8 1/4” barrel. This aluminum alloy air pistol has scratches, some
pitting and handling marks. The barrel is a brown patina and the walnut grips rate good with scratches and flaking. (1X98446-59)
2383. BSA SCORPION AIR PISTOL serial #PA9854, .177 cal., 8” barrel. This large air pistol retains 95% original blue finish with scratches,
handling marks and light freckling. The rear sight is broken off but parts are still with the pistol. The spring piston cocking mechanism is
not functional. (1X98446-57)
2384. CROSMAN MODEL 116 CO2 AIR PISTOL serial #294719, .22 cal., 6” barrel. This air pistol retains 90% original black enamel finish
with spots of scattered flaking throughout. The brown plastic grips rate excellent and this pistol comes in its original brown box in good
condition with tattered edges and gouges. Included is one very good 13” long external CO2 cylinder with 10 ounce capacity. (1X98446-93)
2385. CROSMAN MODEL 115 CO2 AIR PISTOL serial #328059, .177 cal., 6” barrel. This air pistol retains 99% original black enamel finish
with small scratches. The brown plastic grips rate excellent and this pistol comes in its original brown box in good condition with tattered
edges and gouges. One 13” long external CO2 cylinder with 10 ounce capacity that is in excellent condition is included. One authorized
repair station sheet is included that is dated February 1952. (1X98446-141)
2386. CROSMAN MODEL 600 CO2 SEMI-AUTOMATIC AIR PISTOL serial #070608, .22 cal., 5 3/4” barrel. This air pistol retains 99%
black finish with light flaking near the end of cylinder and worn finish on some high edges. This air pistol comes in its original factory box
that is in very good condition but it has one flap torn with slightly tattered edges and scratches. The operating instructions, parts list, barrel
mop, half full pellgun oil tube and three CO2 cartridges are included. (1X98446-98)
2387. CROSMAN MODEL 600 CO2 SEMI-AUTOMATIC AIR PISTOL serial #530689, .22 cal., 5 3/4” barrel. This air pistol retains 95%
black finish with light flaking throughout, worn finish on some high edges and scattered dings. This air pistol comes in its original factory
box that is in good condition but it has two flaps torn with slightly tattered edges, scratches and masking tape applied on the top cover. The
operating instructions, parts list, barrel mop and near empty pellgun oil tube are included. (1X98446-99)
2388. CROSMAN MODEL 600 CO2 SEMI-AUTOMATIC AIR PISTOL serial #417546, .22 cal., 5 3/4” barrel. This air pistol retains 99%
black finish with light flaking near the end of the cylinder and worn finish on some high edges. This air pistol comes in its original factory
box that is in good condition and has one flap torn with slightly tattered edges and scratches. The operating instructions, parts list and sales
guide are included. (1X98446-97)
2389. HY-SCORE MODEL 804 SPORTSTER REPEATER AIR PISTOL serial #905500, with .177 cal. rifled barrel and .177 smooth bore
interchangeable 7 3/4” barrels. This high power air pistol retains 99% original blue finish with light scratches, some worn finish on high
edges and a few dings. It comes in its original factory box that is in very good condition with some discoloration and tattered corners. This
air pistol can also fire .22 cal. pellets with the correct barrel (not included). (1X98446-88)
2390. HAMMERLI SINGLE MODEL D CO2 AIR PISTOL serial #07793, .177 cal., 4 3/4” barrel. This high quality Swiss manufactured air pistol
retains 99% original finish with light scratches. The brown plastic checkered grips rate excellent. The black parkerized frame is in excellent
condition with some handling marks. The pistol comes in its original box that is in fair condition with all four flaps torn and two have been
repaired with tape. Additional parts, seals and
springs are included. One full Meisterkugeln
pellet case, instructions and three manuals are
stored in the box. (1X98446-136)
2391. DIANAWERK MODEL 6 AIR PISTOL serial
2393
#11082, .177 cal., 7” barrel. This German made
air pistol retains 98% blue finish with some light
scratches and handling marks. The gray plastic stock has a thumb rest for a right handed
shooter. This air pistol has a globe front sight
and adjustable rear sight. It comes in its original
Styrofoam box with plastic cover that is in good
condition with discoloration and scratches on
the plastic top. A German instruction guide and
spare seals are included. (1X98446-128)
2392. HY-SCORE MODEL 815 AIR PISTOL .177
cal., 8” barrel. This German made air pistol retains
98% original blue finish with some light scratches and freckling. The plastic stock has a thumb
rest for a right handed shooter. This air pistol
has a globe front sight and target rear sight. It
comes in its original Styrofoam box with plastic
cover that is in good condition with discoloration
and scratches on the plastic top. (1X98446-129)
2393. FULL PHEASANT MOUNT A vintage full mount in natural setting inside a handmade
glass display case measuring 38 1/2”x26”x8 1/2”. The birds color has faded slightly and it remains in overall near excellent condition. (8768-1) [Please note: Shipping will not be available
for this item]
2394. GERMAN LUFTSCHUTZ HELMET This lot consists of a German Luftschutz helmet
with a dark blue paint. The exterior shows some added paint, light flaking, some scuffing and
minor oxidation. The interior has the same dark blue paint with some minor flaking, scattered
freckling and dirt staining. The rear is stamped “RL2-40/2/Hochstpreis Rmk.8.-”, there is
a white label that reads “Vertrieb genehmight/gemab 8 Luftschutzgesetz” and a second
torn white label that reads in part “fweite :57”. The black liner shows scattered crazing
and dust staining. The chinstrap has overall crazing and light flaking. An interesting
Luftschutz helmet overall. (207879-440BP) [Craig Brown Collection]
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2395. MOUNTAIN LION This lot includes a full standing mount of a
mature lion pausing mid-stride to
check the surroundings. The cat is
2395
mounted to a base that resembles a
rocky terrain and measures 70”x3”x45”.
The overall condition is good as the cat
has spots where the hide has dried and
cracked and it is uncertain if they could
be repaired. These spots are located at the
top of the tail and the right rear quarter and
there is a small section under the tail as well.
The front side of the mount is well kept and
if placed strategically still makes an attractive
looking mount. (2X108305-1) [This item must
be picked up. Shipping is not available]
2396. LOT OF GUN CASES This is a lot
of four cases for long guns beginning
with a Gun Guard with a hard plastic outer shell featuring molded
wildlife scenes and measuring
51”x13”x4”. The exterior shows
just a few faint handling marks
and is equipped with four fully
intact metal latches and dual
plastic carry handles. The foam
lined interior is virtually free of
wear with only a couple of minor abrasions observed. The other three cases in this lot are padded and zippered soft sleeves with reinforced
muzzle ends beginning with an excellent condition one by Allen with nylon shell that has a length of 53”, a zippered outer pocket, dual padded
carry handles and adjustable sling. The other two have vinyl exteriors, also with fully functioning zippers and carry handles beginning with
one with no maker name and with a length of 51” with mild dirt and staining. The last one is by Sears with a length of 45” and configured
for a scoped gun. The shell shows the remnants of an applied identification label and only very light wear. (1X78140-42S20284A)
2397. COMMERCIAL M1 CARBINE TELESCOPING BUTTSTOCK This is a nice quality walnut and
blued steel buttstock, inletted for an M1 carbine. It is one piece with
a shaped pistolgrip and has a blued steel telescoping buttstock with
steel rods that run the left and right of the body of the stock, affixed
with flat blued steel plates just above the pistolgrip proper, tightening
with a knurled thumb nut. The stock includes a band spring and stock
iron attaching screw, they are not installed, and it appears very much as
though some final fitting or inletting may need to be done to the stock
itself. It is unused, as-new. No handguard is included. (38832-8)
2398. BRASS PRITCHETT PATTERN NOSE POUR BULLET MOULD
This is a single cavity Pritchett pattern brass mould with a clean cavity
and a steel hollow base insert. It is .451” for use with a paper patched
bullet. The overall length is about 8” with the cavity block being more or
2398
less 1” square. The brass is a dull goldenrod patina with the pivot a silvery
gray, the sprue cutter a blue-gray with some very light pitting on its top
surface, it does not affect the function of this nice-quality mould. (37575-1)
2399. BRASS TRANTER BULLET MOULD This is a single cavity bullet
mould for a 54 bore (44 caliber) Tranter revolver, the projectile widely
belted and the mould cavity very clean. The mould is 5 1/4” overall length
with a fairly long blued steel sprue cutter which is marked “54”. The mould
shows a number of dings and tiny impact marks on its base, no doubt from
2399
being “tapped” over the years as it was being used. The brass surfaces
are a dull tarnished ochre patina and the sprue cutoff is a mix of bluedull pewter and brown oxidation, showing some light pitting, it does
not affect the function of the sprue cutter or mould. An excellent
accessory for your cased Tranter revolver. (37575-2)
2400. COLT DUAL CAVITY BULLET MOULD This is a blued steel
dual cavity Colts Patent bullet mould for the 1860 Army and Dragoon revolvers. It features conical and round projectile cavities,
the cavities rating excellent. The sprue cutter is marked
“Colts Patent, the right leg of the mould is marked
2400
both “44H” and “C”. The front portion of the
mould retains some strong traces of original
blue, the rear handles have been fashioned
by a blacksmith to be longer and more flat,
to accept hardwood handles with ferrules which are no
longer present. The overall length of the mould is now 6”.
Really a very nice quality mould in a very fine state of condition with
2401
period-of-used modifications. (37040-2)
2401. QUALITY IVORY HANDLED NIPPLE WRENCH This is a nice quality
turned steel, brass ferruled ivory-handled nipple or spanner wrench for a percussion pistol, revolver or small caliber rifle. The overall length
is about 5” with the square nipple recess roughly .200” square. The turned steel portion is a dull pewter patina showing evidence of some
very light oxidation staining from many years ago, the brass ferrule a dull goldenrod patina, the ivory handle showing some ancient age
crackling and a drying crack near the ferrule. A very good-quality nipple wrench for a nice casing. (37575-4)
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2402. BRITISH COMBINATION TOOL LOT This lot consists of two British pattern
1855 combination tools. The first example is roughly 4 7/8” long, is Y-shaped and has
screw-off ball puller at its top section at the apex of the Y and a patch worm on the
right leg of the Y. The rear features a nipple pick and there is a square cut at the very
base of the tool for nipple removal or installation. This example also features a main spring
clamp three quarters of the way down its length, likely making this a sergeant’s tool. The body is
turned and there is crosshatched metal checkering on two flat spots where the mainspring clamp is.
This tool is an overall dull gunmetal gray patina with a couple spots of very light oxidation staining. The
2402
other example is slightly smaller and the accessory tools are missing, being only the basic Y-shaped
tool itself with nipple wrench and mainspring clamp, the rear nipple pick is still present. This example is
an overall soft brown and plum patina showing light oxidation. A good group of accessories, perhaps
to accompany your pattern 1855 Enfield musket. (37097-13)
2403. MARBLES NO. 2-P SAFETY AXE This is a Marbles No.2-P safety axe measuring just shy of
11” overall length with 4” blade from edge to pole. The axe shows perhaps 90% original nickel plate,
showing light oxidation staining here and there, the flaked areas primarily on the pivoting safety cover
and one on the body of the hatchet itself, the base metal beneath being a pewter patina. This example
features the downward-folding rear pick, its hole is present but the piece is no longer present. The hard
rubber gutta-percha handles rate about very good, each showing cracks at their attaching screw, the
obverse side showing two moderate chips missing at its base (the panel with the dog and rabbit
scene). This is an original Marbles axe with the Gladstone Michigan, WL Marble legend on the
gutta-percha handle. The fold-down blade guard works as-design and the axe rates
a very good overall. (37040-1)
2404. BATTLE OF THE BULGE BASTOGNE COMMEMORATIVE PLAQUE
This is a 5 1/4” octagonal brass plaque, cast-in-relief, depicting Gen. McAuliffe’s
holding of the town of Bastogne France during the Battle of the Bulge. A German
soldier is shown handing a piece of paper to the Allied soldier, no doubt a depiction
2403
of the general. This depiction was the German request that the 101st airborne holding
the town surrender or face total annihilation. Gen. McAuliffe’s legendary reply to them
“Nuts”. The top of the plaque reads “Airborne”, the bottom “Bastogne”, “Nuts” is in between
the two soldiers. There is a single tab on the back for suspending or hanging the plaque for
display purposes. This comes in a small wooden finger jointed box. (37392-4)
2405. PACT CHRONOGRAPH PRINTER This is a printer to be used in conjunction with your chronograph screens, acting as a ballistic computer. Manufacturer of bullet, caliber, bullet weight can be set, velocity
can be set and the computer will calculate drop or holdover at given ranges as well as giving you the velocity data.
No sky screens are included however the cables etc. for hooking the instrument up to your sky screens is all present. An
owner’s manual is included that walks you through setting up the printer and your sky screens. A black cordura carry case
is included. (37494-20)
2406. CANADIAN MARK III MORTAR CLINOMETER This is an aluminum and brass clinometer for accurately gauging
elevation in degrees of your mortar tube. The scale marked 0 through 90°, the sliding brass housing with a small bubble which
centers when the correct degree of elevation is met. It is marked “Clinometer, Mortar, Mk.III”, the opposite side serial numbered 29C, 1942-dated and broad arrow/C
marked. This comes in a leather carry case
2406
dated 1940’s for the Mk. I and broad arrow
marked as well. Overall very good with some
minor oxidation. (38834-4)
2407. WOODEN DISPLAY CASE This
hardwood dovetailed case measures 15” by
8 5/8” and is for the display of two percussion pistols, the inletting appears to accommodate 1851 Navys, however similar pistols
would no doubt fit. The interior has a light
purple lining, there is a brass closure hasp
on the front. The box appears to be cherry
and maple and rates excellent. (37590-1, 2)
2408. SEDGLEY 1929 FLARE GUN serial #2486, 25mm, 4” barrel with an excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 93% original blue with scattered light freckling. The
hard rubber grip frame rates very good with
scattered handling marks and dirt staining.
The grip has an “S” in a circle for Sedgley
and the barrel is properly marked by the
Lake Erie Chemical company. (208753-32)
{NON-GUN}
(50/100)
2409. REMINGTON 870 BARREL 12 ga., 28” ventilated rib barrel with a bright excellent bore choked modified. The barrel retains about 95%
original blue, loss due to light rub wear and thin scratches primarily along the bottom from prior installation. (58740-36)
2410. WINCHESTER MODEL 12 STOCK & BARREL The 20 ga., plain barrel measures 27 3/4”, is choked full with a bright excellent bore and
is complete with magazine tube and slide. The metal surfaces retain 85-90% evenly thinning blue finish that is toning to brown with spots
of light fine oxidation staining, operational wear along the magazine tube and has had the serial number removed. The grooved forend rates
near excellent with a couple of light handling marks and spots of flaking varnish. The stock has a hard rubber W.R.A. buttplate that is in very
good condition with some areas in the checkering that are filled in with what is likely dirt, dust and other related particles. The stock rates
very good with scattered light handling marks and has a few minor dings atop the wrist with areas of flaking varnish. (108825-75D33107B)
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2411. JAPANESE SHOULDER BOARD LOT This lot consists of a single Japanese naval shoulder
board. The board is dark blue and gold color with a single naval button with cherry blossom. Included
is the lower half of a white box in poor condition with Japanese writing on the back. (208379-12K)
2412. JAPANESE SHOULDER BOARD LOT This lot consists of two Japanese naval shoulder
boards. The boards are colored dark blue, white and gold with a single naval button in the center with
a cherry blossom. The boards show some minor dirt staining and an original white Japanese box is
included that shows a couple tears at edges and has Japanese characters on the front. (208379-12G)
2413. JAPANESE SHOULDER BOARD LOT This
lot consists of two Japanese naval shoulder boards. The
boards are colored dark blue, light purple and gold. They
have a single naval button with cherry blossom and two
stars. The cloth shows some light staining and the stars
show some tarnishing. The original white Japanese box is
included that has three tears on the corners of the lid and
Japanese characters on the front. (208379-12H)
2414. JAPANESE SHOULDER BOARD LOT This
lot consists of two Japanese naval shoulder boards. The
boards are colored dark blue, light purple and gold. The
boards have one naval button with cherry blossom, one
2412
star, and a slot for an additional star which are present
but separate from the boards. The boards show minor dirt
staining and the stars show tarnishing. The original white
Japanese box is included that has a tear on one side of lid
and Japanese characters on the front. (208379-12I)
2415. JAPANESE SHOULDER BOARD LOT This lot
consists of two Japanese naval shoulder boards. The boards
2413
are dark blue and gold. The boards have one naval button
with cherry blossom and two stars. The boards show minor dust staining. An original unmarked Japanese box is
included that is in tender condition. (208379-12J)
2416. WINCHESTER 1882 LOADING TOOL This lot
includes a hand loading tool in 32 W.C.F. with metal surfaces that retain 95% plus original blue finish with scattered
light oxidation staining, several light scratches and spots
of wear consistent with use that have toned to brown. The
tool does not come with a de-capping pin and does have
a partial period box that shows overall light to moderate
scuffing in areas along the seams with partial separations
and ingrained dirt staining. The right side is missing from
the top and the box remains in poor condition. (108818-7)
2414
2417. GUN SLEEVES Lot consists of 10 zippered padded
sleeves varying in size from 69” to 41” in good condition made from leather, canvas and nylon
material. Also included is one tooled leather rifle scabbard in fair condition. (227390-7)
2418. SCOPED RIFLE HARD CASE 50” Plano AirGlide scoped rifle hard case in brand new condition.
Comes with booklet and foam blocks for vertical rifle travel. [extra shipping cost applies] (227467-1)
2419. GUN SLEEVE One zippered padded GunMate rifle sleeve in good condition, color green.
(226365-2)
2415
2420. GUN SLEEVES Lot of four gun sleeves, two are 40”,
two are 44”. All are canvas and nylon material and are in
good condition (223667-8A)
2421. RIFLE HARD CASE Plano Protector series rifle hard
case in very good condition. Padding is very good with
slight staining throughout. (224318-16A)
2422. GUN SLEEVES This lot consists of 13 zippered gun
sleeves varying in length from 40” – 56”. Sleeve materials
are leather, canvas and nylon. All sleeves are in good
condition. (226679)
2423. SCOPED RIFLE HARD CASE 50” Plano AirGlide
scoped rifle hard case in good condition. Comes with
foam blocks for vertical rifle travel. Case also includes a
small Plano accessory tray. [extra shipping cost applies]
(226070-54)
2424. RIFLE HARD CASES Lot of five hard cases, three are
48” and the remaining two are 53”. All five cases are black
and range from fair to good condition. [extra shipping
cost applies] (227023-26)
2425. RIFLE HARD CASES Lot of four black 52” hard cases.
All are in very good condition (228048-14A)
2426. GUN SLEEVES This lot contains four gun sleeves, three
are padded and zippered and one is canvas. The padded
2416
sleeves are in good condition, the canvas sleeve has a
small tear at the barrel end. (223391-8B)
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2427. GUN SLEEVES Four leather zippered gun sleeves in good condition. (224005-1B)
2428. GUN SLEEVE US Military canvas gun sleeve in good condition. At some point sleeve appears to have been repaired with blue stitching. (227023)
2429. GUN SLEEVE 52” zippered padded gun sleeve with small outside zipper pocket. Sleeve has tears throughout the interior. (226269-7)
2430. GUN SLEEVES Lot of seven gun sleeves of various length. Sleeve materials are leather, nylon and canvas. All sleeves have zippers and
padding and are in good condition. (227066-8)
2431. GUN SOCKS Lot of six Bore Store rifle socks in good condition. Socks are grey and approximately 48” in length. Very good condition. (227053)
2432. GUN SLEEVES This lot consists of 10 padded zippered sleeves of various lengths. Sleeve materials are canvas, leather and nylon. Some
of the sleeves have small signs of wear. Overall, lot is in good condition. (226679)
2433. RIFLE HARD CASES Lot of 15 black rifle hard cases. This lot mostly consists of Plano Gun Guard cases used for AR-15 and similar style
rifles. All cases are in very good condition and are 48” long. (226592-1)
2434. SCOPED RIFLE HARD CASES Lot of four 50” Plano AirGlide scoped rifle hard cases in good condition, cases show some slight signs
of use. All come with foam blocks for vertical rifle travel. [extra shipping cost applies] (226224-1)
2435. DOUBLE RIFLE HARD CASE This Vanguard by Guardforce case has room for 2 scoped rifles and measures 52” x 14”. This case includes
double latches with padlock receptacles, a carrying handle and wheels, perfect for air travel. [extra shipping cost applies] (227416-1)
2436. RIFLE HARD CASE Black hard case, exterior shows minor signs of use and the interior padding is excellent. This is a Plano Gun Guard
typically accompanying a Bushmaster rifle. 42” overall length. (228297-4)
2437. RIFLE HARD CASE Orange hard case, size is 52” x 13.5”. Case and padding are in good condition, one of four latches is missing. [extra
shipping cost applies] (226292-6)
2438. RIFLE HARD CASES Lot of 3 hard cases, 2 cases are 53” x 13.5”, the remaining case is 53” x 10”. All three cases have very good exteriors
with excellent padding on the interior. (226592-2,3,4)
2439. GUN SLEEVES Lot of 6 zippered and padded gun sleeves. Materials included are leather, canvas and nylon. Sleeves range from 48” –
54”. (226292-7B)
2440. RIFLE HARD CASE Aluminum hard case measuring 53” long by 13” wide. The outside of the case shows signs of use and is in good
condition, the inside padding is in very good condition. [extra shipping cost applies] (227416-2)
2441. GUN SLEEVE/HARD CASE LOT This lot contains seven gun sleeves and two hard cases. The sleeves are approx. 52” in length and the
sleeve materials are nylon and leather. The first hard case is 48” x 9”, the second is 53” x 11”. All sleeves and hard cases are in very good
condition. [extra shipping cost applies] (227152-1)
2442. GUN SLEEVES/HARD CASE This lot consists of 12 gun sleeves approx. 52” in length. Seven sleeves are padded and zippered while
the remaining five are open-ended. Sleeve materials are leather and nylon. This lot also includes a 49” x 9” hard case and a zippered leather
case of the same size. The overall condition of the lot is very good with slight cosmetic damage on 2 of the sleeves. [extra shipping cost
applies] (228726-37)
2443. GUN SLEEVES Lot of four gun sleeves all approx. 52”. Three nylon sleeves are zippered and padded and one leather sleeve is open
ended. (224299)
2444. GUN SLEEVES This lot contains seven zippered and padded gun sleeves and one gun sock. Sleeve materials are leather and nylon and
all are approx. 52”. (227904-30)
2445. GUN SLEEVES Lot of five zippered and padded gun sleeves. All sleeves are 52” long, sleeve materials are leather and nylon. Entire lot is
in very good condition. (227701-9)
2446. RIFLE HARD CASE Lot of two hard cases, both are 53” x 13.5”. Exterior and interiors are in very good condition. (227342-2,3)
2447. RIFLE HARD CASE Black hard case, 53” x 13”. Interior and exterior of case are in excellent condition. (224040-1)
2448. GUN SLEEVES Four zippered padded gun sleeves, three at 48”, one at 45”. Sleeve materials are leather and canvas, this lot is in very
good condition. (226519-535)
2449. LOT OF GRIPS This lot consists of five pair of grips for the Colt Single Action Army or similar revolvers. Three pairs are faux ivory, two
pairs are pearlite faux mother-of-pearl. All have grip screws, all are as new. (37714-88)
2450. LOT OF SMITH & WESSON GRIPS This lot consists of two pairs of factory Smith and Wesson target style grips with silver S&W
medallions. The first is a smooth pair of Goncalo Alves for square butt Smith & Wesson K frame revolvers, rating excellent. The second pair
is factory checkered walnut, also for a K frame square butt, rating very good plus showing a few light flakes. The center of the checkered
grip does not have a diamond, its top section relieved slightly for ejector clearance, the smooth grips have a half moon cut for speed loader
clearance. (37714-88A)
2451. LOT OF SMITH & WESSON GRIPS This lot consists of two pairs of factory walnut Smith & Wesson grips, one service style, one target
style, both with silver S&W medallions. The service-style grips are for a square butt K frame with diamond-checkering, numbered 202145 on
their interior. They rate about excellent. The checkered target style grips are also for a K frame square butt and rate about excellent. There
is no diamond at the center of the checkering and the upper portion of the grip is relieved for cartridge ejection. (37714-88B)
2452. LOT OF SMITH & WESSON GRIPS This lot consists of two pairs of factory walnut Smith & Wesson grips, one service style, one target
style, both with silver S&W medallions. The service-style grips are for a square butt K frame with diamond-checkering, numbered 123819
on their interior. They rate excellent. The checkered target style grips are for an N frame square butt and rate about excellent. There is no
diamond at the center of the checkering and the upper portion of the grip is relieved for cartridge ejection. (37714-88C)
2453. LOT OF SMITH & WESSON GRIPS This lot consists of three pairs of factory Smith & Wesson grips, one service style, one target style,
one finger groove, all with silver S&W medallions. The service-style grips are walnut for a round butt J frame with no diamond at center
of checkering. They rate about excellent. The checkered target style grips are walnut for an N frame square butt and rate about excellent.
There is no diamond at the center of the checkering and the upper portion of the grip is relieved for cartridge ejection. The smooth finger
groove grips are Goncalo Alves and fit a J frame square butt. They rate excellent as well with clearance for ejection and a bit of scratching
around the left grip screw hole. (37714-88D)
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2454. LOT OF SMITH & WESSON GRIPS This lot consists of two pairs of Smith & Wesson grips, one factory, one aftermarket. The smooth
Goncalo Alves finger groove grips with silver S&W medallions fit a J frame square butt revolver. They rate excellent and are relieved for
cartridge ejection. The aftermarket grips fit a Smith & Wesson 41 target pistol and are for a right-handed shooter. The right grip is near
fully checkered, the left has checkering only along its front edge and is equipped with a thumb rest.
There are three grip screws included and they rate excellent. (37714-88E)
2455. EXCELLENT ANTIQUE MANHATTAN NAVY MODE L
2455
LEATHER FLAP HOLSTER
This is an antique leather flap
holster manufactured by Garrett
Roberts, United States holster
contractor. Holster construction
is five piece: body billet, flap,
flap strap billet, belt loop billet and
muzzlecap. The leather is overall supple and
flexible with remnants of some light crackling only. The
seam stitching is intact around its entire periphery. The flap closure
billet is riveted with a single copper washer, this fits over an acorn-shaped
brass stud. The rear of the holster is maker marked an oval “Garrett Roberts/
Maker” with “U.S.” at center. The holster remains in very fine to near excellent condition overall showing its age only slightly. A lovely “twist draw” regulation flap holster for your Manhattan
revolver. (36229-A26) [Elliott Riggs Collection]
2456. ANTIQUE EAGLE POWDER FLASK This is a very nice quality dual-panel flask for a small percussion revolver. The brass body is 3 1/2” and has a fixed common top with fixed charging spout. The
seam is intact around its periphery and the flask is un-dented. Both obverse and reverse show an excellent
depiction of a bald eagle, wings spread, head in air. The brass is a dull tarnished ochre patina with some mild
verdigree, the cut offspring showing a bit of oxidation but very
nice fire temper blue. This is an excellent little flask for a quality
casing. (37714-86)
2457. LOT OF COLT GRIPS This lot consists of a pair of a genuine
2457
mother-of-pearl grips with silver Rampant Colt medallions. The
grips will fit the square butt New Model Army 1895-1901 series
of frames as well as the Official Police square butt series of frame.
The grips rate very good plus with tiny chips on a couple of the
bottom corner edges but are otherwise un-flaked and unchipped.
No grip screw is included. (37762-79)
2458. LOT OF SMITH & WESSON GRIPS This lot consists of two
pairs of checkered target-style grips of Goncalo Alves with silver
Smith & Wesson medallions. The N frame grip is it relieved for
cartridge ejection and rates very good plus to near excellent with
only a couple minor flakes. The K frame grip
is cut for speed loader clearance
and rates excellent. Neither
feature diamonds at the
center of their checkering. Grip screws are
included. (37762-79A)
2459. LAMINATED COLT FINGERGROOVED GRIP This is a smooth rosewood laminate
finger groove grip with gold Rampant Colt medallions by Altamont Grip Company. This example fits
the Colt Python revolver and is termed by them their “Oversized Fingergroove Super Rosewood”.
The grip is as-new, unfitted and includes a grip screw. (37762-79B)
2460. SMITH & WESSON TARGET GRIP This is a checkered target Goncalo Alves grip for a
Smith & Wesson K-frame revolver. It features silver S&W medallions and is relieved for ejection of
cartridges only and has diamonds at the center of the checkering patterns. The grip rates very good
with overall light flaking and wear along the edges of the butt, there appear to be the beginnings
of tiny cracks at the sharp rear corner behind the stamped sheet metal interior frame adapter, the
right grip with a small flake missing there as well. “454” is stamped on the bottom of the left grip. A
nice pair of vintage Smith & Wesson K frame target grips. (37762-79C)
2461. LOT OF SMITH & WESSON GRIPS This lot consists of two sets of Smith & Wesson
factory grips. The laminated rosewood round butt J-frame grips feature silver S&W medallions,
and are very similar to examples seen on Ladysmith revolvers. They rate excellent and are likely
new, unused. The second set of grips appears to be rosewood as well and feature gold S&W
medallions and are for square butt N frame “classic series” revolvers. They have checkered panels
with diamonds at the center and are brand-new, unused but sans their grip screw. A very nice
S&W grip lot. (37762-79D)
2462. GERMAN SECOND WORLD WAR STEEL DETONATOR/FUSE BOX FOR
BOUNCING BETTY MINES This hinged metal box is dark feldgrau with moderate flaking
on corners and edges, with a few runs in paint. It measures roughly 6 3/4” square x 5” deep
and is stenciled in white paint on its lid “Zündmittel/f.je.9.S.Mi.35” (S-mine Smi-35); the left side
is neatly stenciled “Heeres-Munition/Gesamtgew. 3,kg.”. The interior is very nice and shows the
metal compartments still intact with the three rubber strips which line the lid in about excellent
condition. There are two 1944-dated labels inside showing some minor oxidation and foxing
(indeed the entire interior shows light oxidation). The labels appear to be inventory stickers: “1
Glühzündstück 28/30 Sprengkapseln Nr. 8/5 Zwichenstücke” (electric detonator, blasting cap,
intermediate connector). The rubber lid seal is intact and functional and the closure hasps work
well and snap shut smartly. (37738-13E)
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2463. LOT OF HANDGUN RAIL SCOPE MOUNTS This lot consists of two bolt-on scope bases and a clamp-on ring set. The scope bases
are designed for Smith & Wesson revolvers, one is L-frame, one is N-frame. The L-frame mount is blued finish, the N-frame brushed
aluminum. Both are slightly used but rate excellent. The ring set is from GGG of Tucson Arizona. It will fit any Weaver or Picatinny
base and attaches with a single thumb nut. It holds a 30 mm optic sight with a three allen-head-tightened top clamp. It appears new,
unused and has a spare battery compartment on its left side which will hold a CR 1/3N lithium battery. A very good, very usable set of
rings-bases. (37646-2)
2464. BRITISH PROOFED
37 MM FLARE GUN
2464
serial #2478, 37 mm,
10” barrel with a lightly oxidized bore which
shows some light oxidation
and light pitting. The metal surfaces are
an overall dull gray patina, the barrel showing some light
oxidation perhaps with the widely scattered pinprick pit here
or there. The smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock rates about very
good with the expected minor dings and handling marks, a few small
chips and cracks left and right of the lower tang. The arm exhibits broad arrow markings
on hammer, frame and triggerguard with British proofs on frame and barrel. There is a collapsed red rubber recoil pad at the butt, stock is loose and barrel-to-frame fit is moderately
loose. The arm seems to function well mechanically otherwise. (37723-10)
2465. LOT OF LYMAN LOADING TOOLS This lot consists of two Lyman Ideal reloading tools and many dies. The first
item is a Lyman 310 reloading tool in its original box. It has toned to a plum patina with overall light surface oxidation,
there are numerous dies included they are un-marked. The end label reads “270 Win”, it is unknown if any of the tools within are
actually for that caliber. There is a second Lyman Ideal reloading tool (looks like a 310) which also is primarily a plum patina with
light surface oxidation. Included are roughly 29 dies: capping, sizing, seating etc. The dies rate about very good overall, some are caliber
marked, others are not. (35152-6)
2466. LOT OF ANTIQUE RELOADING TOOLS AND ACCESSORIES This lot consists of two bench-top shotshell reloading tools with an
assortment of powder and shot dippers, two antique tins of Winchester No. 2 primers and 10 assorted paper shotshells from slugs to 7 1/2
shot. The iron bench-top shotshell loaders are likely both Bridgeport Gun Implements, only one is so-marked, both are 12 ga. One shows
evidence of a flaking black japanned finish with black-painted hardwood handles. The other shows remnants of a gold-tone paint, with
natural wood, hard maple handles. Both show some very light oxidation. There are three powder and shot dippers, one is BGI marked, two
have turned mahogany handles, one has a shortened maple handle. The nickel plate is overall very good showing some light oxidation. One
has a soldered repair to the dipper. The shotshells rate about good and the tins of primers appear full. (35152-6A)
2467. LOT OF COLT GLASS DISPLAY CASES This lot consists of two walnut or mahogany glass display cases for Colt Single Action Army
revolvers. Each case is hinge-top to allow for insertion and withdrawal of the revolver. They feature glass on all four sides and a red baize
lining with “Colt” logo appliqué on the inside of the main viewing panel (it is partially peeling on one case). One features a pewter-tone plaque
which reads “Colt 150th Anniversary”, the other is a blued steel and engraved plaque which reads 1836/Texas Sesquicentennial/1986”. While
perfect for storing your Colt commemoratives, either plaque could likely be replaced with an appropriately engraved plaque for your Single
Action Army or similar revolver. External dimensions are roughly 18” long, 7 1/2” wide and 10” tall. The cases themselves rate excellent,
perhaps showing a light handling mark here or there. Please note due to size and fragility extra shipping will apply. (38834-5)
2468. COLLECTIBLE SHOOTERS ACCESSORY LOT This lot consists of two totally unrelated, but nice accessories. First item is a 30 round
M1 carbine magazine marked on its back in circle “IU”. It rates roughly about very good with scattered light oxidation and some spots of
pinprick pitting. The second item is a reproduction but quality-made percussion carbine swivel hook and roller. Originally finished in-thewhite, it now shows moderate oxidation, the portion to-which the sling would be attached is stamped “E.Gaylord/Chicopee Mass” and
“J.Shepherd/U.S.”, while convincing markings, the stampings and machinings are clearly 20th-century. (37040-4)
2469. LARGE SEWN SWASTIKA This is a circular sewn swastika, normally from the center portion of the Nazi state flag, this likely torn or
rent from such a flag as there are remnants of red fabric around its circumference. The swastika at the center is sewn in eight panels, the
diameter of the circle proper is 34”, showing some light staining and foxing from the years. Construction seems to be quality throughout
and is likely a piece of the original article. (32370-2)
2470. JAPANESE RISING SUN FLAG This is a very lightweight cloth, somewhat coarse-grained weave Japanese rising sun flag, appearing to
perhaps be watercolor-stained. Flag features one sewn seam on the hoist and a near central sewn seam the length of the fly (offset from the
center just slightly). Flag measures 37 1/2” on the hoist and 49 1/2” on the fly. Each end has a small sewn-in woven cord attachment, one
end features two open fastening cords, the opposite end with a closed sewn loop. The flag shows some water spotting and light staining
but is overall in about very good condition. The article appears old but we cannot guarantee its authenticity, bid accordingly. (33398-5)
2471. LOT OF NAZI CLOTH This lot consists of what appears to be a Second World War-era podium banner with fringed lower edge, and a
smaller flag which is more recent in manufacture. The banner measures 32” wide by 35” tall and features a sewn fringed edge along its
bottom. The entire construction is indeed sewn, with the circular swastika at the center printed on the white background proper, the white
border sewn around its periphery. The single seamed top has five small seamless circular rings for suspension. The banner shows some
water staining and light foxing and appears to be the genuine article. The Parteiflagge is 52 1/2” on the fly, 29 1/2” on the hoist and appears
to be of much newer construction. The circular central white portion has a black printed swastika, it is sewn on front and back to the red
field. This flag shows a few minor mothing holes. (33673-15A,B)
2472. SECOND WORLD WAR GERMAN ENLISTED MAN’S/NCO BELT BUCKLE This stamped steel buckle is painted with an apfelgrun
color paint with wear to pewter on the edges and a couple very small flakes of oxidation. The rectangular rear hook is correctly brazed to the
body and the dual pronged keeper rotates on a stamped sheet metal spindle showing light oxidation. The rear of the body is maker-stamped
“N&H 1941” (Noelle & Hueck of Ludenscheid) . The stamping on the front remains very crisp with light wear to pewter on the face of the
Reichsadler. A very nice example overall. (33444-75B22A)
2473. SMITH & WESSON AIRGUN LOT This lot consist of a single Smith & Wesson Model 78G .22 cal. CO2 powered air pistol. This pistol
is fashioned after their famous Model 41 and the metal surfaces retain about 98% original black paint with scattered light chips, edge wear
and other handling marks. The checkered finger rest plastic grips rate about excellent. The pistol features a Patridge front sight, adjustable
rear sight, cross bolt safety, cocking levers and sliding breech bolt. A great understudy for the firearm or perfect practice gun for compact
areas. (88829-50) {NON-GUN}
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2474. INTERESTING COLT FIREARMS COMPANY FABRIC PARTS
MAILING POUCH This is a white linen sewn fabric pouch measuring 5
3/4” by 4 3/8”. Sewn within its seam is an impregnated closely woven fabric
mailing label “Contents: Merchandise-Fourth Class Mail”. The “from” address
is “Colts Pat. Firearms Mfg./PO Drawer/Hartford Conn USA”, the “for” address
is “Spencer Hdwe Co. of Keene, NH”, written in antique ink pen. “E. White”
and “1.25” are also pencil-written in one of the boxes and there is a 1 1/2
cent United States postage stamp affixed, canceled at Hartford Conn. Inside
now are only small cleaning patches and the linen bag is a slightly soiled tan
patina. This is a very rare and possibly unique example of Colt collecting linen
“ephemera”. (35461-68)
2475. DAISY AIR RIFLE LOT This lot consist of a single Daisy No.102 Model
36 BB gun with a barrel address of Plymouth, Michigan and cast-iron lever.
Although there are scattered traces of original blue finish the metal surfaces
are predominately oxidized to brown with additional edge wear and handling
marks. The wood buttstock rates fair to good with scattered moderate edge
wear, scuffing, scratches, dents and dings. The left side of the stock has “BUBBY [star]” engraved with an awl or similar in stencil letter format plus a series
of five dots in front of the name and five others scattered around the name.
(88832-14)
2476. LOT OF WALL MOUNTED GUN RACKS This lot consist of (5)
wooden wall mounted gun racks. This lot consist of (1) Jollette 4 place gun
rack of walnut finished cherry wood and features a notched locking bar and
drawer. The rack is in the original box in disassembled state and appears to
be in very good to excellent condition but the sides of the draw will have to be
reattached. (2) Three-gun wall mounted wooden racks of different construction
and both rate about very good. One is constructed of oak and the other of mystery hardwood. (1) Four-gun wall mounted Luan wall rack that also rates very
good. The last is a single wall mounted hardwood four-gun rack with locking
2474
drawer, key and locking bar. (88832-12)
2477. LOT OF SHOOTING & CLEANING SUPPLIES This lot contains an assortment of cleaning and shooting supplies appearing to be
shotgun related: (1) No. 12C brass shotgun chamber brush with brass ferrule and turned wood handle; (1) three-piece cleaning rod with
tarnished brass ends and a grooved handle; (1) three-piece aluminum cleaning rod with round plastic handle and large patch loop and extra
handle section with angled plastic knob; (1) partial pkg. of 12-16 ga. cleaning patches; (1) set of 12 ga. & (1) set of 20 ga. nickel plated
snap caps; (1) Action pin-on recoil shock eliminator pad outer sleeve shows light staining; (1) red & black striped nylon gun sock; (1) Past
strap-on shoulder pad and (2) Browning Superposed manuals in worn original black envelopes. (56673-7D)
2478. LOT OF RELOADING DIES AND CASES Four items total: (1) Redding 375 H&H series A F.L. die set, consists of resizing and seating
dies, shell holder, spare decapping pin, allen wrench and instructions; (1) Redding 300 Win. Mag., series A F.L. die set, consists of resizing
and seating dies, shell holder, spare decapping pin, allen wrench and instructions, both appear unused in original factory cases; (1) RCBS
300 Win. Mag., group A die set consists of resizing and seating dies and instructions showing minor use in an original factory with lightly
worn endlabel and (1) MTM green plastic case containing 48 twice fired Winchester Super 300 Win. Mag cases, cleaned, trimmed and
ready to load. (57828-1,4)
2479. LOT OF FLASKS AND POUCHES Two total: (1) unmarked brass powder flask measuring 7” with dual sided shell and wreath motif
equipped with dual hangers and a fixed top with four position Sykes style charger and weak topspring. Seams remain tight, body has a couple
light dings; (1) American Cap & Flask 4 lb. leather shot pouch with dual sided dog and bush motif and two position charger. The leather
remains soft with light stains, the seams intact. The leather carry strap a thread sewn repair and the charger spring is non-functional. (57828-5)
2480. VINTAGE CASED FRENCH OPERA GLASSES This lot consists of a cased set of opera glasses marked “A. LEFEVRE / PARIS” on the
eye pieces. The glasses measures approximately 4 3/4” and appear to be aluminum constructed equipped with a bulbous wood adjustment
knob and lightly scuffed but intact leather covered handles. The optics are fuzzy and we can’t get them to focus. Included is a moderately
worn leather purse with red baize interior. (57828-3)
2481. LOT OF BULLET MOULDS Three total: (1) single cavity .44 cal. nose pour minie ball style steel mould with a rebated base and nose
cutter sprue-nipper. The metal toned to a brown and gray patina with scattered oxidation, light dings, worn crack edges along the sprue
cutter and is missing its hollow base insert; (1) heavy duty single cavity brass .38 cal. round ball mould having a lightly tarnished patina
showing light tool marks and tiny ping marks on the heads, the sprue cutter is marked “38 / C”; (1) dual cavity brass .36 cal. conical and
round ball mould not equipped with cutter having a mellowed patina with patches of light oxidation marked “COLT 36”. (56928-8)
2482. WALL VAULT This lot contains a Secure Logic Model #20710 wall vault still sealed in original factory plastic packaging, the box shows
light wear. The unit measures 16 1/2” x 4 5/8” x 15 1/2” with an interior compartment that measures 13 1/4” x 3 1/2” x 8 1/2”. The unit
features a keypad drop down door that stores two codes, 12 volt battery with charger, hidden mechanical barrel key, cutout template and
instructions. (57883-2)
2483. LOT OF NAVAL & MILITARY AVIATION COLLECTIBLES This lot contains a wide array of Naval and other Military collectibles: (7)
fired 30 mm cartridge cases from an A-10 “Warthog”; (1) fired 20 mm M2A1 case dated “1944”; (1) opened cardboard box containing 15
“FOOD PACKET, SURVIVAL, ABANDON SHIP / ALLOWANCE-1 FOOD PACKET FOR 1 MAN FOR 1 DAY”; (1) Bendix Radio Corp Type
MT-5E antenna reel; (1) BC-345 military aircraft navigational switchbox; (1) Stoesser Model 275 roller cockpit checklist; (1) red metal flare
switch; (1) Sea Dye marker packet; (1) B-2 torpedo director from B-25, B-26 and other medium range WWII aircraft; (1) stained and soiled
blue WWII “Mae West” lifejacket; (1) poster showing patches for U.S. Navy Support & Tactical Land Based Squadrons; (1) wraparound
can cover from the USS POGY; (3) ball caps from the USS GUAM, INTREPID and 1991 Pearl Harbor Navy Memorial. Surplus items shows
various degrees of and dirt staining and may or may not contain all their small parts. (57738-12)
2484. REMINGTON ADVERTISING TIN This is a nice 12 1/4” x 17 1/4” metal tin or serving tray of the famous original 1901 Remington Rifles
and Shotguns poster of a smiling young lady in wooded field hold what appears to be a rolling block rifle with an empty cartridge box at
her feet. Tin is in near excellent condition with a few minor light marks from the years. (57738-13C)
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2485. LOT OF HOLSTERS Six total: (2) Gould & Goodrich X340 234 right hand nylon duty holster; (1) Gould & Goodrich K341 234 right hand
leather duty holster; (1) Gould & Goodrich B720A 4006 right hand leather duty holster; (1) Uncle Mike’s size 0 right hand nylon pancake
holster for small to medium frame semi-auto and (1) Uncle Mike’s 8104 size 4 right hand nylon sidekick hip holster. Excellent condition
overall. (56986-2)
2486. LOT OF DUMMY ARTILLERY ROUNDS Three total; (1) M16 Drill Cartridge for a 75 mm gun equipped with a M59 dummy fuse. The
round measures 26 1/4” from the base to the tip of the fuse, the headstamp is marked “UMC 1944”; (1) 75 mm shrapnel round, three piece
construction with threaded fuse. The round measures 25 1/4” from the base top the tip of the fuse, the fuse appears to be cross-threaded
and does not seat properly in the steel envelope of the round. The envelope is marked “CA / WT / CT / 2681 17” and the headstamp is
marked “ Lot 2032 EMC”; (1) 75 mm artillery shell equipped with a threaded brass fuse with threaded rings adjustable for distance. The
round measures 23 1/2” from the base to the tip of the fuse. (56986-3)
2487. LOT OF EMPTY ARTILLERY SHELLS Five total: (1) brass 105 mm M14 shell measuring 14 5/8” from the base to the edge of neck; (1)
Steel 3” 50 cal. MK-9 shell measuring 23” from the base to the edge of the neck. Marked “EKCO LOT 57” on headstamp the is a something
stamped in black ink on the side of the shell that cannot be deciphered due to oxidation staining; (1) 75 mm brass shell marked “Lot 12288
83 Scovill”; (1) 75 mm brass shell marked “75 DEC / PDP 34761 17M”; (1) 75 mm brass shell marked “75 DEC / WR 384 L17 ASR”. All
three measure 13 3/4” from the base to the edge of the neck. (56986-1)
2488. US MILITARY LOT This lot consists of four items. First is a “U.S.” marked aluminum fork that measures 7-1/2” long and has the initials
“JDH” stamped in the grip. Next are two “U.S.” marked stainless steel tablespoons by Wall Co.. Last is a white porcelain sugar bowl with
lid and red trim that has the United States Army Medical Dept. logo. The bottom is maker-marked “The Bailey-Walker Vitrified China” in a
book type logo and is dated “1931”. All are in excellent condition. (48020-2)
2489. LYMAN RELOADING LOT This lot consists of four items. First is a Lyman single cavity round ball bullet mould for .375 balls. The blocks
are in the original box. Second is a set of Lyman small mould handles, also in their original box. Next is a small container with 100 .375 diameter cast lead round balls. Last is a small bag with about 250 cast lead .375 diameter round balls. All are in excellent condition. (48020-3A)
2490. SHOOTERS LOT This lot consists of 18 assorted items. First is a small container of U.S. Military sunburn preventative cream. Next are two
green and gold staff sergeant patches. Next is a Herter’s Recoil Eliminator in its original two-piece box. Next is a small package of Flents
anti-noise Ear Stoppers (recommend for visual display only). The sixth item is a tube of Beare Grease in its original box. Seventh is a set of
factory Smith & Wesson K-frame checkered walnut grips. Eight is a set of Ruger factory walnut grips for a Single Six revolver. Next is an
Outers Silicon gun cloth in its original green tin. The eleventh item is a box, instruction sheet and package of crimped 22 caliber blacks for
a Valor revolver. Twelfth is a full box 50 pieces of Remington unprimed 38 Special brass in a vintage Western Super-Match box. Next are
two revolver speed loaders, one HKS #27 and one Dade K-Frame model. Next is a three-piece wood shotgun cleaning rod. Next is a small
canvas belt. Lastly are three leather items: a tan S&W belt holster for large revolvers, a black sling and a small cartridge pouch with block
for six rounds. All are in excellent condition. (48020-3B)
2491. MILITARY LOT This lot consists of five items. First is a M11 A4 practice grenade that is black and measures about 6-1/2” long. Next are
four en-bloc clips for the M1 Garand, one has eight rounds of black tipped ammunition, another has eight rounds of red tipped ammunition.
All are in excellent condition. (48020-5)
2492. ARCHERY LOT This lot consist of a Martin Cougar 11 MT-6 vintage compound bow. The bow is equipped with pin sights and a quiver
mount and is in very good overall condition. (48020-7)
2493. ARCHERY LOT This lot consists of a Darton Viper compound bow. The bow features a gray camo finish and has an adjustable draw
weight of 65-70 lbs with a 65% let off at full draw. A pin sight, quiver, wrist strap, counter weight and trigger release are all included. A near
excellent example that should perform quite well after being looked at and evaluated by a qualified pro-shop. (48020-6)
2494. ORDNANCE LOT This lot consists of a U.S. M28 inert training rocket for the M20 series launcher. The rocket retains about 60-70% of
its original finish and has some minor impact damage and areas of light oxidation. (48020-5A)
2495. LOT OF LONG GUN SLEEVES This lot consists of six elastic sock type long gun sleeves. They appear to be of different fabrics and
various color, some have manufacturer logos printed on the ends. All are in excellent condition. (43892-16)
2496. RELOADING LOT This lot consists of ten boxes of various reloading projectiles. First are four boxes of Hot-Cor .25 caliber 75 grain soft
point flat nose. Three are sealed, with 100 pieces, the last is partial with about 60 remaining. Next is a full box of 100 Sierra .25 caliber 120
grain boat tail hollow point. The next box is also Sierra .25 caliber 117 grain spritzer boat tail that has been opened but appears to be full,
with 100 pieces. The next two are partial boxes of Hornady .25 caliber, one 87 grain spire point the other 60 grain spire point. Lastly are
two boxes of 7mm bullets. First being a partial box of Hornady 120 grain spire point, the second is an open box of 145 grain Speer boat tail
that is likely full with 100 pieces. All are in excellent condition. (47696-6)
2497. RELOADING LOT This lot consists of an assortment of unprimed and once fired brass. Included are about 150 pieces of 25-06 brass,
about 80 pieces of 8mm Mauser brass and approximately 200 pieces of 25-20 brass. All are in excellent condition. (47696-7)
2498. RELOADING LOT This lot consist of six sets of reloading dies. Included are: one set of Lyman 243 Win, 310 dies; one set of RCBS 243
Win dies; one set of RCBS 7x57 Mauser dies; one set of RCBS 25-06 dies, one set of Redding 8x57 Mauser dies; and one set of Lee 25-20
dies in an RCBS box. All are in excellent condition and come in an OD green metal surplus ammo can. (47696-8)
2499. U.S. HELMET LOT This lot consists of a World War I issue “Dough Boy” style helmet. The helmet has been painted gray with areas of
minor oxidation throughout. The inner suspension system and chin straps have been removed and there is a sizeable dent along the rear
brim. An about very good example overall. (47921-1)
2500. U.S. WORLD WAR ONE BELT LOT This lot consists of a World War One era M1910 cartridge belt, canteen cover, canteen, and canteen
cup. The cartridge belt has 10 pockets, it is marked both “LONG 5-18” and “LONG 4-18”, it shows scattered light soiling. The canteen cover
appears to be marked “298” on the front and “LONG 1917” on the inside. It shows scattered staining and soiling. The aluminum canteen is
marked “U.S./F&C Co./1918”, it shows a large dent on one side, a few smaller dents, scuffs, scratches and scattered oxidation blemishes.
The cup shows scattered oxidation blemishes, scratches scuffs and a couple small dents. A great lot for the Great War collector. (206035-5)
2501. U.S. M1 HELMET LOT This lot consists of a front seam M1 helmet with Vietnam era camouflage cover. The helmet has a textured green
paint that shows scattered scuffing, staining and spots of oxidation. The exterior also shows a few cracks with the longest being 2” at the
front. The helmet has fixed bales and the interior shows scattered oxidation and dirt staining. The liner shows some scuffing, staining and
dings. The sweatband has a chip and there is an name that appears to read “Jenks”. The Vietnam era camouflage cover is marked “COVER,
HELMET, CAMOUFLAGE/MARINE CORPS SUPPLY ACTIVITY”, it shows scattered dirt and dust staining. (205648-20)
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2502. BRITISH BRODIE HELMET LOT This lot consists of a British Mk1 style brodie helmet. The helmet has a textured tan paint that shows
scattered flaking. The interior has a light tan paint with the “HS 83” at the front, it shows scattered scuffing, flaking and staining. The liner is
loose, it shows some dust staining, a couple cracks in the leather, a couple spots of added blue and red paint. A chinstrap is present that
shows some light dirt staining. (204476-8C)
2503. BRITISH BRODIE HELMET LOT This lot consists of a British Mk1 style brodie helmet. The helmet has a dark green textured paint that
is turning to a brown patina with flaking throughout. The interior has a similar green paint with scattered flaking spots, oxidation and dirt
staining. The liner is loose, it shows scattered dirt staining and crazing. The chinstrap shows some flaking and overall crazing. (204476-8D)
2504. CIVIL WAR MAP LOT This lot consists of an antique Civil War map that shows many of the battles from 1861 until 1865. The map
shows the Southern states and some of the border states with numbers corresponding to battles on the map. The map has an overall
antique appearance and the frame shows some flaking paint. The frame measures 17” in length and 14 1/2” in width. A nice lot for the
Civil War buff. (204010-P8C)

2504

2505

2505. STAR TREK HEROES OF THE FINAL FRONTIER PLAQUE This lot consists of a limited-edition Star Trek Heroes of the Final Frontier
signed plaque. The plaque features a picture of the following characters Captain Spock, Commander Sulu, Commander Chekov, Captain
Kirk, Chief Engineer Scott, Medical Officer McCoy and Commander Uhura. The picture is signed by the actors who played them such as
George Takei and William Shatner and the plaque is numbered 653 of 2500. The plaque lists the characters at the bottom with two Enterprise
starships. The frame measures 16” in length and 16” in width. Perhaps the greatest piece of Star Trek memorabilia we have ever offered.
Hopefully the last. (204752-10)
2506. M1911 CAMPAIGN HAT This lot consists of an M1911 field cap made by William R. Hand of Boston. The hat shows scattered dust
staining from the years and there is a 1 1/2” crack on front of the sweat band. The size appears to be about a 7. A great lot for the militaria
collector. (204476-9)
2507. SNIPER MEMORABILIA LOT This lot consists of a framed patch lot and a framed motivational sniper poster. The framed patch lot consists of three Marine patches that may be reproductions. The first has the Grim Reaper over a prone sniper with the words “THE DECISION
IS MINE”, the second shows a Ghille covered skull over spotting scopes with the words “NO PLACE TO HIDE” and the third shows a skull
with two crossed rifles in front of the words “SCOUT SNIPER/DEATH FROM AFAR”. The case measures 12” in width and 15” in length. The
motivational poster shows an Army sniper and spotter team over the words “PATIENCE/IF YOU HAVE ONE SHOT AT AN OPPORTUNITY
MAKE IT COUNT”. The frame measures 24” in width and 30” in length. (204343-63A,D)
2508. LEG-O-MUTTON CASE This lot consists of a brown leather case by Wm Read & Sons Boston, MASS. The case measures 33 1/2”
x 5 3/4” x 2 3/4”. The surface displays moderate scuffs and crazing, mostly on the corners. There are openings on both ends and the
lids are present with the bottom hinge worn almost completely through. The leather strap, handle and brass buckles are still intact as is
the seam stitching around its periphery. There are remnants of a leather barrel protector being held in place with some old newspaper
on the interior. (218588-2)
2509. REVOLVER HOLSTER LOT This lot consists of two holster and cartridge belt combinations. The first one is an Oklahoma Leather holster
and cartridge belt. The belt is marked (L40-45) and 44/45 Cal. The belt and holster are both in near excellent condition with only minor
scrapes and scuffs. There are wear marks and light verdigris from where the cartridges were held and it features a silver buckle. A nice Single
Action Army rig overall. The second item is not maker-marked, but has 7892-M stamped on the inside of the cartridge belt. This holster
would fit a 22 caliber revolver and rates near very good overall with minor scrapes and crazing, mostly on the top strap. The cartridge belt
shows traces of verdigris where the cartridges were being stored and features a tooled design and brass buckle. (217914-11)
2510. RIMFIRE BULLET TRAP LOT This lot consists of a Champion .22 rimfire bullet trap. This trap is designed for .22 non-magnum rimfire
ammo only; it is of heavy duty steel construction, features a 10”x11” target area and comes with a sturdy target clip. This trap appears to
be as new in-the-box and un-used. (218189-3)
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2511. CHEST LOT This is a nice looking wood chest that could be applicable to any storage needs and has an inner compartment that measures
29”x13 1/2”x12 1/2”, a hinged lid that can remain open when in use, side carry handles and a lockable front latch. Additionally the top of
the lid could serve as a platform for storage or decoration considering that the back and sides
have an attractive extension. The softwood chest features a nice light varnish inside and
out and exhibits scattered mild handling marks and a few small remnants of cellophane
tape. A nice addition to any room in the house. (73983-55S1459A)
2512. RUGER GRIP LOT This lot consists of three grips. The first is a Hogue Monogrip
in the original packaging for use on a Ruger Blackhawk, Vaquero and Single Six, still
in the original packaging and is in very good condition. The remaining two grips are
appear to fit the same revolvers listed above, one set is wood with slightly stained
Ruger emblems at the top of the grip but otherwise in very good condition and
one set is stag with a box that states “Distributed By The Outrider, inc.” in excellent
condition. (228821-145X) [Stuart Floam Collection]
2513. LUFTWAFFE SCHIRMMUTZE WITH FLAK REGIMENT MARKING This
lot consists of a Luftwaffe Schirmmutze cap with red piping and gray doe skin. The
Luftwaffe eagle and bullion are both present along with the leather band. The crown
shows some light soiling and a few insect holes. The leather visor has some dirt staining,
both the visor and band show scattered crazing. The interior has a “54” size marking, a
Leparo Fbrikmarke marker’s marking and a tag that reads “Riftinger/Stab III/Makrgt. 29”.
There is another faint marking on the left side that appears to read “Lbte Flak-Flgt 40/5”. The
2513
liner is coming loose, it shows moderate soiling and mildewing. An interesting piece of Luftwaffe
headgear. (207126-3)
2514. KUDU HORN LOT This lot consists of a set of Kudu horns that are mounted on a wooden plaque. The
horns measure about 31” in length and 20” in width. The horns are a bit loose from the plaque, the show
some crackling, flaking and dirt staining. Please note extra shipping may apply. (206663-1)
2515. DIAMOND PLATE GUN
CASE This lot is for one Aluma
Sport by Dee Zee 53” x 14” gun
case. This case is in excellent condition inside and out and features
four latch/padlock receptacles and
one large padlock receptacle at one
end. (228821-148A) [Stuart Floam Collection][Extra shipping applies]
2516. GUN CASE AND SLEEVE LOT This
lot contains 2 hard cases and four zippered padded gun sleeves. The hard cases are 48” x 9” and
2514
are in excellent condition inside and out. Three of the gun sleeves are nylon and
measure 40”, 48” and 50” with the last sleeve being leather and measuring 52”, all
four sleeves are in excellent condition. (228821-148B)
2517. COLLECTORS LOT This lot includes two 8x50R en bloc clips and five 8x50R
rifle cartridges headstamped “III 1891 K&C”. All cartridges and clips show slight signs
of tarnish but are in very good condition. Also in this lot is En bloc leather double
clip pouch that will hold 8x56R or 8x50R clips. The pouch is in very good condition
and looks to have refinished in a dark brown color. (228789-19F)
2518. AMMUNITION POUCH LOT This lot includes two ammunition pouches for
carrying 8x50R/8x56R rifle cartridges attached to en bloc clips. The first pouch is light
green canvas with leather straps, one of the straps has a broken back rivet, this pouch
shows light stains and signs of wear. The second pouch is brown leather in excellent
condition and cosmetic signs of use. (228789-19T,U)
2519. CARCANO LOT This lot consists of 2 separate ammo pouches and a sling. First is a single,
grey leather steel lined pouch used in WWII to carry 6.5 or 7.35 Carcano ammo. The pouch is in very
good condition with a handful of light scuffs. Second is a double pouch that slightly resembles the
single pouch with some minor differences. This double pouch is not steel lined but is in excellent
overall condition. Finally, we have a Carcano sling in excellent condition. The leather is still supple
and shows very few marks except small dents where the buckle rested. (228789-19S)
2520. .454 CASULL RELOADING LOT This lot consists of five total boxes of reloading brass in
.454 Casull. Four of the boxes are primed brass, the remaining box is unprimed brass, all in excellent
condition. (228769-13)
2521. GUN PART LOT This lot is for one Wilson Combat 1911 Versa-Tool still in the factory packaging. This lot also includes one HKS DS
speedloader for .38/.357 for use with S&W, Ruger and Colt revolvers in excellent shape. Finally, there is a box of Maynard P Buehler scope
mounts and a Flaig Ace trigger shoe. (228821-146A) [Stuart Floam Collection]
2522. SCOPE ACCESSORY LOT This lot contains one package of brand new Ruger S100RH high scope rings. These rings are in factory
packaging with a tear in the top of the blister pack, all parts and screws are intact. (228821-146B) [Stuart Floam Collection]
2523. SCOPE ACCESSORY LOT This lot consists of miscellaneous parts including several sets of scope rings, mounts, scope adjustment caps
and screws, all in excellent condition. (228821-146C) [Stuart Floam Collection]
2524. SCOPE ACCESSORY LOT This lot consists of miscellaneous parts including several sets of scope rings, mounts, scope adjustment caps
and screws, all in excellent condition. (228821-146D) [Stuart Floam Collection]
2525. SCOPE RINGS AND BASES This lot includes four packages of Weaver top mount bases, other various mounting parts, one brand
new package of Leupold Remington 700 scope mounts and one brand new package of Leupold super high scope rings. (228821-146E)
[Stuart Floam Collection]
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2526. LOT OF BOOKS Eight total. United States Martial Pistols and Revolvers, by Arcadi Gluckman, Major U.S. Army; c. 1939 Otto Ulbrich
Co., Inc. approximately 300 pages hardcover. Firearms of the Confederacy, by Claud E. Fuller and Richard D. Steuart; c. 1944 Standard
Publications, Inc. 333 pages hardcover. Notes on Ordnance of the American Civil War 1861-1865, by Harold L. Peterson; c. 1959 American
Ordnance Association. Approximately 80 pages hardcover. Ships and Seamen of the American Revolution-vessels, crews, weapons, gear,
naval tactics and actions of the War of Independence, by Jack Coggins; c. 1969 Jack Coggins. 224 pages hardcover with jacket. Miniature Arms, by Merrill Lindsay; c. 1970 Merrill Lindsay. 111 pages hardcover. Military Miniatures, by Peter Blum; approximately 40 pages
hardcover. Several of the books in this lot contain identification information in the form of attached labels or ink writing. The last two items
are softcover auction catalogs from James D. Julia, Inc. circa 2004/2005. The overall condition of the lot is very good to excellent with light
wear and soiling evident. (1X73762-1C)
2527. LOT OF BOOKS Total of six hardcovers. The Gun-Founders of England: With a List of English and Continental Gun-Founders from the XIV
to the XIX Centuries, by Charles Ffoulkes; c. 1937, 1969 Charles Ffoulkes; 133 pages. The Crossbow, by Sir Ralph Payne-Gallway. c. 1953
Holland Press. 375 pages. European Firearms, by J.F. Hayward; c. 1955 Philosophical Library, Inc. 53 pages text with extensive photo plate
section. The first four books in this lot include the original jackets affixed to the back covers and rate near excellent with a previous owner’s
name written and embossed. Gun Collecting, by Charles Edward Chapel; c. 1939, by Coward-McCann, Inc. 232 pages with separated jacket
that is missing a large section of the front and extensive white staining to the back cover. An Introduction to European Swords, by Anthony
North; c. 1982 Anthony North. 48 pages and rating near excellent. (73762-1B)
2528. LOT OF GUN DIGEST AND RELATED BOOKS 19 softcover books: Pistols of the World, third edition; Blackpowder Hobby Gunsmithing; Guns of the World; Guns & Ammo 1971 & 1976 Annual; Gun Digest 1961, 1962, 1966, 1967, 1968, (2) 1969, 1970, 1971, 1972, 1973,
1975, 1976 and one Gun Digest Treasury Deluxe Edition. Books are overall very good to very good plus. (33750-7B)
2529. LOT OF BOOKS Two total: (1) Flayderman’s Guide To Antique American Firearms 6th edition, 640 pages; (1) Standard Catalog Of Firearms
3rd. edition, 672 pages. Both in very good plus condition with light age staining. (58249-2)
2530. BOOK LOT This lot consists of 27 items. Included are: The Gun Collector’s Handbook Of Values (1980-1981), The Gun Digest Book Of
9mm Handguns, Gun Digest Treasury 7 th Ed., 1 st Edition Handguns ’89, 3 rd Edition Law Enforcement Handgun Digest, Handgun Digest
(1987), The 1991 Annual Knives, 14 Old Gun Catalogs For the Collector (1859-1902), a Colt 45 service manual, a U.S. 30 Cal Carbine
service manual, Dept of the Army soldiers manual of common tasks level 1, (2) FM 21-100 War Dept basic field manual soldier’s handbook,
FM 21-11 War Dept basic field manual first aid for soldiers, FM 8-35 War Dept medical field manual transportation of sick and wounded,
Ordnance School ammunition handbook, FM 23-10 War Dept basic field manual U.S. rifle caliber .30 M1903, FM 23-7 War Dept basic
field manual U.S. Carbine caliber .30 M1, TM 9-1270 manual for 1903 rifles, Infantry journal 81mm mortar handbook, Military Pistols and
Revolvers: The handguns Of The Two World Wars by I.V. Hogg, Swords by Robert Wilkinson-Latham, Infantry Drill Regulations U.S. Army
1911, British And American Infantry Weapons Of World War 2 by AJ Barker, German Infantry Weapons Of World War 2 by AJ Barker, Infantry
Drill Regulations, and The Officer’s Guide 8 th edition. All are in very good condition. (48020-4)
2531. LOT OF BOOKS Total of six. Standard Catalog of Smith & Wesson, by Jim Supica and Richard Nahas; this second edition c. 2001 by the
authors. 318 pages excellent condition hardcover that is signed by Supica on the title page. The Knives of Smith & Wesson, by C.E. Rinke; c.
1990 C. E. Rinke. 112 pages hardcover with a 1990 dated dedication by the author on the inside front cover. Excellent condition copy that is
identified as #456 of 1000. Smith & Wesson Hand Guns, by Roy C. McHenry and Walter F. Roper; c. 1945 Standard Publications, Inc. 233
pages with jacket and featuring illustrated frontis pieces depicting each of Horace Smith and Daniel B. Wesson. This copy has withstood
the test of time nicely showing just the slightest wear with some fading along the edges, some small ink and pencil notes on inside front
cover and the jacket showing clear tape reinforcements and small repairs. Smith & Wesson 1857-1945: A Handbook for Collectors, by Roy
Jinks and Robert J. Neal; c. 1966, 1975 A. S. Barnes & Co. Inc. 434 pages hardcover with jacket showing light wear and rating very good
to excellent with some dirt along the page edges and a dedication dated 1981 by Jinks on the front end paper. Smith & Wesson Revolvers:
The Pioneer Single Action Models, by John E. Parsons; c. 1957 John E. Parsons. 242 pages hardcover with illustrated frontispiece depicting
the factory circa 1863 and some fading evident primarily at the spine but overall crisp edges and very light wear. History of Smith & Wesson,
by Roy G. Jinks; c. 1977 Beinfeld Publishing, Inc. 290 pages hardcover with jacket showing a couple of small tears and there is a sticker
attached to the inside front cover. Also included with this lot is 2002 Guns & Ammo article titled The Forgotten Forty-Fours. (78334-8Q)
2532. LOT OF BOOKS TOTAL OF FOUR. Ethan Allen and Allen & Wheelock: their guns and their legacy, by Paul Henry; c. 2006 Paul Henry.
230 pages hardcover with a personalized and signed dedication sticker by the author affixed to the front end paper. The Deringer in America,
Vol. Two: The Cartridge Period, by L.D. Eberhart & R. L. Wilson; c. 1993 by the authors. 280 pages hardcover with jacket. by the authors.
280 pages hardcover with jacket. All About Southerners: The history and details of the .41 Caliber Rim Fire Southerner derringer. Vol. One,
Limited Edition book no. 231 of 1000 and signed by the author. 114 pages hardcover with jacket and like the first two books in this lot rates
excellent with virtually no blemishes. The last item is a 24 page staple bound booklet with a blue softcover that reads “Illustrated Catalogue/
of/”Brown” Military Gun,/Ballard Sporting Rifles./Southerner Pistols, &c./Manufactured/By The/Brown Manufacturing Co./1869”. The booklet
shows light wear with the first two pages showing a name written in ink. (78334-8R)
2533. LOT OF BOOKS Total of two. The Guns of Boston Harbor: (From the Bay Colony through the Present), by Gerald W. Butler, S.F.H.; c. 2001
Gerald W. Butler. 398 pages softcover covering defense systems in place and included is coverage of enemy sneak ships penetrating the
harbor shortly after the attack on Pearl Harbor. Nice crisp edges with a few dirt spots here and there. Small Arms of the Sea Services: A
history of the firearms and edged weapons of the U.S. Navy, Marine Corps and Coast Guard from the Revolution to the present, by Colonel
Robert H. Rankin, USMC (Ret); c. 1972 N. Flayderman & Co., Inc. 227 pages hardcover with jacket showing minor edge wear but no other
negatives worth mentioning. The overall condition of the lot is excellent. (78334-8S)
2534. LOT OF BOOKS Five total. Collecting Military Antiques, by Frederick Wilkinson; c. 1976 Frederick Wilkinson. 208 pages hardcover with
jacket and a nice resource that covers a vast array of items. Light but Efficient: A Study of the M1880 Hunting and M1890 Intrenching Knives
and Scabbards, by Albert N. Hardin, Jr. and Robert W. Hedden; c. 1973 by the authors. 104 pages hardcover with jacket. U.S. Army Combat
Equipments 1910-1988, by Gordon Rottman; c. 1989 Osprey Publishing Ltd. 48 pages softcover. U.S. Infantry Equipments 1775-1910, by
Philip Katcher; c. 1989 Osprey Publishing Ltd. 48 pages softcover. U.S. Doughboy 1916-19, by Thomas Hoff; c. 2005 Osprey Publishing
Ltd. 64 pages softcover. The books in this lot are in excellent overall condition. (78334-8T)
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2535. LOT OF BOOKS Total of four. The Flintlock: Its Origin, Development and Use, edited by J.F. Hayward; c. 2007 Skyhorse Publishing Ltd.
Originally published 1939. 188 pages softcover. The New Engand Gun: The First Two Hundred Years, by Merrill Lindsay; c. 1975 Merrill
Lindsay. 187 pages softcover with extensive data on arms makers through the years. The History of Weapons of the American Revolution,
by George C. Neumann; c. 1967 George C. Neumann. 373 pages hardcover with jacket. The Warner Collector’s Guide to American Longarms, by H. Michael Madaus; c. 1981 The Main St. Press. 255 pages softcover. The overall condition of the lot is excellent with minor dirt
or stains on a couple. (78334-8U)
2536. LOT OF BOOKS Total of five items. U.S. Handguns of World War II: The Secondary Pistols and Revolvers, by Charles W. Pate; c. 1998
Charles W. Pate. 368 pages hardcover in excellent condition. Modern American Pistols and Revolvers, by A. C. Gould (“Ralph Greenwood”);
c. 1888 A. C. Gould & Co., c. 1894 Bradlee Whidden and republished 1946. 234 pages hardcover with deckle edges and showing minor
corner wear and two commercially printed title labels affixed to the exterior. United States Martial Pistols and Revolvers, by Arcadi Gluckman;
c. 1956 The Stackpole Company. Approximately 350 pages hardcover with jacket and remaining in excellent condition. Next is a printout
of pages 265-271 of The Revolver 1865-1888, by A. W. F. Taylerson. Also included is a copy of a six page Nov., 1993 Gun Report article on
the Iver Johnson Safety Automatic Revolver. (78334-8V)
2537. LOT OF BOOKLETS Total of eight beginning with a copied version of Fifty Years of Gunmaking: The Story of the Hopkins & Allen Arms
Company 1867 to 1917, by Joseph T. Vorisek; c. 1992 Armsco Press. 149 pages contained in a binder with a clear plastic cover. The remaining items in this lot are vintage catalogs and price lists, all but one being staple bound and likely reproductions. They are from various
manufacturers starting with a Hopkins & Allen catalog of the 1908 era with the image of the horse drawn sleigh being pursued by a pack of
wolves. The staple bound 34 page booklet measures 10”x7 1/2”. There is also a catalog by Forehand & Wadsworth of about the same size
and with blue graphics on white stock with an inside cover informing that this is a Fortress Publications reproduction of a catalog circa 1880.
There is also a 15 page example dated 1879 and from The Lee Arms Company exhibiting the image of the Bridgeport, Conn. facility over
the light blue cover. The last four are pocket size and consist of a Harrington & Richardson Arms Co. Catalog No. 21 and a U.S. Cartridge
Co. example dated 1881 and consisting of 113 pages. The last two are price lists starting with a Sept. 1923 Harrington & Richardson by
Info-Arm and the other is a pull-out folder of Remington guns. This is an excellent condition lot. (78334-8W)
2538. LOT OF BOOKS Total of nine and all from The Old West Series from Time Life Books. These are well constructed leather bound volumes
featuring raised western motif covers, gilt titles and accents at the spines and each with a colorful and dramatic illustration representing its
respective topic. The series consists of a total of 27 volumes published between 1973 and 1980 and the nine in this lot have the following
titles: The Indians, The Gunfighters, The Trailblazers, The Expressmen, The Townsmen, The Soldiers, The Great Chiefs, The Cowboys and
The Forty-Niners. The books are in excellent condition. (78334-8X)
2539. LOT OF BOOKS Three total. American Military and Related Equipments, by R. Stephen Dorsey; c. 1984 Pioneer Press. 129 pages softcover and excellent tool for identification purposes. Arms & Equipment of the Civil War, by Jack Coggins; c. 1972 Jack Coggins. 160 pages
hardcover with jacket and utilizing more than 500 illustrations produced by the author. Guns of the American West, by Joseph G. Rosa; c.
1985 Joseph G. Rosa, Lionel Leventhal Ltd. 192 pages hardcover with jacket covering flintlocks through the introduction of the semi-auto
pistol of the late nineteenth century. This is an excellent condition lot with some minor isolated dirt and the inside cover of the first book
showing a tan section from storage contact with a periodical clipping. (78334-8Y)

Gun Parts
2540. RARE U.S. MODEL 1903 TRENCH MAGAZINE This is a very rare 25-round trench magazine for
the Springfield/Rock Island series of 1903 rifles meant to replace the floorplate on the bottom metal. It retains
97-98% original blue with an overall coating of hardened oil or cosmoline. There is an “(eaglehead)/X32” marking
at the lower left corner of the magazine box. Follower, spring and blued magazine box cover are all included. The
magazine comes in its original craft box with printed “woodgrain” pattern. The box rates perhaps very good with
portions of the lid seam detaching, three corners however are fully intact. A very nice and very seldom-encountered
1903 Springfield accessory. (38809-70)
2541. US GI PARTS LOT This lot consists of two slides and a barrel. The first slide is a Remington Rand 1911A1
slide which is completely stripped but for the sights. It is an overall dull gunmetal gray with scattered oxidation and
remnants of some light pitting, its slide marking somewhat light. The second 1911 slide is from a Colt U.S. Navy
pistol and is so-marked on its right flat, it is cracked vertically through both flats just to the rear of the dust cover,
nearly all the way through. It is an overall dull gray patina with surface oxidation, it is stripped but does have the
rear sight intact, its notch has been opened with a file. The third item is a Colt New Service barrel which rates fair,
it is 45 caliber with an about very good bore. It is a dull gunmetal gray with overall light and moderate oxidation and
pitting, only remnants of the barrel address remain, the U.S. Property marking still present. (38832-11)
2540
2542. BROOMHANDLE MAUSER HOLSTER STOCK This appears to be an original holster stock for an
1896 Broomhandle Mauser. It is walnut, now devoid of finish, showing open grain structure. There is a repair to a
crack to the body of the stock along its lower left edge and an unrepaired crack on the right side through the stock butt cap pushbutton and its
retaining screw, roughly 5” long. The butt shows a prominent 1” chip missing along its lower edge right at the attaching hinge lower screw, leaving
it somewhat loose. There is no stock iron present. A good 1896 Broomhandle stock overall that is not beyond repair. (38832-9)
2543. U.S. MODEL 1919A4 PARTS KIT This consists of left sideplate, barrel trunnion, top plate with front and rear sights, bottom plate and
top cover, along with barrel shroud, rear plate with cast steel pistolgrip and Israeli 7.62 caliber 1970-dated barrel (bright excellent bore).
The small parts include charging handle, extractor assembly, barrel extension and lock frame assembly. There are no other parts included.
The metal surfaces show some minor handling marks and light oxidation in the green
phosphate finish but rate very good overall. An excellent start towards
building that display gun or as spares for your running MG. (38829-41)
2543
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2544. U.S. MODEL 1919A4 PARTS KIT This consists of left sideplate, barrel trunnion, top plate with front and rear sights, top cover, top
cover catch, barrel shroud and Israeli 7.62 caliber 1980-dated barrel (bright excellent bore). The small parts include charging handle, extractor assembly, barrel extension, lock frame assembly, bolt assembly and operating spring and guide. There are no other parts. The metal
surfaces show some minor handling marks, a few more moderate, especially on the barrel shroud and there is the oddly scattered spot of
light oxidation here or there. Also included is a T&E mechanism which is overall a dull pewter gray patina and seems to operate properly.
With a bit of time and effort this could make an excellent display piece or use as spares for your 1919 MG. (38829-40)

2544

2545. G OVERNMENT MODEL GRIP LOT This lot consist of a single set of checkered walnut factory grips by Colt with gold Rampant Colt
medallions for a Government model semi-auto pistol. The grips rate very good with no diamond point wear or handling marks but the right
panel has a 3/16” long shallow dent. (88805-9A)
2546. S MITH & WESSON MODEL 625 45 COLT CYLINDER LOT This lot consist of a single S&W model 625 cylinder assembly in 45
Colt. The stainless steel surfaces rate about very good to excellent with scattered light scratches and a turn ring. The assembly includes
the extractor, extractor rod and other related springs and parts. The owner advised this cylinder was originally sent to gunsmith Jim Stroh
of Alpha Precision and fitted to another revolver. The charge holes have been individually numbered and the assembly tuned by Mr. Stroh.
The cylinder is perfect to convert a 45 ACP model 625 to 45 Colt or as a replacement for a damaged cylinder. (88799-4A)
2547. W INCHESTER MODEL 1894 LEVER ACTION RECEIVER LOT This lot consist of a single Winchester Model 1894 receiver serial
#77017 with about 95% plus non-factory reapplied blue finish toned to purple with scattered light scratches and oxidation blemishes. This
1896 made receiver retains strong markings and proof marks. (86519-523) {ANTIQUE} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
2548. U.S. MODEL M1 CARBINE RECEIVER LOT This lot consist of a single U.S. Model M1 Carbine receiver by Rock-Ola serial #1711052
with about 90% original Parkerized finish exhibiting light to moderate operational wear and handling marks. The left rail shows some light
peen marks and there are four impact marks on the edge of the rear sight dovetail probably from staking the sight. (86519-521) {FIREARM}
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
2549. ANSCHUTZ MODEL 54 ACTION LOT This lot consist of a single Anschutz Model 54 22 RF single shot action with bolt and trigger
group. The action retains about 99% original blue with light operational wear and handling marks. (86519-526) {FIREARM} [Richard
“Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
2550. 1861 MUSKET TRIGGER GROUP LOT This lot consists of two 1861 musket lower tangs with triggerguards and sling swivels.
They are both finished brightly and they show a few spots of light pitting, scattered oxidation with one showing heavier oxidation on the
lower tang. (204095-112A)
2551. THOMPSON STOCK SET This lot consists of a modern Thompson buttstock and a vertical grip forend. The buttstock shows some
handling marks and a couple small spots of dust staining. The buttplate, rear sling assembly and associated screws are present. The vertical
grip forend shows a few handling marks and includes its long grip screw. (208585-136B)
2552. W INCHESTER MODEL 60 BARRELED ACTION LOT This lot consists of a single 23” barrel with a bright near excellent bore. The
caliber is 22 S,L and LR and includes the bolt. The metal surfaces are a mix of original flaking finish, brown and areas of moderate pinprick
pitting and oxidation staining. The standard open sights are mounted on the barrel and the action seems to function well, however, there is
no trigger assembly present. A nice starting point to build that first single shot from your youth. (218795-4) {FIREARM}
2553. R PM BARREL LOT This lot consists of a single RPM 13 3/4” heavy barrel with an excellent bore chambered for 223 Remington-cartridge.
The barrel has a Weaver style sight base with a pair of 1” rings. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue with light edge wear at
the muzzle. (1X88711-1A)
2554. H&R TOPPER STOCK This lot includes a hardwood pistolgrip buttstock for a Topper single barrel shotgun. The stock has a red russet
color with scattered light handling marks and a ventilated red rubber recoil pad with company logo and it remains in excellent condition.
(1X108570-6E) [Calhoun L.H. Howard Collection]
2555. R AM-LINE FOLDING STOCK This lot includes a black colored polymer folding stock and handguard for a Ruger 10/22 rifle. The stock
rates excellent aside from a weak latch on the shoulder piece that allows it to fall forward when shouldering the stock. (1X108570-6A)
[Calhoun L.H. Howard Collection]
2556. LOT OF U.S. MUSKET PARTS This lot consists of two stocks and a barrel. The first stock is a U.S. Model 1816 flintlock musket stock
which rates otherwise about very good with the overall scattered minor dings and handling marks from the years. It is completely stripped
except for the triggerguard. The stock has been broken completely through the wrist and repaired with a wood screw. The next stock is a
U.S. Model 1842 stock, also stripped but for its buttplate and band springs. It rates about very good with overall minor dings, chips and small
cracks with “DMK” incise carved into the left side at butt. The third item is an oxidized 41 1/2” Model 1842 barrel. There are no remnants
of firing proofs, it is an overall oxidized brown patina with light and moderate pitting. (38783-43)
2557. R EMINGTON MODEL 1903A3 BUTTSTOCK ASSEMBLY This is a walnut straight grip 1903A3 stock from Remington Arms Company which rates about very good overall. It features “RA” with ordnance wheel and “FJA” inspectors markings on the left side of the stock
as well as appropriate circled P firing proof to the rear of the bottom metal inletting. The stock shows evidence of a light cleaning which
has left these markings somewhat light and features two brass reinforcing pins. There are minor dings, handling marks and light chips here
and there one would expect from an issued stock. Buttplate, front band, mid-band and the rear sling swivel are all intact. No handguard is
included. (38531-1)
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2558. M1 CARBINE STOCK This is a postwar M1/M2 “potbelly” carbine stock of birch. It is inletted for M2 selector and trip and features
buttplate and band spring only. The stock shows an old light cleaning with the remnants of a very faint ordnance wheel cartouche on the
right side, left side showing “AAO” and “AAH” markings, likely Augusta Arsenal or perhaps Aniston. There is a rack number “107” stamped
at the bottom of the pistolgrip and there are dual firing proofs on the pistolgrip’s face. No handguard is included. Good-about very good
overall. (38832-8)
2559. STOCK LOT This lot consists of two stocks, one a semi-inlet, the other a take-off. The semi-inletted stock is for the 1917 Enfield series of
rifles. Currently it features a blind magazine but obviously could be inletted for full bottom metal if one wished. The inletting is perhaps 70%
completed with a similar amount of shaping done. The stock is American black walnut, Monte Carlo style with a flared left side cheekpiece
and rates about very good overall. The take-off stock is from a Czech VZ-24 and shows overall built up grime, oil and grease from the years
with handling marks and dings consistent with a field-used arm. The nosecap is present as is the band spring and the side-mounted sling
swivel, rear sling swivel and steel buttplate. No handguard is included. An about good example overall. (38832-13)
2560. K98K STOCK LOT This lot consists of a German K98k stock and handguard. Both the stock and handguard are laminated, they are
numbered differently, the stock has a blonde color and the handguard a darker color. The right side of the butt is marked with a Yugoslavian
“TRZ” stamp and a number on the left side. There are a couple repairs in the barrel channel, there is a tight lamination separation around
the right stock bolt, the stock and handguard show scattered dings and handling marks. A cupped buttplate and nosecap with bayonet
lug are also present on the stock. (208616-1A)
2561. K98K STOCK LOT This lot consists of a German K98k stock and handguard. Both the stock and handguard are laminated, they are
numbered differently and have a dark color. The stock has a number on the left side of the butt that is likely Yugoslavian, there is a repair on
the right side off butt, the stock shows a few tight lamination separations and handling marks from the years. A flat buttplate and nosecap
with bayonet lug are present. (208616-1B)
2562. M14/M1A SCOPE MOUNT This lot consists of a scope mount for the M14 and M1A family of rifles. It is marked “M14/M1A SCOPE
MOUNT”, there are two mounting holes and screws present but no mounting block is included. (208802-1A)
2563. S PRINGFIELD MODEL 944 SERIES A BREAK ACTION SHOTGUN PARTS LOT This lot consists of frame serial #P824405,
.410 bore, 26” plain barrel with a very good bore. The barrel retains about 65% original thinning blue with scattered areas of pinprick pitting
and oxidation staining. The frame has a 2” crack at the bottom and the gun has been disassembled and is being sold as parts only. The
smooth straight grip hardwood buttstock and forend rate near very good with the buttstock having a moderate amount of finish missing
and includes a ventilated rubber recoil pad. The barrel is fitted with a silver bead front sight. (218563-7) {MODERN}
2564. W INCHESTER MODEL 12 PARTS This lot is made up of the following parts for a 20 gauge shotgun: bolt, trigger group, stock bolt
with washer and a few other small internal receiver parts. These parts remain in very good condition with the bare metal showing scattered
light fine oxidation staining. (108825-7533107A)
2565. M1 CARBINE INFRARED SCOPE LOT lot consists of a night vision M1 Carbine stock with kufgr source, battery, battery carrying
case, M2 scope and mounting bar. The stock appears to be of USGI manufacture, it has a recoil plate, an added screw on the left side but
no buttplate and it shows a few dings and handling marks. The light source and switch show some dirt staining, scuffs and handling marks.
The battery pack shows some flaking and scuffing, while its canvas carry case shows some dirt staining and scuffing. We are unable to
determine if the M2 scope is functioning properly, the scope and mount show some scuffing and dirt staining. (208678-32B)
2566. B LASER F3 SHOTGUN BARREL LOT This lot consists of an over/under barrel set which are 12 ga, 30” ventilated rib barrels choked
improved cylinder and skeet with bright near excellent bores. The barrels are marked Blaser Germany on one side and Sigarms Exeter, NH
on the other. The barrels feature ejectors, dual bead sights and are in excellent condition overall. (218664-4)
2567. R EMINGTON MODEL 1100 BARREL LOT This lot consists of a 12 ga, 28” ventilated rib barrel choked with a bright near excellent
bore and single silver bead sight. Included is a Remington factory cardboard box labeled to a different barrel. (218113-28)

End of Silent Auction - Thank you
All Silent Auction Bids are due by 3:00 pm on June 2nd 2018
Results will be available on Wednesday, June 6th, 2018.
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